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PART 1. CONCLUSIONS 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

DIMENSIONS OF THE POVERTY 

AND MANPOW'ER PROBLEMS 

\Vith 1. 2 rnillion New York City residents receiving public assistance and 

a total of 2. 5 million having less than an adequate ' 1lowcr stanclarcl of living" in

corne, as defined by U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, poverty is well recognized 

as the City's number one problcn1. Less wel! recognized is the fact that today, a 

greater proportion of the nation's poor live in Nc ,v York City than ten or twenty 

years ago. Despite the anti-poverty efforts of the past dccaclc, the lower third of 

the City's population is getting a son1cwhat s1naller share of total income than it 

did before, while outside the City a n1orc equal distribution of income occurred. 

Though the proportion of people \vith lo,v skills in the City h;1s not been decreas

ing as fast as in its environs, rnanual jobs in the City are being replaced by white 

collar jobs even faster than in the environs or in the 1u1tion. Before we sec in 

what ways and how rnuch transportation can help, the over-all magnjtudc of the 
poverty and tn anpo,ve r proble rns n1us t be put in pe rspccti ve. 

It can be estirnated that the City has, not counting uncrnploymcnt due to 

business cylces, over 75, 000 unemployed blue collar wo1·kcrs with low sldlls. 

In addition, some 17 0, 000 potentially cn1ployablc City residents with uncertain 
skills are not even registered as unemployed. Under good ccono1nic conditions, 

these people would be searching for only about 20 , 000 rather low-paying blue 
collar job openings in the City. Another 20 , 000 somewhat better paid ones out

side the City could be avai lablc if City and suburban unc mployrncnt rates we re 

equalized, and racial discrimination barriers lowered. 

If.trends of the re cent past continued to 1985, an estimated prospective 

loss of 130 , 000 blue collar jobs from New York City would be only partially made 

up by the creation of 7 0 , 000 new service jobs. Blue collar opportunities for City 

residents outside the City would only rise from 20, 000 to 4 0, 000 . And, even 

with an e:xl)ected shrinkage of the unskilled labor pool, up to 250 , 000 City resi

dents who have no \vhite collar skills would still remain without jobs. 7 
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Meanwhile in white collar work there is no unernploy1nent if one discounts 
the effect of business cycles and job turnover. By 1985, so1ne 420, 000 new white 
collar jobs could be expected to locate in the City. If recent trends in the occupa
tional advancen1ent of Blacks and Puerto Ricans continue, they will capture about 
330,000 City white collar jobs left by subu1�banizing whites, and so1ne 130,000 out 
of the newly created jobs. Should co1n1nuting fro1n the suburbs stay at the present 
level, this would still leave almost 300, 000 white collar jobs in the City unfilled. 

The danger in these divergent trends is two-fold: 

I. With declining factory work and only a s1nall increase in service jobs,
the poor are increasingly barred fron1 custo111ary opportunities for en1ployn1ent. 

2. With an increasing shortage of white collar skills in the City, the
growth of its office industry could be jeopardized, depriving the poor of this 
rnajor new opportunity fo1� advnnce1nent. 

Clearly the advance1nent of the City's disadvantaged population and the 
growth of the City's offiec industry n1ust be tied together in the long run. Stepped 
up training for white collar skills, broader access to university education through 
open cnrolln1ent and a rnassive in1prove1nent in the quality of the public school 
systetn arc essential for both. Stepped-up production of in-City housing attractive 
io white collar workers and in1proved transportation to office centers in the City 
also en1crgc as i1nportant, even if their relationship to poverty is indirect. A re
orientation of 1nanpowcr training progran1s toward the acquisition of white collar 
skills, now partially undc1·way, can alter the City's labor force profile and elin1i
nate son1c white collar deficits which can otherwise be filled only by in-con1111uta
lion. This will i111p·rove opportunities for City residents, but will solve the City's 
poverty prob le rn only in part. 

The magnitude of needed solutions 

To bring the 2. 5 1nillion City residents who now live below an adequate 
11 10,ver standard of living" up to this standard in 1971 would have required an in
co111e transfer of about $2 billion, over and above the ahnost $1. 2 billion the City 
disbu1·sed in welfare assistance. Ad1ninistered as a "negative inco1ne ta," or any 
nu1nbel' of si1nilar proposals, inco1ne transfer at this level ,vould involve, nation
wide, about 5 percent of the nation's 1noney incon1e. What in1pact can progran1 s 
other than direct inco1ne support have on reducing this "inco1ne gap"? For the 
sake of illustration, several possibilities are scaled below; the relationship be
tween their cost and their effectivenes8 varies, they are in part substitutes for 
c:1ch other, and the list is by no 1ncans exhaustive. 

1. !\·latching the une1nployed with existing jobs. If 20,000 blue collar job
openings in the City and ihe 1nore hypothetical 20,000 in its environs ,vere filled 
by presently uncn1ployed blue collar workers fron1 the City, about 12 percent of 
the $2 billion "poverty in.co1nc gap" would be closed. It is true that n1any of these 
openings are near the 1nininn11n ,vage level, on which only a self-supporting single 
individual can live above a "lo,ve1· level of living budget"� for a hvo or three 
person fa1nily, 1nininn1111 legal wages fro1n one worker produce only a n1arginal 
incentive for e1nploy1nent, co1npared to a ,velfare allowru1ce. Still, given the 



nun1ber of unen1ploycd single individuals, and the presence of bcltci· paid job� 
a1nong the blue-collar openings, filling n1orc of thcin is desirable ancl requires: 

a) a full-e1nployment econo1ny
b) i1nproved place1nent progran1s and heller inror1nalion on job availnbilitv

by location 
c) iinproved access, particularly to the more distant opportunitic� out�iclc

the City. 

2. Manpower training and support services. Aparl rro1n the preparation
for se1ni-skilled occupations, which have been the targcl of most training· pro
gran1s in _the past, three future opportunities arc ilnportant, ancl could be 1·cali1.ccl
over the next 15 years: 

a) n1any sen1i-skillcd and unskilled blue collar unc111ployccl in the Cily
could n1ove up into skilled blue collar positions now hclcl by co1n1nuLcrs fro1n lhc 
suburbs, if discrin1ination barriers in skilled trades ancl crufls were lowered. 
Equipping 30, 000 lower skilled City residents with craft skills ancl placing· lhcm 
in such jobs would bridge about 11 percent of the "poverty inco1nc gap' 1

• 

b) Many of those \vho now hold n1iscellancous low-paying· jobs could be
trained for white collar occupations. The training involved is cxpensi ve, but 
should l 00, 000 trainees be placed in n1odcrately skilled white calla r positions 
at prevailing clerical wage rates, about 13 percent of the "poverty inco111c g·ap 1

' 

would be bridged by the added income. 
c) Many 111others a111ong the near-poor possess son1e white collar job ex

perience and could obtain white collar jobs if clay care services were provided 
for their child ren. Providing day care services for 85,000 child1·cn ( in ndcliLion 
to the present 40,000, or 6. 5 percent of the City's pre-school lotal) could rrce 
50,000 n1others in low-inco111e fainilics for white collar jobs �mcl cover, al p1·c

vailing clerical wage rates, about 17 percent of the "poverty income gap". 

3. Job creation. The present cconoiny of the City �1nd lhe Hegion si1nply
does not have the jobs to employ all those who could work but do not have or can
not acquire the skills that arc in clc1nand. In the poverly areas surveyed in lhis 
study 64 percent of the u11en1ployed were not high school graduates, compared lo 
only 30 percent of those en1ployed, a fact that may only partially reflect unrealis
tically high entry requireinents for soinc jobs. A progra1n of public sc1·vi<.:c jobs, 
creating presently non-existent low-skilled c1nploy1ncnt for, say, 50, 000 
individuals who are outside the labor force would fill, at n1inimu1n legal wag-c 
rates, about l O percent of the "poverty incon1c gap''. By con1parison, present 
job creation programs cover about 3, 000 individuals. 

4. Keeping blue-collar jobs close to City residents. The outn1igralion

of n1anufacturing and warehousing fron1 high density areas can be slowed sornc

what and guided by not discouraging industries fro1n staying in the City, and by

positive steps, such as the City's Industrial Renewal Program. Blue collar

e1nploy1nent losses projected in this repo1i are based on the assumption that the

latter progran1 will succed in keeping about 60,000 jobs in the City which wou)d

otherwise leave. wloreover, State and regional age ncics should not be indi ffc1·

ent to industrial locatio:1 patterns beyond City boundaries. Thus, dcvelo11mcnt

of the Hackensack Meadow lands in New Jersey stressing office buildings will be

in competition with the City, whereas emphasis on manufacturing and warehous

ing would be complen1entary and would keep blue collar jobs within reach of City

residents. 
9 
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5. Loeating residenees closer to jobs. A lasting in1proven1ent in the
aecess to job opportunities requires an in1prove1nent in the Region's housing 

mix, ineluding 1norc moderate and lo,v-income units in the suburbs. Data fro111 

this report suggest that lo,ver inco1ne housing for City residents near suburban 
job opportunities should be loeated on the average within hvo to three 1niles of 

industrial concentrations, at densities sufficient to support bus service (say 

1nore than 7 dwellings per residential nere), and pri1narily in the counties of 
Bergen, \Vcstchester, Fairfield and Nassau. \\Tith a fixed an1ount of capital, 

about 1.4 housing- units ean be built in the suburbs for every one in the City clue 

to the lower cost of low-rise housing. Based on prospeetive blue eollar jobs to 

be filled over the next 15 years, 40,000 sueh low to 1noderate-inco1ne units 

should be bujlt, over and above current suburban needs� the figure would in
crease to 130,000 if present 1noderate ineomc out-co1nnn1tcrs frorn the City 
were to find suburban housing. 

It should be en1phasized that so1ne of the above points, na1nely, (2c), (4) 

nnd (!5), will not in thernsclves erc ate any new jobs, but largely shift the burden 
or the unc n1ploy1nent fro1n falling unfairly on City residents. Without special 
efforts at skills upgraclil'lg and job ereation, the Ne,v York - Nc,v Jersey - Con

ncetieut Hcgion as a whole will continue to have a serious suq)lus of unskilled 
rnnnpower. Moreover, it is evident that even if such efforts are suceessful, in

crcased direet inco1nc support ,vill still be neeessary to close the poverty in
eornc gap. 

WHAT TRANSPORTATION CAN DO 

lt is apparent that n1any of these steps to i1nprove eeonon1ic opportunity 
do dcpc nd on the pcrfor1nanee of the transportation system, its ability to get 
workers to t.he jobs and back ho1ne, as well as to e1nploy1nent agencies, train

ing eenters, or day-care serviees. Ho,vever, aeeurate 1neasures of the degree 

to whieh transportation can enhance eeono1nic opportunity turn out to be elusive, 

and a dircet link between poor access to jobs and high une1nploy111ent rates is 

not cnsy to doeu111cnt in the New York Region. 

The fa.et that unen1ploy1nent in the lower-skilled blue eollar oecupations 
in the City is three ti111es as high as outside the City does show that City residents 
arc unable to con1pete effcetively in the suburban job n-tarket. Diserin1ination and 
lnck of knowledge nbout suburban job openings arc partly at fault, but faster and 

ehcapcr neccss to the suburbs would help. Within the City, the picture is less 

clear. Diffcrenees in unen1ployn1ent a1nong the three low-ineon1e areas studied 
scc1n unrelated to job aeeess. Out of son1c 2,400 low ineon1e residents inter

viewed who were not working, only one gave "bad transportation 11 as the reason. 
The l 970 Census nlso found a fraetion of one pereent. ln fact, bad transportation 

n1�y be causing considerably n1ore une111ploy111ent, but the 1u1en1ployed themselves 
have no way of knowing it. Polyteehnic Institute of Brooklyn estin1ated that per

haps 15 pereent of the tme111ployed were out of ,vork beeause of inadequate trans
porl:1tion in the Brooklyn l'vlodel Cities area. 

The relationship behveen eeono1nie status and necess to job opportunities 

is even 1norc con1plex. Not only do the poor in New York City on the average 
live eloscr to the subway tl1an the well-to-do, but within the poor areas ineo1ne 
tends to l)C lower where transit aeeess to jobs is better. Si1uilarly, throughout 



the Region wages paid by manufacturers tend to be lower in areas close to suh
\vay stations, or in those tnore accessible by railroad or bus. P robnblv aR a 
result of these ]ower wnges, plnnts near transit lines also tend to have ·n1orc 
vacancies, and report greater recruiting difficulties U1an plants in auto-oriented 
territory. These patterns largely reflect the history of the Hcgion's cconoinic 
developn1ent: an older and less desirable housing stock near transit lines and 
n1anufacturing districts, as well as 1nore labor-intensive and less crficiont plants 
in the older districts near transit lines. 

Genernlly, transportation service in the Hegion being fairly ubiquitous. 
the kinds of problems low-incon1e area residents co1nplained n1ost about in n 
questionnaire for this study were not necessarily proble1ns partictilar to their 
areas but rather characte1istic of the syste111 as a whole--such as that the trip 
"costs too 1nuch'', is "too cro,vdcd", takes "too long'', and is "loo dirty''--in 
that order. Sitnilarly, in a questionnaire addressed to cn1ploycrs, the only 
response that elicited a clea1· majo1ity (altnost GO percent in  New York City 
con1pared to only 3G percent outside the City) was that the unreliability of tran
sit results in frequent lateness of e1nployces--agnin n condition pcrtainin� to 
the systen1 as a ,vhole. 

The location of job training centers was also looked at in this study, and 
it was found that they are generally well served by the public transportation sys
ten1, and accessible to their target populations. 

The three principal places of e1nployment opportunity for low-inco1nc 
City residents ,vere found to rank as follows, in order of in1port:tncc: 

1. E1nploy1nent concentrations in 01· near the low-income areas themselves.
In the three study areas surveyed during this project, 50 percent of the workers 
worked in the same borough in ,vhich they lived. This e1nphasizcs the i mportancc 
of local transportation within low-income areas and in their close vicinity. Such 
local trips to work are predominantly by automobile ( 43 percent u1 the three study 
areas) and by bus ( 31 percent in the three study areas). Walking and the subway 
nccount for the ren1ainder, 

2. The l\!IanJ1attan Central Business District. Despite declines in producl
ion-orientecl e1nployn1ent, the CBD still has 560, 000 blue collar jobs, altnost half 
the City's total. It is the n1ajor job location for Harlem, employing GG percent of 
its low-inco1ne workers, and it attracts 25 to 40 percent of the workers living in 
low-inco1ne areas in other boroughs. Most of these work trips Lo the CBD arc 
made by subway. This underscores that even though low inco1nc residents are less 
likely to work in Manhattan and to use the subway than middle-income resid ents, 
they still would benefit very substantially from subway in1provcments aimed at
Manhattan. 

3. Dispersed employment locations in other City boroughs and in nearby
suburban counties. Together, these account for about 20 percent of the jobs of 
low-incon1e area residents ( the proportion of those working in the suburban coun
ties varies from 2 to 1 O percent). Work trips to other boroughs are made predom
inantly by sub,vay, but over 80 percent of those to the suburban counties arc by 
auto with very few trips by bus and railroad. The suburban opportunities will in
crease n1oderately in the future: this does suggest limited possibilities for ex
panding bus and rail use for some longer distance trips if fares for reverse com- 11 



muling arc sufficiently reduced, but most of the increase will have to be by auto

because of the dispersed nature of destinations . The major opportunity areas for

low- income employment are shown on Map 1, and the estimated present journey-

to-work streams from three major low- income areas on Map 2.

The three target employment concentrations in New York City shown on

Map i, namely the Manhattan central business district, the East River industrial

band, and the south-central Bronx would have, under conditions of full employ-

ment, about 15,000 semi-skilled and unskilled blue collar job openings, about 75

percent of the City's total. The two suburban areas in central Nassau County and

inner New Jersey would have about 4, 100 or some 20 percent of the total in 12

suburban counties outside Connecticut. All suburban openings at this skill level

can. be estimated to be distributed as follows: 70 percent in New Jersey, 20 per-

cent on Long Island, and 10 percent in the Region's northern sector of New York
State. Map 1 also shows, with crosshatching, major opportunity areas for lower

skilled white collar and service work.

The estimated journey-to-work streams from low-income areas, shown

on Map 2, graphically indicate that people with modest incomes do not travel far.

Data from the 1960 Census, from the 1963 Tri-State Regional Planning Commis-
sion Home Interview Survey, and from our own 1970 interviews in the three study

areas consistently show: the lower the income, the shorter on the average, the

journey to work . This is mainly due to the pattern of low-income job locations,

which tend to be close to places of residence, and to the generally higher cost of

the longer trips. One cannot solve low-skilled manpower problems by large in-

creases in long-distance commuting; however, making some longer trips possible

will expand opportunities.

Another significant finding of this study is that to a greater extent than is

commonly thought, lower-income areas depend on the automobile for travel to

work . In the three study areas investigated, 40 percent travelled to work by auto,

35 percent by subway and 16 percent by bus. Those travelling by auto went 20 to

.

r
)P percent faster , and held better paid jobs, even when the auto was not their own.

Automobile use for travel to work in 1970 was higher than that recorded by the

1960 Census, despite the fact that auto ownership in these areas remained

essentially static. In New York City factories outside Manhattan, this study found

44 percent of the workers arriving by auto. Of course, both in the study areas,

selected because of their poor access to the subway, and in factories, auto use is

higher than in low-income areas on the average. Data from the 1970 Census, re-

leased after the completion of this study, show an average of 20 percent of all

workers from the low income areas of Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx travelling

to work by auto.

Still, it is necessary to abandon the notion that restricting auto use hurts

only the well-to-do. Blanket policies directed against the auto as such do hurt
the low-income worker. Therefore, policies for managing auto travel must be
selective, discouraging it when the car is in the wrong use (i.e. auto travel

to the Central Business District, where pollution concentration is high, and
where the alternative of transit exists), and at the same time protecting the

interests of the poor (i.e. auto travel to otherwise fairly inaccessible factory
sites, where the auto may have a negligible impact on the environment because of

low density).
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Summarizing, transportation can: (1) open new job opportunities by per-
mitting journeys which are now infeasible, (2) widen somewhat the ran-r ot
choice among job opportunities, and (3) simply improve the conditions of life in
low-income areas by making transportation services better, faster, less expensive
or less damaging to the environment. To attain some of these objectives, five
types of recommendations are set forth:

l '
Bus route extensions, mergers and new routes providing access from

low income areas to nea rby employment concentrations . In line with its finding
this study avoids recommending Ion-, single-purpose bus routes into new territo-
ry. These generally require very high subsidies because the low-income worker
can pay only a small fraction of their cost, and off-peak riders are seldom avail-
able to carry part of the operation. Over time, their patronage shrinks as work-
ers with newly found jobs acquire autos of their own. In the New York area,
where an extensive bus system is in being, broadening its reach by minor route
extensions promises greater benefits.

2. Selected free transfers among bus routes serving major low-income
areas. Recommendations concerning a general fare policy on the transit system
are outside the scope of this study, but it does make clear that a 35$ fare, which
amounts to some 4. 5 percent of the low income worker's wages for a round trip

becomes barely tolerable if it has to be paid twice, especially for a short trip.

Selective expansion of free transfer privileges among bus routes is recommended
to improve the responsiveness of the bus network to the short, intra-neighborhood
trip important in low income areas. Free transfers from bus to subway are not

recommended, since the majority of those paying this kind of a double fare are
residents who are not poor and whose long trips cost the system more than the

average one-fare trip.

3. Reduced commutation fares on suburban railroads in the reverse direc-

tion from stations in low-income areas, and added stops on some trains . To satis-

fy the need for access to employment opportunities in the suburbs, and to fill pre-

sently empty seats on suburban trains travelling in the reverse direction during

peak hours, adjustments to the fare structure are recommended. However, pros-

pective numbers of low-income users of the suburban railroad in the reverse di-

rection are expected to be modest.

4. Greater emphasis on the needs of low- income areas in current subway

planning, design and eonstruction . An overall evaluation of priorities is outside

the scope of this study, but three needs are apparent: a) advancement of the

Southeast Queens extension so as to minimize environmental damage, b) advance-

ment of the Canarsie line extension so as to remove elevated trackage and ob-

viate the much more costly Utica Avenue subway construction* also, a new trans-

fer station from the Jamaica BMT to the crosstown IND line in Bushwick, c) a

review of Bronx subway planning so as not to bypass the Model Cities area and to

enhance its potential for renewal.

5. Steps to facilitate automobile use by low-income workers who have no

reasonable alternative for access to jobs . The auto represents by far the most

effective transportation for breaking out of the ghetto, not only for access to better

paying suburban job opportunities, but also for a variety of other needs which re-

cmire access throughout the Region, and not only within its high-density core.



The recommendations of this report are focused on three study areas in-

vestigated in depth because their access to the subway system and their poverty

indicators are worse than average: South Jamaica, Bushwick and East Tremont.

However, the recommendations are extended, where logical, to affect all of the

Model Cities areas of the South Bronx, Central Brooklyn, and a part of Harlem.

These wider recommendations do not pretend to be a comprehensive plan, but

they do dovetail closely with studies of these areas by others; some of the

recommendations affect City- and Region-wide policies.

Bus route extensions, mergers and new routes

The City of New York is served by a rather dense grid of bus routes, cov-

ering most of its residential and commercial areas. However, important clusters

of employment, mostly manufacturing plants, are located on the edge or just out-

side these areas, and receive only scanty bus service, mostly because the travel

demand—limited to peak-hour work trips—does not justify a full-time bus route

with frequent runs. To cover this deficiency, a total of 15 bus route extensions,

branches, or new routes are recommended, many of them on a rush-hour-only
basis. In addition to these, listed later in Table A, several minor extensions and
adjustments are proposed, as well as some route mergers to create a one-fare
service without transfers. These are discussed below by study area.

South Jamaica . In South Jamaica, bus service is characterized by a se-

ries of lines running north-south, feeding the rapid transit lines on Hillside and
Jamaica Avenues and serving the retail concentration in Jamaica Center. Be-
cause these routes and those running east-west from other areas terminate in or
near Jamaica Center and are operated by six different companies, each franchis-
ed over a different sector, the availability of direct bus service through Jamaica
Center to points in Queens to the east, north and west is limited. To overcome
this, Coverdale and Colpitts* has recommended the merger of twelve bus routes
into six from 9 AM to 4 PM, each to run through Jamaica Center rather than ter-
minating there; three of the six routes would result from merging routes of the

same operator; some of them, including one serving College Point, would be cut
back.

In planning such a merger of routes, two considerations must be kept in
mind. First, in the case of route combinations of different operators, it is dif-
ficult to make the merger equitable; the operator who allows a high-density route
to be shared by an operator with a lower-density route would be short-changed.
Transfer payments would have to be devised to redistribute revenues. Second,
the routes to be merged should have similar headways, so that an "averaging"
of service does not result, with the high-frequency route losing service and the
low-frequency route having more buses than the traffic can support. Further-
more, the limited hours recommended by the Coverdale report would not help
journeys to work--the main consideration of this study—and cutting back Queens
Transit route 25/34, which serves the manufacturing cluster at College Point,
slated for expansion, would prevent access to it from South Jamaica.

16 New York, January 1971.

Coverdale and Colpitts, Report on Bus Transit System in Borough of Queens.



It is thus recommended that a number of route combinations by the same
operator be instituted first on a trial basis, and should they be successful, point
the way toward additional mergers. The trial mergers should serve the four ma-
jor flows of South Jamaica traffic which now pay two fares, as shown in Map 25
in the text: Hillside Avenue east, Jamaica Avenue east, Jamaica Avenue west
and Metropolitan Avenue toward Brooklyn. Hillside Avenue east would be served
by merging Transit Authority routes Q-l and Q-5, Jamaica Avenue west would
be served by merging Transit Authority routes Q-4 and B-56, Metropolitan Ave-
nue would be served by merging Transit Authority routes Q-4A and B-53, and
finally Jamaica Avenue east would be served by merging Jamaica Buses routes
110 and 111/113. Each of these four pairs has similar service frequencies. To
properly serve the job-holder as well as the mid-day traveler, the mergers should
be in effect the entire day. The combined routes are shown on Map 3.

A major transportation problem in South Jamaica is the difficulty of reach-
ing JFK International Airport by public transportation. Some 2,500 airport em-
ployees live in the area south of Hillside Avenue and east of the Van Wyck Express-
way, but depend overwhelmingly on the automobile for access. The bus trip is so

circuitous that it requires up to an hour of travel for an airline distance of less

than four miles.

One step to reduce this difficulty would be relatively small extensions or

modifications of existing bus routes. The Central Terminal Area and the Federal

Circle near the main entrance of the airport can be served by extending the Green

Bus line # 40, which presently terminates just two blocks from the entrance to the

Van Wyck Expressway, into the airport. However, these are by no means the

only concentrated work locations at the airport; the cargo area to the north and the

maintenance area to the south are also important. Jamaica Buses // 111/113 route

could be extended beyond its present southern terminus at Rockaway Boulevard

near Farmer's Boulevard into the cargo area via a public road running just inside

the north edge of the airport boundary. Additional traffic to the cargo area could

be handled by Transit Authority Q-3 serving southeast Queens by extending it into

the airport in the same manner.

Since each of these recommended extensions serves a different section

of South Jamaica and none serve all major employment clusters at the airport, a

free shuttle bus system connecting them would be necessary. The Port Authority

of New York and New Jersey operates various free shuttle services at JFK Air-

port now, for both passengers and employees, and a revision in their routing and

scheduling may achieve this objective.

Alternatively, the difficulty of serving all employment clusters at JFK

Airport by fixed- route buses from the relatively low density areas of Southeast

Queens may lead to a demand- actuated Dial-A-Ride service. Such services have

been experimented with in several cities in the United States and Canada. They

involve the operation of 10 to 20 passenger vehicles which respond to the speci-

fic origins and destinations of each traveller and to the time of day when he makes

his trip, frequently on a subscription basis. The around-the-clock schedule of

airport shifts would lead to a high utilization of such vehicles, and the relatively

short distances involved would tend to keep the cost down. The potential which

appears to exist for the transport of employees and others between South Jamaica
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and airport locations warrants careful study of the Dial -A- Ride possibility by the

airport operator directly, or through another interested agency, such as the new-
ly formed Council on Airport Opportunity.

In the South Jamaica community, strong sentiment also persists for re-
storing crosstown bus service on Linden Boulevard, from the IND subway termi-
nus at Lefferts Boulevard and 119th Street to St. Albans Hospital in Jamaica. At
present, no other east-west route exists in South Jamaica. This line, started as

a free community service by Dr. Thomas Mathews and later taken over by the

Transit Authority was discontinued because of very sparse use—partly the result

of misplaced terminal points and lack of free transfers to intersecting lines. Cor-
rection of these deficiencies would increase its use, even if it would not make it

self-supporting. Also, in the future realignment of bus routes, attention must be

paid to new housing sites under development in South Jamaica.

Bushwick and environs . Ln Bushwick, the greatest failing of the bus route

layout is the lack of direct service to the nearby industrial concentrations in Mas-
peth, Sunnyside and Greenpoint. Because of the existence of several operators,

the Transit Authority in Brooklyn and three operators in the parts of Queens adja-

cent to Brooklyn, bus service between the two boroughs is relatively uncoordinat-

ed: routes connecting them are not as plentiful as proximity would suggest. Bus

route branchings and extensions are recommended to penetrate the industrial

areas.

The Transit Authority's DeKalb Avenue B-38 route should be extended be-

yond its present terminus at Grandview Avenue and Stanhope Street to Maspeth

and Sunnyside via Flushing Avenue, Rust Street, 56th Road, and Greenpoint Ave-

nue terminating at Van Dam Street and Queens Boulevard. This will make some

40,000 blue collar industrial jobs accessible to large portions of Bushwick and

the other Central Brooklyn poverty areas via one-bus service and combined with

the free transfers, both existing and proposed, provide one-fare service to vir-

tually all poverty areas of Central Brooklyn. The diversion of at least one-third

of the peak period buses of the Transit Authority's Wilson Avenue B-60 route

along Morgan Avenue to Greenpoint Avenue will provide Bushwick residents with

one-bus service with twelve- minute headways to major portions of the industrial

sectors of Greenpoint-Newtown Creek, containing some 50,000 blue-collar-

industry jobs, many now beyond walking distance of the subway. Combined with

existing and recommended transfers, this adjustment would give much of Central

Brooklyn one-fare service to Greenpoint-Newtown Creek.

As an improvement within the Bushwick area, the need to expedite move-

ment on the B-60 route along Wilson Avenue was brought out by the Bushwick com-

munity. Traffic on this narrow two-way street is frequently stalled. To correct

this, Wilson Avenue and one of the parallel streets, either Central or Knickerbo-

cker Avenue, should be converted to one-way operation, and the bus route split

accordingly to operate in a pair of one-way streets. All of these proposals are

shown on Map 4.

East Tremont and the South Bronx. In East Tremont, the recommenda-

tions for changes in bus routes cover access by bus from a wider area, including

most of the South Bronx and parts of Harlem, where there are several opportuni-

ties to adjust and extend existing routes and add new ones to give more direct ser-

vice to industrial concentrations.
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Presently, only the Bx-34 serves Hunt's Point, but three Cross-Bronx
routes, the Bx-11, Bx-30, and Bx-35, have their eastern termini near the base

of Hunt's Point. The Bx-11 and Bx-35 should be extended to Southern Boulevard
and Hunt's Point Avenue to connect with the Bx-34, and the Bx-30 should be ex-
tended into Hunt's Point via Leggett Avenue, making some 14,000 blue-collar-

industry jobs accessible by bus from most of the low income areas in the Bronx.

The South Bronx industrial area, with 16,000 blue-collar-industry jobs,

is served by a number of north-south routes but lacks an east-west route to dis-

tribute the north-south traffic. By extending Bx-3 across Bruckner Boulevard

from Jackson Avenue westward to Lincoln Avenue and then north to L38th Street,

seven north-south routes could be intercepted, providing one -fare service to the

South Bronx industrial area for almost all of the South and Central Bronx poverty

areas. The Bx-3 presently passes through the heart of this poverty area via Cro-

tona, Prospect and Jackson Avenues and all those within walking distance could

have one-bus service to South Bronx industrial jobs. Harlem residents would

also make use of this route using Bx-29 across 125th Street and Bx-33 across

138th Street and transferring in the Bronx for this extended Bx-3, the east-west

distributor.

The jobs at La Guardia Airport and in Astoria can be made more acces-

sible by providing a service from Harlem, across 125th Street, starting at least

as far west as Lenox Avenue, but preferably on Broadway, to connect to west

side subways. At Park Avenue, air travellers who use the Penn Central Railroad

could add to the bus ridership. The route would make one additional stop at As-

toria Plaza, connecting with the BMT subway there and then run express via the

Grand Central Parkway directly to La Guardia. This would be an extension of the

existing TB bus route.

East Harlem and most of the poverty areas in the Bronx have very poor

access to the George Washington Bridge Bus Station (GWBBS) in Washington

Heights, requiring a two or three-legged subway ride or a long and slow local

bus ride to reach it. By extending several bus routes onto the limited access

highway system, quick direct service can be established. MABSTOA's M-l ser-

vice on Fifth and Madison Avenues should be extended beyond its present northern

terminus via Harlem River Drive to the GWBBS. Entrance to the Drive would be

at 139th Street and Fifth Avenue and on the return trip buses could exit at 142nd

Street and Fifth Avenue. The Transit Authority's First and Second Avenue route,

the M-15 should also be extended north on the Harlem River Drive beyond its

present terminus at 126th Street. Its entrance and exit ramps would be at 127th

Street and Second Avenue. In the Bronx, the extended Bx-3 should be extended

still further across 135th Street to the Madison Avenue Bridge and into the Drive

at 139th Street. All three routes would connect to the GWBBS using the Amster-

dam Avenue and 178th Street exit of the Harlem River Drive, giving direct and

fast bus service to all of East Harlem and much of Central Harlem, the South and

Central Bronx. In addition, as a minimum improvement, five bus routes which

presently stop at 180th Street and Broadway should be extended to the entrance ol

the GWBBS at 178th Street and Broadway to facilitate transfers. It may a so be

possible to use the Cross Bronx Expressway to provide access for Central Bronx

residents via a new route. However, such service probably would be attractive

only before 7:30 AM in the westbound direction because of congestion on the ex-

pressway. Given these improvements, at least 500 new peak period passengers

from East Harlem and the Bronx to the GWBBS could be expected.
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Of course, improving access to the GWBBS is not particularly fruitful for
the journey to work by blue collar workers unless the bus service into New Jersey
serves the appropriate industrial areas. At present, there is no service by bus
from the GWBBS to the industrial concentrations of the more than 25,000 jobs in

South Hackensack, Teterboro, Moonachie and Carlstadt, aUuit halt in the category

of operatives and laborers. By contrast, the Port Authority Bus Terminal (PABT)
offers frequent service via Manhattan Transit $ 51 resulting in 591 workers using

it for reverse commuting. Since total reverse commuting from the GWBBS is

roughly half what it is from the PABT, it is not unreasonable to assume that equiv-

alent bus service from the GWBBS to these four municipalities could generate up-

wards of 300 trips, roughly half the PABT total. It is therefore recommended
that an express route using Interstate 80 be set up, exiting at Green Street in

South Hackensack and continuing on Huyler Road, North Street, Industrial Road

and Moonachie Road, terminating at Paterson Plank and Moonachie Roads. With

further industrial development in the Hackensack Meadowlands, other routes of a

similar type could be added in the future. For many Bronx and Harlem residents,

a trip from the GWBBS will be a much shorter one than from Midtown Manhattan.

These bus improvements are shown on Map 5.

Table A summarizes the estimated cost of the major proposed bus recom-

mendations involving route extensions and branchings. Though the average speed

of local City buses outside Manhattan is about 7.5 raph, the higher average speed

of 10 mph is assumed because of less street congestion in the peripheral Industrial

areas. Still higher speeds are assumed on the route segments proposed for ex-

pressway operation. The hourly bus operation cost is taken as $15; the assumed

service frequencies vary, as indicated in the Table; a new bus is assumed to cost

$40,000 with a useful life of 10 years, or $6,000 annually at 6% interest.

Table A.

Estimated Annual Costs of Bus Recommendations.

Peak
Route Headways Round Annual costs

totalRoute Miles (Min.) Trips/day Operating Equipment

1. Green Bus #40 2.5 3 166 $186,700 S 60.000 $ 246.700

2 Jamaica Buses 111/113* b 1.7 5 20 -54.000' 0 -54.000

3. Q3 a
1.3 20 17 16.600 6.000 22.600

4. Linden Boulevard 38 15 55 188.100 24.000 212.100

5. B38 a

b

3.4 12 20 51.000 24.0C0 75.000

6. B60 a b 1.9 12 20 10.500 0 10,500

7. Bx11 a 0.7 4 48 30.200 18.000 48.200

8. Bx35 a 0.4 4 48 17.300 12.000 29,300

9. Bx30 a
.
b 1.3 9 24 23.400 12.000 35.400

10 Bx3 (across Bruckner Blvd.)* 2.3 4 60 103.500 48,000 151.500

11. Bx3 (to GWBBS) a b 4.5 12 20 27.000 12.000 39.000

12. TB 3.8 12 34 114.000 24.000 138,000

13. Ml b 2.3 12 12 59.600 6.000 65.600

14. Ml5 b 3.0 3 153 165.200 36.000 201,200

15. GWBBS I-80 route* 12.3 15 16 36.900 0 36,900

Total 45.2 773 $976,000 $282,000 $1,258,000

Peak hours only.

b One in three existing buses.
c Annual Savings
Note: Excludes recommended minor route extensions near the GWBBS and route mergers in Jamaica

Source: Regional Plan Association.



To hold down the costs, ten of the fifteen recommendations would be in ef-

fect during peak hours only. Furthermore, seven of the recommendations involve

the extension or branching of only one in every three existing runs. Also, the

costs of the two recommendations for branching routes B60 and Jamaica 111/113

would be lowered by the savings realized from reduced operation on the existing

route. The total annual operating cost of meeting these recommendations would

be $976,000, plus $282,000 for equipment. These, of course, would be at least

in part recovered by revenues from the additional services offered. While patron-

age estimates for most of the lines are difficult to develop, the proposed GWBBS-
1-80 route would break even with a 50£ one-way fare, if the assumed patronage

estimate of 300 passengers is realized.

The success of these route changes is in part predicated on an adequate

information program , including route maps and schedules at every bus stop, bor-

ough-wide bus maps at important locations, and general publicity.

Free transfers among buses in low-income areas

The recommended bus route extensions and branchings will improve access

to areas of blue-collar employment, but mostly for workers living along these

routes. Since it Is impossible to provide a bus route from every conceivable ori-

gin to every destination, transfers among bus lines must be an essential part of

the system . They are particularly important for access not only to jobs, but

also to training, education, health and social facilities, as well as to shopping-

areas, which are located within the low-income neighborhoods.

Today, the usefulness and flexibility of the City's bus network for most
of these intra-neighborhood trips is severely restricted by the scarcity of free
transfers among routes. If the path of one's trip does not coincide with that of

a particular bus route, and one has to change buses, the cost of the trip may
double or triple. The pattern of free transfers among bus lines in the City is

extremely haphazard. Map 6 shows all locations where at least one of the trans-
fer movements is free. Brooklyn has a generous number of free transfers, and
Queens has some. The fact that there are nine bus companies in Queens, none
providing free transfers to any of the others, partly explains the pattern in that
borough. But even in Brooklyn, where almost all routes belong to one operator,
the Transit Authority, the pattern of free transfers is haphazard, reflecting
largely past ownership and practices of long-defunct streetcar lines. Some routes
crossing one another have no transfers, some have partial transfers only in a
specified direction, and still others have complete free transfer rights. Both
these boroughs are far better off than the Bronx, where no free transfers exist,
or Manhattan, where only a few exist. The Manhattan and Bronx Surface Tran-
sit Operating Authority (MABSTOA, a Transit Authority subsidiary), the major
operator in these two boroughs, is the only one of significant size in the City which
has a policy of no free transfers, inherited from its private predecessors. A
more equitable City-wide free transfer system is clearly in order, and has teen
a topic of discussion for some time.

The main obstacle to it has been one of cost. On Transit Authority bus
routes, 11. 8 percent of the passengers are estimated to use free transfers, and
another 18.4 percent pay double fares. On MABSTOA routes, 24.4 percent pay
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double fares. If one includes the private bus lines, City-wide elimination of two-

fare bus trips would cost an estimated $60 million a year, at 1972 fare levels.

Various outside subsidies to cover this cost in whole or in part are conceivable;

if spread among all present bus users, the bus fare would have to be raised from

35 to 42 cents. Alternatively, keeping the 35$ fare, introducing a uniform City-

wide 10£ paid transfer between buses, and eliminating present free transfers,

would result in a $35 million annual cost. The uniform City-wide 10<? transfer

would save money for South Jamaica and Bronx residents, whereas those of Bush-

wick would pay, in the aggregate, roughly what they pay now. Of course, most

of the $35 million subsidy would go to residents of areas which are not poor.

Focusing on poverty areas, this study found double -fare bus trips to ac-

count for 32 percent of all bus trips to work in South Jamaica, 30 percent in East

Tremont, and 15 percent in Bushwick. Double-fare bus trips may be more pre-

valent for journeys to work than for other types of trips, but it does appear that

poverty area residents in the Bronx and Queens suffer more than average resi-

dents from the incidence of double fares. Bushwick is better off, because exist-

ing free transfers in Brooklyn tend to be clustered in and around the low-income

areas of Central Brooklyn. Still, even if only one in seven riders pays close to

10 percent of his daily income for a two-fare bus round trip, it is a severe hard-

ship in low-income areas, where buses are a major means of public transportation

not only for short trips to work, but for all lands of purposes within the neighbor-

hood. On that basis, while system-wide free transfers ought to be a goal, the im -

mediate expansion of free transfer privileges at all intersections of bus routes in

central parts of low-income areas is recommended . The cost of this limited pro-

gram, outlined below, is estimated at between $12 and $15 million annually, al-

most half of it attributable to the Bronx.

South Jamaica . Residents of this study area traveling to most places in

Queens beyond Jamaica Center must now pay two fares. A system of free trans-

fers among all routes, including those of separate carriers serving Jamaica Cen-
ter within an area bounded by Hillside Avenue to the north, Sutphin Boulevard to

the west, South Road and Liberty Avenue to the south and 170th Street to the east

should be adopted to provide one-fare service for local movements not covered
by route mergers recommended earlier in this report. This involves a total of

180 free transfers which are listed in Table B and located earlier on Map 3.

Bushwick and Central Brooklyn . In their study of transportation needs in
the Model Cities area of Central Brooklyn, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn* pro-
posed the creation of 57 free transfers among bus routes in and near the study
area in addition to those already existing. This report supports all these and in

addition recommends 33 free transfers in and near Bushwick not covered by the
Polytechnic study. Taken together these recommendations create 90 free trans-
fers for movements between all bus routes in the low-income areas of Central
Brooklyn, and insure one-fare service to industrial concentrations nearby.

* Transportation Needs of Residents . Central Brooklyn Model Cities, April 1971,
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.



Table B.

Recommended Free Transfers for South Jamaica Residents.

Route # Name

Q 1 Hillside Avenue

Q 2 Hillside Avenue-Hollis

Q 3 Jamaica-Hollis

Q 3A Jamaica-1 14th Avenue

Q4 Jamaica-Cambria Heights

Q 4A Merrick Boulevard-St. Albans

Q 5 Merrick Boulevard

Q 5A Merrick Boulevard-Rosedale

Q5AB Bedell Street

Q 17 Flushing-188lh Street, Jamaica

Q 17A Horace Harding Boulevard

Q 31 Bayside West Jamaica Conn.

Q 36 Hillside-Jamaica Ave.

Q 42 177th Street

Q43 Hillside-City Line

Q 44 Bronx-Jamaica

B 22 Parsons Boulevard

B 53 Metropolitan Avenue

B 56 Jamaica Avenue

G 6 Sutphm Boulevard

G 8 101st Avenue

G 9 Lincoln Street

G 40 142nd Street

G 41 Jamaica-Lindenwood

G 60 Queens Boulevard
J 1 10 Jamaica Avenue

J 111/113 New York Boulevard

J 1 12 Liberty Avenue

QT 25/34

QT 65

Total: 180 transfer pairs

With.

Q3A, Q4, Q4A. Q5. Q5A,
Q5AB. Q17A, Q31. Q42. 044
Q4, Q4A, Q5, Q5A, Q5AB,
Q17A. Q31,Q42. 044

Q17A, 031, 042. 043. Q44

01. 04, Q4A. 05, Q5A, Q5AB,
Q17. Q36, Q43, 044. B22, B53.
B56. J110. J111/113. J112.
OT 25/34, QT 65

Q1.Q2, Q3A.Q17. Q36. Q42.
Q43. B53, B56. J110

01, Q2, Q3A, 017. 036, 042.
043, B53, B56, J110

01. 02. Q3A, Q17. 036, Q42,
Q43, B53. B56, J110

01.Q2.Q3A. 017.Q36
042. Q43. B53. B56. J110

Q3A, Q4, Q4A. Q5. Q5A, Q5AB,
Q42

01. 02. Q3. 036, 042, B53.
B56. J110

01.02.03. Q36. 042,043,
B53, B56, J110

Q3A. Q4, Q4A, 05. Q5A, 05AB.
017A. 031. Q42, Q44

01. Q2. Q3. 04. Q4A. Q5, Q5A.
Q5AB. Q17. Q17A, 031. 036,
043. J110

Q3A. Q4. Q4A, Q5. Q5A, Q5AB.
Q31.Q42,B22, B53, B56. G6.
G8. G9, G40. G41, G60, J110.

J111/113, QT25'34. QT65

Q1.Q2. Q3. Q3A, Q36, B22,

B53. B56, G6. G8, G9.G40.G41,
J110. J111/113. J 1 1 2. QT25/34,
QT65

Q3A. 043, 044, G6, G8, G9.
G40, G41, G60, J110, J111/113.

J112, QT25/34, QT65

Q3A, Q4, Q4A. 05. Q5A. Q5AB,
017A. Q31, Q43, 044. G6, G8,
G9, G40. G41. G60. J110.

J111/113. J112.QT25/34.0T65

03A. Q4. Q4A. 05. 05A. Q5AB.
Q17A. Q31, 043, 044, G6, G8.

G9, G40, G41.G60. J110,

J 1 1 1 / 1 13. J112.QT25/34.QT65

Q43. 044, B22. B53. B56. G9.

J 1 1 10. J111/113. J 1 1 2.

QT25/34. QT65

Q43. 044. B22. B53, B56. J1 10.

J11 1/113. J112. QT25/34,
QT65

043. Q44, B22. B53. B56. G6.

J110. J111/113. J112.0T25/34.
QT65
043. 044. B22, B53, B56. J112

043 044, B22. B53. B56. J1 10,

J111/113. J112. QT25/34.
QT65

Q43. B22. B53. B56. J112

Q3A, Q4, Q4A. 05. Q5A, Q5AB.
Q17A. Q31, 042. Q43, Q44.

B22, B53. B56. G6. G8. G9.

G41.QT25/34. QT65

Q3A. 043. 044. B22, B53. B56,

G6. G8, G9, G41. QT25/34.
QT65
Q3A. 044. B22. B53. B56. G6.

G8. G9. G40. G41. G60.

QT25/34. QT65

Q3A. 043. 044. B22, B53. B56.

G6. G8. G9. G41. J110.

J111/113. J112

Q3A. Q43, 044. B22. B53, B56,

G6. G8, G9. G41. J110.

J111/113. J112

Table C.

Recommended Free Transfers for Brooklyn Residents
Regional Plan recommendations

Name
Kings Highway-Saratoga Avonuo
Now Lots Avonuo

Route tf

B 7

B 10

B 13

B 18

B20
B22
B 24/29

B26

B38
B 40

B46
B47
B 48

B52

B53
B 54

Crescent Street

Cypress Avenue

Decatur Street

Atlantic Avonuo

Greenpoint Avonuo

Putnam Avonuo

DeKalb Avonuo

Ralph Avonuo

Ulica Avenuo

Tompkins Avonuo

Lorimer Streot

Gates Avonuo

Metropolitan Avonuo

Myrtlo Avonuo

B55 Richmond Hill

B 56 Jamaica Avonuo

B 58 Corona Avonuo

B 60 Wilson Avonuo

B 61 Crosstown

B 62 Graham Avonuo

B 69 Vanderbilt Avonuo

Polytechnic Instituto ol Brooklyn rocommonds 57
which aro duplicated In the list above.

Total 90 transfer pairs

'Partial I'co i'an»(e'» emit
"I! B 38 OKiendod

Wilt.

B26*
B54
B 26. 38. 52. 54

B 26. 28. 52. 55. 56. 58

B 56. 60

B 26. 52

B60*

B7\ 13. 18, 22. 52. 54.55.
58.60

B 13. 18.52. 53". 54. 66. 58

B 5?, 54

B 54

B 54

B 54

B 13, 18. 22.26. 38. 40. 54.

55. 58, 60

B 38'

'

B 10, 13.26.38,40, 46,47.
48, 52. 55. 58. 60". 01. 60

B 18.26, 38, 52,54.58

B 18. 20

B 18, 26, 38. 52.54.55

B 20. 24/29*. 26, 62. 54*. 62

B54
B 60

B54

roo transfer pairs 10 of

Table D.

Recommended Free Transfers for

Route u Name

Bx 1 Concourse-138th Street

Bx 2 Concourse-Hub

Bx 3 Prospect Avenue

Bx 5 Bruckner Boulevard

Bx 1 1 1 70lh Streot Crosstown

Bx 20 Bronx-Van Corlland 6 Park

Bx 25 Morris and Jerome Avenues

Bx 26 Boston Road

Bx 28 Williamsbndge

Bx 29 Willis Avenue

Bx 30 149th Street Crosstown

Bx 31 Southern Boulevard

Bx 32 Si Ann's Avenue

Bx 33 138th Street Crosstown

Bx 34 163rd Street Crosstown

Bx 35 167th Street Crossiown

Bx36 180th Street Crosstown

Bx 40 Tremont Avenue

Bx 41 Webster Ave 4 White Plains Rd

Bx 42 Westchester Avenue

Total 85 transfer pairs

Bronx Residents

With:

Bx 30.33

Bx 25. 26, 29, 30. 34.41.42

Bx II, 26. 28. 30., 31. 33. 34. 35.

36. 40. 42

Bx31.34

Bx 3. 25. 26. 29.31.41

Bx 26. 28.31.36. 40

Bx 2. 11.26. 29. 30. 33. 34.35.

41

Bx 2.3. 11.20. 25. 28.29.30.31.

32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 40. 41. 42

Bx 3. 20. 26. 29.31.36. 40.41

Bx 2. 11.25. 26. 28. 30. 32. 33.

34. 35, 36. 40. 41.42

Bx 1.2.3. 25. 26. 29.31.32.41.
42

Bx 3.5, 11.20. 26. 28. 30. 33.

34. 35. 36, 40. 42

Bx 26. 29. 30. 33. 42

Bx 1.3. 25. 26. 29.31.32.41

Bx 2, 3. 5. 25. 26. 29.31.41,42

Bx 3. 25. 26. 29.31.41

Bx 3. 20. 26. 28, 29.31.40.41

Bx 3, 20. 26. 28. 29.31.36.41

Bx 2. 11.25. 26. 28. 29. 30. 33.

34. 35. 36. 40. 42

Bx2. 3. 26. 29.30.31.32. 34.41



The greatest gap filled by the pattern of transfers proposed here is in the

vicinity of Wyckoff and Myrtle Avenues where seven routes converge. Of the free

transfers recommended, 17 are among these seven routes. The other major defi-

ciency that these recommendations remove is the lack of free transfers between

the Myrtle Avenue B-54 route, and the fourteen routes which cross it. Most of

the remaining recommendations are for free transfers to and from the B-26, B-38

and B-52 routes, running along Putnam, DeKalb and Gates Avenues, respectively.

These routes primarily serve employment and retail concentrations in Downtown

Brooklyn. The detail for each bus route that directly affects Bushwick is shown

in Table C and earlier on Map 4.

East Tremont and South Bronx . Recommendations for free transfers af-

fecting East Tremont were extended to cover all of the low-income areas of south-

central Bronx. The lack of transfers here, shown on Map 6, should be remedied

by creating a network of free transfers covering an area bounded by 180th Street

to the north, Southern Boulevard to the east, Bruckner Boulevard to the south and

Morris Avenue to the west. With this system, all residents of low-income areas

in the Bronx will be able to reach local job concentrations by bus without a double

fare. In all, 85 free transfers are recommended, as listed in Table D and shown

earlier on Map 5.

Reverse commuting by railroad

The market for out-commuting to the suburbs by low-income workers is

not very large. Of all the City residents who had less than average incomes, about

70,000 were reverse commuters in 1960. This number has increased since, and

further increases are likely. While comparable figures from the 1970 Census are

as yet unavailable, the Census L970 Employment Profiles found over 40,000 out-

commuters (about 8 percent of the labor force) from the City's four major low-

income areas alone. Only a small fraction of the reverse commuters, however,

is likely to travel by rail, because it is difficult to get from suburban railroad

stations to most industrial destinations, and because only 13 percent of the low-

income area residents live within walking distance of railroad stations in the City.

Nevertheless, enabling low-income workers to use the suburban railroads

in the reverse direction is important because: (1) most of the commuter lines

traverse low-income areas without helping them much, even though any opportuni-

ty for access to the better-paying suburban jobs would be welcome; (2) the trains
travelling in the reverse direction during peak hours have most of their seats
empty: a valuable resource going to waste.

To attract low-income workers who would be using another mode before
getting to the railre ad station, reverse commutation fares should be reduced by
75 percent. These special tickets would be valid between midnight and noon in
the outbound direction and between noon and midnight in the inbound direction .

For a 25 to 35 cent fare, one would be would be able to travel as far as 20 or 30
miles during the designated hours.

Should the special tickets be valid from all stations in New York City,
the railroads would, initially, lose about 7.5 percent of their revenues with this
arrangement. Should the special tickets be valid only from designated stations
in or near low-income areas (such as 125th Street, 138th Street, Morrisania,
Tremont, Fordham Road, High Bridge, Flatbush Avenue, Nostrand Avenue, East
New York, Woodhaven, Jamaica, etc. ) but not from Manhattan terminals, the



initial loss in revenues would be on the order of 2 percent. Part of this loss, of

course, would be made up by increased ridership, which could include close to

2 000 workers from low-income areas , plus anyone who would want to travel

during the designated time in the designated direction. The remainder of the loss

should be made up by revising the fare structure in such a way that the fare charged

better reflects the costs a particular rider imposes on the railroad. Thus, the re-

verse commuter who fills an available empty seat during off-peak hours imposes

very little additional cost. But the long-distance inbound commuter, for example,

who causes tracks to be maintained and trains operated for distances of 40 to 50

miles, imposes great costs; yet, under current pricing practices, he gets, on a

per- mile basis, roughly a 70 percent discount compared to the rider who comes

in from a distance of 5 to 10 miles. Thus, making the fare structure more res-

ponsive to costs should pay for the reduced reverse commuting fares without gen-

eral governmental subsidies.

The existing schedules are by-and-large adequate to serve the reverse

commuter. Additional stops are suggested for only a few trains of the Long Island

Railroad. However, the New Haven Railroad, because of past franchise arrange-

ments does not stop in the Bronx at all. This excludes Bronx residents from

obtaining jobs in several concentrations along the New Haven Railroad in West-

chester and Fairfield counties. These concentrations are much more convenient

to the railroad than those on the Harlem and Hudson divisions. At least three

local New Haven trains in the morning (o utbound) and in the evening (inbound)

should stop at Morrisania. Tremont and Fordham Road.

Of course, to be fully effective, reverse commutation fares and adjusted

schedules must be coupled with job information, training and placement programs;

without these, low-income workers are likely to remain unfamiliar with suburban

job locations because of the great distances involved; also, arrangements for pick-

up from the railroad station to the plant will be necessary in most cases.

Subway construction needs of low-income areas

Though low-income workers use the subway about 13^^ssi^
quently than all workers (mostly because they are less likely *^toj£^
hattan Central Business District), Manhattan-oriented

less of importance to low-income areas: ovejxrow^

high among the complaints low-income residents voiced about^r^y^
as previously mentioned. The two major trunklines of the ^m^^Bn

sion program are aimed at relieving precisely these Problemf';^nt r Cen-
The trunklines are (1) the_63rdj^^ now under^™«™^;£*

g
tral Park and the East River, with its Queens^^
the Long Island Railroad, and (2) the_Se^ond^

now under design,

with its Bronx high-speed bypass extension along the former
f^

Chester and Boston Railways o^Brenx,
impact and be of direct help to low-income areas of Harlem ana t

which depend on employment in the Central Business

However, the degree of its usefulness to low-income areaso^^^wo
pend on certain adjustments which will be described below ^^^^
rn^r^u^ there are other, less costly projects^^^^L
the access to andV ^imnm^nt of specific lovv^mcorne,^, and should

likewise be afforded a high priority .



i. Jamaica and Southeast Queens

South Jamaica is the only major low-income area in the City which is be-

yond walking distance of the subway; the adjacent Jamaica Center, the largest

downtown of Queens borough, slated for expansion as a major regional office and

educational center, lacks direct subway access to most of the City, and its en-

vironment is blighted by an elevated line. The Jamaica railroad station, an im-

portant transfer point, lacks direct access to the subway system. The new South

cast Queens subway line ,
(Route 131-D and 133) part of which is scheduled for

construction in the near future, is designed to solve all of these problems. How-

ever, important options are still open as to exactly how the southernmost leg of

the line through the residential area of South Jamaica is to be built.

This southernmost leg, 3.2 miles long, is planned to proceed from Archer

Avenue and Twombly place under the York College site to South Road and thence

follow the Long Island Railroad Atlantic branch to Springfield Boulevard. This

leg could be built three different ways:

a) By constructing retaining walls to widen the existing railroad embank-

ment, and adding two transit tracks alongside the railroad tracks, which would

remain in operation.

b) By building a subway on this or a parallel alignment, as advocated by

several local groups.

c) By closing the Atlantic branch to railroad trains, taking over the ex-

isting roadbed for transit operation with a minimum of new construction and con-

solidating all railroad operations on the Montauk branch, which would be widened

from 2 to 3 tracks.

The first approach has several disadvantages: the bulky structure with

high retaining walls would have a very negative impact on the environment of res-

idential areas of South Jamaica. The unsightly railroad trestle, which connects

the Atlantic Branch to the Jamaica station would remain, largely precluding de-

velopment of a planned medical complex on a site contiguous to York College.

The Long Island Riilroad would continue to suffer inefficiencies because of opera-

tion over two separate lines and the constricted entry into the railroad station

from the east. Finally, the construction cost would be high because of the need
to build 3 miles of 2 new tracks, and of moving the existing railroad tracks to the

side in the same right-of-way.

The second approach would put the subway noise and dust underground,
but the existing elevated railroad trestle adjacent to York College would remain;
there would be no incentive to remove it, and constricted access into the Jamai-
ca station would also remain. The cost of this solution would be twice as high as
that of the first, perhaps higher because the water table in the area is close to the
surface. This high cost is hardly warranted in view of the relatively light
passenger load anticipated on the line (about 25,000 one-way passengers daily).
On a per-passenger basis, such a subway would be almost three times as
expensive as the Second Avenue subway.

The third approach appears to be by far the most effective. The appear-
ance of the present railroad embankment would not change— it could be landscaped
and provided with sound and dust baffles to reduce the impact from the greater
number of trains using it. The elevated trestle would be removed, improving the



Two views of the existing Long Island Rai.road Atlantic Branch trestle north of South Road In

f™***™'™^*
upon the York College Urban Renewal Project and preventing its expansion to ^ZT^lTimZT^ enable
site. Suggested consolidation of suburban train service on an expanded Montauk Branch of the LIRR would enable

the removal of this structure.



Two views of the existing Long Island Railroad Atlantic Branch embankment south of South Road in Jamaica.
Doubling its width to accommodate subway trains would have a severe impact on the residential environment.

Suggested consolidation of suburban train service on an expanded Montauk Branch of the LIRR would enable the

use of this embankment for subway service largely as is, with minor modifications for safety and amenity.



environment and allowing the medical school site to be developed adjacent to York

College. Long Island Railroad operations would be consolidated on the Montauk

line which, with three tracks and the removal of the St. Albans and Springfield

Gardens stations would provide non-stop high-speed service from Jamaica Station

to Valley Stream; the three-track capacity with a reversible center track would be

ample for the foreseeable future. The capacity constriction at the east end of

Jamaica station would be removed, and the track layout simplified. The added

track on the Montauk line would pass in part through an industrial, rather than a

residential area. Last but not least, the construction cost could be significantly

lower: only 3. 2 miles of a single track would have to be added to the Montauk Line.

The Transit Authority would gain the ability to have storage tracks beyond Spring-

field Boulevard at nominal extra cost.

The third solution is strongly recommended to give subway access to south

Jamaica. Stations on the new line should be provided at 108th Avenue near Soutli

Jamaica Houses, Linden Boulevard, Baisley Boulevard, and Springfield Boule-

vard; to reduce impact on South Jamaica Houses, their station could be located in

an open cut, after the line leaves the subway but before it ascends to the embank-

ment; particulars of the design should be given attention and developed with

community participation.

2. Bushwick and East New York

As pointed out in the discussion of bus routes, a major need in Bushwick

and Central Brooklyn is to improve access to the industrial areas of Greenpoint,

Maspeth and Long Island City. By subway, such access is now provided by the

GG crosstown line, which connects to the A and E trains at Hoyt-Schermerhorn

in downtown Brooklyn and to the LL Carnarsie train at Lorimer-Metropohtan in

Bushwick. However, a large number of Bushwick and Bedford-Stuyvcsant passen-

gers who use the M, KK and QJ trains on the Broadway BMT elevated cannot get

to the GG line in any direct way. Therefore, providing a free transfer from the

Broadway BMT to the Crosstown IND line is recommended. For this purpose,

the Hewes Street and Lorimer Street stations on the Broadway elevated should be

closed (the station spacing in this area is unreasonably close, about 1,500 feet)

and replaced by one new station at Union Avenue, with direct escalator access to

the Broadway station of the IND below.

The major transit problem in Bushwick and adjacent areas of Brooklyn,

especially East New York is less one of access than one of the degradation ol

environment because of elevated lines. Unfortunately, removal of the Broadway

BMT elevated line does not look feasible in the near future because of the huge

cost-on the order of half a billion dollars. However, there is an opportunity to

remove one of the City's worst eyesores-the tangle of elevated lines at East New

York Junction, and about 2 miles of the Canarsie elevated line, by relocating it

in the virtually unused right-of-way of the Bay Ridge Division railroad, and

existing tunnels under East New York. The operation of the Canarsie line would

be speeded up and it would at the same time provide-for a ^t °f about *105

million-most of the service to East Flatbush and Flatlands tha a Utica Avenue

subway would have provided at a cost of $280 million. Industrial jobs in the Flat-

lands area would become accessible by subway to Bushwick and Central Brooklyn

residents.



The four-track Bay Ridge Division railroad tunnel un-
der East New York, unused except for occasional local
freight deliveries. Relocating the two-track Canarsie
rapid transit line south of Bushwick in the Bay Ridge
Division right-of-way would enable the removal of 2 miles
of the blighting Canarsie elevated line (shown on the
opposite page, paralleling the railroad cut), as well as a
major part of the tangle of elevated lines at East New
York Junction (opposite page, bottom). The relocation,
extended to Utica Avenue, would make the construction
of the three times more costly Utica Avenue subway
unnecessary.

The Brooklyn-Queens Crosstown subway line passes
under the Jamaica elevated at Broadway and Union
Avenue in Brooklyn, without any transfer connection,
consolidating the Hewes and Lorimer Street stations onme elevated into one new station at Union Avenue with
escalator access to the subway would improve access
for Brooklyn workers to the industrial areas of Greenpoint
and Long Island City.





Reconstruction of the Canarsie line is included in current plans of the MTA
and the City, but not as a priority project. Advancing the reconstruction of the

Canarsie line through East New York in the Bay Ridge railroad right-of-way from
Bushwick Avenue to Utica Avenue is recommended. Transfers from the line could

be provided to the Fulton Street IND and the Long Island Railroad at a new station

under East New York, to the New Lots IRT from a new station at Livonia Avenue,
with other stations located at Pitkin Avenue, Linden Boulevard, Rockaway Parkway,
Ralph Avenue and Utica Avenue.

3. Tremont and the South Bronx

To an even greater degree than Central Brooklyn, the low- income areas of
the South-Central Bronx suffer from the blight of elevated lines, particularly the
5.5-mile Third Avenue elevated and the 3-mile section of the White Plains Road
line on Westchester Avenue and Southern Boulevard. In addition to causing blight,
the Third Avenue "el" provides unsatisfactory service: the trip is slow (about 13
mph) and an inconvenient transfer to overcrowded trains is necessary at 149th
Street. Travel patterns in East Tremont investigated as part of this study showed
five out of six riders choosing the faster White Plains Road line in preference to
the Third Avenue "el" despite the position of the study area squarely between the
two, and despite the double fare which this entailed for many. Thus, even though
the "el" carries as many passengers as either leg of Cleveland's rapid transit, its
removal has been a long-standing community objective.

The interim plan currently adopted for implementation in 1973 calls for
m>l:u-mo ,| U . -vi" with express buses from Gun Hill Road m the north to two
termini In the south, at 161 Street and River Avenue, and at 149 Street in the
Hub area with free transfers to the subway at all three points. Though bus running
times will be generally longer than those of the elevated line, reduced headways
and shorter access time to stops are expected to make the bus service roughly
comparable to the present one. A more elaborate bus feeder network was deemed
not feasible because of the greater number of free bus-to-subway transfers itwould have required.
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ing the Penn-Central railroad cut to accommodate subway trains, would fail to

provide adequate service to the central Bronx. It would be too close to the Grand
Concourse IND line and too far from the White Plains Road IRT line. 2) A line

through the center of the poorly served area, which would minimize walking

distance to all riders in the area, would require extensive tunneling through

hard rock, and would have a high cost per rider.

This dilemma can be solved, if the objective is broadened to one of

"rationalizing the rapid transit system" in the entire Bronx, and removing the

Westchester Avenue-Southern Boulevard elevated as well. This would clear all

of the Central Bronx— from Grand Concourse to the Bronx River--of elevated

lines. A new subway through the Central Bronx could be located so that virtually

no one in the area would have to walk more than 2,500 feet to a station and,

attracting users from both former elevated lines it would have a patronage that

would amply justify even costly construction.

While long-range subway planning is clearly outside the scope of this study,

the subject is brought up because it has short-range implications. The extension

of the Second Avenue subway through the Bronx, known as Route 132- B, is

currently in preliminary design, and its location will be finalized shortly. Certain

features in its design might effectively preclude the joint replacement of the two

elevated lines with a new subway in the future, or at least make it much more

expensive and inconvenient. Therefore, long-term subway planning objectives for

the low-income area of the South-Central Bronx ought to enter current decisions

on the design of Route 132-B. Moreover, from the standpoint of the low-income

areas of the South-Central Bronx, the location of Route 132-B, as adopted in the

Route and General Plan of 1968, has a number of other flaws.

1. Laid out to maximize the use of unused surface right-of-way along the

New Haven Railroad, it denies the benefit of a new subway line to th e declining

Hub area of the South Bronx, which needs an impetus to renewal most. In effect,

it provides a bypass around the poor area for middle-income riders from the

northeastern Bronx.

2. Its peripheral location precludes convenient interchange with most of

the existing subway services in the Bronx. Access from the eastern Bronx to the

Hub area or to western Bronx or to the West Side of Manhattan will be just as

difficult as before. Such intra- Bronx access is important, if the borough is to

develop more self-contained centers and reduce its dependence on Manhattan.

3. If connected to the Pelham elevated line, as initially planned, the new

iine will reduce the load on overcrowded Lexington Aver"* expresses by only

about 10 percent, while the Lexington Avenue locals will be drained of about 00

gercent of their traffic from the Bronx. In fact, the Pelham line subway, (up to

Hunts Point), which the new line will duplicate, will become very sparsely used,

while elevated lines will carry their former load.

Therefore, engineering investigations of alternatives to the adopted align-

ment of Route 132-B along Bruckner Boulevard and 138 Street (such as a Willis

Avenue, Westchester Avenue, E 163 Street route) as well as of d*™**™"™"*
Patterns (such as not connecting to the Pelham elevated line) would be oi value to

the low- income areas of the South-Central Bronx. They could also lead to

superior service for middle- income residents on the periphery of the Bronx.
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Facilitating low-income work trips by auto

A low-income worker without a car is only one-third as likely to commute
beyond the City line as one with a car. Moreover, longer trips within the City to

lower-density manufacturing destinations are usually made most conveniently by

auto. In most cases, no public transportation system can serve as an adequate

alternative on these types of trips, simply because not enough of them follow the

same path. The dependence of the low- income worker in New York City on the

automobile has increased in the past decade , and auto use does offcm* him sub

stantial gains in travel time, in wider job choice, and in income.

It is fully realized that uncontrolled growth in auto use in the core of the

New York Region cannot be sustained in the long run, and that the damages lo the

environment caused even by the present patterns of use are severe. The Proposed

Plan for Meeting Federal Air Quality Standards
,
prepared h\ the Department oJ

Air Resources of the New York City Environmental Protection Administration

(January 1972) is the first major step toward correcting the present situation. In

the long run, development of a non-polluting vehicle, a more compact pattern of

the Region's land-use, with greater density and more clustering of economic

activity, which would allow more public transit use, and improved transit

facilities will be necessary. Steps toward these objectives should be vigorously

pursued - but not at the expense of the low-income worker, who is caught up in

the existing pattern of travel and job location. Thus, the following policies are

aimed at the immediate future, before any large-scale controls over the Region's

growing dependence on the automobile take hold:

1. Overnight parking, registration, and "city auto use" taxes, which may

prevent the low-income worker from owning an auto hut are not much of a deterrent

for the well-to-do should not be instituted or increased; rather, higher tolls, sur

charges on all-day parking in business districts as well as simply the reduction in

available pavement should be used to keep automobiles out of specific areas, where

they are environmentally damaging.

2. Steps should be taken to reduce the cost of automobi le insurance, which

is particularly high in New York City. These include no-fault insurance and pass-

ing on to the consumer savings made possible by it; design standards for auto-

mobiles which will make them less prone to damage; requiring insurance companies

to extend the territories for which insurance rates are set so that the cost of high-

risk areas is spread more widely.

3. As a part of training and job placement programs, part of the down-

payment cost for small new cars which meet specified standards of durability and

economy should be subsidized if the low-income worker cannot reasonably travel

to his job by means other than auto. The down-payment subsidy could provideOhc

basis for a low-cost loan over three to four years from a credit union or a similar

institution. Community cooperatives in low-income areas could take on the sale

and financing of small new cars under this arrangement, which would oe

substantially more economical in the long run than the purchase of large used

cars by low-income workers as well as less polluting.



4. Residential parking in low-income areas should be facilitated by making-

vacant lots, operated by community organizations for a nominal fee, available

where there is not enough on-street space, by permitting perpendicular or

angular parking in surplus street space (where double-parking is usually

practiced anyway) by tailoring alternate street parking regulations more closely

to actual street cleaning schedules. There appears to be unnecessary use of the

auto because of on-street parking difficulties in areas of high residential density.

5. Surface traffic How in low-income areas should be improved with wider

use of accepted traffic engineering techniques, including a greater use of one-way

streets, signal timing more responsive to flow, channelization of complex inter-

sections and closing of selected residential streets to traffic. Community interest

in special traffic studies focused on their areas was expressed in some of the

low- income areas surveyed, notably in Tremont.

(\. Policies which led to a virtual moratorium on new expressway construct-

ion in the City should be re-evaluated in the light of the low- income area needs.

Expressways are important to the low- income population not only because they

are the basic means of access to higher-paying blue collar jobs outside the City,

but also because, by reducing trucking costs within the City, they encourage the

retention of blue-collar jobs within the City. It has been shown, for example, that

truck use of the Lower Manhattan Expressway would directly benefit plants

with about 130,000 blue collar jobs. As Map 8 indicates, low-income areas,

especially in Brooklyn, tend to have worse than average expressway access. While
many parts of the City have a highly developed expressway grid and should not

receive any new expressways, several important gaps remain in the network.
Among past expressway proposals which remain relevant to low-income area
needs outside Manhattan are the following:

a) The Brooklyn-Queens Interboro Expressway from Astoria along the
Connecting railroad right-of-way, under East New York, to the Belt Parkway.

b) The Cross- Brooklyn Expressway along the right-of-way of the Bay
Ridge railroad from the Narrows Bridge approaches to East New York.

c) Interboro Parkway relocation on top of the Montauk railroad through
Maspeth and Glendale; this could remove the existing obsolete pavement from
Highland Park and a part of Forest Park and return this right-of-way to park use.

d) Completion of the Sheridan Expressway interchange with the Cross-
Bronx Expressway and the Bronx River Parkway, making use of the virtually
unused Sheridan Expressway.

e) Completion of the Clearview Expressway, which would provide added
access from Jamaica to the north and east.

7. Car pooling which is generally workable only when there is a tight
cluster of jobs in one place (i.e. , a very large plant, such as the Ford Motor
Company at Mahwah where the probability of several workers going in the same
direction is high) i s seldom used by low-income workers in the New York Region.
Nevertheless, car pool information centers operated by community organizations
may prove to be useful. Should the San Francisco device of letting three or more
people m a car ride free on toll bridges on weekdays be tried in this Region, non-
Manhattan oriented facilities such as the George Washington Bridge, the Narrows
Bridge and Staten Island bridges could be candidates. Encouraging car pools into
Manhattan however, would primarily tend to reduce mass transit use.
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DATA COLLECTION NEEDS

An investigation of the means whereby a large labor supply with diverse
skills can be linked more effectively to available job opportunities naturally
requires an extensive and current data base. This is available in the most
comprehensive form from the decennial censuses of population. Thus, the 1970
Census developed an extensive description of the employment characteristics
of the residents of major low-income areas in New York City in its new series
Knipl-ymcm Profiles of Selected Low Income Areas. This study, however was
completed prior to the publication of the bulk of 1970 Census data, and had'to
rely on estimates, constructed for inter-censal years. The estimating process
which reconciles partial and inconsistent data series, is inherently subject to error.

It is therefore imperative that more resources by placed at the disposal of
the reg.onal offices of federal statistical agencies to provide cur rent informs™.'!

requirements particularly during inter-censal years. Fmm p^p^,.~ -
f m .

study, several cnt.cal data deficiencies emerged, having mostly to do with
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM SUPPORTING RESEARCH

Jobs in the region

1 . The economy of New York City is predominantly white collar, and

becoming, more so . Almost 60 percent of the 4 million jobs it offers are In

professional, managerial, clerical and sales positions, following the Census

Bureau definition. Over an eight-year period in the past decade, an est i mated

225, 000 new jobs in these white collar occupations were created in the City;

by contrast, only 54,000 new jobs in service occupations opened, and blue

collar jobs declined by 33,000.

2. The skills of the City's resident labor force lag behind the needs of

its economy . Only 52 percent of the resident workers have white collar occu-

pations. During the past decade the net increase in white collar skills among

resident workers was less than one-quarter of the increase in white collar

jobs, and the increase in service skills— less than one-fifth of the increase in

service jobs. The deficit was filled by a virtual elimination of unemployment

in the white collar and service occupations, by more double jobholding, and

by increased commuting from the suburbs.

3. Though the City's resident labor force has remained stable during

the eight-year period, at about 3.5 million, large shifts occurred in its ethnic

composition . The net out-migration of some 235, 000 white workers to the

suburbs was balanced by the entry of an almost equal number of Blacks, Puerto

Ricans and Orientals, who filled 33,000 professional and managerial, and 1)6,000

clerical and sales jobs. Yet, despite these encouraging advances into white

collar occupations, the upgrading of skills among ethnic minorities is proceed-

ing at a slower pace than the expansion of the economy demands.

4. Between 1968 and 1985 , New York City's employment is expected

to grow at a slower rate than in the recent past, but white collar jobs will be -

come even more the mainst ay of the City' s economy, as shown earlier.

upgrading of skills among Blacks »nri Puerto Ricans holds the key to how many

of the new jobs will be filled by Citv residents . Assuming that the City s re-

sident labor force grows marginally (by some 90,000) and that white out-

migration continues at the past pace, Blacks, Puerto Ricans and other minor-

ity" groups will account for almost half , or 46 percent of the City's resident

labor force by 1985, compared to 28 percent in 1968. If

t̂

^^\^f'
tribution by age, sex and race changes at the same rate in 19^8-1985 a» It did

in 1950-1968, then the number of minority workers entering white collar occu-

pations will increase from the equivalent of 55 percent of new entrants into.the

labor force in the recent past to 66 percent in the forecast period, However,

the surplus of unskilled workers in the City i s unlikely to be eliminate^
,
bc-

cause the new and tetter qualified entrants into the labor force wil1 flttl he out

numbered by older workers carrying forward skills °f 'teJ«^
collar and service orientation developed in the past. Under this Paction

blue collar and service workers would still comprise 45 percent o the City

resident labor force in 1985, while only 36 percent of the jobs in the City

would be in these categories.



5 - In the recent past, chances for the employment of unskilled and
semi-skilled blue collar workers from the City in the suburbs were small .

By 1968, the 12 suburban counties within about 30 miles of New York City had
39.2 percent of the Region's blue collar jobs, and 39.3 percent of the Region's
blue collar workers resided in them. New York City, with 42. 7 percent of the
Region's blue collar jobs, had 42.4 percent of the Region's blue collar work-
ers. However, this apparent balance changes if one separates blue collar jobs
into skilled, well-paid jobs such as craftsmen and foremen, and lesser-skilled
ones such as operatives and laborers. In the former category, there was anunmet demand for 25, 000 positions in the City, which were among the jobs
held by commuters. In the latter category the City had 75, 000 unemployed
Conversely, the surplus of the 12 suburban counties consisted of some 30 000
Stalled blue collar workers, most of whom were among commuters to the'
City and 25, 000 lesser skilled workers who remained unemployed. Thus un-emp oyment in lesser- ski lied blue collar occupations was 9 percent in the Cityand 3 Percent ,n the suburbs. Equalized unemployment rates would give Cityworkers 20

, 00 suburban jobs, under conditions of a full-employment economy.^0»t equalized unemployment, City residents could expect to find only about
3, oOO suburban blue collar job vacancies given full employment.

, ,
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medical services, can be entered without a high school diploma, though addi-

tional training is usually needed. By 1985, service opportunities are expect
ed to provide 70, 000 additional jobs, and the present excess of jobs over re-
sident workers in the City is an additional 70, 000. The location of service

jobs is only slightly less concentrated than that of clerical ones; 40 percent
are in the Manhattan Central Business District; however, the line encom-
passing 60 percent of all service jobs in the Standard Consolidated Area (SCA)

extends farther, bypassing the industrial concentrations in Brooklyn but en-
compassing residential areas in Central Brooklyn, and in the highrr density

parts of the Bronx and Queens.

c) Skilled blue collar occupations , such as craftsmen and foremen can,

tetter than others, provide relatively high-paying jobs for undereducated work-

ers, particularly men: over 75 percent of these jobs are now held by men, in

contrast to only 40 percent of the semi-skilled white collar and service jobs.

Skilled blue collar jobs in the City are expected to decline mildly, by about

8, 000, toward 1985, but the present excess of jobs over resident workers is

substantial—some 25, 000, and the number of jobs held by commuters is much

larger. Because of job turnover, retirements and deaths about 9,000 open-

ings annually are expected in this category, which could be available to City

residents with proper training programs, assistance from labor unions and

absence of discrimination. Geographically, opportunities in skilled blue col-

lar work are much more dispersed than those in clerical and service work.

The area including the top 40 percent of these jobs in the SCA encompasses,

aside from the Manhattan Central Business District and its vicinity, clusters

in Harlem and the South Bronx, in Long Island City and Corona- Flushing, a

large area from Greenpoint to Bush Terminal in Brooklyn, and several small

clusters in Bergen, Hudson, Nassau and Westchester counties.

d) Semi-skilled and unskilled blue collar jobs , which pay the lowest

wages, in which the bulk of the blue collar employment decline will occur, and

in which both the City and the Region have a surplus of unemployed workers,

account for almost one-fifth of the City's employment. They offer few oppor-

tunities for advancement, but are the only jobs in which better chances of sub-

urban employment could be of help to City residents. Their geographic pattern

is similar to, but more clustered than, that of the skilled blue collar jobs.

They form a tighter ring around the Central Business District, encompassing

the South Bronx, the Long Island City and Brooklyn waterfronts, the New Jersey

waterfront near Hoboken, and are thus located, predominantly, in close prox-

imity to the City's poverty areas.

8. A survey of 325 manufacturing firms in and around New York City

suggests that vacant positions in the time of a recession averaged 2.3 percent

of total jobs, whereas during a period of full employment they were close to

4 percent . About two-thirds of these openings were in blue collar jobs, where-

as during full employment about three-quarters would have been in blue collar

jobs; this confirms the "last to be hired, first to be fired" sensitivity

of low-skilled work to business cycles. Regardless of cycles, however,

job openings in older areas of the City, such as Brooklyn, were more plenti-

ful than in the newer ones , such as Flushing, or in the suburbs. This can be

explained by the lower wages characteristic of areas with high vacancies.

Generally, while a larger share of jobs in the City are in the upper-income

brackets, the likelihood of avoiding a low-paying job is much better in the



suburbs. Thus, in the establishments sampled, 59 percent of the service
workers in the City earned less than $5, 000 a year, but only 42 percent in
the suburbs. Among operatives and laborers, 42 percent in the City earned
less than $5, 000 a year, but only 34 percent in the suburbs. However, the
highest suburban wages are generally associated with more distant locations,
where vacancies were low. Roughly half of both the City and suburban firms'
sampled provide on-the-job training for semi-skilled workers, but the com-
pensation paid to trainees is better in the suburbs; 71 percent of the suburban
trainees are remunerated at the regular wage scale, contrasted with only 35
percent in the City. Some 14 percent of the suburban employers offer trans-
portation to the plant.

9. In the future, blue collar job opportunities in the manufacturing
concentrations within the City will decline: the Manhattan CBD is expected to
lose al most 100, 000 blue collar jobs by 1985. and further declines will occur
in the East River industrial band and the Bronx . These losses will toe only
partially offset by New York City's industrial renewal programs, including-
the Southwest Bronx Industrial District (2,500 jobs); nearby Hunts Point Food
Processing and Distribution center; Greenpoint industrial renewal area (7 500
jobs); the nearby Brooklyn Navy Yard (15,000 jobs) and Gowanus (9,200 jobs).
Other major projects are Zerega Avenue in the Bronx (5, 000 jobs)- College
Point in Queens (12,000-15,000 jobs); the Flatlands in Brooklyn (over 8 000
jobs); and an industrial park north of JFK airport.

10 Future shifts in white collar jobs must also be taken into account.
Transportation improvements necessary for white collar work should, when
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gregate money income, compared to 23 percent in the Nation. The wealth-

iest 10 percent receive 30 percent of all income in the City, compared to 2(»

percent in the Nation. In New York City, 37.5 percent of all income recipi-

ents are in the "under $5,000 annually" income class, compared to 32.9 per-

cent in the United States as a whole and 29. 9 percent in the Region. This

large low-income group is offset, in the City, by a comparatively less numer-

ous middle class, and an upper-income group that, while little different from

the Nation in relative numbers, is substantially richer.

3. The share of the total income received by the lower half of the

City's population advanced from 19 percent in 1949 to 21 perce nt in 1959. but

seems to have fallen back to 20 percent in 1968 . By contrast, the share of

total income received by the top 15 percent of the population fell from 45 per-

cent in 1949 to 38 percent in 1959, but advanced back to 40 percent by 19G8.

In the 12 suburban counties around New York City, the picture has been quite

different. The share of the income received by the lower half of the popula-

tion advanced from 20 to 23 to 24 percent in the 1949, 1959, 1968 periods,

and that of the upper 15 percent receded, respectively, from 48 to 38 to 35

percent. In both instances significant i ncome redistribution occurred during

the nineteen fifties, when poverty was not much of an issue, while during the

nineteen sixties, when pove rty became prominent in the public eye, real im -

provement became much slower in the suburbs, and the C ity actually suffered

a setback.

4 Between 1949 and 1968, the proportion of people with low incomes

(less than $5, 000 a year, adjusted to 1968 prices) declined most rapidly in

the Nation, somewhat slower in the 12 suburban counties, and slowest of all

in New York City. As a result, the Citv in 1968 contained 5.6 percent of all

the low-income recipients in the Nation, a slightly larger share than twenty

years ago .

5. Total family income is an imperfect measure of poverty, because

needs vary depending on family size. For the purposes of this study two

sliding scales, which vary with family size, are used: that of the U.S. Oram,

which defines 'Wd-core" poverty and that of the 0.8. Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics, which includes the poor and the near-poor. The termer def.mt on

classifies about 1 million Citv resident, the latter almost 2.5 million out of

a total population of 8 million in 1968) as impoverished figure

corresponds closely to the City's welfare caseload, the latter .ncludes the

working poor.

6. W„11 .ver one^uarter of the hard-core poor are single
,
and about

one-quarter of all single residents in the City are, in turn, among «» h»rd-

core poor. Ajr^erson^^^^^^^^z^^s rri
1

or
middle-sized and large families. Thus, 45 percem oi <w

more members are in the two poverty groups.

7 As is well known, Blacks and Puerto Ricans account for a dispro-

portionate numi7of the poor and near-poor. In 1968 it

close to 58 percent of Black and Puerto Rican families ,n New York City we re



in the "under $5, OOP annually" income class, as opposed to only 19 percent

of white non-Puerto Rican families ; in 19G6, 72 percent of the male workers
among Blacks earned less than $5, 000 annually, compared to 39 percent

among whites.

50

8. Among the approximately one million hard-core poor in New York
City in 1968 there were 550, 000 children and about 500, 000 adults . Somewhat
more than half of these adults could not, for the most part, participate in the

labor force either because they were heads of Aid to Dependent Children (ADC)
households, or because they received public assistance due to old age or dis-
ability. This leaves about 240, 000 adults among whom the potential for em-
ployment was greater; 60 percent of them did not receive any public assistance
and many had, presumably, at least occasional jobs.

9. The New York City Cooperative Area Manpower Planning System
(CAMPS) provides a definition of poverty that is about half-way between the
"hard-core" and the "near-poor definitions used above, and suggests a pov-
erty population of 1. 75 million in New York City in 1971. Again, the majority
of these are either children or adults not potentially employable for reasons
of child care, age, or permanent disability. In its 1970-71 plan, CAMPS
defines the target population for manpower services as 745, 000: of whom
444, 000 are employed full-time, but at inadequately low wages; 130. 000 are
partially unemployed; and 171, 000 are not in the labor force, but potentially
employable

. It is estimated that 7 to 11 percent of this target population are
served by training programs, at a 1970 cost of $116 million, or about $1,500
per trainee.

10
;

The location of poverty withi n New York Citv is highly concentrated ,

n 1967, about 20 percent of all welfare recipients in the City lived in areas con-
taming some 5 percent of the total population, and another 50 percent in areas
containing 20 percent of the total population. A similar pattern emerges from
data on Federal income tax returns. The poorest areas, with a reported per-
cap.ta income roughly one-third below the citywide average, contained roughly
one-quarter of the City's population. This population was concentrated onless than one-fifth of the City's land, at an average density of 43,500 per-
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largest number of poor people in the City; the Bronx ranks poorest in terms

of average percapita income. With regard to ethnic composition-- Blacks,

Orientals, other nonwhites and Puerto Ricans comprise about 87 pen cut of

the Model Cities population in Harlem, about 82 percent in Central Brooklyn,

and about 79 percent in the Bronx.

Transportation service

1. In 1960, 3.3 million of the New York Region's 7 million workers,

as defined by the Census, lived in New York City . In round figures, _145

thousand City residents were reverse commuters to jobs in the suburbs, while

535 thousand suburban residents commuted to New York City . Thus, the total

number working in New York City was 3.7 million; half of them, or 1.85 mil-

lion worked in the Manhattan Central Business District; some 350 thousand of

the Central Business District workers, or close to 20 percent, were commuters

from outside New York City. The Central Business District was the place of

work for 46 percent of the City's residents; the next most important destination

was one's own borough outside the CBD: it was the place of work tor 10 per-

cent of the City's residents. Commuting among boroughs other than to the

CBD involved less than 10 percent of the City's residents.

2 Among different categories of commuters there was a clear strati-

fication by income . Thus, on the average, New York City residents who worked

in New York City had the lowest incomes. Suburban residents who worked in

the suburbs had higher incomes. Reverse commuters from New York City to

the suburbs had higher incomes than the local suburban workers. And the In-

comes of suburban commuters into New York City were the highest of all: the

proportion of high-income workers among them was five times greater than

among City residents.

3. Residents of pov»*v in New York City f°U"f
'
thB ' r emPloYment

predominantly within their own boroughs, or even within the poverty areas

themselves . Among the lower-income workers of Central Brooklyn, South

Bronx, and Harlem dose to one half (40 percent) had jobs either wuhu, these

areas, or in adjacent industrial districts. About 40 percent travelled to he

Manhattan Central Business District. Very few were reverse commutes to

jobs in the suburbs.

4. r-enerallv. the toggr th* income of a worker, the shorter is his
,

iournev-to-work . in 1960, workers earning less than y, uuo annua ly
are

estimated to have travelled, on the average, about 6 7 ™><» "

n
tto

Manhattan Central Business District and 4.2 miles to jobs elsewhere mtto

Region. In both cases, the journeys of middle-income workers were more

tha^n one and one-half times longer and those of high-income worker ^
more

than twice as long. A different souree of data suggests tha :in 1903 ^rkcrs

earning less than S4.000 annually travelled about 3 airline^^^J
they Uved in New York City, and about 2.3 miles if they live

'

0*"*j^
York CStv Again, the distance travelled rises sharply with rising

Trate? Ume does not increase with increasing income as much^travel dis-

tance, ideating that ^--income workers trawl at h.gher speeds .



5. Reduced auto ownership reduces both the length and the speed of

trips to work at each income level , both within and outside New York City.

Reduced auto ownership and reduced income also reduce the total number of

percapita trips for purposes other than work . In 1963, New York City resi-

dents with household incomes below $4,000 made about 1 trip by mechanical

means per person per day, compared to more than 2 trips per day for per-

sons from households with incomes above $10,000. Percapita travel outside

New York City was higher because of lower densities of development.

6. The choice of mode for travel to work--public transit vs. the auto -

mobile—is most strongly affected by the density of employment at the place

of employment; for workers in the low-income groups, and to a lesser extent

for those in the middle-income group, the density of residences at the place

of residence is also important . The third major factor is the relative direct-

ness and speed of the public transit trip as compared to the auto trip; sur-

charges on the auto trip, such as tolls and parking fees, also have an influence .

Together, these factors explain 76 percent of the variation in auto vs. transit

use in the Region, based on rather coarse data from the 1960 Census. As in-

comes rise, the importance of the density variables declines, and the impor-
tance of the variables pertaining to the performance of the transportation

system increases.

7. In the Region as a whole, railroad use for travel to work rises
sharply and consistently with rising income; subway and bus use, as well as
walking, tend to decline with rising income, though each in a somewhat dif-

ferent pattern . Auto use increases as income rises from the low to the upper
middle-income group, but then declines again in the highest income categories .

However, if one takes the lowest income group alone (below $3,000 in 1960),
several of these trends are altered somewhat: thus, with its shorter average
trip, the low-income group tends to use the subway about 13 percent less fre-
quently than the average worker. Auto use is, understandably, some 24 per-
cent less frequent, according to 1960 data. Bus use is about the same. Walk-
ing is more frequent among low-income workers, and so is working at home
and the catch-all category of "other" modes.

8 - The effect of auto ownership on the choice of mode in travel to
work is somewhat similar to the effect of income . Rail use is completely in-
dependent of auto ownership. Subway use is largely independent of auto owner-
ship: outside Manhattan, almost half the subway users own cars, an owner-
ship rate only slightly lower than among the population as a whole. In contrast
to rail and subway, bus use is very sensitive to auto ownership, and declines
sharply once a household has acquired at least one car. Walking to work also
declines sharply with rising auto ownership, though less so in high-density
areas.

9
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New York Citv's subway network, though geared predominantly for
ravel to Manhattan, is more accessible to the poor than to the well-to-do . In
1966, about 55 percent of the City population with incomes below $3, 000 lived
within 2,000 feet of subway stations; by contrast, only 44 percent of those with
incomes above $10, 000 lived within that distance. The average for all City res-
idents was about 52 percent. However, the 10 or so major industrial districts



in New York City outside Manhattan , which account for about 35 percent of the

City's blue collar industrial jobs, are fairly inconveniently located with regard

to the subway system . About 44 percent of their workers come to work by

automobile

.

10. Subway ridership is responsive to the fare charged; in the recent

past, a 10 percent increase in fares corresponded to about a 1. 1 percent de -

cline in subway ridership . With a 35 cent fare, the low-income subwaj rider

pays 4.5 percent of his income for travel to work, as against only 2 percent

for the average subway rider; these shares double in the case of a double fare.

11. On a per passenger-mile basis, bus travel is one-and-one half to

three times more expensive than subway travel , due to its labor intensity and

slow operating speed; the latter also confines 90 percent of all bus travel in

the Region to local trips less than about G or 7 miles in length. I \pivss routes

over longer distances, which can work to a high-density concentration such as

the Central Business District, are seldom feasible to dispersed outside desti-

nations. While the bus system in New York City has generally maintained or

increased its ridership over the past 15 years—except for declines due to fare

increases--ridership on local lines outside the City has been declining con-

tinuously.

12. The total cost of operating an automobile in New York City, cal-

culated on a per passenger- mile basis, is roughly the same as the per mile

cost of local bus fare, if no tolls or parking fees are involved. On an annual

basis, owning and operating an auto amounts to about 15 percent of the low-

income worker's wages . The three major components of this cost, about

equal in size, are direct operating cost, capital cost, and insurance. Taken

together, the first two components are not significantly lower for a used, as

compared to a new, standard domestic car. For some small cars, however, both

components can be reduced about 40 percent. No-fault insurance has been demon-

strated to reduce insurance costs significantly. On the other hand, total auto cost

can be increased 50 percent or more by me ans of tolls and parking fees.

13. Between 1960 and 1970 the number of passenger automobiles re-

gistered in New York City incased bv 15 percent, or 14 percent on a per-

capita basis. Compared to the previous decade, the slowdown in the rate of

automobile growth was greater in the City than in the suburbs; this may be

attributable in part to the worsening economic position of the City compared

to the rest of the Region during that decade, in part to congestion. Oy ver-

capita basis, the increase in auto availability to City residents was fairly simi-

lar in Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn and Bronx, even if slightly lower in the

latter two boroughs; the Staten Island rate was much higher and more compa-

rable to that of the suburban counties.

14. Automobile trave l for all purposes presently accounts for more

than 70 perce^To-f nil trips in the Regio n ,
and about one-third of all trips in

New York City. A^^j^ESiS about equal subway trips in

number . Auto use continues to increase, and poverty areas demonstrate a

surprisingly high dependence on the automobile.



15 In the most recent. 5-vear peri od, the rate of expressway con-

duction was the lowest in 20 ye ars ,
both in New York City and in the Region .

While expressway construction obviously cannot continue forever in a geo-

graphically limited area, the City's expressway system still has major gaps,

prin. n ily in Brooklyn, but also on Staten Island and in Queens. In addition

to 210 miles of expressway now in the City and 10 miles under construction,

about 30 miles are needed to complete the expressway network. By any of

several measures, Brooklyn has the worst expressway access, a situation

that seriously affects the poverty areas of Central Brooklyn.

Three case study areas

1. Areas selected for detailed study, including home interviews were

South Jamaica in Queens, Bushwick in Brooklyn and East Tremont in the Bronx.

These three areas each have more than 30 percent of their population receiving

welfare and more than half living beyond 2000 feet of a subway station. Their

population densities vary from a low of 19,200 per square mile in South Jamaica

to a high of 132, 000 per square mile in East Tremont. Each one is in a dif-

ferent part of New York City, which provides varying perspective in relation to

the employment concentration in the City and beyond.

2. From some 2500 homes surveyed during 1970 (an 8 percent sample)

characteristics of the work force were determined. The labor force participa -

t ion rates for the three areas averaged 49.2 percent, considerably 1x3 low the

62.4 percent of the City's minorities . Both male and female participation

rates were well below the average for New York City minorities. Women's
participation rates were particularly low, less than half the average.

3. The unemployment rates of the three study areas ranged from 8.

1

percent in South Jamaica to L6.S percent m East Tremont. The average un -

employment rate for the three study areas combined, 12.5 percent, com -

pared poorly with the City-wide minority rate of 5.4 percent . Since both high

unemployment and low participation rates are associated with females and

with the younger population, much of the poor performance of the three study

areas when compared with the City-wide minority data is due to the more youth-

ful structure and the under- representation of men in the study areas.

4. Youth and poor educational attainment each have a negative influence

on employment . Males under 25 years of age are disproportionately repre-
sented in the unemployed group. Educational attainment has still a greater ef-

fect on the likelihood of having a job. Men who have not graduated from high
school have an unemployment rate more than three times as high as those who
have graduated from high school . 15. 7 percent to 4. 9 percent. Women fare
more poorly in both categories; those who have not graduated from high school
have an unemployment rate of 30. 2 percent; those who have, 9. 3 percent. The
"drop-outs" from the labor force, those who do not work without any given
reason, are about as numerous as the unemployed seeking jobs .

5. Using wages under $100 per week as a measure of "underemploy-
ment" it was estimated that 18. 9 percent of men in the three study areas who
held jobs were underemployed. The comparable figure for women was 42. 7



percent. Average incomes were calculated by age, sex, educational attainment

and possession of driver's license. By significant amounts, the young earn

less, women earn less, and the uneducated earn less . A new dimension was

added, however, those that do not drive also earn less . Possession of a driv-

er's license meant an average earning of some $30 more per week, almost as

much impact as a college degree.

6. Almost twenty-five percent of all those over 16 years of age in the

three study areas make up a "target labor pool" where substantial improvement

in economic opportunity is ne cessa it . The various demographic and employ-

ment characteristics discussed above were combined to determine this "target

labor pool" made up of employed persons under $100 per week, the unemployed

members of the labor force, non-working mothers over 40 and half of the "drop

outs".

7 # Study area residents do not work in numbers proportionate to the

number of jobs in the CBD . They do work in proportion to their expected num-

bers outside the City . Only 27. 2 percent of the workers in the three study

areas work in Manhattan's Central Business District but 5.3 percent work out-

side New York City. Half work in the same borough as they live.

8. Automobile use for travel to work from the study areas increased

substantially between I960 and 1970 . The percentage of workers going to work

by car appears to have gone, in round numbers, from 14 to 18 percent in Bush-

wick, from 35 to 47 percent in South Jamaica, and, rather incredibly, from

17 to' 49 percent in Tremont. Auto ownership rates in these areas, however,

remained essentially static, with anywhere from 27 percent (in Bushwick) to

60 percent (in South Jamaica) of the households owning cars. The figures

thus reflect a greater use of the same number of cars for the journey to work,

probably for reasons of spreading job locations, less reliable and more expen-

sive transit, and so on.

9. Subway use for trios to work d^lined between 19T.0 and 1970, by

moderate amounts in South Jamaica and Bushwick hut much more in Las

Tremont. so that subway trios now acmunt for 32 48 and 30 percent of the

trios to work from the three areas ,
respectively, b^sed on home interviews.

These results are supported by turnstile counts, except in East Tremont,

where the actual decline appears smaller than the interview results would

suggest. Bug use decline d nnl y slightly and accounts for 16 percent of the

trios to woriTfTom tj three study areas combined . Walking remained con-

stant at an average of 7 percent of the trips to work, higher In areas of high-

er residential density.

10. Viewing work location and mode of travel simultaneously shows

that novertv areas nea - heavy, employment concentrations wil have more

workers who use public transportation . For example, almost 80 percent of

Bushwick residents who work in Brooklyn use public transportation. .nostly

to Downtown Brooklyn. By contrast, in the Bronx and in Queens where no

employment concentration is particularly large or stands out much above Ae

otters, most residents destined for places within^"^"^f^Z
Mao Lggs numbers of persons drive to work in the CBD when they l.ve ,n



pln^ 0 Hiffi.nlt. nonactions tn the subway system. South Jamaica and

East Tremont fit this category. Third, with the exception of some bus trips

from South Jamaica to western Nassau few workers travel beyond the City

line by means other than the automobile .

n All workers living less than 1000 fee t from a rapid transit station

walk to the subway . The majority of those living be yond 2500 feet take a bus .

Less than 5 percent of the rapid transit users walk more than a mile. This

shows that even low-income area residents value the ability not to walk any-

where between 0. 5<? and 3. 0<? for every 100 feet. However, the two-fare bus-

subway trip is not too prevalent among low-income residents, except in Jamai

ca, because few of them live beyond walking distance to the subway. By con-

trast, the two-fare trip involving two buses, appears to be more prevalent in

low-income areas than in the City as a whole.

12. The average auto trip to work in the three study areas tends to be

shorter than the subway trip, but longer than the bus trip ; it ranges from a

low of 3.8 miles in Bushwick, with its relatively high density and frequent

employment opportunities nearby, to 7.2 miles in Jamaica, with its low den-

sity and widely scattered opportunities. The average speed ranges from a

low of 7 mph in Bushwick to a high of 10.2 mph in Jamaica, measured door-

to-door. This compares to transit speeds (subway and bus combined) of 4.7

and 7.6 mph, respectively; thus the auto offers a very substantial speed ad -

vantage .

13. Auto travel to work is also associated with higher earning power ,

though it is difficult to pinpoint which is the cause and which the effect . In the

throe study areas, in 1970, transit users who had no cars earned an average

of $117 a week; auto users who had no cars (i.e. rode with others) earned $134

a week; transit users from households which had cars earned $128 a week (a

figure weighted down by the lower incomes of second wage earners), and auto

users from households with cars earned $146 a week.

14. Car-pooling, or riding with others was found to be infrequent in

the three study areas : in South Jamaica, 10 percent of the auto users were
passengers, in East Tremont 12 percent and in Bushwick 13 percent.

15. Based on the responses to the home interviews, it is clear that

whether poor, middle-income, auto users or transit users, most people are

far from satisfied with the transportation system . High cost, long trips, crowd-
ing and filth are the most common complaints. Excessive walking and trans-

ferring and poor information are complained about least . Nevertheless, evi-

dence from the study suggests that some people take unnecessarily long trips ,

which could be obviated by better information . Auto users are generally some-
what less dissatisfied than transit users; 14 percent of auto users and 4 per-
cent of transit users were satisfied. However, auto users complained about

equally about high costs as transit users; almost half of each group find the

cost of travelling to work excessive. Income level and travel mode appear to

have little bearing on how people feel about transportation costs.



PART 2. RESEARCH SUPPORT

CHAPTER 1. RECENT EXPERIENCE

Introduction

In the early 1960's, America came to the realiza-

tion that a rising national income does not automatic-

ally insure a rising income for everyone, and that an

underprivileged minority is being left behind the band-

wagon of affluence. Policies for a full-employment

economy, even when successful, are not sufficient to

eliminate poverty, so long as discrimination and other

barriers compartmentalize society, so long as there

is a skills gap between available manpower and availa-

ble jobs, and geographic gaps between the location of

residences and accessible employment opportunities.

In the New York Standard Consolidated Area today,

more than half of the job opportunities (55 percent)

require white collar skills, but only 30 percent of the

relatively lower-income Black and Puerto Rican resi-

dents are equipped with these skills. Moreover, more

than three-quarters of these minority residents (70

percent of whom are blue collar and service workers)

live in the Region's older core area, while the growth

in jobs for which they are presently qualified has

taken place in the suburbs.

In the anti-poverty efforts of the past decade, a

measure of agreement emerged on the steps which are

necessary if the eradication of poverty is a serious

national objective. The first and most obvious one is

a larger transfer of income from the well-to-do to the

poor, guaranteeing a basic standard of living for

everybody, administered so as to encourage additional

earnings through employment, and financed at the

national level so as to relieve Individual localities of

the burden of supporting the poor who happen to 1xj

concentrated there. It is widely held that an adequate

minimum income Is, among other things, a prerequi-

site for success in education.

Educational and training programs to equip the

underprivileged with the skills demanded by a techno-

logically advanced economy are the most difficult, but

also most vital second step. The needs range from

compensatory education at the preschool to the college

level; from gearing high school curricula to the needs

of an office -oriented economy to breaking down dis-

crimination barriers in apprenticeship training In the

trades; from providing mental health services for in-

dividuals to expanding opportunities for experience In

community leadership.

Of course, educational programs are long-term,

and for those out-of-school, Job training, preferably

on-the-job, provides a more Immediate opportunity.

This has been a major emphasis of federal anti-

poverty programs so far. In New York City, a recent

study found 44 different manpower training programs,

operated at a cost of over $100 million annually; half

of them received federal support.



Assessing the overall needs of minimum adequate

income maintenance and educational programs in

1067*, the Regional Plan Association found that in

New York City alone expenditures for poverty- linked

services would have to be doubled, and that for the

nation as a whole such a program would require, with

a federal takeover of all local costs, a federal anti-

poverty budget of about $36 billion annually recalcu-

lated in present prices. This study suggests still

higher income-redistribution needs.

Because fitting people to skilled jobs through educa-

tion and training has its limitations, the creation of

new Jobs to lit the available manpower is a third step.

In the public sector, a multitude of jobs remain un-

done while the people who could do them remain un-

employed: health services, building construction and

repair, maintenance of streets, parks and subways

are some of the most obvious examples. In the pri-

vate sector, all kinds of jobs would spring up if wages
Ixilow the present minimum became possible on the

basis of a guaranteed living standard provided for

everybody.

The fourth step is overcoming the geographic

separation lx)tween people and jobs. In I960, both in

the nation as a whole, and in the New York Region,

the number of blue collar, semi-skilled and unskilled

jobs located in central cities was greater than the

number of workers in these categories who lived

there, so that on balance there was in-commuting by
low-income groups toward the central city. In the

past decade, however, the continued dispersal of blue
collar jobs through suburban low-density areas,
accessible only by auto, has been accompanied by an
increasing concentration of the poor in old parts ol

central cities, the only place where cheap housing is

available. In the long run, this problem will yield

only to a concerted effort toward: 1) changes in hous-
ing and zoning policies which will allow more low-cost
housing near new suburban jobs' and more middle-
income housing in the central city; 2) changes in the

regulation of urban development, which will prevent
an unnecessary dispersal of those opportunities which
need not be dispersed. Indeed, there well may be a
requirement established to cluster selected jobs,
educational and community facilities in urban centers
within reach of low-income areas.

In the short run, Improvements in transportation
geared specifically to the needs of poverty areas can

*Public Services in Older Cities A report of the
Second Regional Plan, New York, May 1968

alleviate some of the imbalances and enhance oppor-

tunities for employment. It is this latter, short-term

approach which, in full cognizance of its limitations,

is the main focus of this report.

Transportation deficiencies were first singled

out as one of the factors contributing to poverty by the

McCone Commission report, Violence in the City: an

End or a Beginning , issued following the 1965 riot in

the Watts area of Los Angeles. In July, 1966, the

Department of Housing and Urban Development re-

sponded by establishing a bus demonstration project

in Watts to improve access to employment as well as

to educational, medical and other facilities. In Sep-

tember, 1967, a new program of HUD grants was
initiated for technical studies of the public transporta-

tion needs of low-income neighborhoods. Thirteen

c ities received such grants in 1968. * By the fall of

that year, the Department of Transportation was
offering 90 percent grant assistance to demonstration

projects to job concentrations and numerous similar

studies were underway under the auspices of various

anti-poverty organizations. The experience of these

efforts merits a brief review, before we turn our
attention to conditions in New York City.

Transportation demonstration projects and
technical studies

In examining the results of several selected
transportation-employment technical studies and dem-
onstration projects, we will deal with two types of
areas: 1) those in which central city poverty residents
are denied access to growing suburban job markets;
and 2) county studies of the suburban poor whose
mobility is limited due to the scattered nature of sub-
urban job centers. Obviously, the first type of area
is more relevant to the needs of New York City's
poverty populations, but county studies afford some
interesting material as well—particularly in regard
to providing access to relatively nearby, but hard-to-
reach employment sites.

The study areas range in size from Oakland,
with a poverty area population of 43,500 and a City

* The cities were: Phoenix, Ariz. ; San Bernadino,
Fresno, Oakland and San Jose, Calif. ; Lawrence,
Mass.

;
Omaha, Nebr.

;
Chicago, 111.

;
Richmond, Va.

;

Newark, N. J.
; Syracuse, N.Y.

; Denver, Colo. ; and
Honolulu, Hawaii.



population of 361,600 to Los Angeles County, with a

target population of almost 500, 000 in two poverty

areas and a County population of over 7 million in

1970 (See Table 1).

Employment, Income and Poverty levels. The most

obvious measure of the need for jobs in a given popu-

lation is the unemployment rate. An examination of

the published documents of a number of transportation

experiments reveals that the measures used to deter-

mine unemployment and income levels were diverse.

Standard measures such as labor force participation

(for age groups, by sex and educational levels) were

often missing. Nonetheless, a pattern is clear of

high unemployment and low income in target areas

compared to the surrounding areas.

In three western cities (Denver, Los Angeles and

Oakland) unemployment in the target areas ranged as

high as 14.5 percent (Oakland) and in Denver, unem-

ployment in the poverty area was more than four times

that of the City as a whole. Median family income in

the target areas of many cities was often at least

$3, 000 lower than in surrounding areas. (See Table

2). Many cities reported that from one-fourth to one-

third of the residents of target areas were subsisting

on below poverty level incomes. In San Bernadino,

for instance, 27 percent of depressed area families

earned under $3, 000 while the same is true of only 18

percent of all City families. In Worcester, one-third

of the poverty area households earned under $3,000

and of these, nearly 20 percent earned under $2,000.

In other cities, similar findings on income and un-

employment were reported: in Syracuse, almost 24

percent of central city poverty residents were re-

ceiving welfare ; and half of the North Nashville Model

Cities Area population had incomes below the poverty

level in 1960.

Though most studies mentioned underemployment

as an equally serious problem, very few were able to

accurately quantify these levels. At the Transporta-

tion and Poverty Conference of the American Academy

of Arts and Sciences (in Brookline, Mass. ,
June,

1968) Peter B. Doeringer reviewed the 1966 unemploy-

ment and subemployment rates of slum areas in

selected SMSA's, some of which have since been se-

lected for transportation-employment experiments.

In general, subemployment in poverty areas ranges

from two to five times higher than unemployment in

these same areas, and up to eight times higher than

unemployment in an entire SMSA. (An extract of this

information appears in Table 3).

Education . Another measure common to most

transportation-employment studies is a comparison

of educational levels attained by powrh :uva resident!

in contrast to those of the surrounding city or region.

Again it was found that the disadvantaged urn- further

handicapped by a lack of schooling. In St. Louis, a

sample of white unemploved residents in l0W-lnQ0mG
areas adjacent to a new bus line showed that the median
number of school yoars completed was seven (

the

same as that of a predominantly Black population in

the study area. Donvor, on the other hand, reported

Table 1.

Population of Major Cities Studied as Examples of Transporta-

tion-Employment Experiments.

Total Population

In 1970

Place Control Area' Povrriy Au»a (Year)

Denver, Colo. 514,678 170,000 (1069)

Los Angolea, Calif. 2.816.081 409.180 (1086)

South Central 320.830

East Los Angeles 178.330

Nassau County, N.Y. 1.428,838 n,a '

Newark. N.J.« 929.986 382.417 (1970)

Oakland. Calif. 381.561 43.460 (1066)

Saint Louis. Mo. 622.238 n.a,

San Bernardino. Calif. 104.251 51.008 (1068)

Suffolk County. N Y. 1.127.030 n.a.«

Worcestor, Mass. 178.572 31.707 (1085)

* Refers to the entire city In moil etui, aioapl *hen the pro|ecl used e county or region

lie bnso

b Refers to population ol City loe Angeles County population la 7.037,07ft.

c Populetlont studied were temple group* In tcetlered poverty ereee-do not Include all

poverty area* In the county

d Essex County le control erea; City ol Mo*ark it poverty area

Source): Published reports ol transportation-employment experiments supported by Depart-

ment of Mousing end Urban Development grents under the Urban Mess Trensportetlon Acl of

1904. es amended Also. 1070 Census

Table 2.

A Comparison of Characteristics of Poverty Area Residents in

Selected Transportation-Employment Experiments: Unem-

ployment and Income.

Unemployment (% ) Median Family Income (S)

(Year) Area Pov. Area Control Area Pov. Area Control Area

(1067) Oenver 100% 2 7% $3,204

(1060) Lot Angeles Co. IJ
South Central 11.0

East L A. 8.1 5,004

(1968) Nassau/ Suffolk 6.0 est. 1.7 est 3.840 eel.

(1966) Oakland 14.5 8.4 4.830 7.925

(1968) St. Louis 12.0« 4.5- 1.096* 5.609*

(1068) San Bernardino 2 8< U7* n.«. n.a.

(1065) Worcester 3.7 2.5 n.a. n.a.

* 1066 esthetes for North St Louis aree and SMSA.

» Sample populations only

< Reoresents percent saekJng worfc; grossly undereellmetes unemployment, which was at

$6,845

7.046

least 6 0% for tha city aa a whole in INI

•aureav Published reports of t/ensporlatlon-employmenl experiments supported by MM*
tSSi hXSZliSI Urban Development grant* under the Urban Mass Transportation Act

of 1064.
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a relatively high median education level of 10.9 years
for poverty area residents, but this was in contrast

to a City median of well over twelve years. (See

Table 4).

A study of residents in poverty pockets of Nassau
and Suffolk Counties indicated that as many as half of

the young people were not high school graduates—this
in counties with two of the highest median education

levels in the State. In Chicago, a Department of

Transportation and City-sponsored study of Black
communities on the south and west side, and of

Appalachian whites in the mid-north portion of the

City, showed that almost 16 percent of the unemployed
respondents had an eighth grade education or less,

compared to only 2 percent of employed respondents.
Only 26 percent of the unemployed sample had com-
pleted high school, in contrast to 70 percent of the
employed. And In San Bernadino, 42 percent of all

household heads have not completed high school and 71

percent of this group reside in the poverty area
studied.

Table 3.

Subemployment and Unemployment Rates in Disadvantaged
Ar e.is . 1 .)(>(>

Unomploy- Subomploy- SMSA Unemploy-
ment Rate montRate men! Rate

6.9% 24% 3 7o
/o

100 45 n .a.

11-0 34 43

Area

Boston (Roxbury Area)

Now Orleans

Philadelphia (North)

Phoenix (Salt River
Bod Area) 132

St. Louis (No. Sldo) 12^9
San Francisco (Mlsslon-

Flllmoro Aroa) 111 2 5

doTo?o<» .nc A paper
Sciences, Biookllno. Mm Juno 7, 1968 p 4.

Con,0,onco
-
Amorlcan Academy of Ar.s and

42

39
n.a.

4.5

Table 4.

Educational Attainment of Poverty Area Residents in SelectPriTransportation-Employment Experiments.
Selected

Place Median Years ol School Completed

Denver
overty Area Con,ro1 Area

Los Angeles 12 0 +

South Central
ft r

12.1

East L.A.
J'g

Nassau/Sulfolk

Newark
na

- M.7

Oakland 90 * 10.6'

St. Louis
9 7 12.2

San Bernardino
7,0

Worcester na
- 12.0

n.a. 106

b&smunsi tea teamerar ™» »*

Accepting that having a good job is a high priority
item for residents of poverty areas, the logical next
step is to examine the occupational skills of target
populations and to compare these skills with the needs
of employers in the area. A few of the transportation
studies did attempt such a task, and a brief summary
of their conclusions follows.

Occupation and Skill Levels . One of the most com-
prehensive analyses of occupational and skill levels
was done in the Oakland study, where Concentrated
Employment Program (CEP) enrollees were examined
by age, sex, education and work history. The CEP
enrollees make up less than one-half of one percent of
the total West Oakland target area population however,
so that the characteristics of this group may not be
representative of the entire target population. Still,

the analysis was valuable as a model and should be
cited.

First, it was found that the employment program
attracted relatively undereducated males and females:
80 percent of the men and 64 percent of the women had
not completed high school. Second, of the 105 male
CEP enrollees, 78 percent listed themselves as crafts-
men, service workers or laborers. Sixteen percent
of the women enrollees described themselves as
clerical or sales workers, and over 13 percent had
held such jobs when last employed. Also in West Oak-
land, 42 percent of the CEP enrollees were on wel-
fare; 9 percent were underemployed; and another 11
percent were not in the labor force for unspecified
reasons.

A job accessibility study conducted in the
Syracuse Model Cities neighborhood indicated that
professional, technical and skilled workers had an un-
employment rate of under 4 percent, but semi-skilled
and unskilled workers were 12 percent unemployed,
in Denver, 70 percent of the poverty area residents
studied were unskilled, semi-skilled or clerical
workers. In both Nassau and Suffolk Counties, the
residents of poverty areas tend to be unskilled, while
most job openings are for skilled and semi-skilled
persons. In Chicago, a sample survey of employed
and unemployed residents of poverty areas showed
that only 12 percent of all employed residents were un-
skilled blue collar workers, in contrast to 58 percent
ot the unemployed sample. Almost 65 percent of all
employed workers weie in non-professional white col-
lar occupations, while only 23 percent of the unemploy-
ed were similarly skilled, and 19 percent of the em-

*



ployed were professionals as opposed to only 5 percent

of the unemployed.

In considering the possibility of matching the pre-

sent skills of these target populations to jobs in the

corresponding metropolitan regions, the outlook is

discouraging. In the West Oakland poverty area, a

survey of all residents (not just CEP enrollees)

showed that 83 percent of the males worked as crafts-

men, operatives, service workers or laborers while

in the City as a whole, only 55 percent of the popula-

tion is so employed. Almost 55 percent of target area

females were operatives, service workers and private

household workers and these occupations accounted for

only 32 percent of the job market City-wide.

Denver, with 70 percent of its poverty area residents

in the unskilled and semi-skilled categories, considers

itself as a "brain industry" leader. Recently, general

job growth in Nassau County has begun to decline, and

forecasts indicate that future growth will be mainly in

the office and commercial sectors. Suffolk County has

retained more moderate and low-skilled workers in

its resident labor pool than other New York region

counties, but a continuance of this trend will depend

upon additions to the low-priced housing stock. In

general, several studies confirm that many poverty

area residents are not equipped with the proper skills

to qualify for predominant types of new job growth. If

this is so, perhaps the logical question is whether un-

employment and labor force participation rates in

central city and suburban poverty populations can be

improved by creating better access--access to jobs of

course, but also to training programs, educational

facilities and the like.

In this regard, many transportation studies failed

to make an appropriate assessment of the current

travel patterns, preferences and needs of poverty pop-

ulations. All too often, it was assumed that a long bus

trip to an employment center would solve the job pro-

blems of the poor. The location of training centers,

schools and other pre-employment facilities was often

not considered in planning new routes. Analyzing the

existing transportation patterns of the poor--not only

in terms of cost, but in terms of distance, destination

and time—is another important task of a transportation-

employment study.

New transportation services and their impact
on the poor

It is an oversimplification to measure the success

or failure of a given transportation system only in

terms of its ridership levels and cost, but all too often,

these were the only two evaluative criteria built into

demonstration projects. Thus, a new bus lino linking
poverty area residents to an employment center might
be dubbed a failure if initial riders failed to be con-
sistent patrons over a given time period. Hut closer
examination of such a situation might reveal that the

bus line had matched riders with jobs so successfully
that workers were later able to purchase their own
cars. Similarly, subsidies which seem high in dollar

amounts might concoivably bo producing a wide range
of social benefits, somo of which are not apparent at

first glance.

One thoughtful appraisal of a bus demonstration
the "Employment Express" U-lwren Roxbury, Mass.

and Route 128, which rings the Boston area with In-

dustrial parks- -points out the fallacies of oversim-

plification mentioned above.* The authors rovoal

that of the 89 "first riders" on this lino, (»7 were still

working at firms on Route 128, but more than one-

third had transferred to cars as their primary moans

of transportation to work. Though this loaves the em-
ployment express with less riders, it was also found

that the buses were being used by persons who already

had jobs on Route 128, prior to the inception of the new

service. In this case, the demonstration has at least

proved a limited success if measured by the ability of

riders to find jobs, as opposed to their continued need

for the bus line. Criticisms of the Roxbury demons! ra

tion include the following: 1) that the buses were not

properly coordinated with plant shift times, and thai

schedules did not allow for overtime work; 2) that the

ride was too long to attract those workers who might

prefer to ride a bus, but who continued to use private

autos; and 3) that the cost of the program did not Jus-

tify the expense. As a result of the first criticism,

the sponsors revised bus scheduling Uj meet the de-

mands of two afternoon shift-ends at firms on Route

128. Since the last buses were still linked to the end

of a normal shift, however, overtime opportunities

were limited and it was not considered feasible to pro-

vide an additional bus which could leave at the demand

of as few as one or two overtime workers. As for the

length of the ride (almost 1 1/2 hours for some users)

the authors suppose that higher speed buses may be

the answer.

* Carol S. Greenwald and Richard Syron. 'Increasing

Job Opportunities in Boston's Urban Core. " The New

England Economic Review,
January/February, 1969.

pp. 30-40.



Perhaps the best known of the transportation dem-

onstrations is the South-Central and East Los Angeles

project, where a series of bus lines were instituted to

serve the residents of Watts and nine other Los Angeles

poverty areas.

Mere, two types of new transportation services

were introduced: fixed route bus lines (3 in all) operat-

ing on regular headways, serving the general public

living in and outside the poverty areas and geared to

accommodate work, shopping, medical, recreational

social, school and other trip purposes; and flexible

routes on schedules designed to meet industrial plant

Shift c hanges and serving only project area residents.

According to a summary of the project, the fixed

route lines were generally more successful than the

flexible work-trip lines, although preliminary studies

had indicated that the greatest need was for access to

work sites exclusively for project area residents.

In reviewing the preliminary data on which Los

Angeles project planners based their choice of new bus

lines, it becomes apparent that information on the cur-

rent transportation patterns of target area residents

was sparse. An interview survey of residents in the

Avalon and Central districts of South-Central Los

Angeles did attempt to relate the employment status of

residents to incidence of auto ownership as well as to

their methods and area of job-searching. They found

that only 3 percent of the respondents involved in a

job search used autos for this purpose, in contrast to

Gl percent of the employed respondents who reported

that they used autos for work trips. Fully 44 percent

of those seeking work were dependent on public trans-

portation, In comparison to only 28 percent in the

employed sample; and 16 percent of the job seekers
looked for work on foot, while only 8 percent of the

employed respondents walked to work. (See Table 5

for auto ownership data in this and other studies).

Table 5.

Auto Ownership of Poverty Area and City Residents in Selected
Transportation-Employment Experiments.

Percent ol Households with Auto
Place

Denver

Los Angeles Co.
South Central
East LA.

Oakland

St. Louis

San Bernardino

Worcester

Povorty Area (Year) Control Area
76.0% (1967) 84.0'*

83.3
65.4 (1965)
64.8 (1965)

48.0 (1965) 74.9

24,0 (1968) 60.0

78.8 (1968) 87.1

50.7 (1965") 76.3

(Year)

(1960)

(1960)

(1965)

(1968)

(1968)

(1965)

man!r3 Efiffi^iMJH °' ,,an »po,,* ,lon-«mP,0*m«n « •xp«rtm«nw supported by Depart-

3 IMS! MMmUS!
D™"op™"« Q'«««« under the Urban Mass Traosporta.Kct

Little was done in demonstration projects to ana-

lyze in detail how families with autos used their cars

in relation to their use of transit systems; how em-

ployed non-auto owners fared in terms of their work

trip length, time and cost; whether a second worker

in an auto-owning family was dependent on public

transit; how age, sex, income and education levels

influence the work trip and so forth. In general it was

the technical studies which examined some of these

detailed questions.

An interview sample of poverty area residents of

Worcester showed that about 90 percent of all bus

riders seldom travel by any other mode, though only

54 percent of these riders reported that their house-

holds do not own a car. Of the bus riders with access

to a car, almost 14 percent did not have driver licenses

and nearly 28 percent reported that another household

member was using the family car. A survey on Long

Island showed that poverty and welfare households

averaged only 0.44 cars while other households had an

average of 1. 04 cars. In San Bernadino however, where

car ownership rates are high in both the City and the

identified poverty areas, only 1.7 percent of all heads

of households indicated they used the Municipal Tran-

sit System for their journey to work, and in the poverty

areas, only 2.8 percent reported travelling to jobs by
public transit; 33 percent of the poverty area house-

holds actually had 2 or more cars.

The success of the Century Boulevard Line, the

first fixed route established in the Los Angeles demon-
stration, has been widely publicized. This thirteen

mile-long, east-west line connects the ghetto target

areas to International Airport, motels and hotels, com-
mercial and industrial establishments, recreation

areas, a General Motors plant and a large hospital,

among other facilities. In addition, it connects with

numerous bus routes of the Southern California Rapid
Transit District (SCRTD) and, for an additional fare,

with privately owned lines as well. One-way trips on
the Century line cost 25<? during the demonstration
period of 32 months and 30£ when the line was taken
over by SCRTD in March of 1969. One-way passengers
in a single weekday at the start of the demonstration
totalled 883; a test made a few weeks after the SCRTD
took over the line showed 3,517 one-way passengers
on a typical weekday. In terms of ridership then, the

line has obviously been a success. It should be noted
however, that almost half of the riders were not from
the original target areas. This fact may have some
bearing on the conclusion that this line was more eco-
nomical than some of the other Los Angeles demons-



tration bus lines, since a large percentage of its

revenues were contributed by non-project-area re-

sidents. Nonetheless, target residents were served

by the line, as evidenced by this evaluation of the de-

monstration:

A balance sheet of project area residents'

and non-residents' trips by trip purpose

appears to favor the project area. There

were about four times more work trips by

project area residents than by non-

residents across the project area bound-

aries. Recreation, medical and shopping

trips show that there were 85 more trips

made across the boundaries by project

area residents than non-residents, repre-

senting a new importing of goods and ser-

vices into the area. Amenities heretofore

not accessible to project area residents

have become available.

The Century Boulevard line, and other fixed route

lines, did not, in the opinion of both poverty area re-

sidents and bus demonstration planners, serve all of

the transportation needs of the target population. Non-

profit sponsorship of small buses, which would operate

like car pools and serve employment areas not acces-

sible to fixed route lines, was recommended. It was

assumed that the 36 to 40 buses to be used would oper-

ate with an average load factor of about sixty percent,

and that the lines would become self-supporting within

a relatively short period of time.

From the start, complications with the flexible

routes arose. Other private carriers protested cer-

tain routes as "competitive." Insurance was difficult

to obtain and was finally procured at approximately

twice the rates charged to other local companies. Ex-

cessive breakdowns occurred when the first second-

hand buses were rushed into operation without proper

inspections and overhauls. Hoped for part-time

driver-employees did not work out due to the unstable

nature of many jobs available at destination points.

Finally, routes were long, complicated and time con-

suming. In addition, the experiment was not considered

successful because of the high cost of subsidizing the

lines—as much as $25 per week per passenger.

Ridership was low except during the summer months,

when vacationing students used the lines for tempo-

rary jobs. The most successful lines were those

which were associated with job placement centers,

and which could therefore "guarantee" a certain num-

ber of employment opportunities. In general howwo r,

trip times wore throe times as long as they would !>e

by auto- -up to five hours each day in some cases-

-

to jobs paying as little as $1.05 per hour. (In this

situation, weekly take-home, aftor subtracting the

bus fare, would U- about S.. I, not enough to justify an

over-long and difficult trip).

It is almost impossible to obtain comprehensive

information on the costs of new or proposed tronsporr

tation services. According to Douglas (an in:

Most bus companies ore unable to spocify

costs of particular operations. Tho last

report issued by the Nassau County Project

gave the following range of basic costs per

bus-day: from $10. 50 for an old, 84-

passenger bus to $27. 80 per bus-day for a

1968 air-conditlonod bus. Hourly labor

rates varied from $:i. 00 to $5. 00.

Though most cities with demonstration projects report

on costs to passengers, as we have soon In Los

Angeles, they often do not relate this to the total

costs of the service.

In general, passenger fares for a one-way bus

trip to employment centers (ranging from three to

twenty-three miles in length) are between 25$ and 50$.

The average fare in Nassau and Suffolk Counties was

26$ one-way and it was estimated that the total cost

for a one-way trip was approximately $1. 06. In

Boston, the 50$ one-way passenger charge contributed

only about one-fourth to one-third of the total cost of a

one-way trip. Some smaller lines, such as the

community-sponsored lines in Los Angeles wore es-

timated to cost up to $2.50 per one-way passenger

trip, with fares ranging from 25$ to 45$. From data

collected so far then, one can estimate that charges

to passengers of experimental bus lines cover any-

where from 10 percent to 30 percent of the total cost

of such services. And if it is difficult to discover

exactly how much a given system costs, any deter-

mination of the benefits accrued from a given trans-

portation expenditure is even more elusive. Again,

Douglas Gurin comments:

Benefit-cost evaluation is made complex

when dynamic effects of employment and

bus usage are attempted, since ridership

composition and levels varied. No studies

have shown how many people buses have

helped find and keep jobs or that all bus



riders who are helped during the early

stages of employment buy ears or join car

pools and remain continuously employed.

One demonstration project which has attempted to

keep track of some of these patterns is presently in

operation on Long Island.

The demonstration bus lines on Long Island are

designed to link approximately twenty identified

poverty areas in both Nassau and Suffolk to existing

employment centers. This suburban experiment has

experienced somewhat different problems than those

conducted in central cities. One interesting addition

to the planning process came prior to the inception of

service, when a study was made of consumer attitudes

toward transit. Home interviews, designed to assess

the stated transportation needs of low-income residents,

were matched with a survey of employers to determine

job availability. The results of these preliminary

studies led to a reassessment of some of the assump-

tions which had Ixjen made about the suburban poor.

First, the Long Island poverty areas which had

been identified were found to contain only about 16 to

:!() peicent ol the low-income families and welfare

recipients in both counties. This finding makes clear

the dispersed nature of poverty populations in sub-

urbia. Second, a common misconception that "poor

is Black" was noted in a report of the Nassau-Suffolk

Hi -County Regional Planning Hoard. According to the

1960 Census, only one of ten poor families on Long
Island was non- white. In light of these findings, the

Planning Hoard stated:

This analysis suggests that approaches

to aid the poor in suburbia may have to be

much more individualized and personal-

ized than In urban areas where the high

geographical concentration and ethnic

communality of the poor may allow more
comprehensive approaches to the solution

ol* their problems.

With these exceptions in mind, the major character-
istics of expected low-income users of new trans-
portation lines were similar to those of target
populations in other areas. Auto ownership was
lower than in the population as a whole, which on
Long Island, presents special difficulties to second
workers in a household, even if one car is available.
In addition, education and income levels; labor force

participation and skill levels were lower in poverty

areas than in the general population.

In all, 22 bus routes were started in both counties

during the first two years of the demonstration. By

July of 1970, one of these routes was still under Pro-

ject sponsorship; twelve had been continued by the

carriers (all but two of these at a reduced level of

service); two had been merged into other routes; and

seven were discontinued because of low ridership.

Preliminary conclusions during the operation of these

bus lines have indicated that the service itself is use-

ful, and that other improvements to public transporta-

tion, including schedule coordination with established

lines, better routing, and better information to poten-

tial users, will result in increased mobility for many

of Long Island's low-income workers.

During the later phases of the Long Island de-

monstration, other factors were stressed, including:

better marketing of public transit schedules; more

links to the Long Island Railroad; and experiments

with jitneys and leased vehicles in areas where the

demand for new services exists, but the population

is too small to support a regular new bus line. Per-

haps the most significant part of the Long Island

study however, is that there has been a conscientious

effort to evaluate new facilities not only in terms of

their costs, but with a full consideration of the social

or indirect benefits which result.

One more demonstration project worth reviewing

began in April of 1968 in St. Louis. Here, a bus

service known as TEMPO (Transportation, Employ-

ment and Manpower Provide Opportunities) was
established to link the central city ghetto with the

Hazelwood area of St. Louis County, about twenty

miles to the northwest of the City proper. During the

first six months of operation, twenty-seven buses were

in operation, but only fourteen buses were retained

after this period due to lower ridership than had

originally been expected. During the evaluation phase

of the experiment, it was found that the current em-
ployees of the manufacturing, service, trade and

construction firms in the 13 square mile Hazelwood
area overwhelmingly used private automobiles or car-

pools for their journey to work. The task of project

evaluators then, was to examine the impact of the

TEMPO NORTHWEST buses on both ghetto residents

and employers in the Hazelwood area, in terms of the

ability of the line to provide jobs and the value of this

sendee in meeting existing manpower needs. During

the evaluation period, though total unemployment in

the St. Louis area was a relatively normal 3.5 per-



cent (4.5 percent in the SMSA) one major employer in

the destination area experienced heavy cutbacks in

hiring. Thus, according to project evaluators Edward

Kalachek and John Goering: "despite propitious eco-

nomic circumstances in the total St. Louis area, the

summer and fall of 19G8 was an unusually unfelicitous

period for measuring the results of a bus experiment

with a Hazelwood terminal zone."

In trying to evaluate the success of the TEMPO
bus line, several steps were taken which have not

always been utilized in other demonstrations of this

type. First, employers in the destination area were

interviewed in order to discover how many hires had

resulted from TEMPO; how personnel managers felt

about the new workers' merits; and whether or not an

extended program would be welcomed. Job counsel-

lors who worked with TEMPO riders were also inter-

viewed to collect information on jub duration; worker

stability; and general comments about the new journey-

to-work trip in terms of time, cost, and convenience.

In analyzing employer response to the new pro-

gram, it was found that most firms already had access

to an adequate, if not abundant, labor supply. In all,

it was estimated that 106 workers were hired by 92

different firms in Hazelwood, and 100 students attended

a training program at a large manufacturing establish-

ment during the summer. Thirty-two firms in the

employer sample accounted for 96 of the 106 central

city workers who had found jobs through TEMPO. Of

these 96 workers, 84 quit or were discharged from

their jobs during the first year, and only 11 were re-

ported to have retained their positions during this time

period. This discouraging record was regarded rather

sympathetically by a few employers, who felt that they

had not made enough of an effort to insure that special

training was available for the lowest-skilled TEMPO
riders; that the formidably long bus route was another

mitigating factor, and that they would like to try again,

starting with pre-employment training and perhaps

even sensitivity training for supervisors and other in-

digenous employees. Asked if the employers would

find it profitable to assist in subsidizing such bus ser-

vices in the future however, only two firms responded

positively. Other comments on the results of the pro-

gram, from the employers' point of view, included

a realization that the bus line was only minimally

useful for many new employees, ami osi>ocially those

who were on late shifts. One employer pointed out

that the bus schedule resulted in a group of workers
arriving either one hour ahead of their starting time,

or late for work; and that the trip home allowed this

particular shift only 6 minutes to get to the pick up

point which was one-half mile away. Another employ-
er commented that new workers wore almost always

assigned to the late shift, and that the TEMPO bus

which served his plant did not include service during

these hours. All in all, it would seem that the TEMPO
line was not the ultimate solution for matching ghetto

workers with those jobs, at least from the employers'

standpoint.

In terms of cost, TEMPO and one other subsi-

dized bus line in St. Louis wore able to produce an

average revenue credit for the Model City Agency,

which supervised the linos, of 28 cents per passenger,

even though the one-way fare was 50 cents. The esti-

mated total cost of running both lines for one year was

estimated at $382, 400 with $121,700 allocated for plan-

ning and evaluation, $66,800 for promotional activities,

and $190,900 for bus operations. In comparing those

costs with worker earnings, it was found that only

43. 8 jobs of one year's duration, would have to bo

found by the riders to balance off the costs of the

program. Considering the quits and firings during

the first year, TEMPO did not achieve this duration

of employment.

Job counsellors who had worked with TEMPO
riders during the experiment generally agreed that

the program's relatively insignificant impact on the

St. Louis economy resulted more from negative at-

titudes on the part of employers and inefficient ser-

vice than from the inability of central city residents

to get and hold jobs. They felt training and special

efforts on the part of employers would have meant the

retention of more jobs for TEMPO riders; that they

themselves had not been able to create such additional

opportunities; and that the bus ride was too long, too

expensive in some cases, and not scheduled properly.

In the final analysis then, TEMPO riders, employers

and project evaluators agreed that other types of

transportation should be tried (including jitneys or

carpool arrangements), and that pre-employment or

on-the-job training must be built into such programs.



CHAPTER 2. JOBS IN THE REGION
To explore the ways in which transportation im-

provements can enhance employment opportunities of

New York City residents it is necessary, first, to

gain an understanding of where jobs are now located

and what the dynamics of their redistribution are. In

economic and social terms New York City is, of

course, not a self-contained entity— it interacts daily

with the surrounding areas through journey-to-work

flows, and over time through migration of both people

and enterprises. Therefore, the analysis in this

chapter starts from an overview of four fairly concen-
tric geographic areas: The New York Urban Region,
the New York- -Northeastern New Jersey Standard
Consolidated Area, New York City proper, and its

economic heart— the Manhattan Central Business
District.

Present dimensions and distributions

The New York Urban Region, as defined by
Regional Plan Association, encompasses a 31-county
area of more than 12,000 square miles in the States of
Connecticut, New Jersey and New York. Over eight
million jobs and nearly twenty million residents are
located here, approximately one-tenth of the nation.
Although the Region functions essentially as a self-
contained job and housing market (a fraction of one
percent of Us workers commute across its boundaries),
its distant outer areas are only tenuously related to
New York City.

Therefore, for the purposes of this report, the
Standard Consolidated Area (SCA) is in some ways a
more appropriate geographic framework. Defined by
the U.S. Census, it covers 17 counties in New York
and New Jersey, which encompass 30 percent of the
Region's land area, but 60 percent of its developed
land and nearly 85 percent of its population and em-
plo\ meat

.

The City of New York itself, covering 5 of the SCA
counties, accounts for roughly 50 percent of the

Region's employment and about 40 percent of its po-

pulation. As Table 6 shows, more than half of the

City's employment is, in turn, concentrated in its

Central Business District (CBD), defined conven-

tionally as Manhattan south of 60th Street.

The economy of the New York Region is essential-

ly a white collar economy, more advanced in the nature

of skills required than the nation as a whole, and less

dependent on the expansion of blue collar activities for

sustaining future employment growth than most other

urban areas. Factory- site manufacturing jobs in the

Region number roughly two million; although another

half million jobs are production-oriented, occurring

largely in wholesaling and warehousing, it is the fac-

tory opportunities that represent the largest and most

identifiable component of blue collar activity. Factory

jobs tend to locate in a more dispersed pattern than

total employment in the Region, with a disproportion-

ately larger share settled outside of New York City in

the SCA, and outside the SCA in the rest of the Region.

The advantages of low-density suburban sites and the

ease of access to the Region's rail and highway net-

work foster the location of factory-site employment
outside New York City. Nonetheless, 37 percent of the

Region's factory jobs remain within the City, where
they account for 18 percent of all employment.

Table 6.

The Location of Employment in the Region. 1967.

Jobs (000 s)

Region Total

New York - N.E. N.J. SCA
New York City

Manhattan CBD
Rest of NYC

Source: Regional Plan Association.

Total Factory-Site Office Bldg. Other

8.219 1,976 1,669 4.574

7.002 1.585 1.522 3.895

4.125 729 1,125 2.271

2,205 310 860 1.035

1.920 419 265 1.236
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Office Jobs are more amenable to location in New

York City. Indeed, the Region's heavy concentration

of office building activities owes its present scale and

diversity to the leading role of New York in the nation's

office industry. The economies of agglomeration,

which facilitate the ease of personal communication

and support the range and frequency of services essen-

tial to conducting business, are nowhere concentrated

to the degree to which (hey are found in Manhattan.

Slightly more than half of all office building jobs in the

Hegion are located in the Manhattan CBD, and two-

thirds are located in the City as a whole. In the rest

of the SCA, jobs in office buildings comprise 14 per-

cent of total employment as contrasted with 27 percent

in New York City, and 40 percent in the Manhattan

CBD.
The remaining employment, which to a consider-

able extent represents residence -re late d activities,

exhibits none of the pyramiding of offices or dispersal

of manufacturing. Half of these remaining jobs are

located in New York City and 35 percent are in the

rest of the SCA, where they account for roughly 55

percent of total employment.
Although New York City accounts for half of total

employment, only 43 percent of the Region's labor
force reside in it, which leads to heavy commuter
flows toward the City. In the SCA as a whole, much of
this disparity is erased, even though a margin of net in-
commutation persists, with 85 percent of the Region's
employment located in the SCA in contrast to 83 per-
cent of the resident labor force. IV spite the depen-
dence of the suburban portion of the SCA on the rest of

Table 7.

Estimated Location of the Resident Labor Force in the Region,

Region Total

New York - N.E. N.J. SCA
New York City

Manhattan CBD
Rest of NYC

Sourco: Regional Plan Association.

Total

8.142

6.720

3,485

260

3,226

Persons (000's)
White Collar Blue Collar Service

4.327 2.819 996
3.587 2,302 831
1.827 1,194 464

Table 8.

Estimated Distribution of Skill Requirements by Place of Em-ployment in the Region. 1967.

Region Total

New York -N.E. N.J. SCA
New York City

Manhattan CBD
Rest of NYC

Sourc*: Regional Plan Association

Total

8,219

7.002

4.125

2.205

1.920

Jobs (000's)
White Collar Blue Collar

4.527

3.936

2.443

1.385

1.058

2.685

2.198

1.146

560

586

Service

1.007

868

536

260

276

the Region for a share of its work force, this area in

turn exports a larger component of resident labor to

jobs in New York City. In 1960, the SCA outside of

New York City provided 94 percent of the more than

one-half million commuters who held City-based em-
ployment. However, not all of the skill requirements

met by commuters were in short supply with respect

to occupations possessed by New York residents.

Table 7 indicates the skill composition of the labor

force by place of residence in the Region, while Table

8 shows, for comparison, the skill requirements by

place of employment.

At first glance it appears that more jobs than

workers existed in the Region's labor market in the

late 19()0's. This seeming excess is attributable to

statistical differences in definition, namely to a

larger portion of resident labor employed in multiple

jobs than unemployed at the time. The disparity is

not uniformly distributed among the separate skill

categories, but concentrated primarily in the white

collar sector, while the supply of blue collar skills

exceeds employment demand. * These categories of

course, are broad occupational groupings within

which the match for specific s Id lis may be more or

less in balance.

Given the Region-wide surplus of blue collar

skills over effective blue collar demand, it is evident,

from a comparison of Table 7 with Table 8, that the

excess supply does not vary too much between the geo-

graphic rings. If anything, it is a little smaller in New
York City than on the fringes of the Region, though as

will later become apparent, the City's surplus is mag-
nified by disproportionate commutation flows and un-

employment rates vis-a-vis the rest of the Region.
However, there was a deficit of service skills in New
York City, which presumably was filled by in-

commutation from the surrounding areas, and, of

course, a very large deficit of white collar skills,

filled by white collar commuters. The shortage of

white collar skills among the resident labor force in-

creases, as one moves from the periphery closer to

the center of the Region.

Relatively speaking, the dependence of New York
City on the rest of the Region and the SCA in particu-
lar, results not from an underemphasis on white col-

* Less than one-fifth of the surplus blue collar skills

would have been absorbed by elimination of the year's
lag in the comparison of employment and labor force.



lar and service skills among residents of the City,

but rather from an over-specialization in these job

requirements with respect to the composition of total

employment in the Region. Just as the Region is more
developed than the nation in the performance of white
collar activity, so too New York City and the Manhat-
tan CBD are successively more specialized in this

employment than the SCA or the Region as a whole.

New York's economy provides 54 percent of the white

collar, and a nearly comparable share of the service

employment in the New York Region, though all jobs

in the City represent exactly half of total regional em-
ployment. Skills provided by City residents, however,
account for 42 and 47 percent of the white collar and

service supply in the Region, in line with the City's

total labor force participation which amounts to 43

percent of the Region's total.

Only blue collar activity, as noted above, appears
in balance in New York with respect to the share of

regional employment (43 percent) and labor force (42

percent) located in the City. Although New York's
share of blue collar skills is proportional to its share

of total skills in the Region, the propitious match with

employment is gained by the relatively small number
of blue collar jobs in the City's employment structure.

It would thus appear that little requirement for net

commutation of blue collar labor to New York City ex-

isted in the late 1960's, or at least that a narrowing of

the margin of gross inbound blue collar workers over
outbound took place over the decade, compared to the

level recorded in 1960 by the U. S. Census.

Dynamics of change: jobs

Clearly, the distribution of manpower resources
and requirements within the Region cannot be properly

evaluated when viewed at any one point in time. Table

9 gives some indication of change in the supply by not-

ing past and prospective shifts in the location of popu-

lation within the Region. Of the more than two mil-

lion increase in residents which occurred over the

past decade, only 5 percent settled in New York City.

Indeed, the long-term prospect for expansion of the

City's resident labor force is dim, and not unjustifi-

ably so. Since the mid-1950's, when New York housed
half of the Region's population, suburbanization has

accelerated more rapidly from the impetus of residen-

tial location than employment location. Between 1960

and 1970, fully 62 percent of the Region's population

growth occurred in the suburban portion of the SCA
and 33 percent took place in the rest of the Region.
By 1970, the suburban SCA had achieved a larger po-

pulation than New York City--in part because of the
resettlement of roughly two million persons who wore
former residents of the City or their descendents be-
tween 1950 and 1970; only 40 percent of the twenty
million inhabitants of the Region now result- in Now
York City.

Virtually all of the future expansion of the New
York Region's population (and labor force, bj Infer-
ence) will occur outside New York City, with Increas-
ing emphasis placed on the less developed portions ..I

the rest of the Rogion. Considerable vacant land for
residential settlement in the preferred single-family
style, and increasingly in multi-family structures as
well, is available in the intermediate and outer por-
tions of the Region, while in Now York City, which Is

expected to gain only a quarter million residents by

1985, marginal additions to the stock of housing can Ikj

accommodated on vacant land only in a lew outlying

sections. The suburban SCA is thus expo clod to cap-
ture three million of the five million growth in re-

gional population, or 59 percent of total, while the

rest of the Rogion will likely gain nearly two million

persons, or 36 percent of total. Given these tronds,

the City's share of total population in the Region is

expected to slip to roughly one-third by 1985.

Measured against shifts in population, changes in

the location of employment within the Region give in-

dication of probable changes in the pattern of Journey

-

to-work. Before such comparisons can be made,

however, it is necessary to first examine recent ex-

perience in employment redistribution, In order to

extend the apparent preferences for location into the

future. The time frame chosen for analysis was a

period of relatively full employment in the Region,

1959 to 19G7, when changes in the composition of ac-

tivity and the impact of technology were well under-

way. For simplicity, the rest of the Region outside

the SCA, which accommodated only 18 percent of

recent past job growth and is expected to continue ex-

porting workers into the future, will be eliminated

from this discussion.

Table 9.

Population Growth in the Region, 1960 to 1985.

Persons (000'»)

Total Changs
1960 1970 1985 1980-70 1970-85

Region Total 17.624 19.752 24.700 +2.128 f 4.946

New York -N.E.NJ SCA 14.759 16.183 19.350 1.424 f 3.167

NewYorkCity 7.782 7.896 8.150 * 114 -f 254

Manhattan CBD 557 518 -39

Rest of NYC 7.225 7.378 * 153

Scvrec: U.S. C»ntu$ ol Population, 19«l and 1970, R»fllon«l P1*n AMOcialiOfi.



As Table 10 indicates, roughly a hundred thousand

jobs a year have been created in the New York SCA

over the 19G0's. The bulk of new employment favored

location in the suburban portion of the SCA, outside of

New York City, which increased its share of total SCA

jobs from 37 to 41 percent in the span of eight years.

Nonetheless, a quarter million jobs were added to New

York City, topping four million employment opportu-

nities in the City's economy and accounting for 25 per-

cent of regional job growth, in contrast to 5 percent

of population growth. Although exact estimates on the

number of jobs in the Manhattan CBD are difficult to

ascertain, it appears that the CBD has varied little

from a level of two million total employment scored in

the wake of recovery from the depression to the early

1900's. Evidence of an upturn in total employment is

apparent, however, in the recent concentration of

150, 000 new jobs, or 61 percent of the City's total

growth, in the CBD between 1959 and 1967.

Indeed, without the ('HI)'s generation of new em-

ployment opportunities, it is doubtful that the City's

economy would have captured little more than a pro-

portional share of job growth to population growth, for

the remaining hundred thousand new jobs which located

in New York outside the CBD distributed themselves

much in line with the increase of new residents. Queens

and State n Island, which experienced the fastest rates

of population growth Prom I960 to 1970, also under-

went the strongest surge in employment. The Bronx,

which grew least in residents, reflected the lowest

rate of job increase. But there are exceptions to

Table 10.

Changes in the Location of Employment in the SCA. 1959-1967.

Jobs (000's)
Total Employment Change
1959 1967 Absolute Percent

Now York - N. E.N.J. SCA 6.187 7,002 + 815 13.2%
Suburban SCA 2.309 2.877 + 568 24.6
Now York City 3,879 4.125 + 246 6.3

Manhattan CBD 2.055 2.205 + 150 7 3
Rest of NYC 1,824 1,920 + 96 5.3

Source: Roglonnl Plnn Association.

Table 11.

Estimated Growth of Employment by Industry in the SCA
1959-1967.

Increase ol Jobs, (000 s)

Factory-Site Olllce Building Other
Total % Total % Total %

21 100 215 100 579 100
88 419 101 47 379 65

-67 -319 114 53 200 35
-50 -238 95 44 105 18
-17 -81 19 9 95 17

New York - N.E. N.J SCA
Suburban SCA
New York City

Manhattan CBD
Rest ot NYC

Source: Rooionni pi«n Association.

these generalizations, namely in Brooklyn and Upper

Manhattan. Despite a one percent decline in the po-

pulation of Brooklyn, and a probable 10 percent de-

cline in Upper Manhattan, both areas enjoyed a modest

3 percent expansion of employment, most likely attrib-

utable to their proximity to the CBD and their attrac-

tion for jobs which have spilled over or spun-off

from the Region's center.

The logic of a resurge in employment in the

Manhattan CBD is found in the changing composition

of activity in the New York Region and the SCA. Be-

tween 1959 and 1967, factory-site manufacturing grew

marginally in the SCA, adding on some twenty thousand

jobs. Office activity, however, scored impressive in-

creases by creating 215, 000 new jobs in office build-

ings in the SCA. The remaining employment provided

slightly more than 70 percent of the SCA's total gains.

Table 11 indicates that the marginal gains in factory-

site employment experienced by the SCA resulted from

real declines occurring in New York City, mostly in the

Manhattan CBD. The suburbs absorbed the outflow from

the City and generated about one-third again the number

of new manufacturing opportunities on their own. How-

ever, not all of the suburban counties increased factory-

site employment over the period. Some, such as

Hudson and Essex in locations similar to Brooklyn

(which experienced the rest of the City's losses), de-

clined by an average of nearly ten thousand jobs each.

Meanwhile, the real suburban growth, of more than a

thousand factory-site jobs per year, occurred in more
distant counties, which ranked by order of increase

were: Nassau, Middlesex, Bergen, Union and Suffolk.

In a general sense, then, the more extreme the loca-

tion with regard to density, the greater was the rate of

growth or decline in factory employment. The CBD,
which contains 43 percent of the City's factory-site

opportunities, dropped 14 percent of total over the

period, while losses in Brooklyn or Essex, for exam-
ple, were more in the order of 7 percent. At the same

time, gains in nearby Bergen and Union were exceeded

by growth in Middlesex which lies at the edge of the

SCA.

More than half of all office building employment
growth and roughly a third of other job increases,

which accrued to the SCA between 1959 and 1967, lo-

cated in New York City. The bulk of these opportuni-

ties were attracted to the Manhattan CBD, which

gained an unprecedented 95,000 new jobs in office

buildings and 105, 000 other opportunities, a portion of

which were office jobs occurring outside of office

buildings. The residual gains originated largely from



office-support and major residence -related activities,

such as services which provided roughly one-half of

total; retail trade which experienced some growth; and

non-office government functions. In the rest of New

York City, where smaller scale residence-related

activities predominate and the increase in office build-

ing employment lacked the prestige headquarter

character of the Manhattan CBD, the growth of 95,000

other employment opportunities stemmed largely from

citywide requirements in services, government, and

the transportation, communications and utilities in-

dustry. Together with finance, insurance and real

estate, these same sectors contributed to growth in

office building employment, though this activity in the

rest of the City increased by only about 20,000 jobs

over the period.

In the suburban portion of the SCA, nearly two-

thirds of the growth in office building employment took

place in four counties, all of which are close to New

York City: Bergen, Essex, Nassau and Westchester.

These same counties took roughly half of the remaining

employment increase, or twice their portion of total

population growth in the suburbs. But only two of

these counties- -Bergen and Nassau- -a re noteworthy

with respect to gains in factory-site employment. In

more distant areas, office gains were overshadowed

by factory-site growth, and additions to the resident

population generally exceeded increases in employ-

ment. As a result, the close r-in counties have be-

come more self-sustaining with respect to their job

opportunities, while outlying counties, particularly

Suffolk, have had to export increasing numbers of

workers to job locations elsewhere in the SCA or the

Region.

The largest increment in suburban employment

over the period 1959 to 1967 occurred in Nassau County,

which added on office building jobs in an amount

equivalent to New York City outside the CBD, while the

increase in other opportunities was roughly three-

fourths of the boroughs' total. Unlike Nassau's office

growth, which was singularly undistinguished by major

headquarters, Westchester County— and to a lesser ex-

tent Bergen- -captured a large share of the central

offices of major manufacturing firms which relocated

to the suburbs from Manhattan. In Essex County, the

nature of office growth reflected the considerable con-

centration of insurance, regional head office, and back

office operations which are located in Newark, the

SCA's largest commercial center outside Manhattan.

These same growth counties, with the exception of

Essex, drew a substantial portion of their remaining

employment increases from the retail and wholesale

trade industries, sectors which have grown less rapid-

ly on a Region-wide basis but are abandoning core

area locations for suburban ones. These trends art

particularly evident in the rest of New York City and

Essex County, where trade employment either de-

clined or remained stable over the period. In the ile-

velopment of outlying counties, such as Suffolk anil

Middlesex, some trade increases occurred, but the

rapid growth in population resulted in a much greater

emphasis on the expansion of local government and

service activities.

Between 19G7 and 1985, the SCA is expected to in-

crease in total employment by some l.(> million Jobs.

The location of those opportunities will reflect thfl

overall composition of growth and the manner in

which population gains are distributed throughout the

Region.

Table 12.

Projected Growth in the Employment of tho SCA, 1967-1985.

Job* (000'a)

Total Employment Change
1987 1985 Abaoluto Percent

Total Employment 7.002 8.829 1,827 23.2%

Factory-Site 1.585 1.612 - 73 4 b

Office Building 1.622 2,102 870 44 0

Other 3.896 4,926 1.030 28 4

Source: Regional Plan Association

As Table 12 indicates, the fastest growing sector of

the SCA's economy in the near future will bo employ-

ment in office buildings. These Jobs will grow by 11

percent over an eighteen year period, while other op-

portunities will merely increase by 20 percent.

Factory-site employment is expected to incur real

losses, as the location of factories spreads further

out into the Region outside the SCA and technology

stabilizes the requirement for manpower, (ilven these

trends, and the population growth with which they are

associated, it is quite apparent that the suburban por-

tion of the SCA will capture the overwhelming share of

new employment. The following Table dimensions

1985 employment by industry and location.

Between 1907 and 1980, more than 1.2 million jobs

will locate outside New York City in the twelve sub-

urban counties of the SCA. while the City will capture

only 300,000 jobs, a lower annual rate of growth than

that which occurred in the recent eight year period

Despite this modest increase, New York will experi-

ence a marked improvement in its economy through



Table 13.

Projected Location of Employment by Industry in the SCA.
1985.

Jobs (000's)

Total Factory-Site Office Bldg. Other

Now York - N.E. N.J. SCA 8,629 1,512 2,192 4,925

Suburban SCA 4,145 931 679 2,535

Now York City 4,484 581 1,513 2,390

Manhattan CBD 2,460 215 1,170 1,075

Rost of NYC 2.024 366 343 1,315

Sourco: Regional Plon ABaoclollon.

upgrading In the nature of opportunities made avail-

able. The creation of new office jobs in office build-

ings in Manhattan will account for nearly seven out of

every eight net additions to job opportunities in the

City. Factory-site employment will likely continue its

downward (rend at the same rate in the near future,

given the success of public policy measures which will

provide incentives for the retention of selected indus-
tries within the City. (See pp.99-100). And growth in

the remaining employment is not expected to suffi-

ciently offset facto 17 losses, as an increasing share
of these other jobs follow population and basic em-
ployment to the suburbs.

Thus, growth in office building employment will

be in the future, more so than In the past, the main-
stay on which the future development of the City's
economy rests. Moreover, accommodation of these
jobs will likely result in a slightly greater concentra-
tion of City-wide employment in the Manhattan CBD.
Although some office activities can properly function
from sub-center or neighborhood locations in the rest
of New York City--specifically, the more clerical or
local operations which have fewer linkages with other
parts of the economy—more than three-fourths of
total will require the benefits of the CBD. Manhattan's
manufacturing employers, however, will be under
greater pressure to reduce operations or relocate
outside the City, than factory-site activities located
elsewhere in New York. Only those producers such as
printers and garment manufacturers, who require
access to office activity or to other establishments in
their industry and are capable of operating in the small
scale accommodations of manufacturing loft space,
will likely remain in the Manhattan CBD by 1985 in
the rest of New York City, factory-site employment
is expected to decline by 50,000 jobs, or roughly
half of the CBD's loss, but continue to provide more
opportunities than employment in office buildings
And even though residence -related establishments
will probably grow little in employment terms, in the
rest of New York City they will still provide more

potential for employment than factory and office activ-

ities combined.

By 1985, the New York suburbs will account for

nearly half of all employment in the SCA. Less than

6 percent of total growth, however, will take place in

existing and relocated factories, which will raise the

share of factory-site employment in the suburban por-
tion of the SCA to 62 percent of total. In contrast to

the relatively small increase of some 75, 000 factory

jobs, office building employment in the suburban por-

tion of the SCA will advance by 280,000 positions, in

part comprising some of the regional and all of the lo-

cal requirements of the suburban population growth.

Still, opportunities for employment in suburban facto-

ries will continue to outweigh those in suburban office

buildings.

In the near future, the two core suburban counties

of Hudson and Essex are expected to continue losing

factory-site employment as they have in the past, and
in an amount comparable to the loss expected for the

rest of New York City. Similarly Passaic, which has
much old industrial development in the southern por-
tion of the County, will incur losses, while other close-

in areas such as Union and Westchester will attract

relatively little new growth. More than all of the net

increase in suburban factory- site jobs will probably be

located in Bergen, Middlesex, and Suffolk counties.

To some extent, the location of new office build-

ings will begin to emulate the longer term trends of

factory decentralization. But in the case of office

activity, the presence of existing commercial centers
and the preference of larger office employers for loca-

tions accessible to concentrated clerical pools, will

serve to retain office development in closer-in and
more densely settled areas. A quarter of the expected
increase will likely go to two counties with viable of-

fice centers: Westchester and Essex. But by 1985,
office growth in more distant Suffolk will outweigh
Nassau's increase, while Morris and Middlesex
counties will clearly begin to compete with eastern
Bergen. Nonetheless, 54 percent of the expected sub-
urban total, or one-sixth of the SCA's entire office
building employment in 1985, will probably be housed
in the four counties which are core or border areas of

New York City: Bergen, Essex, Nassau, and West-
chester.

The bulk of new growth in suburban employment
will arise, not from office and factory opportunities,
but from the trade and service requirements of a
growing population base. A gain of more than 900, 000
other jobs is expected over the eighteen year period,



some of which will be more closely associated with

goods handling--such as wholesale and construction

activities— than with direct consumer services. As a

result, the impact of remaining employment growth on

the future development of suburban economies will Ixj

to favor locations midway between areas of office and

population increase. In total, the largest growth in

suburban employment is expected to occur in Suffolk

County over the near future, as overwhelming in-

creases in residence -related activity follow population

growth to the area. Second place gains will likely oc-

cur in Bergen, Nassau and Westchester, counties

which will each experience roughly half of Suffolk's

increase and considerably lower shares of total growth

attributable to residence-related employment. Among
the remaining suburban counties, less developed areas

such as Middlesex, Morris, and Somerset will general-

ly tend to capture larger shares of overall employment,

while closer-in counties such as Essex and Passaic

will offset the potential growth from office activity by

declines in factory-site operations. Thus, among the

suburban counties with good accessibility to New York,

the few which provide a larger measure of opportunity

for employment growth in the near future are the very

same counties which have traditionally functioned as

commuter residences for Manhattan's white collar work

force—namely, Bergen, Nassau, and Westchester.

Dynamics of change: labor force

Even though the City's economy is expected to

produce relatively few jobs in the future in comparison

to the scale of development foreseen in the suburbs,

New York will continue to provide more employment

opportunities than its resident labor force is equipped

to fill, on a strictly numerical basis. When viewed in

the context of job requirements, or skills associated

with employment growth, this deficit widens as the

occupational composition of the City's employment

matures more rapidly than the skill qualifications of

its residents.

As we have noted, white collar and service jobs

accounted for the entire increase in New York City's

employment between 1959 and 1967. While blue collar

jobs dropped by 33,000, white collar jobs, mostly in

professional, technical and clerical occupations, in-

creased by 225, 000 and raised the share of white col-

lar employment in the City from 57 to 59 percent of

total. Service jobs advanced by 54, 000, but remained

relatively stable as a share of total, at 13 percent.

Throughout a comparable period, 1960 to 1968,
New York City's resident labor force remained virtual
ly constant in size, though its ethnic composition
changed substantially, lassos through white OUt-
migration were offset by growth in the Black, Puerto
Hican and Oriental labor force, gains that were numer-
ically equivalent to the employment growth in the City.
About half the new minority entrants into the labor

force had white collar skills. On balance, by lues the

City's labor pool was somewhat better equipped for

white collar occupations: while collar skills advanced
from 51 to 52 percent ol the City's manpower resources;

still it is evident that this improvement in <|iialifiea

lions lagged Ixmind the demand from white collar Jobs.

Blue collar occupations of Now York City residents

declined both absolutely and relatively, but supply In

the lower-skilled categories continued to 0X006d de-

mand. Among skilled craftsmen and foremen, whose

supply was already deficient with ivspect to employ-

ment opportunities in I960, the loss of nearly twenty

thousand persons from the resident labor force occur-

red at a time when the demand for them increased

marginally. These divergent trends probably resulted

in additions to the stream of Inbound commuters. I ly

contrast, lesser-skilled operatives and unskilled la-

borers comprised the entire surplus of blue collar per-

sons in the City in 1968 and represented two of the oe

cupational categories in which Blacks and Puerto

Ricans were more heavily concentrated. Though little

more than ten percent of recent expansion in the minor-

ity labor force took place in these occupations, their

potential for employment within the City was nil. Be-

tween 1959 and 1967, the decline in demand for opera

tives and laborers was greater than the net decline in

all blue collar employment and even though the supply

of these skills contracted more than the demand, a

surplus of some 75,000 participants still persisted by

period end. The City's unemployment rolls in 1968

verify their unsuccessful search for employment:

roughly three-quarters of the total Jobless, or 80,000

persons, possessed blue collar skills.

Persons equipped with service skills, among them

maintenance and protective service workers, were

more fortunate due to the growth of some fifty thousand

service jobs in the City's economy between 1959 and

1967. Even In 1960, the demand for service skills ex-

ceeded the resident supply within New York, and

though non-whites and Puerto Ricans comprised the

growth sector of the City's labor force and have been

heavily concentrated in service activities for some

time, the margin of demand over supply widened ex-



tensivcly during the recent past period. Similar to

white collar activity, where a match of jobs to resident

workers yielded a deficit of roughly six hundred
thousand skilled persons in New York by 19G8, the

growth of service activities met with a short supply of

seventy thousand resident skills by period end.

Tablo 14.

Estimated Growth of Employment by Skills in the SCA, 1959-
1985.

Now York - N.E, N.J. SCA
Suburban SCA
Now York City

While Collar

1959 1985

3,345 5,235

1.127 2,372

2.218 2,863

Jobs (OOO'i)

Bluo Collar
1959 1985

2,116 2,223

937 1,209

1.179 1,014

Service

1959 1985

726 1,171

244 564

482 607
Boufco: Regional Plan Association.

Tnblo 15.

SSi
m
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lh °' ,h0 Residen! Labor Force by Skills in theoua, iyo0-iy85.

Persons (000's)
While Collar Bluo Collar Service
I960 1985 1960 1985 1960 1985Now York - N.E. N.J. SCA 3,217 4.707 2.340 2.347 734 101

Suburban SCA ,.443 2.747 i,oei 1.257 279 '578
Now York Cl.y 1.774 1,960 1,259 1,090 455 523

Source: RoQlonal Plan Association.

Between 19G7 and 1985, six out of every seven new
employmenl opportunities created in New York City
will require white collar skills. On the other hand
the demand for blue collar occupations is likely to drop
by 131. 000 positions, at a decidedly faster annual rate
of attrition than was experienced in the recent past
Some of the loss in these lower-skilled opportunities
will be offset by a continued expansion of service de-
'»:"»!. »ut the growth of some seventy thousand ser-
vice Jobs will be small compared to the probable de-
mand for 420, 000 new white collar workers by the
C Hy's economy over the next decade and a half

\\ lule white collar work is expected to represent
nearly two-thirds of total employmenl in New York
( "M, M.S.-.. ,ho dove lop n,enl of white collar skills
;"
1U,nK 11,0 ,vsill<"< '«'*>•• force of the City w.ll advanceloss rapidly than employment, If trends of the past

decade continue. Between 1968 and 1985. the City's
1=' >or poo is oxpec.od to ...ow manually, by less than-Hired thousand persons even though its etl , ic COm"Potion w.ll chanse a groa, deal: Black, PuertoMoan and other minority participation is exported to~ hom 28 percen, Qf (ota , 1%8

P cted^to

,1 .
"

hV°",WrdS °f ,he MW Minority ent.ants can be expected to possess white collar ski.ls

and several thousand others may equip themselves for
blue collar and service activities based on recent past
changes in the occupational profile of new participants.
But, supplementing this will be an even larger com-
ponent of middle aged and older workers who will

likely carry forward skills of the predominantly blue
collar and service orientation developed in the past.
Although the remaining white resident labor force of
the City will be more than sixty percent qualified for
white collar activity, the overall skill composition of
the resident labor supply— if present trends continue--
will not advance by more than three percentage points
to 55 percent white collar. Meanwhile the nature of
job growth will increase demand for white collar occu-
pations from 59 to 64 percent of the City's total be-
tween 1968 and 1985.

Continuation along this course would clearly in-
tensify the flow of white collar commutation to New
York City. By 1985, the demand for some 800, 000
white collar skills will conceivably go unfilled by local-
ly available supply, even though the mechanism of
double job-holding may expand the City's white collar
resources by more than 5 percent. A similar shortage
will beset service activities which will require a sub-
urban work force of some 60, 000 persons by 1985, to
help meet the growth of seventy thousand service jobs
over the period. Yet, excesses and unemployment will
persist among blue collar labor. These skills are ex-
pected to comprise 30 percent of the occupations held
by the resident labor force in 1985, down from 34 per-
cent in 1968, but will remain absolutely and relatively
greater than the demand for them, which will contrib-
ute only 23 percent to the City's total employment. On
balance, then, the net surplus of all blue collar skills
among residents of New York City can be expected to
increase from roughly 50, 000 to 75, 000 persons over
the forecast period, and current deficits in craftsmen
|uul foremen will be erased by skill upgrading over

The potential for employment of blue collar labor

!!!e Citw ta °f the SCA wiU attra^ some of

I n
su^lus labor, but in general an excess in

implying cont.nued blue collar unemployment even in
periods of a full employment economy. For some

subm-l s! ^ SUPPly °f blue collar lab° r ^ the

* *ht
2? and Wue collar commuting into New York

the whiVTZ gf
atef th3n °ut-oommuting. Althoughthe white labor force of the New York Re-ion is ingenera, departing from blue collar occupations! some



rapidly developing suburban counties with a lower
priced housing stock--such as Suffolk and Middlesex-
are acquiring new residents with blue collar skills

even though they have accommodated relatively few
Blacks and Puerto Ricans over the past decade. In

addition, core areas such as Essex and Hudson
counties, which have received the bulk of the minority

influx to the suburbs, are also gaining in resident blue

collar labor. The effect has been, on balance, to in-

crease suburban blue collar supply marginally by some
27, 000 persons between 1960 and 1968, while the de-

mand for blue collar skills outside the City grew by

115, 000 positions.

Despite these changes, the recent past provided
relatively few opportunities for City residents to engage
blue collar jobs in the suburban areas. It appears that

the surplus of suburban skills was not entirely elimi-

nated by the rapid growth in employment but merely
reduced to some fifty thousand persons on a net basis.

Hypothetically, the decline should have been reflected

in a drop in the level of inbound commutation to New
York, or conversely in an increase among outbound
workers from the City to the suburbs. Although the

latter appears to have taken place among semi- and

unskilled workers, who are probably on balance now
net out-commuting to the suburbs, an unmet demand
for craftsmen and foremen among New York's man-
power resources apparently increased suburban in-

commutation of this skill. Moreover, even though

there existed a similar surplus of blue collar skills

among residents of both the City and the suburbs,

joblessness was appreciably greater for those who re-

sided in the City.

As previously stated, between 1967 and 1985 New
York City is estimated to incur a loss of 131, 000 blue

collar jobs, while the suburbs will attract 156,000.

The growth of the suburban labor force is expected to

almost keep up with this growth in jobs, which means
that the surplus of blue collar skills over blue collar

jobs in the suburban portion of the SCA will not be ap-

preciably reduced. However, some of this surplus

labor- -perhaps 30,000 persons—will be drawn to

work in the Region outside the SCA, where factory

employment will grow at a rapid pace. This will

leave only about 20,000 blue collar persons, or less

than 2 percent of the resident labor force in the SCA
outside New York City, unemployed. Should the same

level of Region-wide unemployment- -about 3 percent--

be maintained in New York City and in the suburbs, the

City would have to export some 40, 000 additional blue

collar workers to the rest of the SCA or the Region,

leaving 35, 000 unemployed. Without this out-
commutation, the rate of blue collar Joblessness in the
City would be about 7 percent.

Clearly, improved access to the suburbs will not
ease the problem of blue collar unemployment tor the
Region as a whole, but mereh shift the burden of in

cidence from falling unequally on City residents. How-
ever, in light of the City's huge deficit in white collar
skills, which is expected to enlarge over the foreoael
period, efforts to improve access to blue collar oppor
tunities should be considered a palliative measure,
while a more intensive program of skill upgrading is

pursued, and shifts in residential patterns are effected.

For the New York SCA as a whole, the balance be-
tween white collar supply and demand will produce
fewer net shortages than in the City, and for the sub-
urban areas there will obviously exist a surplus of

skills which will comprise the bulk of white collar

commutation to New York. Nonetheless, white collar

workers are expected to journey from even further

distances, out of the rest of the Region where settle-

ment will take place largely from white collar sub-

urbanization. Despite this labor resource, some
200,000 white collar workers or I percent ol total in

the Region by 1985 must hold double jobs if demand is

expected to 1x3 fully matched by supply, based on past

trends in occupational attainment.

Between 1967 and 1985, the suburban portion of tli<

SCA will attract some 880, 000 white collar jobs,

nearly two and a half times the level of white collar

growth which prevailed IxHween 1959 and 1967 and twice

the increase expected for the City over the same peri

od. Even though this growth will result in a further

concentration of all suburban Jobs in white collar activ-

ities, to 57 percent of total by 1985, the demand for

more specialized skills in this area will continue to

fall absolutely and relatively behind New York. At the

same time, the supply of qualified residents will in-

crease by 990, 000 white collar skills to 60 percent of

the labor force in the suburbs, for a tripling of the

growth which took place between 1960 and 1968. Though

the City has exported few white collar residents to the

suburbs over the recent past, the future will present

even fewer opportunities, in view of the proliferation

of unmet white collar demand within New York. Rath-

er, the City will have to extend its catchment area

well beyond the SCA into the rest of the Region, if its

demand for white collar skills is to be filled. Where-

as virtually all of the white collar commutation to the

City originated in the rest of the SCA over the recent

past, as much as 40 percent, or 300,000 workers, may



Chart 1

Changes in Ihe Commutation of Blue Collar Residents of New York City and the Suburban SCA. 1960 to 1985.
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have to be attracted from the rest of the Region to meet

the increased requirement by 1985. Clearly, an alter-

native to this is accelerated development of white col-

lar skills among New York City residents.

Service workers in the Region will be faced with

much the same option for employment. Most of the

increase in service demand is expected to originate

in the suburban SCA in the future, as it has in the re-

cent past, but the growth of resident service skills

outside the City is forecast to keep pace with employ-

ment demand. Thus, a net in-commutation of service

skills from the suburban portion of the SCA to the

City will be sustained over the future, on the order of

40, 000 persons, but the balance of New York's deficit,

or some 20, 000 jobs, must be met by transporting

workers from the rest of the Region, if the share of

double job holding among City residents is not con-

siderably increased instead. A summary of the redis-

tribution of employment and lalxjr force in the period

discussed is provided by Table 16.

Present pattern of opportunities by small area

For the overwhelming majority of City residents,

the opportunity for employment lies within the New

York City job market. As we have seen, however,

these jobs are heavily concentrated in white collar

activities and will require an increasingly sophisti-

cated level of skill attainment over time. Nonetheless,

a substantial share of them at present and in the near

future can be qualified for by a high school or business

school education. These lesser- ski lied white collar

opportunities which occur in clerical and sales occu-

pations (except for headquarter related sales in in-

dustries such as manufacturing and finance or insur

ance), accounted for roughly half of all white collar

employment in New York in 11H»7 and are expected to

increase by some 170,000 Jobs by 1985, In addition,

many service occupations, particularly in medical or

consumer- related services, can lie attained without a

high school diploma, though in some instances licens

ing upon completion of publicly approved coursework

is required. In other ticlds ol serxice activity, such

as private or municipal protective services, a high

school education is essential and training is provided.

Still, service jobs are generally classified among the

lower-paying and lesser-skilled employment activi-

ties and their increase over the near future will pro-

vide some 70,000 additional opportunities in New York.

Traditionally, however, the opportunity for em-
ployment of low- to mode rate -ski Hod persons has been

dominated by blue collar activity. Although these Jobs

as a whole slipped to a second place rating behind

clerical and sales work in New York Ixstwoun 1959 and

1967, they continue to represent a substantial source

of demand, particularly for the male lalx>r force. An

average of (>0 percent of the lesser-skilled white col-

lar and service positions are generally held by leinalos,

while more than three-quarters of the blue collar Jobs

are filled by men. Kntrance to blur collar occupa-

tions is ordinarily made through on-the-job training

or prescribed apprenticeship programs. Although a

high school education is preferred, in the semi- and

unskilled operative and laborer ranks completion is

not mandatory. In general, the forma] education re-

quirements for blue collar occupations are less strin-

gent than for the lower skills in white collar work, but

entrance to blue collar activities is often more Impeded

TheChanging Distribution of Employment and Labor Force in the New York Region, 1960-1985.
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Char! 2

Jobs and Resident Labor Force in New York Cily and 12 Suburban Counties as a Share of the Region s Total,

1960, 1968, 1985.
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by union regulations while the subsequent development

of skills, through work experience or apprenticeship

training, can eventually bring higher-paying jobs.

Although blue collar jobs are expected to decline

absolutely by some 130, 000 positions in New York be-

tween 1967 and 1985, considerable job openings are ex-

pected to occur as presently tilled positions are vn

cated by deaths and retirements over time. It is out-

side the purview of this study to undertake the detailed

estimation of replacement demand for labor, but some
notion of the level of openings anticipated in this de-

clining sector can be gained from the analysis of the

New York State Department of Labor, published in the

report Manpower Directions, New York State, 1965 -

1975 . The Department estimates that some 27, 000

blue collar jobs will annually become available in New
York City, from deaths and retirements of previous

job holders over the period 1965 to 1975. The bulk of

this demand, or 66 percent of total, will fill semi- and

unskilled operative and laborer positions, while an

average of 9,000 craftsmen will annually be recruited

to replace departed skilled workmen. Extending the

projection rates beyond 1975 to produce a longer-term

requirement consistent with the forecast period of this

study, 1967 to 1985, yields an annual average of some

20, 000 to 25,000 blue collar opportunities which will

open up in New York City over the near future.

Even though this projection represents a consid-

erable turnover of personnel, it does not alter the

magnitude of final imbalance between blue collar sup-

ply and demand which results from the matching of

employment forecasts with projections of the skill

characteristics of an available labor force. To some

extent, however, these replacement opportunities can

alter the volume of commutation (on a gross in- and

outbound basis while the net difference remains the

same), if all blue collar positions vacated in New York

by suburban commuters are captured by City residents.

In the subsequent discussion which reviews the pre-

sent pattern of employment opportunities by small

area, it is useful to consider the spatial distribution

of blue collar work as a guide to the location of blue

collar job openings in the City.

The following series of maps (Map 10 through Map

13) present the location of four major occupational

groupings by place of work in the New York North-

eastern New Jersey SCA as of 1969. From a residen-

tial point of view, the maps portray the relative de-

gree of access to a range of employment opportunities

for lesser-skilled and lower-income persons. The

method of presentation was based on a computation of

the density of employment in particular skill catego-
ries by small area, ranked by order of density and
arrayed in twenty percentile groupings to depict job

concentrations in the SCA. The darkest shade repre-

sents the area within which 20 percent of the specific

jobs are concentrated; this and the next darkest account

for 40 percent; the former two plus the next darkest--

60 percent, and so on. The lowest percentile of den-

sity, that is /.ones in the so to loo percent range, is

not shown because of the obvious lack of opportunity

they present, with regard to both density and location.

In New Jersey, the employment zones consist of mu-
nicipalities, while in New York postal /.ones were used.

Sales occupations were omitted beoause the data did

not provide the extensive detail noeessan t«» delete

jobs with higher- skilled requirements, while opera-

tives and laborers were combined separately from

craftsmen to distinguish blue collar Jobs with essen-

tially lower pre-employment qualifications. Lastly,

the remaining employment which occurs in profession-

al and managerial occupations was excluded because

these jobs are clearly outside the scope of immediate

opportunities for low-income workers.

Perhaps the most prominent feature in the loca-

tional distribution of skill demand in the SCA is the

prevalence of job concentrations in New York, exclu-

sive of a small share ol suburban development, until

past the mid-range, or 40 to 60 percentile, ol all

jobs. This of course reflects the historical pattern ol

job development in the New York area, which emanat-

ed from the center and settled in nearby corridors

defined by land and water transportation routes. The

highest concentrations of suburban employment appear

with regularity in older cities which were independent-

ly established, such as Newark, Paterson, Passaic,

Yonkers and Mount Vernon, or along major highway

and rail axes when occurring in more newly developed

suburbs, such as Nassau County. In general, however,

the distribution indicates the tenacity with which older

areas of settlement have retained employment up to

this time. With the overwhelming portion of future

growth destined for suburban locations, however, the

ranges of job concentration will tend to spread, en-

compassing further areas as the overall profile of den-

sity flattens in the SCA outside the Manhattan CUD.

By type of skill, there is some locations! varia-

tion manifested within the SCA. The pattern of cler-

ical demand, for example, shown in Map 10 is the most

concentrated one, with 40 percent of total in the Man-

hattan CBD. The mid- range of density, 40 to GO per-

cent, encompasses the rest of Manhattan, adjacent



portions of the South Bronx, a major portion of the in-

dustrial lx;Jl of Brooklyn including Downtown Brooklyn

to Gowanus, Long Island City in Queens to Flushing

and Including La Guardla Airport, and several com-
mercial centers in New Jersey, such as Newark. The
next layer of density, 60 to 80 percent of total, picks

up clerical opportunities both in ghetto areas, such as

Bedford-StuyveBant and Brownsville to Jamaica, and

emerging suburban office strips, such as the Bergen
County complex along the Palisades. A further filling-

ln of the City is also apparent at this level of concen-
tration, Including Flatbush, the Flatlands, and Ken-
nedy Airport, but extensive portions of eastern
Quoons are loft untouched while the first inroads to

Nassau and Westchester are made. In the New Jersey
suburbs, .1 spread of development northwestward
from Newark to Patorson and southward to Elizabeth
and Linden is accompanied by further extension of
clerical demand through older cities of Hudson County
and centers farther out, such as New Brunswick and
IMainfii'M.

Service occupations shown on Map 11 are also high-
ly concentrated in Manhattan, where over 40 percent
of them are located; but the pattern of

service demand in the mid-range of development ex-
tends further Into suburban areas touching Nassau
and Westchoster counties. This mid-layer also en-
compasses the rest of Manhattan, but bypasses some
of the mo ro industrialized sections of Brooklyn to
locus on residential areas like Bedford -Stuyvesant

,

Crown Heights, and Flatbush, or commercial area's
such as Coney Island and Sheopshead Bay. In the
Bronx, the entire Grand Concourse area is included,
while in Queens, Long Island City, Woodside, La
Guardia and residential areas such as Forest Hills,
Kew Gardens or Richmond Hill provide a comparable
density of opportunity

. [ n the range oi 60 t<> 80 per-
cent of all sen ice jobs, the most noteworthy concen-
trations appear in New Jersey, Westchester and Nassau
though some filling-in of lower-income areas such as
Brownsville, East New York and South Jamaica occurs
within the City.

In the blue collar sector, job opportunities for
higher-sldlled craftsmen shown on Map 12 appear to be
slightly more dispersed within the SCA, than those for
operatives and laborers indicated on Map 13. As is tobe expected, however, Manhattan accounts for a con-
siderably smaller share of this activity than of white
collar or service work, with employment concentra-
tions which contain 20 to 40 percent of jobs reaching
into both New York and New Jersey suburbs. For Hie

rest of the City, the concentrations of both craft and
operative /laborer employment are quite similar in

their heavy emphasis on the waterfront industrial cor-

ridor which stretches from Long Island City in Queens,

through Greenpoint and Bushwick, to the Bush Ter-
minal in Brooklyn. In part this area is quite acces-

sible to residents of Bedford- Stuyvesant, but the

eastern extension of craft employment from Jackson
Heights to Flushing is somewhat more remote. Else-
where in New York, positions for operatives and la-

borers tend to be more concentrated in the South

Bronx, while a more dense pattern of opportunity for

craftsmen exists in Harlem. In the range of 40 to 60
percent of all blue collar jobs, older industrialized

cities in the suburban portion of the SCA come into pro-
minence. Places such as Newark, Paterson, and
Passaic are represented in both instances, while at the

same time craft opportunities tend to develop further

out in the SCA, appearing at a comparable density in

New Brunswick or as an extension of an initial clus-
tering in Nassau around Garden City and Mineola.
Suburban opportunities for operatives and laborers,
on the other hand, adhere more closely to core area
locations, particularly in Teterboro and the New
Jersey riverfront communities of Hudson County.

In New York City, this range of density provides
somewhat fewer concentrations of employment for
craftsmen than for operatives and laborers. Oppor-
tunities for the latter can be seen to extend from
Bedford-Stuyvesant and East Flatbush through to

Jamaica, Queens, while solid bands of employment
from Woodside to Flushing and Morrisania to the West-
chester border have developed in northern Queens and
the Bronx. Craft employment is located in much the
same area but to a lesser extent, while more remote
sections of the City, such as Auburndale, Whitestone,
and Parkchester, provide craft opportunities at a com-
parable density.

Past the mid- range of density, job opportunities
in the City for craftsmen are largely confined to a
southern band bordering the Lower Bay and Jamaica
Bay, from Bay Ridge to Kennedy Airport, while
across the Queens line in Nassau County a consider-
able development of employment stretches from New
Hyde Park south through Valley Stream and east be-
low the Long Island Expressway nearly the entire
width of the County. Farther out, Suffolk County and
portions of Westchester in the north and bordering on
Long Island Sound, as well as Mariners Harbor on
Staten Island, appear in this range. But the prolifera-
tion of job opportunities for craftsmen is perhaps no-
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where greater in the suburbs than in New Jersey.
Meadowland communities such as Kearny, North
Bergen, and Carlstadt share in this employment to-

gether with other close-in areas such as Palisades,
Fairview, Ridgefield, Clifton and Fair Lawn. From
Elizabeth south, including Perth Araboy and Plain-

field, opportunities exist at a comparable density.

Jobs for operatives and laborers in the City, at

the lower range density, extend to Sheepshead, Canar-
sie and Flatbush in Brooklyn. In Queens, similar op-
portunities appear in Jamaica and St. Albans, as well

as in Flushing and Whitestone. In the Bronx, areas of

such employment extend across the City line to Pel-
ham and New Rochelle, but in contrast to craft oppor-
tunities, little development takes place farther north

in Westchester County. Similarly, suburban Long
Island presents fewer opportunities for operatives and

laborers, than for craftsmen, though the pattern of

location is much the same. In New Jersey, the focus

of development represents largely a filling- in between

Paterson and Newark, encompassing such communi-
ties as Clifton, Bloomfield, Nutley, and the Oranges,

while closer to New York, Hackensack, Fair Lawn,
Kearny and Jersey City, are developed to a compar-

able density. Similar to craft employment, these op-

portunities also radiate southward along the New
Jersey Turnpike but the area encompassed is some-
what less extensive.

More than an adequate supply of clerical, service,

and craft positions exists within the City, under periods

of full employment, to engage all of the qualified re-

sident labor force. Only among the lesser-skilled

blue collar ranks of operatives and laborers, can mean-

ingful assistance be given to City residents to secure

employment outside of New York. Yet the distribu-

tions of employment shown in the previous maps indi-

cate that for a large percentage of low-income areas

in the City lesser-skilled employment opportunities

are to be found located within the same zone of resi-

dence. And opportunities for operatives and laborers

appear to fair best with respect to coverage of low-

income areas because of the preponderance of these

jobs throughout Manhattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx,

where more than 80 percent of the lower-income

zones are located. All of Manhattan residents in low-

income areas are immediately accessible to this

employment under the 60 percent range of density,

while several zones in Brooklyn and the Bronx are

covered by concentrations in the 60 to 80 percentile.

But five low-income areas in Queens, more than

half of all such zones in the borough, are somewhat

removed from these opportunities, more so those
located in the Koekaways than in the South Jamaica
area.

In contrast to 90 percent ot tlvo low income areas
with reported concent rat ions of lease r-sklllod blue

collar employment. 84 percent of the City's total con-
tain craft opportunities to some degree. However,
roughly the same proportion, or Slightly more than

three-quarters, comprise locations with higher
density concent rations of activity, falling largely In

the 20 to GO percentile range which clearly exceeds
that of many of the competing suburban clusters. The
areas lacking immediate opportunities are primarily
in Queens (South Jamaica, St. Albans, and the Rook-
aways representing two-thirds of the borough's low-

income zones), Manhattan (Lower Manhattan), and the

Bronx (East Tremont).

The distribution of clerical and Hervlce employ-
ment settles in roughly 80 percent of the low-incoim

areas of the City. Queens again is most delieient with

respect to coverage and the same general areas pre

vail as those lacking immediate employment opportuni-

ties. Several low-income areas in Brooklyn appear

for the first time, particularly industrial areas with

little service employment and Coney Island which Is

quite removed from clerical activity. A few zones in

Upper Manhattan and Harlem show a lack oi Immediate
clerical or service jobs but, as previously noted, the

first 40 percentile in the SCA's total is concentrated In

its entirety just south of the area in the Manhattan

I BD.

Despite the apparently greater degree of accessi-

bility which the location of lower-skilled blue collar

employment provides to lower-income workers resid-

ing in the City, the sheer size of the labor force

equipped with operative and laborer skills exceeds the

number of opportunities available within New York.

On the other hand, clerical, service, and craft posi-

tions must import workers from the suburbs to meet

the level of current demand. To some extent, acces-

sibility and perhaps more important, participation in

the labor force of residents equipped with the latter

skills, can be improved within New York. It is im-

possible, however, to predict in what manner this

may alter their unemployment, which in the full em-
ployment year of 1968 was a low 2 percent. Effective

measures can be taken, however, to assist a portion

of the lesser-skilled blue collar population, which

experienced an unemployment rate of 8 percent in

1968, to gain access to suburban concentrations of

employment. Over half of these jobless operatives



and laborers residing in the City, or 40,000 persons,

wore conceivably without work because lack of afford-

able transportation to the suburbs, or knowledge of

job openings in New York, kept them from effectively

competing in the employment markets. (Among these

same skills the level of suburban unemployment was

appreciably lower, in the order of 3 percent).

Both in the present and the future, however, the

potential for exporting blue collar workers to the sub-

urbfl is not so groat as to support a major investment

in transportation. Rather, the extent of service should
Ik- dependent on prominent clusters in the pattern of

suburban factory development, so as to minimize over-

all access costs while providing opportunities to secure
and maintain Jobs for a fairly large share of the em-
ployable. Map 14 indicates the areas of recent manufac-
turing growth in the suburbs, based on a record of

firms which moved or were newly established over the

period L959 to 1908. Some of the activity represents a

turnover of firms in previously occupied factory space,
for which a record of on-site firm losses, had it been
available, would clearly have indicated. The compan-
ion maps of Now York City (Maps 15 and 16) portray
both aspects of change, namely the growth of firms
from new establishments or relocations and the loss
of firms from closing or outmigration. But unfor-
tunately, a complete c atalogue of activity was not
available for either the City or the suburbs. This is

apparent Ln a comparison of City change which indi-
cates virtually a cancelling of loss and gain despite a
known decline in factory-site employment.

Nonetheless, the maps present new insights to the
issue of providing access to suburban, and City, con-
centrations of blue collar activity. The suburban map
In particular is more suggestive of the future direc-
tion of growth, by indicating new employment clusters
which are clearly more decentralized from the City
than the pattern of existing blue collar employment
The extension of activity to the eastern Nassau border
as well as the heavy concentration of new firms in the

'

Town of Babylon in western Suffolk, illustrate this
trend as well as the projection of factory- site job
growth discussed earlier. On the other hand, intru-
sion into the Meadowlands, as well as growth in the
industrial communities of Bergen County and the
port area of Newark, suggest the retention of some
manufacturing employment in locations more acces-
sible to New York.

Within the City, the influx of new manufacturers
o the Manhattan CBD has been offset by a comparable
loss of firms. For some industries, such as apparel,

this turnover reflects merely the re-establishment of

activity under a new company name or, in general, the

ease of entrance and exit associated with center-

oriented industries which have lower capital commit-

ments. In the other boroughs, activity is quite pro-

minent in the industrial corridor from Long Island

City to Gowanus, but only the more northern area from
Long Island City to Bushwick shows an appreciable net

gain. The emergence of an industrial concentration

bordering on Jamaica Bay, from the Flatlands to Ken-
nedy Airport, indicates on balance only a marginal in-

crease in the number of establishments, but a general

eastward thrust of manufacturing location in the City

(from this area through South Jamaica to the Queens
line) suggests a closer affinity with concentrations of

low income people presently quite inaccessible to blue

collar employment.

For blue collar activity in the Region as a whole,
the two patterns of location expressed by the previous
series of maps explain the distribution of job openings
or current vacancies. Job openings in the labor mar-
ket reflect the need for replacement of personnel in

existing firms, portrayed by the first series which
depicts the present settlement pattern of employment,
and for recruitment of personnel in firms which have
grown, been newly established or relocated, as por-
trayed by the second series. However, the final pat-
tern of current demand is not readily- apparent, even
though the relative emphasis on either source of de-
mand by locality can be inferred from a comparison of
the map series. Moreover, the only source of docu-
mentation on current vacancies, namely the various
state Employment Service offices, maintains a proce-
edure of processing unfilled job openings which is too
prohibitive for a research compilation of data by
small area in the Region.

We have therefore undertaken a mail survey of
firms in prominent City and suburban concentrations
of manufacturing employment in order to assess the
present potential for transporting blue collar workers
to available employment opportunities. Map 17 indi-
cates the location of surveyed firms, including non-
respondents. The criteria for firm selection were
threefold: size of firm (50 or more employees), wage
rates (above average industry production pay); and
location (generally a density of production facilities
capable of supporting public transportation and ordi-
narily within reach of an existing rail or subway stop).
Although some 1,400 firms were canvassed, nearly a
quarter, or 325 firms, responded with a total employ-
ment of 52, 000 jobs. Table 17 provides information on
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Map 15.

New and Expanded Manu-
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Map 16.
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selected firm characteristics by locality, including the

rate of current (at the time of the survey in Spring

1070 - Spring of 1971) and average expected vacancies

per month.

As Table 17 indicates, roughly 1,200 job openings

were reported at the time of survey, for a sample

vacancy rate of 2..W percent, and 800 opportunities

(08 percent of total) were in production work. Had

normal economic conditions prevailed at the time of

canvassing, it is estimated that some 2,000 opportu-

nities would have U rn available in the firms, or close

to 4 percent of their total employment. Under these

conditions, labor shortages would have reflected a

disproportionately greater demand for production help

(711 percent of total), since sonic two thirds ((Hi per-

cent) of all employment in reporting firms consists of

blue collar and service personnel. Under either cur-

rent or normal conditions, however, the distribution

of vacancies to total employment does not appear to

U-ar a constant relationship by small area. At the

timo of survey, vacant positions as a percent of total

ranged from a high of 8.5 percent in South Brooklyn to

less than one percent in Jamaica, Mahwah, and more

distant portions of Nassau County, suggesting that the

more accessible places had more vacancies. Surpris-

ingly, also, the higher vacancy rates which prevailed

outside the City were in areas with direct rail access

to New York, such as Garden City- Hempstead, West-

bury, and White Plains which coincidentially were also

localities or adjacent areas of suburban poverty con-

centrations. Firms accessible only by car, bus, or

longer rail trips, such as those in Port Washington,

Plainview or Glen Head, had a contrastingly low level

of openings. In general, the City pattern of vacancies

reflected the density distribution of total blue collar

employment with more highly developed areas such as

South Brooklyn, South Bronx, and Long Island City

reporting a current rate of unfilled openings above or

equal to the sample mean, while more outlying or les-

ser developed sections of the City, such as Jamaica
and East New York, had disproportionately low levels

of immediate opportunity.

Tnblo17.

Employmont Opportunities in Firms

Locality

Brooklyn

South Brooklyn

Wllllnmsburg-Groonpolnt

East Now York

Bronx

South Bronx

Quoons

Long Island City

Jamaica

Flushing

Nassau

Garden Clty-Hompstoad

Rockvlllo Center

Plalnvlew-Hlcksvllle

New Hyde Park

Westbury

Port Washington

Glen Head

Inwood-Hewlett

Rest of County

Suffolk

Farniingdale

Westchester

Mount Vernon

White Plains

Bergen

Hackensack-Teterboro

Mahwah
TOTAL

Firms

26

36

4

15

20

3

1

5

3

7

1

3

3

3

3

80

29

15

15

43

10

32S

Surveyed by Locality, 1970-1971.

Employmenl
Current Openings

Total °
0 Prod'n.

Average Openings
Total °

0 Prod'n.

Nott:
l ) MUmitM basrt on partial rtportmg.

Souica: Regional Plan Association.

2.684

8.458

485

1.980

5.363

616

69

500

584

2.332

170

340

657

1.640

935

7.600

1.633

935

2.593

6.293

5.998

51.865

227

157

7

48

117

2

32

11

9

na

17

13

2

2

178

55

16

98

132

51

1.174

91 %
82

53

92

77

88

72

na

82

85

100

52

91

75

9

56

51

196

454

23

73

307

4

15

20

21

na

13

27

36

19

na

na

na

na

na

na

(2.000)

91%
89

77

88

89

80

20

74

na

77

78

70

89

na

na

na

na

na

na

(73%)

Vacancy Rate
Curr. Ave.

8 5% 7.3%

19 5.4

14 4.8

2.4 3.7

22 5.7

3 .6

0 .0

64 3.0

1.9 3.4

4 .9

na na

5.0 3.8

2.0 4.1

.1 2.2

.2 2.0

2.3 na

3 4 na

1.7 na

3.8 na

2.1 na

.9 na

2.3% 3.9%
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Under normal conditions, these relationships would
appear to vary somewhat from the pattern at the time
of the survey, which was influenced by higher unemploy-
ment and lower Job turnover. While the vacancy rate

for the sample as a whole is expected to increase,
and more so for production opportunities than white

collar, the responses by small area indicated that un-
filled openings would probably grow more rapidly in

the City than in the suburbs. This can 1x3 explained
by the lad that blue collar openings in New York
overwhelmingly represent replacement of manpower
on Jobs previously held within the firm, at a rather
predictable rate. In the suburbs, however, opportu-
nities are more likely to be associated with employ-
ment growth, not only in existing production facili-

ties but also in newly established or relocated firms.
As a consequence, the rate of normal suburban Job
openings is understated by a sampling of existing
firms. Nonetheless, the data provide some useful in-
sights for the present and near future. The first
consideration is one oi uniformit] . Expected normal
vacancies are more comparable within the City and the
suburbs than the current pattern of job openings. With
the exception of outer Queens, the selected industrial
areas of the City generally report normal unfilled
openings in the I to (; percent range of total employ-
ment; in the suburbs, vacancies settle in the 2 to 4
percent range. However, the more developed areas
such as Carden City and Westbury, which have dispro-
portionately high rates of vacancy now, indicate a
lower probability under normal conditions; and the less
accessible centers of employment, such as Plainview
Port Washington, and Glen Head (among the few which
did report normal vacancies), indicate a probable rise
In the level of openings under conditions of full employ-
ment. Thus the data do suggest some influence of ac-
eessihiuty on the ability of outlying industries to effect-wely compete for labor when economic conditions are
good. Moreover, if the data were amplified to reflect
the requirements of newly established or relocatedarms it is possible that the rate of job vaeancv in out-

ZtoT«7r*
S W0Uld inCreaSe to 0ne commensurate

with that ol the inner oily.

The firm survey also elicited responses to employ-ment related characteristics, such as mode of trans-
portation, wage rates, and manpower training Table
18 summarizes major transportation differences ap-parent in die City and suburban job market.

As is to be expected, the majority of City workersarnve by modes other than automobile (predon^n ntlysubway and bus), while suburban car use\s

high as in New York City (88 percent in contrast to 44

percent). Clearly, these ratios vary within the areas
outer Queens is more like the suburbs (nearly three-

quarters of the workers arrive by car to selected

firms in Jamaica and Flushing), while Mount Vernon
and Rockville Center, which are closer-in and older
suburban centers, have roughly the same proportion
of car users as the City. With these exceptions, and
the very low percentage recorded for South Brooklyn
(21 percent) as well as the inordinately high portions
to outer Farmingdale (96 percent) and Mahwah (99
percent), the remaining areas in both the City and the
suburbs are representative of the group averages.

Roughly 60 percent of the work force of suburban
firms are drawn from residences in the same county
as job location, and another quarter of the employees
from other suburban counties or outside the Region.
Combined, these shares are nearly equivalent to the
portion of suburban workers who arrive by auto (88
percent), while the remaining 15 percent who commute
from New York City are comparable in share to those
who journey to work by public transportation. How-
ever, many City residents require automobiles to
reach suburban employment destinations (particularly
those destinations which are further removed from
New York), while transit ridership by suburban re-
sidents may replace some auto usage in closer-in
counties where the density of development supports a
finer network of bus service. In portions of Nassau
County, for example, less than 10 percent of employ-
ees are City residents while 12 percent or more arrive
by modes other than car; in Farmingdale, Suffolk, how
ever, 15 percent of the work force is drawn from the
City and less than 4 percent of total do not travel by
car.

Table 18.

Transportation Related Characterist
New York City and the Suburbs.

ics of Firms Surveyed in

Estimated Percent of Employees
Arriving by Automobile

Difficulties in Recruiting as a
Result of Inadequate Public
Transit

Yes
No

High Turnover as a Result of
Inadequate Public Transit
Yes
No

Frequent Lateness as a Result
of Inadequate Public Transit
Yes
No

Concentrations In
New York City Suburbs

44%

49%
51

30%
70

59%
41

So*Jrc#: R««'«>«| Plan A»oc.«t,on

88%

46%
54

22%
78

36%
M



Inadequacies in public transportation were held

to influence labor shortages through recruitment dif-

ficulties by roughly half of the City and suburban

firms. An even lower share (but with a slightly great-

er disparity between City and suburban firms) report-

ed high turnover of personnel as a result of transit

deficiencies. Frequent lateness in job reporting ap-

pears, however, to be a factor strongly associated

with the condition of City transit and markedly less so

with that of suburban transit. Under 30 percent of

suburban firms indicated absenteeism to be a serious

problem and of these less than 20 percent attributed

it to transportation difficulties. Within the City, the

concentrations of firms most prone to respond posi-

tively to all transit-related aspects of labor shortage

were in the South Bronx and Jamaica, while in the

suburbs, for example, this was true of more centra-

lized concentrations, such as Garden City and West-

bury. Houghly one fifth -»! the sampled suburban

firms arrange ear pools for employees and 11 per

cent provide some form ol transportation to work,

but no discernible pattern l>\ location appears in the

provision of these compensator^ scr\icos.

Table 19, shown below, arrays the profile <•!

earnings associated with reported Job openings in N« u

York City and the suburbs. It should !>»• noted at the

outset that the job markets dlffei li on one another in

a major respect: namely, the range of distribution in

payments for each levol of skill is much broader, and

therefore less peaked, in the City than in the suburbs.

To some extent, this relied:, a nmiv -librae oompoil-

tion of demand within the skill categories of the City,

but it may also to simply a more reliable response as

a result of heavier reporting on this question by Now

York City firms. However, the rank ordering ol me

dian earnings by separate occupational group In Ixith

Table 19.

Distribution of Annual Earnings Associated with Reported Job Openings in New York City and Suburbs.

Concentrations In

New York City Suburb*

Professional, Managerial

Under $10,000 10.5%

S10.000-S1 5.000 52.6 90 0%

$15,000 and Over 38.9

Total 100.0 100.0

Median Range $12.5-515.000 $12.5-$16.000

Total

8 9%
856
27.0

100.0

$12.5-116.000

Clerical. Sales

Under $5,000

$5.000-$10.000

$10,000 and Over

Total

Median Range

Craftsmen

Under $5,000

$5.000-$1 0.000

$10,000 and Over

Total

Median Range
Estimated Average Earnings

Operatives. Laborers

Under $5,000

S5.000-S7.500

$7,500 and Over

Total

Median Range
Estimated Average Earnings

Service Workers

Under S5.000

S5.0O0-S7.5O0

$7,500 and Over

Total

Median Range
Estimated Average Earnings

Regional Plan Association.

11.1%

64.8

24.1

100.0

$5-$7.500

7.1%

67.9

25.0

1000
$7.5-$lO.OOO

$8,475

42.3%

43.6

14.1

100.0

$5-57.500

$5,545

59.1%

22.7

18.2

100.0

Under $5,000

$5,230

9 5%
71.4

19 1

1000

$5-$7.600

92.3%

7.7

100.0

$7.5-$10.000

$8,205

34.5%

58.6

6.9

100.0

$5-$7,500

$5,400

41.7%

584

100.0

$5-$7.500

$5,020

10.7%

866
22.7

100.0

$6-$7.500

4.9%

76.6

19.6

100.0

$7,6-$10.000

40.2%

47.7

12.1

100.0

$5-$7.500

52.9%

354
11 8

100.0

Under $5,000



the City and the suburbs is a quite reasonable reflec-

tion of the essential differences between skills in

both productivity and pre-employment qualifications.

And interestingly, the City's margin over the suburbs

in average annual earnings, which were estimated

from the detailed survey responses, appears greater

for eaeli occupation but is still greater for those in

which the City must import workers on a net basis,

such as the white collar or service occupations.

If the sample data are taken to 1x3 fairly repre-

sentative, then the earnings outlook attributed to cur-

rent vacancies poses several options for the employ-
able production worker. Clearly, a larger share of

the Cit\ based positions arc in the upper income range

(which contributes to larger overall average earnings)
but the probability of avoiding lower-paying blue col-

lar Jobs (those under $5,000 annually) is greater in

the suburbs than in New York. Similarly, areas of the

Ctty in which firms indicated a more favorable wage
structure are those with either a low level of current

openings (Williamsburg, Hast New York, or Jamaica),
or reputed transit inadequacies (South Bronx or
.Jamaica). Firms in South Brooklyn which reported
the highest vacancy rate also reported a wage struc-
ture for craftsmen, operatives and laborers which is

considerably lower than the citywide average. Although
the share of higher-paying jobs in this area is roughly
comparable to, or above, suburban averages, an in-
ordinate portion of the remaining positions are con-
centrated in the below $5,000 category.

The benefits of securing a better-paying job in the
suburbs appear to be equally offset by certain loca-
t tonal costs to the inner city resident worker. Highest
wages across-the-board are paid by firms in the Mah-
wah area, the most distant concentration surveyed
and one in which the turnover of employees is rela-
tively high but unfilled openings are currently report-
ed below 1 percent. Virtually all of the craft posi-
tions available in Mahwah secure wages in excess of
$7,500 annually, while jobs for operatives and labor-
ers ordinarily start above S«, 000 per year. Loca-
tions which are more accessible to New York that do
report vacancies on the high side for the suburban
sample (4 to 6 percent of total employment) contain an
inordinate share of low-paying opportunities, particu-
larly for operatives and laborers. In Garden City,
for example, 60 percent of the semi- and unskilled
jobs pay under $5, 000 and in YYestburv or White Plains
the wage structure is similarly less favorable than in
the City. However, reported opportunities for crafts-men in the Garden City area carry a pay scale equiva-

lent to that of Mahwah, but this instance is unique in-

sofar as a high level of immediate opportunity correla-

tes with a high earnings potential among the sample

firms.

The greatest share of better-paying suburban jobs

for all levels of blue collar skill are to be found in

areas which presently report a low level of unfilled

openings. Nassau County manufacturers in Plainview-

Hicksville, Port Washington, and Rockvi lie Center,

for example, nearly compete with the pay scale of

those in Mahwah, but current vacancies in these firms

are only slightly more promising, at 2 percent or less

of total employment. Nonetheless, normal vacancies
may run from 3 to 4 percent, as existing firms antici-

pate or as further development takes place, particular-

ly in the Plainview area. Opportunities are more
plentiful in Farmingdale (Suffolk), but no earnings ad-

vantage whatsoever exists to attract workers to this

rapidly growing but more distant area. Firm respon-
ses there indicate that over three-quarters of the semi-
and unskilled personnel earn less than $5, 000 per
year without overtime. Also, when compared to

firms in other New York or New Jersey locations,

particularly those which are more accessible to the

City such as Mount Vernon or Hackensack, the Nas-
sau County market as a whole appears to provide a

heavier concentration of the mid- range blue collar op-
portunities or those which tend to differentiate the

earnings potential of the suburbs from the City.

Lastly, the sample firms were surveyed with
respect to on-the-job training and the scale of com-
pensation paid during the period of training. Overall,
the response indicated a roughly equal split between
those firms which did or did not provide training pro-
grams for semi-skilled workers, with 49 percent of
total responding positively. Suburban firms indicated
a slightly greater margin (52 percent) provided such
programs, but the scale of compensation paid to train-
ees in the suburbs showed a marked improvement over
that in the City. Nearly three-quarters (71 percent) of
the suburban respondents indicated that program train-
ees were carried at the regular wage scale and only 7
percent at a minimum scale, in contrast to 35 percent
of sample firms in the City which paid trainees at
either a regular or minimum rate. Special scales or
other means of compensation were maintained by 22
percent of the suburban respondents and 30 percent of
those in the City.

Although the survey proceedure as a whole has
provided the employment analysis with relatively few
hard facts on which to base a program of matching the



employable blue collar resident of New York with cur-

rently unfilled job openings in the City and the suburbs,

it has nonetheless contributed insights to the job mar-

ket and guided us in the selection of some general

areas which appear to bring a greater return on trans-

portation investment in the form of access to remune-

rative and sustaining job opportunities. Before the

areas of opportunity are defined, however, it is worth-

while to summarize these insights, profiling blue col-

lar vacancies in the Region as they would appear to be

arrayed under normal economic conditions. Further-

more, the pattern of opportunity in white collar and

service work—activities in which City residents are

not competitively disadvantaged with respect to over-

all demand—will be portrayed by the location of two

major employers, offices and hospital, in order to

enlarge the field of focus for transportation recom-

mendations.

Theoretically, distance from the center of a labor

market should influence the structure of wage rates

through the cost of spatial friction in the competition

for a limited supply of skills within the Region. But

as the sample has indicated, this pattern may not be

clear-cut, even though there is little evidence to ex-

plain departures in terms of imperfect communication

on the part of employers or job-seekers in the job

market. However, there is a general tendency for the

share of lower-paying jobs to decline with increasing

distance from the center, when measured as the per-

cent of firms with wage offerings under $5,000 at all

levels of blue collar skill. But offsetting this trend is

a mixed response on the periphery of the sample area

where firms either offer high earnings and incur low

vacancies, or conversely, provide little wage incen-

tive to attract workers and experience relatively great-

er labor shortages. And though the highest overall

share of low-paying opportunities are to be found in the

City, there exists a disproportionately large share of

high-paying jobs (and a dearth of middle-range open-

ings) in the same skill category, as well.

In opposition to a generalized profile of increased

earnings potential from the center outward, there ap-

pears to be a downward trend in the portion of unfilled

openings in total employment, though at some point in

suburban development, vacancies may rise again.

Clearly, these tendencies are interrelated to an extent,

but the portion of job vacancies by area can also be ex-

plained in other terms. In the City, virtually all the

job openings are for replacement purposes as no net

growth in blue collar employment has taken place and

positions are vacated by deaths or retirements from

an older labor force. 1 11 more developed suburban

areas, Job vacancies are relatively not as plentiful as

in the City, largely bocauso the Industrial base has

matured and little growth occurs from expansion, new

establishments or firm relocations, while at the same

time the labor force Is somewhat younger and more

stable. In less developed suburban oreus, however,

virtually all the <>|H-nmr. • arc associated with in-

dustrial growth, and under prosperous economic con

ditions they can 1x3 expected to proliferate as expanded

or newly established firms seek labor and relocated

manufacturers fail to bring a full complement of for-

mer employees with them fit)DO the City.

The selection of optimum areas of Job opportuni-

ty in the BUburbS for blue OOllBl resident! ..I the City

should be dependent on a consideration ol trade-offs

between the earnings potential and the level of avail

able openings, factors which bear In part u counter-

vailing relationship to distance from the City. Clear-

ly, no area exists In which both factors are equally

favorable. But it would appear that the main focus

of transportation service to the suburbs should I*- one

of shorter distance delivery to established industrial

areas where a moderate portion of remunerative Job

opportunities exist. For even though a low level of

job vacancy will likely prevail In the areas, the den-

sity of industrial development may be sufficient to

amount to a sizeable labor requirement. And then

transporting workers farther out Into the suburbs at a

greater cost, to low-density areaB, may meet with

better-paying opportunities but conceivably more com-

petition for the available Jobs, or else a relatively

greater labor shortage but little or no earnings advan-

tage . .

Primary consideration should be given, however,

to absorbing available blue collar opportunities within

the City. Even though a larger share of these unfilled

positions carry with them lower earnings, transporta-

tion costs to the worker will be less and for the most

part, he will follow established transit routes to

industrial areas of the City. Although a sufficient

number of blue collar opportunities cannot be marshal-

led within New York to fully employ the surplus re-

sident blue collar force, matching as many employable

persons as possible to available Jobs will not only

temper the decline of production activity within New

York, but reduce the requirement for exporting blue

collar residents to the suburbs, as well.

The issue of linking lower-income white collar

and service workers to jobs which require their skills

differs from the approach to blue collar opportunities



in two major respects. First of all, there is no ca-

pacity constraint on the number of opportunities avail-

able in Now York for City residents adequately equip-

ped with these skills. And secondly, because these

Jobs constitute the growth sector of the City economy,

it is not necessary to canvass employers for openings

generated by a replacement demand for labor, but

merely to focus on locations whore white collar and

service growth have taken place. Under normal eco-

nomic conditions, the new positions created in these

sectors can mora than adequately absorb the growth

in the resident labor force.

Map 18 depicts the location of office space and

hospitals—uses which signify the source of demand
tor a largo and concentrated share of the lower-

skilled white collar and service job growth in the

Now York SCA. As is apparent from the map, the

largest concentrations of activity are in Manhattan:

in the ease of offices, moro than half (57 percent) of

nil floor space in the SCA and over three-quarters of

all office Jobs in the City; and in hospitals, roughly

throe-eighths of all facilities in New York, but closer
to half of all hospital jobs. Outside of Manhattan,
offices tend to cluster in smaller downtowns (such as
Newark and Downtown Brooklyn), attenuate through
older residential and industrial areas (such as Harlem
and Long Island City), or disperse to highway oriented
locations in newer suburban settlements. But at least
two-thirds of the SCA's office Jobs in 1963 were readi-
ly accessible by public transportation, with 55 percent
of space located in the Manhattan CBD and 11 percent
in the SUb-oenters or clusters defined on the map. Re-
cent office construction to 1970, however, has tended
to favor the Manhattan CBD and dispersed locations to
the detriment of City and suburban sub-centers. Al-
though hospital jobs are not as concentrated in Manhat-
tan, as are office positions, a goodly share of those
located in the other boroughs are in or accessible to
concentrations of low-income workers. Moreover,
new facilities such as the mental health or family care
centers, or improvements to existing facilities which
are scheduled by the public sector for these boroughs
are largely sited in low-income areas, such as Bedford-
Stuyvesant, Brownsville, and the South Bronx. These
additions are expected to determine the location of
much of the anticipated growth in health care employ-
ment outside of Manhattan.

The results of our employment analysis suggest
areas of job opportunity which should be the focus of
present transportation services for low-income per-
sons. Obviously, as employment locations shift

within the Region, target areas for future service will

differ from those to which remedial, short-term im-

provements should be directed. But equally apparent

is the option to develop or accelerate other programs

as a substitute for transportation service in the future,

such as manpower training for white collar work or

construction of low-income housing in the suburbs

accessible to outlying concentrations of blue collar

jobs. The future growth of employment by small area

will be discussed in the subsequent, and last, section

of this chapter. Map 1 in the Recommendations sec-

tion at the front of the report defines the selected

areas of opportunity for blue collar employment in the

City and suburbs at present. Although the need for

improving low-income accessibility to concentrations

of white collar and service work outside New York is

not at all a worthwhile consideration given the abun-

dant demand for these skills within the City and the

normally low rate of unemployment which occurs among
qualified residents, some measures can be undertaken
to assist those residing in more remote parts of New
York to reach the prime concentrations of white collar

and service employment in the City, which are also

defined on the map.
Under normal economic conditions, it is estimat-

ed that some 40,000 unemployed semi- and unskilled
blue collar residents of New York could be placed in

job openings throughout the SCA. This goal represents
neither an exhaustion of the pool of surplus operative
and laborer skills within the City (roughly 3 percent of
total rather than 8 percent would remain jobless), nor
an unreasonable level of job vacancy in semi- and un-
skilled employment (less than 3 percent of total posi-
tions unfilled). It does, however, represent a real-
istic target against which to measure the effectiveness
of public transportation programs. Roughly half of the
job openings are to be found in New York City and the
other half in the suburban portion of the SCA as follows:
Long Island, 20 percent; Northern New York, 10 per-
cent; New Jersey, 70 percent. Assuming the distribu-
tion of job vacancies discussed earlier, the lower-
skilled blue collar employment concentrations defined
on Map 1, and selected for purposes of density and
accessibility, represent a respective 73 and 21 per-
cent of the estimated City and suburban openings. The
following table provides the estimates by small area.

Although the rate of unemployment for craftsmen
residing within the City is ordinarily low and there are
indications that net in-commutation from suburban
areas has increased over the past decade to meet the
requirements of City employers, there is nonetheless
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Table 20

Estimated Number of Expected Job Openings for Operatives

and Laborers in the Selected Concentrations.

County ol

Concentration

Now York (Munhutlan)

Brooklyn-Quoons
Bronx
Nassau-Suffolk

Hudson

Borgon-Passalc

Sourca: Roglonal Plan Association.

Existing Employment
of Operative* and

Laborors

351,600

150,000
39.800
40,000

57,400

90.750

Estimated
Job Openings

9.500

4,050
1.070

1.100

1.150

1,850

an annual opening of opportunities in New York, as-

sociated with the replacement demand for labor, that

is nearly sufficient to absorb the roll of skilled job-

less under normal economic conditions. Roughly
three-quarters of those vacancies, or 6,500 positions

for craftsmen, are expected to occur alongside semi-
and unskilled opportunities in the selected City con-
cc nf rations. Transporting employable craftsmen to

suburban areas is not recommended for the near
term, when the demand for these skills within the

City will continue to exceed the resident supply.
The focus of improved accessibility for lesser-

skilled white collar and service workers should also
be exclusively one of intra-city movement. However,
it is doubtful whether improvements to transportation
service will measurably affect unemployment in these
skill categories which are essentially fully employed
in the City and the Region. And from the perspective
of the employable, the search for available opportuni-
ties in clerical, sales or service work is much less
burdensome or eosth because existing white collar
and service work is more heavily concentrated in
Manhattan, than are blue collar opportunities, and new
positions are clearly more plentiful, opening from
growth as well as turnover. Transportation improve-
ments may, however, induce new entrants to the labor
force as well as improve accessibility from remote
areas or through neighborhood concentrations which
provide residence- related opportunities. Map 1 also
indicates several concentrations of white collar and
service employment which in total dominate the cur-
rent job market, have received at least a proportional
share of recent growth, and are estimated to provide
respectively 72 and 62 percent of City-wide demand innew white collar and service work.

Future potential of small area concentrations
The second section of this chapter discussed thegrowth of employment in the SCA and the locational

preferences of specific industries which are e^cted

to manifest themselves in a shifting distribution of

activity between the City and the suburbs by 1985. Al-

though New York is not anticipated to decline in total

employment, but rather to grow moderately from the

expansion of white collar and service jobs which will

offset further losses in blue collar activity, the sub-

urban portion of the SCA will gain the bulk of new em-
ployment from all the factory-site increases, 42 per-

cent of the office jobs, and 88 percent of the re side nee

-

related activities. These trends will affect the pattern

of employment by small area in the following manner.
The Manhattan CBD, and to a lesser extent the white

collar and service sub-centers of the City, will attract

virtually all of New York's growth industry, while con-

centrations of factory-site employment will thin-out

from continued job attrition as well as City policies to

establish new industrial districts.

In the suburbs, the impact of employment growth
is less clear. Sub-centers of white collar and service

activity, such as old established downtowns, can cap-
ture a significant share of the new office and institu-

tional growth slated for the suburbs; but the costs of

higher- density location, broadly conceived, must
clearly be made more favorable, for the pattern of

suburban location has generally been one of dispersal.
Suburban blue collar growth, however, will unalterably
spread further into the Region, organized to some ex-
tent in new industrial parks adjacent to rail and high-
way routes. This last section of the chapter will iden-
tify the magnitude of expected change in selected
employment concentrations of the SCA.

The Manha ttan Central Business District . Of the
more than one-third million increase in employment
which is expected to occur in New York City between
1967 and 1985, some 255, 000 jobs or more than 70
percent will accrue to the Manhattan CBD. After a long
tradition of stable employment, the Region's center
is expected to build on recent past gains and approach
two and one-half million jobs by 1985. The composi-
tion of this growth will marginally advance the share
of total City jobs located in the CBD, from 53 to 55
percent, as well as office building jobs, but signifi-
cantly reduce the portion of factory-site opportunities,
from 43 to 37 percent, and to a lesser extent other
employment. Although more than all of the growth in
Manhattan will stem from the expansion of office
activity which is expected to increase demand from
S60,000 positions to 1,170,000 by 1985, a modest
growth in other, related employment should also take
place. But nearly one hundred thousand factory-site



jobs will move out of the CBD, accounting for 64 per-

cent of New York's expected loss in production em-
ployment over the near future. By 1985, over half of

all persons employed in the Manhattan CBD will be

office workers (including those in non-office buildings),

in contrast to little more than a quarter throughout the

SCA as a whole.

The merit of accommodating further growth, and

density, in Manhattan is a much debated issue. But

without the growth of office employment in New York,

and specifically the impetus for growth which is derived

from Manhattan's fertile office economy, total employ-

ment in the City would clearly stagnate. Increases in

residence-related employment, including local office

employment, would little more than offset factory-site

declines. However, facilitating office growth can

result in moderate increases in total employment else-

where in New York City. Assuming that some routine

office work generated in the CBD can be spun-off to the

boroughs, the rest of New York will experience a mod-

erate increase of 104, 000 jobs between 1967 and 1985.

Factory-site employment declines of some fifty thousand

positions will be surmounted by the growth of population

serving activities and office work, which will equally

contribute to the expected employment gains in the

rest of New York City over the near future. And of

the nearly 80, 000 job increase anticipated in office

buildings outside the CBD by 1985, public action has

been taken to cluster nearly half in two major sub-

centers, Downtown Brooklyn and Jamaica. Investiga-

tion of a third area, the concentration of commercial

activities along Fordham Road in the Bronx, is cur-

rently underway.

Sub-centers in New York City.

1. Downtown Brooklyn. The official development

plan for Downtown Brooklyn, implemented in the first

phase by the Brooklyn Center Urban Renewal Project

which was approved in 1970, will ultimately bring a

doubling of floor space and employment to the core

area of this borough. The non- residential components

of the plan call for roughly ten million square feet of

new office space, one million square feet of retailing

area, 40,000 additional jobs, and higher education

facilities to accommodate 25,000 students. By 1975,

plans for several office structures will be realized by

the completion of over one million square feet of space;

thereafter, an additional three million square feet

slated for the Brooklyn Center Project may reach com-

pletion by 1985, housing 20, 000 workers in all or half

of the target employment growth.

2. Jamaica Center. As the transportation hub ot

eastern Long Island, Jamaica has been identltieil by

public policy, and assisted by U>th public and private

development, to intensify as a business center by ac-

commodating the bulk ol office and institutional growth

destined for Queens. Three major olliee structures

UHd8rWBy or In planning stage are exacted to pro\ ide

nearly one million square feet «»! space and .1 , 500 white

collar jobs by 1975. Partly contained within a ten acn

office district, to lie lull\ .i.-. niUr.l and leased by the

City for private developers, this construction will be

supplemented by an additional two and one halt million

square feet of office space proposed for dcvr lopnn-ni

between l!)7.
r
, and l!)Hf>. Over 15,000 olliee jobs are ex-

pected to be accommodated Id these structural by L085.

In addition, the construction of York College has com

meneed and by 1075 over one million square feet ol

classroom space should Ijo completed, housing 5,000

students and over five hundred faculty and BtfiJCJ mem-
bers. Beyond 1975, tentative plans for expansion

place enrollment lrom 0,000 to 10,000 students. Other

institutional facilities, such as a new Civil Court .and

University Medical Center, have either U-en approved

or are under consideration for Jamaica Center.

Industrial Districts In Now York City. The focus

of public industrial rlevelopment policies In the City

of New York has been twofold: first, to renew and re-

constitute those areas in present usage which have

adequate rail, highway, transit and shipping facilities

but retain undeveloped parcels, non-conforming uses,

or industrial space vacated by firm losses; secondly,

to develop large assembled tracts of vacant land on the

periphery of the City through public provision of siU;

improvements and public or private construction of

industrial facilities. Some specific examples of imple-

mentation follow, listed by bo rough.

1. Bronx. The Southwest Bronx Industrial Dis-

trict which borders the Harlem and East Rivers from

the 149th Street Bridge to Port Morris has been sched-

ule for redevelopment on a selected site basis as par-

cels with abandoned loft and residential buildings are

gradually assembled in this old industrial area. Under

consideration now are sites which would provide in-

dustrial space for several thousand new jobs. Develop-

ment of the adjacent Hunts Point peninsula, into the

New York City Food Processing and Distribution Cen-

ter, best exemplifies the City's Industrial park ap-

proach. At present, the Terminal Produce Market

which accommodates over one hundred wholesalers

formerly located in Lower Manhattan occupies roughly
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ono- third of the site. Additional markets for meat,
fish and produce, as well as facilities for food distri-

butors and processors, are now under development.
The Center will eventually house the bulk of food pro-
cessing and distribution employment in the City.

2. Brooklyn. He-development of the Williamsburg-
Greenpoint area will occur gradually over time as land
is reallocated under renewal plans and mixed uses are
separated, with blue collar activity encouraged to con-
solidate along Newtown Creek and the East River while
housing is constructed further Inland. The Greenpoint
industrial renewal plan, which represents the short
range implementation of development proposals for the
area, is expected to provide 7,500 new jobs upon com-
pletion. Rehabilitation of the adjacent Brooklyn Navy
STard, which the City purchased from the Federal
government, la analogous to plans for peripheral in-
dustrial parks. However, in this instance, five mil-
lion Bquare feet of industrial space and supporting
'"Irastnictmv uviv acquired; redevelopment by 1980
is expected to accommodate a target of 15,000 new
jobs. New industrial development is proceeding along
the .Jamaica Bay area of Brooklyn, from Brooklyn
Marine P ; ,rk eastward: a large complex which will
ultimately house some 8,000 new industrial jobs is
unde rway on a tract of vacant land in Flatlands, while
an industrial park which would accommodate some
12, 000 to 14,000 jobs is under consideration for Uie
Spring Creek area.

3. Queens. Several new industrial parks arescheduled for outlying portions of Queens. Inline
wi h development along Jamaica Bay, a small site
adjacent to Kennedy Airport has been designated for

air freight distribution center; and in the College
Point£rea, a 500 aero industrial tract suitable fofmerchandise handling is now in the first phase of ex-ecution. The City has also identified othe7lar£ andoven less accessible tracts of undeveloped land o n-

;

ustnal growth-notably two parcels tolling onethousand acres in Staten Island. Given the steady out-ardprogrossion of manufacturing from the c^ro-vas ot the Region in New York and Newl"e ,swell as he prospect for no growth in the SCA t h eit is doubtful that these larger land holdings couldever nut fully be developed for industriaUocation

™y^
^'SiniSS J

iSns the"r1 *part-

ino mJ
—" ifa uoos

, iy<i) rocommends accelemr

City is nonetheless inevitable, even given the success
of these measures.

Suburban Office and Industrial Locations . The
stimulus for increasing employment densities in the
Region outside New York City rests largely with
the growth of office and institutional facilities which
benefit from concentration. Although substantial in-
creases in office work can justifiably be projected for
sub-centers, recent experience has shown that incen-
tives or assistance—usually in the form of urban re-
newal—has been necessary to attract office growth to
smaller suburban downtowns. Scale, of course, is an
attractive force of its own; in the suburban SCA, its
influence is best manifested by the continued growth of
office activity in downtown Newark. Table 21 presents
attainable increases in office building employment for
selected sub-centers in the suburban area. As pro-
jections, they are included for purposes of illustrating
one aspect of the suburban development pattern; as
likely centers, competing for limited white collar skills,
they are not to be construed as target areas for future
transportation assistance to the low-income residents
of New York City.

Identifiable concentrations of factory-site employ-
ment growth in the suburban portion of the SCA are
limited for several reasons. Although it is known
that firms will increasingly prefer to locate in periph-
eral counties, such as Middlesex, Suffolk, and west-
ern Bergen, the tracts of land zoned for industry there
exceed by far likely future requirements. Then,
again, industrial densities, particularly those of newly
located establishments, are exceedingly low, permit-
ting concentration only across large areas; and er-
ratic site selection may be encouraged by local induce-
ments, such as favorable tax rates or site improve-
ment subsidies. Nonetheless, certain areas appear

Table 21.

S^-Cente^ Growth for Selectedoud centers in the Suburban SCA. 1967-1985
Sub-Center

Potential IncreaseNewark
White Plains

Central Nassau
Central Bergen
Morristown

New Brunswick
Paterson

Jersey City

Elizabeth

20.000

20.000

11.000

10.500

10.000

7.500

7.500

7.000

3.500
Hoi«- Round

3,500

J*l^^Jl^w^^^,9^ 5 P»n on recem p*st con.truct.on
So-rc.: MtfQM, Pl4n

•m*<*"«« '"creases 0y county.



ripe for development because they provide strategic

locations adjacent to interstate transportation net-

works or regional transfer points. In the three grow-
ing counties, they are as follows: nearly half of

Bergen County's expected increase, or 10,000 indus-

trial jobs, can be accommodated in the Mahwah-
Ramsey-Franklin Lakes area which is traversed by the

proposed 1-287 and the Erie Main Line; half of Middle-

sex County's growth of 28, 000 jobs can similarly be

accommodates in the northern Edison- Metuchen area

which provides access to the New Jersey Turnpike,

the Penn-Central rail line and the southern extension

of 1-287; the bulk of Suffolk's increase should be accom-
modated in the central corridor of the county.

A note on terms and methodology

1. Total Employment by Industry. Past trends and

projections of total employment are an estimate of all

jobs, including part-time and multiple jobs, summa-
rized by industry (major divisions and 2-digit, as

classified by the Standard Industrial Code fSICJ), by

county of location for mid-March of the year indicated.

The estimate of past trends was based primarily on

U.S. Department of Commerce, County Business

Patterns with excluded employment categories, such

as the self-employed, farm workers, private house-

hold and unpaid family workers, railroad and govern-

ment employees, estimated separately from a variety

of sources. Supporting data were also provided by U.

S. Department of Commerce, Census of Manufactures

and Census of Business . The projection of future

trends conforms largely to the Regional Plan Associa-

tion forecasts contained in The Region's Growth (19G7)

and The Office Industry (1972). See appendix of The

Region's Growth for methodology.

2. Factory-Site Employment. An estimate ol manu-

facturing industry employment, excluding central ad-

ministrative and auxiliary employment and other

manufacturing employment located in office buildings,

derived from past trends and projections of the manu-

facturing industry on a 2-digit basis by county for mid-

March of the year indicated.

3. Office Building Employment. An estimate of jobs

located in detached office buildings by county, derived

from detailed industry past trends and projections, a

conversion of the industry series to occupational trends

(see 5 below), and an inventory- of office floorspace.

The projection of future trends conforms to those con-

tained in The Office Industry .

4. Other Employment. An estimate of the remaining
employment which consists ot reside nee related activ-

ity and goods handling operations that occurs outside

of factory-sites and office buildings, de rivet! from the

industry employment series by county for mid March
of the year indicated

5. Total Employment by Occupation. Past trends and

projections of detailed industry employment converted
to occupational detail (U.S. Bureau ot the Census
definition which differs somewhal from the U.S.

Bureau of Lalx>r Statistics definition) by means of a

locally adjusted (Heglon and counties) industry-

occupation matrix. The Hegion-wide estimates con

form to the forecasts contained in The Region's

Growth ; the construction was largely based on U.S.

Bureau of the Census and National Planning Associa-

tion data, though Industry-occupation coefficients

from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and Tri-

State Regional Planning Commission wore also used,

after reconciliation.

(i. White Collar Employment. An estimate of total

industry employment in the four major categories of

white collar skill: professional, technical; manager-

ial; clerical; and sales, based on the U.S. Bureau of

the Census occupational definition.

7. Blue Collar Employment. An estimate of total

industry employment in the three major categories of

blue collar skill: craftsmen, foremen (skilled); opera-

tives (semi-skilled); and laUjrers (unskilled), based

on the U.S. Bureau of the Census occupational defini-

tion, (see 5 above for overall derivation). Note that

blue collar employment is not analogous to factory-

site employment in that all major industries require

some blue collar skills and contribute, to some degree,

to the profile of blue collar demand.

8. Service Employment. An estimate of total industry

employment in the two major categories of service skill:

private household, and other service, based on the

U.S. Bureau of the Census occupational definition.

9. Later Force by Occupation. Past trends and pro-

jections of the labor force by occupation are an esti-

mate of the skills of all participants in the labor force,

including the unemployed, constructed on a detailed

stratification of the population by age, sex, and ethnic/

racial characteristics by county of residence. The

1960 profile was based on the U.S. Bureau of the Cen-

sus, Cejisji6_oj_Ppj)uJation. The current estimate and

forecasts were based on an estimate and projection of

population growth and redistribution (using natural in-

crease and migration factors), changes in labor force



participation, and up^radin^ in the profile of skill at-

tainment, by detailed age, sex, and ethnic/racial

characteristics. The construction of current estimates

relied heavily on indicators of recent racial/ethnic

change: for overall population--the special censuses

and other Census Bureau surveys, vital statistics and

enrollment data, private surveys and other sources;

for labor force participation rates and occupational

attainment--U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Urban
Employment Surveys, U.S. Bureau of the Census

Current Population Reports, and other sources such

as Rutgers University, Newark . The forecasts assum-
ed projected changes in line with past rates of change,

1950 to 1968.

Table 22.

Estimated Skill Composition of Covered Employment by Small Area in the New York-N.E. New Jersey SCA, 1969.

(Jobs In Thousands)

102

Koy Small Aroa Location

I Downtown

2. Lowor Enst Sldo

3. Qreonwlch Village-

Cholsoo

4. Madison Squaro-
Garmont District

5 Mldtown East

6 Mldtown West

7. Uppor West Side

8. Uppor East Sldo

9. Harlem

10. Washington Heights

Manhattan Total

11. Downtown Brooklyn

12. Bedford Stuyvosant-
Brownsvllle

13. Bushwlck

14. Wllllamsburg-
Greenpolnt

15 Bush Terminal-
Greenwood

16. Flatbush

17. East New York

18. Bay Ridge

19. Bonsonhursl

20. Coney Island-

Gravesend

21. Canarsie-Flatlands

Brooklyn Total

22. Long Island City

23. Woodslde-Maspeth
24. Jackson Heights-

Corona

25. Ridgewood-
Middle Village

26. Ozone Park

27. Flushing-

College Point

28. Jamaica

29. St. Albans

30. Little Neck
31. Kennedy Airport-

The Rockaways

Queens Total

Blue Collar

Clerical
Soml and and Roportod
Uniklllod Skilled Servlco Sales Total'

40.7 23 4 19.9 176.2 374.8

27.8 15.8 11.1 449 126.4

63.3 265 11 8 64 7

138 3 38 7 334 151.0 454 8
46.2 34.0 36.2 120.0 341.1

35.3 24.2 35.1 81 4 246 5

94 43 7.9 16.8 50.8

10.7 6.9 1 OH io.<: or .5

11 0 A 7H. 1 43 124 41.7

7.5 33 3.9 10 4 32.7

390.2 181.8 180.0 695.5 1.939.3

348 125 5.8 22.4 92.8

13.9 5.1 33 10.9 41 8
24.6 68 23 15.0 58.1

20.0 63 1 c
1 .3 a cO.D 43.7

15.9 46 1.8 7.3 35.8
11.8 43 in i 38.2
12.2 4.1 1.5 60 29.0
3.9 .9 1.6 4.6 13.6
63 46 1.5 80 23.8

7.7 2.4 4.1 69 26.3
8.1 2.9 1.8 48 21.9

162.8 555 29.9 106.6 433.4

36.4 17.0 64 27.7 108 0
11.8 49 2.1 9.1 348

11.1 93 7.9 16.1 57.2

6.9 18 9 3.6 15.6
9.4 4.0 3.6 7.1 305

11.5 9.6 46 13.0 49.7
8.4 4.1 4.2 12.2 37.3
5.3 2.1 2.6 4.6 18.1
4.6 2.3 2.1 6.3 19.8

3.3 3.4 3.7 5.5 20.2

105 1 57.5 37.5 103.2 382.6

Blue Collar

Semi and
Clerical

and Reported
Key Small Area Location Unskilled Skilled Service Sales Total'

32. South Bronx 28.2 9.7 4.2 21.0 76.7

33. Tremont-

University Heights 5.5 2.2 1.4 4.4 168
34. Fordham-

nivciudic C 10.1 c.\ 2.5 6.1 19.8

35. Morris Park-
Soundview 7.8 4.9 2.6 8.3 29.4

36. Baychester-
Williamsbridge 8.0 4.2 2.3 5.1 24.4

37. East Bronx 1.3 5 5 1.6 5.0

Bronx Total 55.9 23.6 13.5 46.5 172.1

38. St. George 3.3 1.5 1.3 3.2 11.9

39. New Dorp 1.7 1.1 .8 2.1 7.4
40. West Shore 1.7 1.1 3 1.5 5.9
41. Tottenville .8 .4 2 .7 2.6

Richmond Total 7.5 4.1 2.6 7.5 27.8

42. Nassau 77.2 50.9 34.1 98.3 344.4
43. Rockland 10.3 59 3.3 9.5 38.3
44. Suffolk 40.8 23.3 14.6 45.6 161.5
45. Westchester 57.5 32.9 21.5 63.2 226.1
46. Bergen 72.7 35.9 15.9 68.6 248.5
47. Essex 84.8 46.5 21.1 104.0 328.5
48. Hudson 84.0 28.5 9.5 49.1 209.1
49. Middlesex 52.6 24.5 8.8 37.6 156.8
50. Morris 42.7 22.5 13.7 56.3 172.5
51. Passaic 54.6 22.2 7.7 36.9 150.8
52. Somerset 14.0 7.4 2.8 12.4 47.5
53. Union 62.4 33.1 11.6 56.0 209.8

SCA Total 1.375.1 656.1 428.1 1.596.8 5,249.0

'Keyed to HIM defined on Map 19. representing aggregates of postal zones.
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Cov*^ by Unemployment Insurance, as reponed to the New Yor*and New Jersey Departments of Labor on an industry basis
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CHAPTER 3. POVERTY IN THE CITY

The Now York City population's lag behind the

skill requirements of the Region's economy, document
cil in the previous chapter, is strongly reflected in its

income. Ultimately, (ho goal of any programs to im-
prove employment opportunities and make them more
accessible is to increase the income of the area's re-

sidents, and to achieve a more equitable distribution

of this income. This chapter then focuses on the di-

mensions of poverty in New York City, documenting
the urgency of the needs. It further deals with some
characteristics of the poor, suggesting approaches to

solving the problem. Finally, it pinpoints the geo-
graphic location of the poor, with an eye to proposing
transportation improvements.

The growth and distribution of income
In real terms, the peroapita money income of re-

sidents in the New York SCA increased l»\ two thuds
between 1949 and 1968, from $2,150 to $3* 600 in con-
stant (19(58) dollars. At the same time, aggregate
cash wealth climbed to over $55 billion, reflecting, in
part, population growth. Even though real peroapita
income grow at a faster rate in the nation over the

Table 23.

Mean and Median Money Income of Families and Unrelated

S^ToTm 6" Y0 'k SCA
'

N6W Y°'k «* a"d ,he

Mvi\r\ Incomes

United States

New York — N.E. N.J. SCA
New York City

Median Incomes

United States

Now York — N.E. N.J. SCA
New York City

(in constant 1968 dollars)
194 « 1959 1968

$4,691

6.672

6.156

S3.866

4.760

4.490

S6.932

8.543

7.526

S5.831

7.020

6.220

$8,453

9.788

8.532

$7,410

8.000

6.670

period, the SCA, with 8 percent of the nation's popula-

tion, still retained roughly 10 percent of total national

money income by period end. *

Other indicators illustrate that residents of the

New York SCA are still wealthier, on average, than

their counterparts in large metropolitan areas or the

nation as a whole. In 1968, the estimated mean in-

come of families and unrelated individuals in the SCA
was $9,800. This compared favorably with an average
cash income of $8,500 in the nation and $9,600 in all

s .msa's with over one million population. Even the

average incomes of central city and suburban residents,

taken separately, retained a favorable margin in the

New York area over those in all large metropolitan
areas. In 1968, the mean income of families and un-
related individuals was $8,530 in New York City
(compared to $8,250 in other central cities), and
$11,160 in the suburban SCA.

Nevertheless, several detrimental trends emerge
if one compares the change in average and median
incomes in the SCA, New York City, and the nation
over the recent period.

As Table 23 shows, there has been a narrowing of
the difference in average wealth between the SCA and

101 ?oT?opu
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- °" *• U.S. Cw»: 19S0^ ,960 .nd lh» 0»

* Money (cash) income is a U.S. Census and Current
Population Survey income concept which is based on
cash earnings of families and unrelated individuals
from wages, salaries, self-employment, rentals, in-
terest, pensions and other monetary sources before
taxes. It does not contain "in-kind" or non-monetary
income which is included in the personal income con-
cept. Nor is aggregate money income of families and
unrelated individuals 0 person families) equivalent to

household income.



the nation, and a convergence between New York City

and the nation. In 1949, the City's mean income stood

a full 31 percent above the nation as a whole, but by

1968, it was only 1 percent higher. With continuing ur-

banization, it is to be expected that the average money

income of families and unrelated individuals will re-

flect a rapid rate of increase, bringing mean values

for the nation as a whole closer to those of its urban

areas. But the disproportionately slow growth in

central city income, compared to the metropolitan

area, is a true economic setback brought about by the

increasing segregation of poverty within the older ur-

banized areas. However, while the average income of

New York City residents still remains slightly above

the national average, in the central cities of all large

SMSA's, it falls below the norm.

A further examination of data in Table 23 suggests

that while families and unrelated individuals of the New

York area are wealthier, on average, the share of

those impoverished is not substantially different. Mean

and median values consistently appear closest in the

income profile of the nation and most divergent in that

of New York City, indicating that while neither profile

represents a symmetrical distribution of income, the

City's is more skewed—allocating a greater share of

wealth to upper-income groups— than the nation or the

SCA as a whole. The unequal distribution of income

indicated by these relationships can be graphically il-

lustrated by a curve which plots the cumulative fre-

quency distributions of income recipients by aggregate

income held for New York City, the New York SCA,

and the nation.

Although Chart 3 portrays curves which are re-

latively similar in shape, those for the New York SCA

and New York City are successively more distant

from the "diagonal" (a hypothetical line depicting an

equal distribution of income). It indicates that the

lower half of the families and unrelated individuals

hold a smaller share of aggregate money income in the

City, than in the nation (20 percent in contrast with

23 percent), while in the SCA the lower half remains

disadvantaged with respect to the nation, but the por-

tion of income held by it (21.5 percent of total) more

nearly conforms to the national average. Among the

upper-income group in the nation and the City, the

holdings of the top 15 percent of families and unrelat-

ed individuals show even less conformity in the share

of aggregate wealth which they represent. In the na-

tion, the top- 15 percent control 35 percent of total

money income; in New York City their share repre-

sents a full 40 percent, or twice the amount of in-

Chart 3

The Distribution of Monoy Income In Now York City, tho N Y
N.E. N.J. SCA and tho Nation. 1968.
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come accruing to the lower 50 percent of families and

unrelated individuals. Once again, the SCA more

closely emulates the nation, though a larger portion of

wealth (38 percent of total) is held by the top 15 per-

cent.

Table 24 presents total families and unrelated in-

dividuals by income class interval in 1008 for the na-

tion, the New York SCA, and New York City. Sum-

marizing the conditions depicted by Chart 3, the table

indicates that the percent of total recipients in the

lower-income class increases substantially in New

York City relative to the nation and the SCA, while

average money income of this group shows little varia-

tion between the areas. Offsetting this is a relatively

smaller middle class in New York with average incomes

roughly comparable to the nation, but a proportional

upper-income group whose annual receipts are more

than 20 percent greater than the average in the nation.
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In the recent past, income distributions expressed

in constant dollars have undergone a remarkable change,

one which is suggested, of course, by the overall

growth of mean values discussed earlier. But aside

Imm real i ncic.iscs in avrrage income, shifts within

the distributions have taken place. Median income

has gradually represented an increasing share of aver-

age Income in the nation, reflecting a transfer in the

share of cash holdings from recipients above the in-

come midpoint to those U'low. Hut in New York City,

where median Income falls heavily behind mean income,
the correction over time has merely kept pace, in per-
centage points, with the convergence that has taken

place in the nation. As a result, the skewness appar-
ent in most recent data lor New York City has re-

tained its shape relative to the nation over the past
two decades. And combined with a slower growth in

average income, relative to the nation, the median in-
come of families and unrelated individuals in New York
City slipped behind tho nation for the first time by
L968.

In tho New York SCA, however, and particularly
in its suburban portion, a more favorable redistribu-
tion of Income has accompanied the rapid growth in
real wealth. That the benefit of this Region-wide im-
provement (occurring at twice the national rate) was
not refleoted in New York City testifies to the geo-
graphic barriers that concentrate lower-income people
in central cities, while middle-income families be-
come an Increasing share of suburban households.
Charts 4 and 5 depict the change in income distribu-

Tiible 24.

The Distribution of Income Recipients and Aggregate MonevIncome by Income Class Interval in the New York SCA NewYork City and the Nation. 1968.

Income Class

Under $5,000

United States

New York - N.E. N.J. SCA
New York City

$5,000- $10,000

United States

Now York - N.E. N.J. SCA
New York City

$10,000 -$15,000
United States

New York -N.E. N.J. SCA
New York City

$15,000 and Over
United States

New York -N.E. N.J. SCA
New York City

Source Regional Plan Association.

Pfri-ont of

Fam & Unrel.

Individ.

Percent ol

Agg Money
Income

Mean
Class Income

32.9%

29.9

37.5

10.1%

80
11.5

$2,588

2.628

2.622

34.5%

32.2

33.1

30.5%

24.5

28.4

$7,456

7.453

7,315

20.7%

22.2

18.0

29.4%

27.8

25.7

$12,016

12,223

12.165

11.9%

15.7

11.4

30.0%

39.7

34.4

$21,263

24,777

25.850

tions of New York City and the suburban SCA over the

period 1949 to 1968. As is apparent in a comparison
of the Charts, the lower half of income recipients in

the suburbs (those under $8,000 in 1968) increased

their share of aggregate money income from 19.5 to

24.5 percent over the past two decades, while those in

New York City (below a median income of $6,670 in

1968) merely captured 1 percentage point more, to 20
percent of total wealth. Indeed, the transfer of income
within the City over the period underwent a setback be-
tween 1959 and 1968, as is evident in the reversal of the

curves in Chart 4. * Table 25 summarizes the chang-
ing proportions of lower-income residents in the New
York SCA, New York City and the nation. **

As Table 25 shows, the portion of lower-income
recipients has declined most rapidly in the nation,

slightly less so in the suburban SCA, and least of all

in New York City. By 1968, families and unrelated in-

dividuals with annual incomes under $5,000 represent-
ed a larger share of total in New York City than in the

nation, while the suburban share was substantially be-

* The Current Population Survey of 1969 is generally
credited with producing a more comprehensive pro-
file of money income than is the decennial census, be-

cause of personal interviewing techniques. The rela-
tionship between 1959 and 1968 data may, therefore,
be somewhat understated. Other indicators show,
however, that the growth in real wealth was apprecia-
bly greater in the period 1949 to 1959, than 1959 to
1968.

** Expressed in current dollars, the lower-income
cutoff of $5,000 in 1968 was $3,350 in 1949 and $4,100
in 1959.

Table 25.

cf oni
GS and Unrelated Individuals with Money Incomes under

1949II01968*
Y° rk SCA

'

NeW Y° rk C ' ty and thG Nation '

Lower-Income Recipients as
a Percent of Total in:

United States

New York - N.E. N.J. SCA
New York City

Suburban SCA
Lower-Income Recipients as
a Percent of Nation in:

New York -N.E. N.J. SCA
New York City

Suburban SCA

(in constant 1968 dollars)

1949

60.4%

53.4

57.1

46.9

7 6 = o

5.2

2.4

1959

44.1%

33.0

38.9

25.3

6.8%
4.6

2.2

1968

32.9%

29.9

37.5

21.6

8 -J =

5.5

2.9

1969

C.C

SwSrS,^'' 1^ based 00 P» US Census: 1950 a/*J 1960 and the Cur-



Chart 4

Changes in the Distribution of Money Income in New York

City, 1949 to 1968.
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Chart 5

Changes in the Distribution of Money Income In 12 Suburban

Counties of the N.Y.-N F N J SCA. 1949 to 1968.
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low the national average. Although the absolute num-

ber of lower-income units has declined by roughly

350,000 in the City over the two decades, to 1.2 mil-

lion families and unrelated individuals by 1968, they

have risen as a percent of the nation's total, and most

dramatically so over the past decade. The rise in the

suburbs, however, has merely reflected the increas-

ing portion of all families and unrelated individuals

which the suburban SCA represents in the nation (.3.1

to 4.4 percent, 1949 to 1968).

The dimensions of poverty

Although an annual income of $5,000 ^presents a

reasonable determination of a lower-income stanaar

of living, it does not define impoverishment ^*r*'

family size is a critical factor; unrelated individuals,

or one person families, can more than adequately sub-

sist at this level, while families composed of six or

more persons require appreciably larger Incomes.

Then again, the cost of living differs by area, although

the degree of variation between the nation and the Re-

gion is less than might be anticipated. In general, the

definition of poverty is one of the most elusive in social

science literature. Poverty measures are interpreted

differently by state, local and federal agencies—some

consider family size, sex of family head, age of fam-

ily members, cost of living, taxes and wage rates

while others do not; some have built-in sliding sched-

ules based on cost of living and others require legisla-

tive action to revise.

Perhaps the most basic definition, that of the

Social Security Administration and the Census Bureau,

measures poverty in terms of a nutritionally adequate

diet. A family is poor if the cost of maintaining this

diet per person is more than one-third the annual in- 107



comic. Sex of family head and urban or rural location

is also taken into consideration. Table 26 provides the

Census Bureau's poverty income thresholds in 1968,

adjusted for cost of living differences in the New York

8CA. For comparison, the Table also contains the

Bureau of Labor Statistics' lower level-of-living bud-

get for the SCA in 1968.

Toblo 26.

Federal Poverty and Lower-Income Budget Thresholds for the

New York SCA, 1968.

Family Slxo Contus Bureau BLS
1 Porson $1,750 $2,435

2 Peraons 2,264 3.845

3 Persons 2.777 5,319
4INMMUIS 3,556 6.409

5 Porsons 4.192 7.370

6 Porsons or more 5.186 8.332

Souro*: U S Duieau ot Comut and U S Outonu ol labor Statistics.

Applying both standards to the 1968 income dis-

tribution of families and unrelated individuals, by fam-
ily size, * permits US to dimension the poor and near-
poor population of New York City. Table 27 provides
these estimates while Chart 6 portrays the target po-
pulation as a share of total in the City. An alterna-
tive moans of defining the poverty population- -based
on the public assistance standards of the Human Re-
sources Administration of New York City--produces an
estimate comparable to that derived from Census
Bureau standards, although the income thresholds by
family size differ somewhat.**

As Table 27 shows, by official federal poverty de-
finition, some half-million poor families and unrelated
individuals resided in New York City in 1968. As a
share of the City's total, they represented 16 percent,
but as a share of the nation's impoverished, 5.1 per-
mit (in contrast to 4. 8 percent of all families and un-
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* Details of 1969 Current Population Survey with an-
nual money incomes reported for 1968.
** See Blanche Bernstein, ••Welfare in New York City »
City Almanac, Vol. 4, No. 5, 1970 (The Center for

*

'

New York City Affairs of the New School for Social
Research). Using annual welfare allowances, includ-
ing average rent, by size of family, Dr. Bernstein
derived a population of 1. 043, 000 persons with incomes
below the welfare standard in New York City in 1968

related individuals). More than half of the City's

poverty group were one person families, who com-

prised over a quarter of the unrelated individuals re-

siding in New York. Chart 6 indicates that the poor

were less numerous among two and three person fam-

ilies, but rose again among larger families to a high

of 18.5 percent of six or more person families. As a

result, nearly half of all poor persons are in families

of four or more. The total population of poor fami-

lies and unrelated individuals in New York City in

1968 was slightly in excess of one million (1, 062, 000),

a figure which compares closely to the City's welfare

caseload of 980, 000 persons by the end of 1968.

Although one in every eight residents of New York
City is officially considered poor, many more live on

the borderline of poverty or, by alternative criteria,

would equally be defined as impoverished. Critics of

the federal poverty standards point out that ". . .using

the cost of housing, rather than the cost of food, to

define poverty (results) in much higher income thres-

holds than those set forth. Moreover, federal

estimates of the income required to maintain a lower
level-of-living (BLS) are nearly twice as large as the

poverty cutoff for an average size family. The pro-
blem rests, in part, with the conception of household
necessities; federal poverty guidelines maintain a

fixed bundle of consumer goods, annually adjusted for

price changes, but society's notion of a minimum
standard of living increases over time, as some items
(such as automobiles) lose their luxury status. Table

27, therefore, provides an estimate of New York City's

population with incomes below the lower-income bud-
get required for residents of the area in 1968. Those
with incomes above the poverty level but below this

minimum standard of living are defined, for purposes
of this study, as the near-poor.

The near-poor in New Y'ork City numbered 1.4
million 0,389, 400) in 1968; combined with those below
the poverty level, the population of the City with an-
nual incomes less than a lower level-of-living budget
is estimated to be nearly 2.5 million (2,451,300) or 31

percent of the total population. Those who are nearly
impoverished differ from the poor in several respects.
Though the number of near-poor families and unrelated
individuals is less, the number of persons affected is

Real Estate Research Corporation, unpublished re-
port to the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, 1968.



Chart 6

The Poor and Near-Poor Population of New York City in 1968.
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Table 27.

The Poverty and Near-Poor Population of New York City. 1968 ^ ^ ^^
Size of Family'

1 Person

2 Persons

3 Persons

4 Persons

5 Persons

6 Persons or more
Total

Poor

273.7

85.7

36.9

41.0

24.1

32.6

494.0

Families (OOO's)

Near-Poor

104.0

118.8

66.0

79.0

43.1

46.8

457.7

TotaP

377.7

204.5

102.9

120.0

67.2

79.4

951.7

it)» Consists of families and unrelated individuals O person ta

> Upper limit defined by Census Bureau poverty thresholds I

< Upper limn denned by BLS lo*er-.ncome budget threehoWs^andlO*^

* Total poor a/vj near-poor, or all those living under BLS lo*e'-<

Source: Regional Plan Association, cased in pan on the Current opww

Poor

284°,

98
75
108

12 1

185
16.0

Near-Poor

108%
13.6

13.4

20.8

216
266
14.8

Total 4

39 2%
234
20 9

316
337
451

30.8

defined &y Ce*su» Bureau

let threshold*

Survey. 1«r9.

^.en, wrests Tab* »

Poor

2737
171 3

110.7

164 1

120 6

221.5

1,061.9

Family Per»ons (000s )

Near-Poor Total'

1040 377.7

237.7 409.0

197.9 3086

315 9 480.0

215.4 336.0

318.5 5400

1.389.4 2,451.3
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substantially greater. Unrelated individuals comprise

less than a quarter of the near-poor (in contrast to 55

percent <>l the poor), while well 0V6T hall ol the Dear
poor population (Gl percent) is found in families of four

or more. Indeed, the chances of maintaining a mini-
mum standard of living (or above) are least of all for

the largest family units: 45 percent of the City's popu-
lation In six or more person families live on incomes
less than a lower level budget.

Poverty and near-poverty also correlate with race.

Table 28 provides a racial/ethnic distribution of New
York City families by income class interval in 1968. *

Unfortunately, the estimates are not further classified
by family size; but the number of families in the lower-
income class (under $5, 000) is only 10 percent greater
than the total number with incomes below a lower level-
of- living budget.

Tabto 28.

The Income Distribution of New York City Families by Racial/
Ethnic Characteristic. 1968.

Income Clatt

Under $5,000

$5,000 - $10,000

$10,000 - $15,000

$15,000 and Over
Total

While Families
Tolal (000 ») Percent

288 8

756.9

2764

222.5

1.546.0

Black & Puerto Rican
Families

Total (000 s) Percent
18.7%

49.0

179

14.4

100.0

350.2

216.7

238
17.6

608.7

Nott: DotAilt may not add lo total- i -.. of founding.
Some*: Now York City Quioau o» lh» Budget

57.5%

35.6

3.9

2.9

100.0

As the table shows, the Black and Puerto Rican
lamilies of New York City are disproportionately con-
centrated in the lower interval where thev comprised
55 percent of the City's families with incomes under
$5, 000 in 19G8. In the upper intervals, with over
$10,000 annual income, minorities represented only 8
percent of total, in sharp contrast to their share of all
families in New York, which stood at 28 percent

Characteristics of lower-income residents
To a considerable extent, the lower-income (poorand near-poor) population of New York City is com-

prised of non-working heads and dependents of per-
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Constructed by the New York City Bureau of the Bud-
get, from Current Population Survey data and other30^3. Note that the distribution does not contain
estimates for unrelated individuals.

sons who are unemployed or not participating in the

labor force. But at least to an equal extent, and pro-

bably greater, lower-income persons are associated

with full-time earners or, comprised of families whose
heads are employed persons with low earnings. In the

nation, 48 percent of the family heads whose incomes
fell below the official poverty level were employed in

1968; 49 percent were not in the labor force; and 3 per-
cent were unemployed. Among unrelated individuals,

a much smaller percent (32 percent) were earners in

the nation. Although similar recent data were not

available for the poor (as well as the near-poor) in

New York City, several independent estimates and re-

cords suggest the employment characteristics associat-

ed with lower incomes.
In 1968, public assistance was extended to 890, 000

persons (annual average) in New York City, roughly
525,000 of whom were children and the remaining
365,000, adults. The total number of family recipients
on public assistance is comparable to the population of

poor families (not counting unrelated individuals) de-
fined in Table 27 (749,400 as compared with 788,200),
while one-person cases on Home Relief and Adult As-
sistance represent roughly half of the poor unrelated
individuals. Assuming a direct relationship between
welfare and poverty populations, the officially defined
poor of New York City were then comprised of roughly
equal shares of children (550, 000) and adults (500, 000)
in 1968. But half of the adult recipients of public as-
sistance were heads of ADC (Aid to Dependent Children)
families and more than a fifth received benefits for old
age and disability, thus eliminating a goodly share from
active participation in the labor force. Among the re-
maining 240, 000 poor adults, 60 percent of whom were
not on welfare, the potential for employment was con-
siderably greater and, presumably, many were work-
ing. In comparison to the nation, however, it is pro-
bable that a lower share of all poor persons in New
York City were earners in 1968 09 percent of total in
the nation).

Welfare characteristics cannot equally be applied
to the near-poor; as Table 27 has shown, the near-
poor have a somewhat different composition by family
size, and their marginally greater incomes suggest a
higher participation in the labor force. In character-
izing both the poor and near-poor, the analysis of the
New York City Cooperative Area Manpower Planning
System (CAMPS), based on the New York State Depart-
ment of Labor Annual Manpower Planning Report, is
most useful. CAMPS has defined the work character-
istics of the poor population of New York City for pur-



poses of assessing the demand for employment-related

assistance through manpower programs of the fiscal

year 1971. Neither the date nor the income standards

adopted for this estimate compare with those of Table

27. Poverty thresholds were set at 133 percent of

Census Bureau standards, which, expressed in rela-

tion to the previous estimate, yields a poverty popula-

tion of 1, 750, 000 persons in New York City, midway

between the poor and all those with lower incomes

(poor and near-poor) in 1968. Even the worsening of

economic conditions which accompanied the difference

of several years is unlikely to have swelled the CAMPS

poverty population to a size commensurate with that of

the poor and near-poor in Table 27. Nonetheless, the

dimension and composition of working-age poor, pro-

vided by CAMPS and shown in Table 29, is a closer

approximation of the employment characteristics of

lower-income residents in New York City than can be

inferred from welfare or national poverty data.

Table 29.

CAMPS Target Population for Manpower Services, New York

City, Fiscal Year 1971.
Number

Poor. Employed Year-Round 444,200

Family Heads. Full-Time Employed 263.500

Unrelated Individuals, Full-Time Employed 128,700

Part-Time Employed and Second Wage Earners 52,000

Poor, with Some Unemployment During the Year 130,000

Youth (under 22)
40

'
000

Adults 75 -
000

Older Workers (45 and over)
15,000

Poor. Not in the Labor Force (Potentially Employable) 171,200

Welfare Recipients
100.000

Men - 25.000

Women - 75.000

Disabled. Handicapped
45,000

Parolees 12-°°0

5.000

6.000

3.200

745.400

Veterans (poor)

Addicts (rehabilitated)

Miscellaneous Others

Total

Sourc*: Ne« York City Cooperative Area Manpower Planning Sy»i«m (CAMPS). W
F'tcal Y*ar 1970/1971.

Although year-round employment characterizes

60 percent of the poor adults in Table 29, CAMPS es-

timates indicate that roughly 250,000 additional adults

(welfare recipients who head several hundred thousand

famiUes and unrelated individuals) are not in the labor

force and are not potentially employable for reasons of

child care, age and permanent disability. They are

therefore excluded from the target population shown

above. But including them in the profile of all poor

families then suggests that roughly 54 percent of the

CAMPS poverty families have full-time employed houdH,

another f> j>ercent ol tin- familloa have heads who incur

some unemployment during the year, Is pet tent have

heads who are not in the labor force but ore potentially

employable (welfare recipients), and the remaining 2'A

percent of the families have heads who ore also out-

side the labor force but have no employment potential

at present (welfare recipients).

Among unrelated individuals, defined by ('AMI'S

poverty standards, full-time employment is less Ire

quent and non-participation in the labor force Is much

more prevalent. Roughly :JH percent ol total are year

round earners, another 7 pet t int are unemployed. 24

percent are potentially employable non-pa i
ticlpnnts,

and :\\ percent have no employment potential at present.

The combined population of poor families and unrelated

individuals in the CAMPS universe Implies that Just

over half (51 percent) of all poor persons comprise fam-

ily units (including one person families or unrelated

individuals) with full-time employed heads.* < loarly,

providing year-round employment for those potentially

employable heads not in the labor force and for those

with some unemployment during the year would reduce

the welfare load somewhat and Increase the share of

population in poor families headed by a full-time work-

er to perhaps three-fourths of total families. It Is

not likely, however, that providing Jobs for the employ-

able poor heads will lift many families above the pov-

erty line, as long as the earnings potential, or skill

characteristics, of the non-working heads docs not

differ considerably from those who are presently em-

ployed. Engaging more secondary earners may re-

duce the number of impoverished families, but In-

creased provision of support services such as day

care centers, will be required. Therefore, unless

* CAMPS universe estimated by Regional Plan Associa-

tion based on Current Population Survey data, reported

income standards, and other information provided I*

CAMPS report. It assumes that the average family

s^of^mployed heads is less than that of welfare fam-

STe but generally proportional to the poor pepula-

1'ciSSfor differences *tween the CAMPS

pover^ standards and the lower-income guidelines

S^nted for Table 26 would imply that a somewhat

m.i" ot the City's population with incomes

Low the lower level-of-living budget comprise fami-

Ues with full-time employed heads.
ill



the earnings potential of the full employed as well as

the employable poor person is not further enhanced

through skill achievement, the families they head or

supplement with secondary earnings will continue to

remain i mpuve rished.

An example will suffice. At the New York State

mi in niiim wage <»l #1.60 an hour in 1908, a person

could earn $3,300 B year with full-time employment.

At the lll.S mini mum standard, this was not sufficient

income for a family of two; at the Census Bureau

standard, an average family of four would have been

qualified as impoverished with this income. Mean

while, the New York City welfare allowance (including

average rent) for a family of four was roughly $3,600

in that year; when minimum wages rose to $1.85 in

New York in 1971, for year-round earnings of $3,800,

the welfare allowance increased accordingly to $4,200

for a family ot lour. Only a self-supporting single in-

dividual can adequately subsist (above the BLS lower

level-of-living budget) earning minimum wages. For
a two or three person family, minimum earnings from
one worker would produce only a marginal incentive

for employment (from $300 to $1,000 annually above the

welfare allowance). For a family of four or more,
there is clearly no incentive.
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Contributors to poverty

One of the characteristics of poverty is that when
D person is trapped in it, it is difficult to move up.
Lack of education and skills as well as racial barriers
are responsible for this. A 1969 study by John McCall,
"An Analysis of Poverty, " documents how much the
probability of remaining in poverty is greater for non-
whites than for whites.

According to the Census Bureau, the number of
families living in poverty areas in the Northeast United
States declined dramatically between 1960 and 1967.
However, "the number of white families dropped by
about one-fourth while the number of nonwhite families
did not change significantly .

- White families who had
incomes under the poverty level and lived in poverty
areas in 1960 were more mobile—both physically and
economically. Their incomes rose or thev were able
to move out of poverty neighborhoods. Again, accord-
ing to the Census Bureau:

As a result of these differential population
changes, the percent of families residing

in poverty areas with incomes below the

poverty level who were nonwhite increased

from 40 to 51 percent between 1960 and

1967.*

Education. A recent publication of the Committee

for Economic Development points out that as a group,

Blacks do not enjoy the same educational advantages as

do whites. Blacks have made gains at the secondary

level however, and in 1969, the median years of school

completed by whites and Blacks in the nation had

closed to 12.7 and 12.3 respectively; in 1960, the fig-

ures were 12.4 years for whites and 11.4 for Blacks.

In terms of higher education however, which is in-

creasingly important to urban dwellers as low-skill,

blue collar jobs continue to decrease in central cities,

there is a sharp difference in the experience of Blacks

and whites:

In 1960, the percentage of Blacks who had

graduated from college almost equalled the

white race of twenty years earlier. The
1969 data gave rise to added pessimism;
the percentage of Blacks who have graduat-

ed from college had risen from only 5 to 7

percent since 1960, while the white rate

had risen from 14 to 19 percent. **

In describing the difference in the level of educa-
tion offered the middle- and upper-income youth as

opposed to low-income students, the Committee for

Economic Development has said:

While the American schools have general-
ly provided middle- and upper-income youth

with the intellectual tools necessary for suc-
cess in our society, they have commonly
failed to cope effectively with the task of

educating the disadvantaged youth in our
urban centers. . .In the past there have al-

ways been large numbers of unskilled jobs

* Bureau of the Census. Population Characteristics :

Educational Attainment. March, 1969. United States

Department of Commerce, P-20, No. 194. February,
1970, p. 5

** Committee for Economic Development. Education
for the Urban Disadvantaged: from Preschool to

Employment . New York: March, 1971, p. S4



for the functionally illiterate. But as tech-

nology absorbs the tasks of unskilled work-

ers, the chasm between the poor with in-

adequate schooling and the remainder of

society is widening at a rapid rate. Even

where unskilled jobs remain, they are fre-

quently inaccessible to the poor of our cen-

tral cities. *

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Ur-

ban Employment Survey conducted in East Harlem,

Central Harlem, South Bronx and Bedford-Stuyvesant,

of those employed workers 18 yeras old and over, the

median level of school completed by whites was 11.8;

for Blacks, 11.1 years; and for Puerto Ricans only

9 2 years. In New York's poverty areas then, even

the figure for whites is substantially below the national

median in 1960 of 12. 4 years of schooling. In 1966,

from 18 to 36 percent of the residents of these major

poverty areas had failed to go beyond eighth grade. In

the City as a whole in 1960, over 9 percent of the

white population had completed four years or more of

college, while the same was true for only 4. 2 percent

of the nonwhite and less than 1 percent of all Puerto

Rican residents. A recent survey of the graduating

class in New York City public high schools indicated

that well under half of a given matriculating class act-

ually graduates-from 43 percent in the academic pro-

gram to under 10 percent of those enrolled in commer-

cial, technical and vocational studies. It is not sur-

prizing, considering the educational status o ™™ r'

ity residents, who comprise well over half of the City

increase in Minority Workers by Occupation In Now York Clly.

1960-1968.

Prolossion.il { l^B

Managerial

Clorical

Salos

Craftsmen H
Operatives ^|

Laborers
~]

Sorvlce

Black. Puerto Rlcan and Oriental Labor Force

In Thousands

(J

reaso, 1960 to 1968

* Ibid, p. 9

public school enrollment, to find the**, grounH pro-

dominate in lower-skill, lower-paid Jobs-and as a

result receive lower incomes.

SWll level. The aklll charactor.8t.cH of New York

fltVs resident later force In 1908 are Humma.l7XMl In

?ab.e broken down by white. non-Puerto Bicaaon

Z.hand and minority-Black, Oriental and Puerto

Tcan-on the other. It le evident that while almoet

60 percent of the white reBldent worker,, are In wh.to

Table 30.

Skill Characteristics of the Resident Labor Force inNew York City, 1968.

Occupation

White Collar

Prof.. Tech.

Managerial

Clerical

Sales

Blue Collar

Craftsmen

Operatives

Laborers

Service

Total

Nationwide Median

Money Income $

$9,960

9.760

7.730

7.030

7.700

6.203

4.165

4.820

Total (000's)

White*

1.511.1

366.0

2310
697.9

2162

782.7

2868
4152
80.7

229.1

2.522 9

• White non-Pueno R»can _
• Black. Oncntal. Other nonwnile. and Puerto *ean

Source: Redone! Plan Aaeociation. baaed in pan on U-S Bureau <* Law*

Minority

316.2

02J
32.3

193.4

28.0

411-3

814
286 9

43.0

235.1

962.6

t vA otr*' eou'cee

At a % of Total

White*

59 9%
145
9.1

27 7

8.6

31 0

\\A
164

3.2

9.1

100.0

Minority

329%
6.5

3.4

201
2 9

42.7

8.4

29.8

4.5

24 4

100JO

Minority Increaa*

Total (000)

129.7

24.2

9.3

88.7

7.5

523
269
257
-0.3

50.0

232.0

. 1960-68

% of Total

55.9%

104
4 0

38.3

32

22.8

11.8

11.1

-01
21.5

100.0
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collar occupations, only about 33 percent of the minor-

ity workers hold those occupations. Predictably, al-

most one-quarter of the minority workers are in ser-

vico occupations which are held by less than one-tenth

of the whites. Mlue collar jobs appear to Ixj some-

what more balanced on the whole, but again, minority

workers are disproportionately concentrated in the

lower skilled, operative positions, as opposed to the

higher-skilled craftsmen. Though recent data charac-

terizing these skill levels by earnings in the New York

area are not available, nationwide figures are indicat-

ed in Table 30 to give a sense of the incomes involved.

Significantly, however, the increase in minority work-

ers among the occupations listed in Table 30, between

I960 and 1908, is close to the proportions listed for

whites and substantiates the considerable degree of

skill upgrading referred to earlier in Chapter 2. This

is Illustrated In chart 7.

The distribution of earnings which results from
this pattern of skill attainment is summarized from a

continuously monitored sample by the Social Security
Administration for New York City, in Table 31. It

can be soen that in 1966, 72 percent of the male Black
workers, and almost 89 percent of the female Black
workers wore earning loss than $5,000 annually, where-
as for whites, the proportions were 39 and 75 percent,
respectively. Although comparable data were not
available for Puorto Rican workers, other sources
suggest that they are even more economically disad-
vantaged than the Black work force. According to the
HLS survey of urban employment in poverty areas of

Now York City, the median weekly earnings of all

residents with full-time schedules in 1969 was as fol-
lows: $111 for whites; $95 for Blacks; and only $87 for
Puorto Means. The special problem of Puerto Rican
workers emerges in examining their skill patterns,
for in contrast to both white and Black workers, Puerto
Rieans are least equipped for the growing white collar
job market. In IWS, Puerto Ricans comprised nearly
one-third (31 percent) of the City's minority labor
force, as listed in Table 30, but they provided over 40
percent of the blue collar skills and less than a quarter
of the minority white collar skills.

Unemployment and Underemployment . Like the
other major cities examined in Chapter 1. New York is
afflicted with unemployment and underemployment, par-
ticularly in the low-income sectors of the City. How-
ever, the ratio of nonwhite to white unemployment was
more favorable in New York City than in all but one of
ten large cities studied by the Department of Labor in
1968. In fact, according to the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics "the New York City nonwhite unemployment rate in

1968 was lowest among. . . ten cities.
"

Aside from unemployment, a major contributor to

poverty is underemployment or sub-employment. The

BLS defines the sub-employed as: those who are un-

employed but actively seeking employment; those who

are part-time employed looking for full-time employ-

ment; those who are fully employed but earning less

than minimum wages; and half of all males aged 20 to

Table 31.

The Distribution of Earnings for Workers Employed in New
York City, 1966.

(As a %

Annual Earnings

Under $5,000

$5,000 - $8,000

$8,000 and Over

Tolal

While Workers
of Tolal)

Black Workers
Male

39.4%

26.0

34.6

100.0

Female

75.5%

19.5

5.0

100.0

Male

72.0%

21.3

6.7

100.0

Female

88.6%

9.8

1.6

100.0

Note: Earnings Irom employment by place of work which are equal to or greater than 80%
of the total annual earning* ol those recipients who were employed lour quarters.

Source: Based on the Social Security Administration's continuous one-percent sample of the
nation's workforce, edited and refined for New York City by the New York City-Rand Institute.

Table 32.

Nonwhite and White Unemployment Rates in Ten Cities, 1968.

City
Unemployment Rale Ratio of Nonwhite

Nonwhite White to White Rate
New York 4.0% 2.9% 1.4

Houston 58 2.5 2.3

Philadelphia 6.1 2.9 2.1

Baltimore 65 3.7 18
San Francisco-Oakland 6.6 6.0 1.1

United States 6.7 3 2 2.1

St. Louis 7.0 3.4 2.1

Detroit 7.3 39 19
Chicago 7.4 2.7 2.7
Los Angeles-Long Beach 8.6 4.6 1.9

Cleveland 9.2 3.3 2.8

^S^&tK^lltS^tS^P Yo,k a,y Economy' Bu,eau 01 Labor s,*,i9'

Table 33.

Labor Force Participation Rates of New York City Residents
by Race, Sex. and Age, 1968.

Labor Force Participation Rate

White. non-Puerto Rican

Under 25 years

25 to 54 years

55 and over

Black. Oriental, other nonwhite
Under 25 years

25 to 54 years

55 and over

Puerto Rican

Under 25 years

25 to 54 years

55 and over

Total

Male

79.1%

59.7

982
632

78.8%

58 0

945
61.1

78.6%

60.4

96 4

40.7

79.0%

Female

44.6%

50.3

529
31.2

54.0%

49.2

63.1

37.7

42.9%

42.7

47.4

25.9

45.8%
•Pe'sons ,n labor force as a share ol total non-nst.tutional population in aoes 14 and o~r

yT^m^nl^^rJ^^'^' 0^ pan on New York State Department of Labor.—npomw Otr+cticnj. n*w York Sfafe. »96S-T97S.



64 who are not participating in the labor force. In the

fall of 1966, sub-employment rates in selected poverty

areas of New York City ranged from 28 to 33 percent,

while unemployment rates were recorded from 6 to 9

percent in the same areas.

The City-wide scope of sub-employment is not

known, and since first published for selected areas,

the BLS has not issued sub-employment rates. The

concept of sub-employment is perhaps more cyclical

than structural, rof loot inn as it doos tho prevailing

economic condition which int'luenee* unemployment

rates and the ability of part-time workers to no curt*

full-time employment. For the longer term, under

tho assumption of a full-employment oeonomy and the

continued disincentive In working for loss than mini-

mum wages, the concept of non -pnrtlelputlon np|x>nr8

more valid. This less n strletivo definition of under

employment, based on potentially employable persons

Table 34

Estimated Characteristics of New York City Residents Not Participating in the Labor Force. 1970.

Residents Not In the Lebor Force. (000 s)

Both Sexes, All Ethnic Groups

Not in the Labor Force

Keeping House

In School

Unable to Work
Other

Retired

Other not Retired

Male. All Ethnic Groups

Not In the Labor Force

Keeping House

In School

Unable to Work
Other

Retired

Other not Retired

Female. All Ethnic Groups

Not in the Labor Force

Keeping House
In School

Unable to Work
Other

Retired

Other not Retired

White non-Puerto Rican. Both Sexes

Not In the Labor Force

Keeping House
In School

Unable to Work
Other

Retired

Other not Retired

Nonwhite. Both Sexes
Not in the Labor Force

Keeping House
In School

Unable to Work
Other

Retired

Other not Retired

Puerto Rican. Both Sexes
Not in the Labor Force

Keeping House
In School

Unable to Work
Other

Retired

Other not Retired

"Total population aged 16 year* and owef
Sowea: Regional Plan Aaaocation. based

Total

2.507.9

1.581.0

329.4

141 4

456.1

285.0

171 1

667.1

25.7

201.6

78.3

361 5

252.9

108.6

1.840 8

1.555.3

127.8

63.1

94.6

32.1

62.5

1.787.9

1.1864

231.7

39.1

330.7

253.5

77.2

453.9

226.8

57.0

76.3

93.8

23.6

70.2

266.1

167.8

40.7

26.0

31.6

7.9

23.7

not participating m ma laeor force

TpeTon^ S Br— 4 l*» Static

16-24 Yrs.

522 3

138.8

307.3

13.9

62.5

62.5

2288
I.6

186.4

52
358

356

2935

137 0

120 9

87
28.9

26.9

316 8

80.7

2158
63
140

140

124 9

288
534
58
369

36.9

806
29.1

38.1

1.8

II.6

116

25-54 Yrs

858 7

737.1

206

45.6

55.6

656

82.6

24

13 7

289
39.6

39.6

776.2

734.7

6.9

16.6

18.0

16.0

530 0

4752
148

12 0

280

28 0

198.8

148 3

3.4

24 1

21 0

210

1319

1136
24
9.4

6.5

6.5

55 Yrs. A Over

1.1260

705 3

16

820
338 1

285 0

63.1

366 8

21.7

15
462

280 4

262 0

336

771.1

683 6

35,6

61.7

32.1

196

941.1

8306
1.1

208
288 7

2635
35.2

1322

49.7

.2

46.4

36.9

23.6

iZZ

53.6

25.1

2

14J
13.6

7.9

56

115
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of Ixjth sexes who are outside the labor force, can be

spotted when the labor force participation rate--that

is the proportion of the adult population which is either

Working Or looking for B job- -falls below prevailing

averages. Table 33 shows the labor force participa-

tion rates of New York City residents in 1968 by race,

sox and age.

It is evident that among males, the labor force

participation rate of Blacks and other nonwhites in New
York City is only very slightly lower than that of

whites. Among females, the labor force participa-
tion rate of Blacks and other nonwhites is actually sub-
stantially higher than that of whites; particularly in

the older age groups, a greater proportion of Black
and other nonwhlte women are In the labor force.
Among Puerto Rican men, the pattern is similar to
the other two groups (except that a smaller share of

those over age 65 are in the labor force), while the

participation rate of Puerto Hican women is significant-
ly lower than that of either Black or white non-Puerto
Ricans. On the whole, however, Table 33 reveals no
vory striking differences between the ethnic groups, so
that this definition of underemployed must be viewed in
another respect.

Previous data based on CAMPS studies indicated
the potentially employable group in New York City to
total about 170,000, compared to a labor force of
8,485, 000, or about 5 percent. Estimates contained
in Table 3 I concur in magnitude by accounting for the
Bise of the resident adult population of the City not
participating in the labor force for various reasons
The bulk of the 2,508,000 residents who are unem-
ployed but not seeking a job are females actively en-
Kagvd in keeping house percent of total). Another
18 percent of total are persons of both sexes currently
enrolled in school, over 90 percent of whom are aged

to 21 years. Those who are unable to work are dis-
proportionately nonwhite or Puerto Rican. while those
who are retired are overwhelmingly white, which
should be expected, given the higher incidence of ill
h0alth amonK B1 ««*s and other minorities and the older
age structure of the City's resident white population
1 arsons for whom no apparent reason for not seekingpayment is given-or, alternatively, tho* who may

wn
C

7r " P°tential ^^^'^--number roughly
70 ooo, or 7 percent of the adult population outside*
the labor force.

Table 35 provides further detail on the group of
non-part.cipan.. residing in the City whose lack of
plUMcalchsalnlity. aSv. or alternative .vsponsihilitv
render, them potential candidates for participation\„

the labor force. Presumably, some have never act-

ively held or sought employment, while others, having
done so, subsequently dropped out of the labor force.

Over half of the total are nonwhite and Puerto Rican
(55 percent), in sharp contrast to the ethnic composi-
tion of other non-participants or the labor force as a

whole, in which minorities comprise less than 30 per-
cent of total. Moreover, most are males (63 percent)
and young to middle aged, with nonwhite male youths
representing the largest single component.

Table 35.

Composition of New
the Labor Force for

'

York City Residents Not Participating in

Other not Retired" Reasons, 1970.

Persons (000's)
Total 16-24 Yrs. 25-54 Yrs. 55 Yrs. & Over

White non-Puerto Rican 77.2 14.0 28.0 352
Male 49.7 2.1 24 2 23.4

Female 27.5 11.9 3.8 11.8

Nonwhite 70.2 36.9 21.0 12.3

Male 45.2 27.0 12.1 6.1

Female 25.0 9.9 8.9 6.2

Puerto Rican 23.7 11.6 6.5 5.6
Male 13.7 6.5 3.2 4.0

Female 10.0 5.1 3.3 1.6

All Ethnic Groups 171.1 62.5 55 5 53.1

Male 108.6 35.6 39.5 33.5
Female 625 26.9 16.0 19.6

As a Percent of Total
Total 16-24 Yrs. 25-54 Yrs. 55 Yrs. & Over

White non-Puerto Rican 45.1% 8.2% 16.3% 20.6%
Male 29.0 1.2 14.1 13.7
Female 16.1 7.0 2.2 6.9

Nonwhite 41.0 21.5 12.3 7.2
Male 26.4 15.7 7.1 3.6
Female 14.6 5.8 5.2 3.6

Puerto Rican 13.9 6.8 3.9 3.2
Male 8.0 3.8 1.9 2.3
Female 5.9 3.0 2.0 0.9

All Ethnic Groups 100.0 36.5 32.5 31.0
Male 63.4 20.7 23.1 196
Female 36.6 15.8 94 11.4

Source R.g.ontl Plan Association, basod In part or. U.S. Bureau ol Labor Statistics

The distribution of potential participants by age
and ethnic group clearly suggests that most are poor
or near-poor, but trainable. A comparison with the
CAMPS estimate of potentially employable non-
participants, though equal in magnitude but different in
composition, * further suggest that the level of these
separate estimates represents a compatible determina-
tion of the number of low and unskilled residents of the
City who are presently outside the labor force, recep-
tive to training, and realistically employable should
jobs be made available for them.



Support services and manpower training

As was pointed out earlier, two possible ways for

poor families to rise above the poverty line are en-

gagement of more secondary wage-earners in the labor

force and skill upgrading. Both require a variety of

support services, ranging from intensified educational

programs at the preschool and school level to liber-

alized college entrance requirements with compensa-
tory schooling; from organized recreation for young-

sters to various counselling, or referral, or rehabil-

itation programs for returning veterans, the handicap-

ped, ex-offenders, ex-addicts and other special groups;

and career development agencies designed to create

new categories of jobs, particularly in the areas of

health care, education and social services. In this

section, we shall deal only with two programs which

most directly affect participation in the labor force and

skill advancement.

Day care centers . Female welfare recipients

who are heads of families are an important group

which could be helped by the provision of day care

facilities for children. A study conducted by Dr.

Lawrence Podell in 1966 reported that 70 percent

of all welfare mothers had stated their preference

for working rather than staying home if they could be

assured of adequate care for their children. The

background of these mothers would indicate that this

stated preference was accurate, since 80 percent had

worked previously--one-third for ten years or more.

But day care facilities are limited in New York City.

In 1970, the enrollment in existing programs was as

follows:

* The CAMPS estimate of potentially employable non-

participants contains female welfare recipients who

would be expected to fall within the category of keeping

house. It should be recalled, however, that the over-

all CAMPS poverty population is not fully representa-

tive of the City's pool of poor and near-poor persons,

whereas the total number of persons outside the labor

force for apparent reason, as shown in Tables 34 and

35, undoubtedly contains some who are neither poor,

near-poor, nor trainable. Thus, accounting for these

discrepancies, the separate estimates appear to be in

agreement as to the overall pool of low-income, po-

tentially employable non-participants residing in the

City.

Tablo 36

Day Care Programs In Now York City.

Program Children Enrolled

Dept. of Social Services Group and Family Oay Care 14.000
Year-Round Headstart (Administered by tha
Community Development Agency) 8,700

Private Day Care and Nursery Schools 13,000

Total 32,700

Source: Now York City Cooperative Aroa Manpower Planning Oyttam (CAMPS), *»/«n lot
FUcal rati 1970/71, Sapt 12. \9t0. p 68

In addition, tho Department of Social Services reim-
burses in-home "baby-sitter'' costs (at a rate of $10

a week per child) for welfare mother! who are om-
ployed or attending approved training programs. It Is

estimated that about 7,000 families use this service.

As of February, 1970, 7, 000 children were on waiting

lists for publicly-aided day care services. Undoubt

edly, there are thousands o! oilier children In need ol

day care or nursery school, not only in welfare hunt

lies, but in households whose head earns near the

poverty level, and who might Ikj able to Iree a hocoiwI

wage-earner to supplement tho family Income If child

care responsibilities could bo shifted to a publicly-

funded agency.

Manpower training . As noted earlier In this chap

ter, the New York City Cooperative Area Manpower

Planning System (CAMPS) estimates that in the 1070

71 fiscal year, at least 745,000 persons wore In need

of job training, either because they are now not In the

labor force (171,200); are poor and unemployed (1.10,000);

or are employed at salaries at or below poverty level

(444,200). Presently, over $100 million is expended

each year on manpower and related educational and

training programs In the City. According U> CAMPS:

For the most part, these programs have

been designed to meet specific needs and

have been funded on an individual basis

from a variety of sources. They do not,

at present, constitute a single coherent

'system' of manpower services.

CAMPS came to this conclusion after conducting a

survey of manpower programs currently serving the

City. The two major agencies In charge of these

programs at the local level are the New York State

Employment Service (NYSES) and New York City

Manpower and Carre r Development Agency (MCDA).

In examining the characteristics of the population

served by these agencies, one finds that half of the

"intakes'* are male; almost half are under 22 years of

age; from 46 percent to 09 percent are Black; an



estimated 31 to 40 percent are Spanish- speaking; and

iihout 78 percent are not high school graduates. This

Information for l»th programs is summarized below:

Tablo 37.

Characteristics of Combined Intakes, NYSES and MCDA, New
York City 1970.

Characteristic* NYSES MCDA/PRCDP* Combined Av
Sox:

Mala 58% J/) A/43% 50%
1 lllllllll) 42 57 50

Ago:

unaor a 50 44 48
22-44 38 42
4b or oldor 12 56 10

Ethnic:

Block 68 46 60
Spnnlsh-Bpoaking 31 46 30
While, other 8 10

Educotlon:

Non-H.S. 77 79 78
H.S. Grade. 23 21 22

Totnl Number 104.500 97,000 201.500

«"oo°. "o"."..
C

irS' D,,,"",m«"' "«!'" «*'•" •«»«• 'o> J2.000 oi m. total

some, camps, ci.n to. •mu i,„ mom. Mpwntor, i»7o. p. n.

There are two major types of job-related training
programs: those where training is conducted in a class-
room setting Sitter through a manpower agency or sub-
contracted to educational institutions; and on-the-job
training (OJT) programs, where an employer hires
the applicant and conducts training. Separate pro-
grams serve youthful trainees. Under the first type

tralnin8 (°«"ed "institutional") there were sixteen
major programs in operation in New York City In 1970
With a total enrollment estimated by various program

'

directors, of 43.012 and costing slightly under $78.5
million. The largest 0f these is the Work Incentive
1 n.gra... (W IN) serving !>,;;oo trainees; another 7,000

"l^Z™* by MCDA Reeional Opportunity
enters ,„ .070. I„ institutional training, trainees

learn a variety of skills, including clerical, oUiJmaelune operation, clerk and record-keeping proce-dures and some machine operations related VZav.auon, .vtrigx-ration ami other uulus.ries Referrate can then be made to specific employers Manv of

The employer-supervised on-the-iob mmgrams include Coaliton JOBS .uk! P
*
pro ~

Business Sector) mJ (

?
b °PP°rtunities in the^ctor), a Manpower Administration program

which trains workers for an existing job and in most
cases, guarantees that they will continue in this job at

the normal rate of pay after training. A summary of

this and other OJT programs follows in Table 39.

Table 38.

Enrollment and Funding for Agency-Supervised ("Institution-
al") Manpower Programs, Fiscal Year 1970, New York City.

Program
Est. Total Est. Total
Enrollment Funds (000's)

Work Incentive (WIN) 9.260 $13,683
MCDA Regional Opportunity Centers 7,000 16.300
Adult Basic Education 4.000 900
Welfare Education 4,000 1,200
MDTA Institutional Training 3,971 18.000
Model Cities 3,700 18.477

Subtotal 31,931 68.560
All Other 11.081 9.906

Total 43,012 78,466

Program

JOBS'(Non-Contract)

JOBS* (Contract)

MDTA-SMTA-OJT Projects

Civil Service Career Development
Area Redevelopment (B'klyn. Navy Yard)

Subtotal

All Other'

Total

-Job Training

Est. Total

Funds (000's)

$ _ b

20.000

5.000

2,648

285

27.933

9.594

37.527

Source: CAMPS. Plan lor Fiscal Year 1970/71, September, 1970. p 64

Table 39.

Estimated Enrollment and Total Funds for On-the
Programs, New York City, Fiscal Year 1970.

Est. Total

Enrollment

15.000

10,000

4,370

1,975

1.700

33,045

2.615

35,660

• Job» In the Business Sector.

6 Sponsored by employers

< Includes only those lor which estimates were available
Source: CAMPS. Plan for Fiscal Year 1970/71, September. 1970. p. 64.

From the estimates above, obtained by CAMPS
from program directors, it would appear that 78,700
people were enrolled in institutional and OJT programs,
at a total cost of $116 million, in fiscal year 1970.
CAMPS, however, points out that these figures repre-
sent total estimates before the end of the year and in-
clude all who enrolled during the year, whether or not
they completed training. Double-counting may occur
too, when a given trainee transfers from one program
to another, or enrolls in several programs during the
year. Taking these factors into account, CAMPS com-
ments:

At present, there is no systematic way of
correcting for these factors. In reality,
the total number of persons actually ser-
ved by New York City's agency- and
employer-supervised training and educa-
tional programs. . .is probably somewhere
between 50, 000 and 60, 000 rather than. .

.

78,672...



Estimates of the numbers of youth served by training

programs vary between 50, 000 and 70, 000, and CAMPS
reports that about three-quarters of these programs
are for summer jobs only, with almost half of the re-

mainder in four Cooperative Education (work-study)

programs.

It is obvious that of the CAMPS estimate of over

745,000 New Yorkers as an appropriate target group

for manpower training, only 8-10 percent are current-

ly being served. Even those who do benefit from train-

ing programs are often not guaranteed a full-time job

upon completion of training. Moreover, a large seg-

ment of those poverty residents who are now employed
but who earn poverty-level wages cannot benefit from
training which might enable them to upgrade their

skills. This is mainly due to the fact that most man-
power programs and referral agencies operate during

the day.

Even if this major problem—upgrading the skills

of the full-time employed poor— is solved, there sim-

ply is not enough training for appropriate jobs in the

City today. Moreover, drop-out rates in current pro-

grams are fairly high and gaps in job market informa-

tion have effectively cancelled the benefits of some

programs, adding to the discouragement of newly train-

ed workers with no place to go. It is for these reasons

that manpower experts have long felt that training

should be linked to specific employment opportunities;

should be OJT oriented, with public financial support

to reimburse an employer for the cost of training; and

should provide the kind of support services, such as

transportation links, which are instrumental in improv-

ing job retention rates.

The company-sponsored segment of Coalition

JOBS does build-in some safeguards. In 1969, this

program reported that before training, almost 60 per-

cent of 7,400 trainees in 92 companies had earned less

than $2. 00 per hour. According to CAMPS:

Post-training wages varied more widely.

About half (45 percent) of the trainees

could look forward to earning at least

$2.40 per hour by the end of training; one

in three (31 percent) could expect to earn

from $2.00 to $2.30 per hour. However,

one in seven 04 percent) would still be

earning below $2. 00 even after training.

So far, even the JOBS program has not concen-

trated fully enough on those parts of the labor market

wnich are growing. The "new careers'* which have

begun to grow in the City, particularly in the health
professions. are increasingly appearing in the course
schedules of training agonclos. Basic offtoa skills

are also beginning to account for more trainees an

appropriate program for the largost Job growth

sector in the City. Sales training and repair and

maintenance skills are being taught, and these too,

are appropriate for City workers.

Existing programs of manpower development have-

to bear the brunt of improving Job opportunities, hut

equally, these programs lUffer from a numl>er ol draw

backs which must bo solved to Insure that adequate

education and training, for Jobs which c\i?,t, are linked

to the proper support sen-ices and available to all who

need them. Some shortcomings of current training

programs include:

An insufficient relationship tjotwoon a train-

ing program and "real" Jobs;

Confusion among the many agencies involved

in training and inadequate central control

over placement;

Poor referral and follow-up;

No training or skill upgrading for the em-

ployed poor who work full-time;

Few supportive services, in the areas of

child care, health referral and transporta-

tion.

Location of poverty areas

As was pointed out previously, the poor in New

York City number slightly over I million by the more

restricted Census Bureau definition, and almost 2.0

million if one includes the near-poor, by the more

liberal Bureau of Labor Statistics definition. Most

other estimates fall between these two definitions.

Because of historic patterns of housing location and

succession, because of segregation by income and

ethnic group, the poor are not uniformly distributed

throughout the City, but rather concentrated in two

huge areas, one in the north, the other one in the

south. The northern area starts above %th Street on

the East Side of Manhattan, and extends through Har-

lem roughly to the George Washington Bridge, and

across the Harlem river into the Bronx, encompass-

ing most of the Borough south of Fordham Road. The

southern area starts on the Lower East Side of Man-

hattan-historical ly a symbol of poverty in the City—



extends across the K.'ist River into Brooklyn, all

i Ik- way to the Queens boundary and the flatlands along

.Jamaica May, forming a triangle that is bounded by the

Newtown Crook industrial area in the north and by

Prospoe! Park in l ho south. Apart from these two

major concentrations, there are isolated low-income

pockets in Queens (in Long Island City, South Jamaica,

in the Rockaways), on Coney Island, and along the

north shore of Staten Island. Drawing accurate bound-

aries around low-income areas may be as elusive as

defining poverty, but several working definitions can

be offered.

The following series of Maps and Tables portray

the location and dimension of low-income areas in New
York City, as defined by public anti-poverty agencies

and independent statistical criteria. Map 20 and ac-

companying Table 40, compare the poverty area desig-

nations of the Council Against Poverty and the Model

Cities Program, two umbrella organizations of the

City government which are responsible for allocating

Tnblo 40.

New York Cily Poverty Areas, as Designated by the Council Aga
Now York City Council Against Povorly

Population 1968 (000's)
Koy Aroa

1 Tromont

2 Morrlsanla

3 South Bronx

•1 Hunts Point

Bronx Povorty Arena

Bronx Borough Total

As n Percent of Borough

5 Upper West Sldo

6 Central Hnrlom

7 East Harlem

8 Mid West Side

0 Lower West Side

10 Lower East Sldo

Manhattan Povorty Aroas
Manhattan Borough Total

As a Percent of Borough

11 Williamsburg

12 FortQroono
13 Bushwlck

14 Bedford Stuyvesant

15 Crown Heights

16 Brownsville

17 East New York

18 South Brooklyn

19 Sunset Park

20 Coney Island

Brooklyn Poverty Areas
Brooklyn Borough Total

As a Percent of Borough
21 Long Island City

22 Corona-East Elmhurst
23 South Jamaica

Queens Poverty Areas
Queens Borough Total

As a Percent of Borough
24 Staten Island Pockets
25 Rockaway Pockets
26 Bronx River Pockets

New York City Poverty Areas
New York City Total

As a Percent of City

Now York c* Co^c,^ ^3

Total Minority

112.7 62.3

160.4 137.0

125.7 90.2

199.6 167.3

598.4 456.8

1.509.1 626.6

39.7% 72.9%

147.3 99 4

156.8 156.0

139.9 120.9

152.9 45.7

172.8 30.4

171.9 82.5

941.6 534.9

1.462.0 592.5

64.4% 90.3%

194.6 107.3

86.2 58.0

110.2 36.2

3008 278.8

127.2 80.9

121.1 90.8

163.9 76.3

199.7 67.9

89.8 21.2

26.7 6.4

1.420.2 823.8

2.665.8 929.0

53.3% 88.7%
41.6 11.7

41.5 19.6

161.9 98.4

245.0 129.7
2.066.7 283.8

11.9% 45.7%
n.a. n.a.

n.a. n.a.

n.a. n.a.

3.205.2 1.945.2

7.984.5 2.447.4

40.1% 79.5%

inst Poverty and the Model Cities Program.

New York City Model Cities Program

Population 1965 (000 s) Unempl.
Key Area Total Minority Rate "65

A Morrisania 44.2 39 2 8.8%
B South Bronx 76.7 54.7 8.7

C Hunts Point 170.0 134.0 9.3

Bronx Model Cities 290.9 227.9 9 1

Program Areas

1970 Census count 240.8

D Central Harlem 87.3 85.8 83
E East Harlem 120.9 95.2 10.0

Manhattan Model Cities 208.2 181.0 9.2

Program Areas

1970 Census count 181.3

F Bedford Stuyvesant 250.3 223.9 6.4

G Brownsville 130.1 100.4 9.6
H East New York 41.8 21.8 9.1

Brooklyn Model Cities 422.2 346.1 7.6

Program Areas

1970 Census count 364.4

New York City Model Cities
Program Areas

1970 Census count

921.3

786.5

755.0 8.4%

M*^2.^^V^ttHtd «* 1 23 t>•'Cen, of me Ne* Yo"< population ,n 1970 was



Map 20.

Definitions of Low Income
Areas in New York City: CAP
and Model Cities

Low income areas defined by
the Council Against Poverty
(CAP)

Model Cities

— NYC Health areas

0 i

; 3 4 miles

0 12 3 4 kilometers



the hulk of fodoral and local poverty funds to member

community corporations and committees, which plan

and develop ghetto areas. The 2i\ Council Against Po-

verty areas shown on the Map, each with a non-profit

community corporation, were designated by the City

after an intensive evaluation of neighborhood social and

economic characteristics. Together, the areas com-

prise over 3 million persons, or 40 percent of the

City's total population and 80 percent of its minority

residents. Nearly two-thirds of Manhattan's popula-

tion live in designated pnve rlv areas, but Brooklyn's

10 Council Against Poverty communities represent the

largest share of poverty dwellers in New York. In

L968, the anti-poverty expenditures of the community

corporations and the Council Against Poverty amounted
to some $G0 million, dispensed primarily for social

service programs in manpower training, family counsel-

ing, consumer education, and recreation, though con-
siderable effort in coordinating local developments in

health, education, and housing also ranked among the

achievements of the Council's community corporations.

Because of federal regulations, restricting the

portion of city population qualifying for Model Cities

funding, the 8 Model Cities areas listed in Table 40
comprise a much smaller share of New York. Nearly
one million people reside within the designated areas,
all are contained within the more extensive Council
Against Poverty jurisdiction, and again, Hrooklyn re-

presents the largest component of poverty population.

The Model Cities program, built on community com-

mittees which participate in planning development pro-

jects, has proven to be an effective anti-poverty device

because of its authority to fund direct attacks on the

elemental problems of housing, health, and education.

In 1969, $65 million in federal funds were allocated to

Model Cities projects in New York. The achievements

of the Brooklyn program, operating in Bedford-

Stuyvesant, Brownsville, and East New York, are il-

lustrative of the Model Cities effort: 14, 000 new hous-

ing units and 4, 000 rehabilitated units were author-

ized; several health centers, multi-service centers

and a cultural center were planned or modernized; and,

programs for preschool through adult education were
initiated.

Map 21, and accompanying Table 41, depict the

location of poverty in New York City by the distribu-

tion of the public assistance caseload by health area

in 1967. As of that date, 9 percent of the City's popu-
lation received welfare payments and, as both Map and

Table show, the overwhelming portion of recipients

were concentrated in rather compact portions of the

Bronx, Manhattan, and Brooklyn. Indeed, within these

boroughs, the darkest shaded areas, where 30 percent
or more of the residents were public assistance cases,
comprised roughly one-fifth (19 percent) of the City-
wide welfare load, but less than 5 percent of the total

Tnble 4

1

Poverty Areas i

Borough

Bronx

n New York City, as Defined by the Distribution of Public Assistance Recipients. 1967.

Manhattan

Brooklyn

Queens

Stolen Island

New York City

122

Areas whore %
ol Population Resident
on Welfare It: Population

30% and Over 142.640
15 to 30% 426.360
Under 15% 940.100
Total 1.509.100

30% and Over 75.650
15 to 30% 348.770
Under 15% 1.037.560
Total 1.462.000

30% and Over 150.170
15 to 30% 784.060
Under 15% 1.731.550
Total 2.665.800

15 to 30% 38.810
Under 15% 2.027.890
Total 2.066.700

Under 15% 280.900
Total 280.900

30% and Over 368.460
15 to 30% 1.598.020
Under 15% 6.018.020
Total 7.984.500

Sou.c*: R.gioo.l Plan Association, bsstd on dsts Irom Now Yo* City 0«p«rtm.nt ol Socnl

Welfare % Recipients % of Total
Recipients Ave. Range Pop. Recip.

46.507 32.6% 30-36% 9.5% 25.2%
102.259 24.0 17-30 28.2 55.4
35.782 3.8 1-15 62.3 19.4
184.548 12.2 100.0 100.0

25.135 332% 31-39% 5.2% 15.7%
79.779 22.9 16-30 23.8 49.9
54.866 53 1-14 71.0 34 4

159.780 10.9 100.0 100.0

63.072 42.0% 33-86% 5.6% 20.5%
166.533 21.2 16-30 29.4 54.1
78.155 4.5 0-15 65.0 25.4

307,760 11.5 100.0 100.0

7.020 18.1% 18% 1.9% 14.9%
39.969 2.0 1-15 98.1 85.1
46.989 23 100.0 100.0

6.156 2.2% 1-4% 100.0% 100 0%
6.156 2.2 100.0 100.0

134.714 366% 30-86% 4.6% 19.1%
355.591 22.3 16-30 20.0 50.4
214.928 3.6 0-15 75.4 30.5
705.233 8 8 100.0 100.0



Map 21.

Low Income Areas Defined

by the Proportion of Welfare

Recipients, 1967

Health Areas with more than 30

I percent of the population on

welfare

— Health Areas with 1 5 to 30 per-

cent of the population on wel-

fare

— NYC Health areas

A
0 12 3*

4 miles

kilometers



population. The shaded areas of middle value, where

15 to 30 percent of the residents were on welfare, de-

fine thfl larger poverty communities which house 50

percent of the public assistance recipients, hut only 20

percent of the City's population. In the rest of New
York, less than 1 percent of the total residents, who

comprise 75 percent of the City population, received

welfare in 19(>7. As Table 41 further shows, the great-

est number of public assistance recipients were to be

found in Brooklyn (44 percent), followed by the Bronx

(26 percent), and Manhattan (23 percent).

Map 22, and accompanying Table 42, present a

third definition of low-income areas in New York City,

based upon the lederal income tax reporting* of I !>(;(!

by postal Zip code area. Imperfect as this measure

may be, it nonetheless contributes to an overall con-

sensus and affords some new insights on low-income

levels in the City as well. In 1966, the adjusted

gross income of New York residents was $23 billion

and the percapita income was $2,971. The lowest-

income (or darkly shaded) areas, concentrated mainly

in the Bronx, Manhattan, and Brooklyn, reported a

percapita income a full one-third below the City aver-

age; lower middle-income areas, of middle value,

fell one-eighth below and the rest of New York aver-

aged one-sixth above the City-wide percapita norm.

The lowest-income areas, with one-quarter of the

City's population on less than one-fifth of the available

land area, were the most densely settled (43,500 per-

sons per square mile). With some exceptions, notably

Tnblo 42

Low-Income Areas in Now York City,

Borough

Bronx

Manhattan

Brooklyn

Quoons

Staten

Island

Aroa

Low-Income

Lowor
Middle-Income

Rost of Borough

Total

Low-lncomo

Hurlom
Lowor East Sldo

Lower
Mlddlo-lncome

Rost of Borough

Total

Low-Income

Central Brooklyn
Coney Island

Lowor
Middle-Income

Rost of Borough

Total

Low-Income

Long Island City
South Jamaica
Far Rockaway

Lower
Middle-Income

Rest of Borough
Total

Lower
Middle-Income

Rest of Borough
Total

Avail. Land
(Sq. Miles)'

86

4.7

195
32.8

9.2

6.0

2.8

1.6

8.7

195

18.1

16.6

1.5

13.9

30.7

62.7

8.3

3.2

1.6

3.5

5.5

68 1

81.9

2.8

38.1

40.9

As Defined From Federal Income Tax Returns, 1966.

Reported

Mik<

50.760

Rvportod
Popula-
tion"

28.5

165.1

237.8

436.570

259.630

706.900

1.403.100

679.690

485.650
172.080

135.660

820.930

1.636.280

722.260

681.490
40.770

507.140

1.361.660

2.591.060

84.090

19.770

17.630

46.690

139.440

1.720.140

1.943.670

11.020

257.770

268.790

New York Low-Income
c,*y Lower

Middle-Income

Rest of City

Total

* Total land Area |,M p^,^

1.052.890

4.867,400

7.842.900

55.240

36.250

42.780

73.880

80.940
61.460

84.790

94,360

83.910

39.900

41,050
27.180

36.480

44.350

41.320

10.130

6,180
11.020
13.340

25,350

25.260

23.730

3.930

6,770

6.570

44.2 1.922.610 43.500

36.940

29.480

32.980

As % of Income
Borough (000 s)

31.1% $750,500

18.5 619.060
en a

1.896.650

100.0 3.266,210

41.5% $1,534,920

10.5 443 730

8.3 493.570

50.2 5.420.200

100.0 7.448.690

27.9% $1,283,300

26.3 1.186.550
1.6 96.750

19.6 1.288.420

52.5 3.639.550
100.0 6.211,270

4.3% $193,190

1.0 48.950
.9 33.410

2.4 110.830

7.2 332.900
88.5 5.133.380

100.0 5,659,470

4.1% $23,870
95.9 688.500

100.0 712.370

24.5% $3,761,910

13.4 2.757.820

62.1 16.778.280
100.0 23.298.010

Income Per- Returns Under $3,000
P.'f Qnnnrp Ac °„ ofMb o Ol capita As % of As % of
Mile (000 s) Borough Income Total Income

$87,270 23.0% $1,719 34 4% 11.9%

131,720 18.9 2 384 28.3 7.5

97.260 58.1 2.683 25.2 5.6

99.580 100.0 2.328 28.5 7.4

$166,840 20.6% S2.258 35.2% 10.3%
164.890 13.3 2.037 36.2

4 4ft
1 1.9

C ft5.9 2,579 oo pii.o ft no.u

308 480 U.V O.OoO 29.1 5.8

623.010 72.8 6.603 238 2.8

381,980 100.0 4,552 28.5 4.5

$70,900 20.7% $1,777 35.3% 11.6%
71.480 19.1 1,741 35.6 12.0
64.500 1.6 2.373 31.0 6.9

92.690 20.7 2.541 27.9 6.8

118,550 58.6 2.673 25.2 5.6

99,060 100.0 2.397 28.4 7.1

$23,280 3.4% $2,297 31 .5% 7.1%
15.300 .9 2.476 30.9 7.2
20.880 .6 1.895 33.8 9.9
31.670 1.9 2.374 30.8 6.3

60.530 5.9 2.387 28.2 6.8

75.380 90.7 2.984 23.4 4.6

69.100 100.0 2.912 24.1 4.8

$8,530 3.4% $2,167 27.2% 6.4%
18.070 96.6 2.671 22.4 4.3

17.420 100.0 2,650 22.6 4.4

$85,110 16.2% $1,957 34.9% 10.9%

96.770 11.8 2.619 28.2 6.8

101.620 72.0 3.447 24.1 4.3

97.970 100.0 2.971 27.2 5.7
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Map 22.

Low Income Areas Defined

on the Basis of Federal In-

come Tax Returns, 1966

Postal Zones with more than

30 percent of returns reporting

income under $3000

Postal Zones with 27 to 30 per-

cent of returns reporting in-

come under $3000



in Manhattan, tho overall density of settlement falls in

tho City, 80 percapita income rises (to an average low

under 10,000 persons per square mile). But even if

population density tends to tear an inverse relation-

ship to peroapita income, the density of aggregate in-

come understandably tears a direct relationship. As

Table 42 shows in City-wide averages, the concentra-

tion of income per square mile increases from $85

million in the lowest-income areas to over $100 mil-

lion in tho middle- and upper-income areas; in por-

tions of Manhattan (
gross income exceeds a half bil-

lion dollars per square mile. Despite the obvious

wealth of many Manhattan residents, this borough has

tho greatest share of total population residing within

low-Income districts (42 percent of total); Brooklyn,

however, accounts for the largest number of poor

people in the City, with three-eighths of the popula-

tion in the lowest-income areas defined on Map 22; the

Bronx, with less than a third of its population in low-

income a 1X3 a s rep resenting more than a fifth of the City

total, ranks poorest when measured in terms of per-

capita income.

The povtM ty income gap

In 1968, nearly one million families and unrelated

individuals residing in New York City subsisted on in-

comes below the lower level of living standard defined

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for a given family
size. Impoverishment by this definition affected 31 per-
cent of the City's population, or 2.5 million persons,
who received Just under 10 percent of the aggregate
money income of all residents. Were these impover-
ished people to have shared in the distribution of in-
come at a level which would have assured them of at

least a minimum standard of living (the 1U.S threshold),
then the share of aggregate money income at their
disposal would hypothetically have teen 16 percent of
the total in 1%S. Or, alternatively, the prevailing
level of City-wide money income would have been in-
creased by over 6 percent if poverty defined by this
standard had Ivon eliminated. Expressed in current
dollars, the amount of money income required to
raise the impoverished to a minimum standard of liv-
ing in Now York Cily—that is, the City's poverty in-
come gap—was $1.6 billion in 1968 and about $2.0 bil-
lion in 1971. Table 43 provides the estimates.

Table 43.

The Poverty Income Gap in New York City, 1968.'

Poor and Near-Poor
City Residents

Number of Families and Unrelated Individuals 951,740

Estimated Aggregate Money Income $2,550,000

Wage, Salary & Related $1,500,000

Public Assistance $ 800,000

Other Social Insurance $ 250,000

Aggregate Money Income Requirement for

BLS Lower Level-of-Living Budget $4,180,000

The Poverty Income Gap $1,630,000

• Computed from Current Population Survey, 1968 Income Distribution, New York City.

Source: Regional Plan Association.

When compared to the level of poverty- related

appropriations in the New York City Expense Budget,

and to the sixfold growth which they have experienced

over the period 1959 to 1971, as depicted in Table 44,

it is instructive to note that the poverty income gap was

roughly equivalent to the combined appropriations for

health and social services in 1968. Elimination of po-

verty through a direct income subsidy of this magni-

tude would provide immediate relief, even if a con-

tinuous annual cost would be involved. Elimination of

poverty through immediately more expensive programs
of manpower training and job creation, could, in the

long run, transfer the means for closing much of the

poverty gap to the poor themselves, as indicated in the

beginning of this report.

Table 44.

Poverty-Related Appropriations in the New York City Expense
Budget. Fiscal Years 1959/60-1971/72.

In Millions

Social Poverty Total
As% of

Year
Services Health Related Expense
(Welfare) Services Subtotal Budget Total

1959/60 $254 $183 $437 $2,175 20.1%
1960/61 246 199 445 2.345 19.0

1961/62 295 222 517 2.542 203
1962/63 298 252 550 2.785 19.7

1963/64 339 278 617 3.083 20.0

1964/65 416 293 709 3.355 21.1

1965/66 494 352 846 3.875 21.8

1966/67 654 392 1.046 4.554 230
1967/68 918 482 1.400 5.178 27.0
1968/69 1.346 530 1.876 5.994 31.3

1969/70 1.519 570 2.089 6.579 31 8

1970/71 1.712 710 2.422 7.709 31.4
1971/72 1.947 788 2.735 8.566 31 9

Note: Excludes debt wr»ice. pensions ar»d extra budoetary funds
Source: CtttCHH Budget Commission.
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CHAPTER 4. TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
Having pinpointed the magnitude and location of ex-

isting and potential job opportunities, and the magni-

tude and location of the underprivileged labor pool, we

can now turn to the link between place of employment

and place of residence—namely, transportation. In

this chapter, we shall first survey overall journey-to-

work patterns in the City and the Region, with an em-
phasis on travel behavior by income group, then turn

to the individual transportation systems, with an em-
phasis on how they do or can serve poverty areas, and

finally explore the influence— if any--of transportation

accessibility upon economic status.

The journey to work: geographic patterns

Until information from the 1970 Census becomes

fully available, 1960 Census data, as retabulated by

Regional Plan Association, provide the most inclusive

definition of travel to work in the 31 -county New York

Urban Region. These include 1960 workers by place

of residence and by place of work, broken down into

three income groups, as well as their movements be-

tween geographic areas, or "zones" within the Region.*

It should be noted that the concept of "workers", as

used by the Census, differs from the concept of "employ-

ment" dealt with earlier in Chapter 2. "Employment"

refers to positions or jobs, estimated on the basis of

economic statistics, whereas "workers" in the Census

definition as used below, refers to individuals who

worked at least 15 hours a week and were at work dur-

* The interchanges among 75 fairly lar^ zones (in-

cluding 5 counties in New York City) are obtained di-

rectly from the Census, those among 177 smaller

scale zones (including 36 in New York City) are synthe-

sized from estimated small area employment and a

mathematical distribution model of work-trips within

the framework of Census control totals.

ing the week preceding tin* Census Interview, or had

such a job but were temporarily absent. This clef I ill

tion thus excludes dual Jobs an well i Hu< unempliived,

and makes the total number of workers in tin* Region

by place of work and by place ol residence Identical.

The overall relationships lietwern tlu* Clt> and the

Region in I960 art- summarized in Table IS. It Is evi-

dent that slightly over 7 million workers lived and

worked in the Region. The amount ol commuting to and

from neighljoring metropolitan ana waH very small

(57, 000 or 0.8 percent), so that the Region did repre-

sent a self-contained labor market. Ol the Region's

7 million workers, 3.3 million lived in New York City;

in round numljors, 145,000 of these were reverse com-
muters to Jobs in the suburbs, while 535,000 suburban

residents commuted to New York City. Thus, the total

number of workers working In New York City was close

to 3.7 million; half of them, or 1.85 million, worked

in the Manhattan Central Business District.

The Manhattan CBD was also the major destina-

tion for workers living in the City—-46 percent of them

worked there. Among residents of Manhattan Borough,

70 percent worked in the CUD; among residents of

Queens, 43 percent; Bronx, 39 percent; Brooklyn, 34

percent and Staten Island, 32 percent. As for suburban

commuters int/j New York City, 65 percent of them

were destined for the Central Business District.

Following the Manhattan CBD, one's own borough

outside the CBD was the next most important place of

work for New York City residents: it accounted for 40

percent of their destinations. Thus, 57 percent of

Brooklyn residents worked in Brooklyn, and 56 per-

cent of Staten Island residents worked on Staten Island.

The Bronx and Queens, by contrast, exported the ma-

jority of their workers, and only about 40 percent in

each case worked in their own borough.

Journey- to-work flows among boroughs outside

the Manhattan CBD accounted for less than 10 percent



of the destinations of all workers residing in the City.

The largest flow in this group was from Queens to

Brooklyn, accounting for 9 percent of the workers
living in Queens; Brooklyn, in turn, sent 4 percent of

its resident workers to Queens. The Bronx sent about

3 and 2 percent of its workers to Queens and Brooklyn,

respectively. These small numbers can be explained

by the fact that job opportunities in another borough
outside the CBD are unlikely to be markedly different

from those in one's own, and are not worth the general-
ly time-consuming and inconvenient trip.

Kcvrrse commuting from New York City to sub-

urban counties accounted, in I960, for less than 5 per-
cent of Uie resident workers; the proportions by borough
ranged from about 3 percent in Manhattan and Brooklyn
to between 5 and 7 percent in the Bronx, Queens and
Ntnten Island. One-third of all the outbound commuters
originated from Queens. The major destination of the
outbound commuters was the ring of counties or parts
of counties more or less surrounding New York City,
defined in Table 45 as the Adjacent Ring, which includes
Nassau, southern Westchester, Bergen, southern Pas-
saic, Essex, Union and Hudson counties. This area,
generally within 25 to 30 miles of Manhattan, attracted
some 86 percent of the outbound commuters. The next,
or Intermediate Ring, stretching from Trenton to
Middlesex County in New Jersey, from Greenwich to
New Haven in Connecticut, and including western Suf-
folk as well as Rockland and northern Westchester
counties, attracted another 11 percent.

Comparing the destinations of the out-commuters
with the origins of the in-commuters, it becomes ap-

parent that the in-commuters generally journeyed far-

ther. The Adjacent Ring was the home of 79 percent of

the in-commuters, while 18 percent of them came from
the Intermediate Ring. Of those in-commuters who
were not destined for the Manhattan Central Business

District about 50, 000 were attracted to Manhattan out-

side the CBD, an equal number to Brooklyn and slight-

ly more to Queens; the Bronx attracted about half as

many.

For the sake of reference, Tables 46 and 47 break
down the streams of in-commuters and out-commuters
in detail by county, instead of aggregating them by
Ring of Development, as Table 45 does. The intensive

nature of interchange between adjacent counties- -such

as Queens and Nassau—becomes apparent. It is also

apparent that major employment areas in New Jersey

—such as Hudson, Essex, and southern Passaic coun-

ties—send relatively few commuters to New York City,

compared to Nassau, Westchester or Bergen, but re-

ceive few reverse commuters as well. These areas
are traditionally rather self-contained and the outbound
commuter flow is disproportionately directed toward
counties in New York State, even though the density of

opportunities there is substantially lower.
Census data, as tabulated by Regional Plan Asso-

ciation, classify workers by place of residence and by
place of work into three income groups: under $5, 000
annually, $5,000 to $10,000 annually, and over
$10, 000 annually. The under $5, 000 group does not
represent truly low-income workers: in 1960, $5,000
was slightly above the median income in the Region,
and in 1970 terms, due to inflation, would represent

Table 45.

SEE* 8e 'Ween Y° rk C"V B°r0U9hS a "d Su"° U " di^ «>™ °< «- "-on. 1960 <«gures in 000 s).
Work In:

Rest of

Manhattan CBD
Rest of Manhattan

Brooklyn

Queens
Bronx

Richmond
Total from NYC

Adjacent Ring*

Intermediate Ring

Outer Ring

Out of Region

Total from outside NYC
TOTAL

264 8

535.2

1.043.8

786.0

583.9

80.7

3.294.5

2.035.7

1.351.8

397.0

(57.0)

3.784.4

7.079.0

Manhattan CBD
243.9

321.4

358.2

335.3

225.5

25.6

1,509.9

271.6

66.3

5.0

3.9

346.9

1 856.8

128 Source totfQM, PUn A«oc«IW bastd on 1960 C*nsa*

Manhattan Brooklyn Queens Bronx Richmond Total NYC
5.3 3.7 2.7 0.1 0.0 255.7

152.1 16.8 14.3 13.4 0.5 5185
7.1 595.2 44.4 6.8 1.2 1,0129

11.3 71.6 306.3 11.6 0.3 7362
58.1 14.0 17.0 236.3 02 5511
0.7 3.3 0.6 0.2 45.2 75.5

234.6 704.6 385.3 268.1 47.4 3.149.9

42.9 39.6 50.4 19.1 1.4 425.0 |
7.2 8.2 11.0 2.7 0.7 961 |
0.6 1.2 0.9 0.6 0.0 8.4 I
0.3 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.0 5.4 S

51.0 49.4 62.8 22.5 2.2 534.8 £

285.7 754.0 448.1 290.6 49.6 3.684.8



$6,590. Nevertheless, comparisons botween these

groups are useful for pointing out differences in travel

behavior which are due to income. In the subsequent

discussion, we shall refer to the throe groups as the

lower-, the middle-, and the upper-income groups.

Table 48 shows the distribution of these groups

among different categories of workers in the Region.

It is evident that in 1960, 58.5 percent of all workers

in the Region were in the lower; 33.6 in the middle

and 7. 8 percent in the upper- income group. Among

New York City residents as a whole, the lower group

was over-represented, while the middle and upper

groups were uncter- represented. However, there was

a stark difference between the Ik) rough of Manhattan

and the rest of the City. In Manhattan, the lower group

accounted for 70 percent of all resident workers, the

upper group was slightly over- represented with 8.5

percent, and the middle-income group accounted for

only a fifth of the resident workers. In the rest of the

City, the middle-income group held, proportionately,

the same place as in the Region as a whole, while the

lower-income group was slightly over- represented at

the expense of the upper group. Thus, only Manhattan

was a place of the rich and the poor ;
the rest of the

City was middle -income , with a somewhat above-

average proportion of people with lower incomes.

The reverse commuters out of the City were dis-

proportionately concentrated in the middle-income

group: over 40 percent of them were in this group,

compared to 30 percent of all City residents. The

lower-income group accounted for a correspondingly

smaller share of the out-commuters. Thus, on the

Adjacent Ring-

5.1

16.0

26.8

44.4

28.5

38
124 6

ns.

ns.

ns.

ns.

ns.

1.813.9

Intermediate Ring

2.7

0.5

3.0

4.6

3.7

1.3

1SJ
ns.

ns.

ns.

ns.

ns.

1.210.5

Outer Ring

0.4

0.1

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.0

1.7

ns.

nS.

ns.

ns.

ns.

337.4

Out of Region

0.9

0.1

0.7

0.6

0,3

0.1

2.7

ns.

n.s.

ns.

ns.

ns.

ns.

Total lo

Outside NYC
9.1

167

31.0

49 9

32.9

5.2

144 8

ns.

ns.

ns.

ns.

ns.

3,401.9

£
£
6

o

whole, out OOmmutoi'H were more affluent than the

average City resident, ami, tnlaet. more Affluent

than suburban residents who worked in the suburbs.

InUuind eommnters to New York City were, of

course, more affluent still. Well over one quarter of

them were in the upper Income group, and Slightly less

than half In the middle Income group. Thus, the pro

portion ot higher income workers was about five times

higher than in the Cityi end the proportion Of middle-

income workers, about one and one-half times higher.

Among ln)th outbound and Inbound coin mute rs,

sharp differsnoes in income can be detected it one

look! at their destl nations or origins by King of Dovol

opment In the Hoglon, as shown in the bottom half of

Table 18. Most of the lower income reverse commut-

ers travel to relatively nearby places in the Adjacent

Ring Of counties; as distance increases, their propor-

tion drops sharply and consistently. For trips to tho

Outer King (some 60 miles away) or out of the Region

(over 80 miles away) only tho middle- and high-Income

groups remain. The pattern among the Inbound com-

muters is less pronounced. Nevertheless, a general

tendency lor higher Income workers to travel longer

distances is apparent from the data In Table 48.

1 o see what this means for the location of Job

opportunities for lower-Income areas of New York

City, tho trips to work for the lower-income group

alone are tabulated for three major parts of the City

shown in Table 41). In 1960, these three parts—Har-

lem, Central Brooklyn, and South Uronx (as defined

for purposes of tho table)—accounted for almost 30

percent of the City's resident workers with Incomes

of less than $0,000 annually. It should I* pointed out

that for areas smaller than a borough in New York

City, the I960 Census lists workers only by place of

residence. Thus, the destinations of workers from

these lour areas arc not directly derived from the

Census, but are estimated by a mathematical distribu-

tion model: given estimated Job locations by small

area; travel speeds on a schematic transportation net-

work; and the assumption that the willingness of work-

ers (by income ^roup) to spend time travelling is

uniform throughout the Region. These assumptions,

while realistic on the whole, may not always be ac-

curate in detail. For example, the speed of outbound

trips may be faster than that of inbound trips on the

same network, because there is less congestion in the

reverse direction. Thus, the proportion of reverse

commuters to outside New York City is somewhat un-

derstated in Table 49. Also, particular pairs of place

of residence and place of work may have interchanges 129



Table 46.

Commuters to New York City Boroughs from

Region.

To: Place of Work

Counties in the

From:
Place of

Residence

Miinhutton

Brooklyn

Quoons

Bronx

Stolen Island

NYC Tolal

Hudson

Nowork

Nassau

Westchester
South

Borgon

Passaic
South

Essox Wost

Union

Adjacont

Man-
hattan

722,610

365.320

346,660

283,640

26.330

1,744,560

35.840

3.800

113.730

66.030

61.780

5.230

15.050

13.080

Brooklyn

20.550

595.180

71.580

13.980

3.290

704,580

2.110

460

30.110

1,990

3.150

330

710

700

Queens

17.010

44.370

306,330

16,970

590

385.270

1.420

120

43.880

2,280

1.570

300

440

360

Bronx

13.520

6.760

11.330

236,290

170

268.070

520

90

3,700

12.180

2.310

130

110

80

Statcn
Island

470

1.240

330

210

45.160

47.410

290

170

80

30

120

0

50

680

NYC-
Total

774,160

1.012,870

736,230

551.090

75.540

3,149.890

40.180

4.640

191,500

Ring 314.540 39.560 50,370 19,120 1 420 425 010

OUIIUIK WU3I i y,u*u* & caa j CI < C A i 670' 20 34,860
Wostchostor

North r din 97AClV 1 oniyu tannBUU \ a10 9.700
Hoi kl.iml 6 080 300 250C*J\J 7fin onCV 1,1 lU

Passaic
North 2.360 180 110 40 0 2,690

Morris 6.340 310 150 70 40 6.910
Somerset 1.900 150 70 10 20 2.150
MIUUlOSOX 6.370 f a ft540 270 no 410 7.700
Morcer 1.070 110 20 10 0 1.210
Monmouth 5.940 390 180 50 140 6.700
Fairfield

South 16.930 380 340 190 20 17.860
Now Havon 660 50 60 10 10 790
Intormodlate

Ring 73,520 8.180 10.990 2.690 690 96.170

Suffolk East 100* 470* 490* 1 10* 0 1.070
Putnam 1.030 70 20 140 0 1.260
Dutchess 520 60 50 70 0 700
Orange 930 150 80 70 0 1.230
Ulster 250 80 40 60 0 430
Sullivan 100 30 20 0 0 150
Sussex 300 10 30 10 0 350
Warren 100 30 30 0 10 170
Hunterdon 530 40 10 0 0 580
Ocean 790 170 100 80 20 1.160
Fairfield

North 780 60 60 40 0 940
Litchfield 190 10 10 10 0 220

Outer Ring 5.620 1.180 940 590 30 8 260
Out of

Region 4.270 470 490 140 20 5.390
Total 2.142.510 753.970 448.060 290.610 49 570 3.684.720

•SutfoU tplil by ilmuUlion
So«irc«: R« fl.onal Pi«n Anocitt.on. b«MO on I960 C«n*u»

between them that are greater than expected on the
average, because of particular ethnic or other social
affinities. Nevertheless, the overall magnitudes as
estimated by means of the trip distribution model, re
present a reasonable approximation of reality. The

Table 47.

Commuters from New York City Boroughs to Counties in the

Region.

From: Place of Residence
To: Man- oiaicii NYC-
PI iff nf Work hattan Brooklyn Queens Bronx Island

Manhattan 722,610 365,320 346,660 283,640 26.330 1.744,560

Brooklyn 20,550 595.180 71,580 13.980 3,290 704.580

Queens 17,010 44.370 306.330 16.970 590 385.270

Bronx 13,520 6,760 11,330 236.290 170 268,070

Staten Island 470 1.240 330 210 45.160 47,410

Nil. loiai 774 1fin 1,012,870 736,230 551,090 75.540 O 1 AQ oon

Hudson 4,360 5,700 2,830 2,650 1 .640 17,180

Newark 1.450 1.620 900 790 460 5,220

Nassau 3.680 12,640 34.790 3.100 80 54,290

Westchester
South A A*it\4,430 1 890 2 610 16 860 40 25.830

Bergen A Q 4 A4,810 2 890 2 050 3 800 310 13,860

Passaic
South 1,060 780 480 810 30 3,160

Fsspx West 620 460 370 250 230 1 Q^n

union 0/

U

770 380 270 1 020 O < 1 A
3,1 10

Adjacent
Ring 21,080 oc ?cnCO, 1 OU *»,« 1 u OQ con J.oiO 124.580

Suffolk West 510 1,750 3,110 420 30 5.820

Westchester
North 860 1 nn oou 1 ,4JU OA 2.760

Rockland 420 1 1 n
1 1U 1 4U OfiftJbU OA 1.050

Passaic

v nu on V 1 A
1 U 30

Morris 190 I cv 7n/U 1 OA
l tv "7A70 570

Somerset 70 au OU on 220
Miaaiesex 350 ion 1 an1 ou 2.040
Mercer * OA120 80 ov onzv 290
Monmouin 120 70 60 70 370
Fflirtinlrt

South 540 380 490 860 10 ? 9fln

New Haven 70 30 50 170 0 320
1 n t f» rmo H i a t aNltrMTltrUldlt

Ring 3.250 3.010 4.580 3.660 1,250 m 7sn13,' JU

Suffolk Fact v 0 n nV AV 0
Pi itnarn onCV 30 n on£V Au 70
f^utr Hacc anou 70• mm 70 1 u nV 290

mn 110 50 onou Au 340
Ulster v 0 0 0 0 0
Sullivan 190 1 4U 40 130 0 500
Sussex 20 20 in

1 u V Au 50
Warren"all Ol | 1U 10 o 0 o 20
Hunterdon o o nv 1 U Au 1 A1U
Ocean 7nIV 100 90 80 10 350
Fairfield

North 40 10 10 20 0 80
Litchfield 10 10 0 0 0 20

Outer Ring 540 500 270 410 10 1,730

Out of

Region 960 730 600 340 80 2.710

Total 799.990 1.043,860 786.090 584.030 80.690 3.294 660
Sourc*: Regional Pitn Assoc.tt.on. bajed on i960 Census

travel patterns shown in Table 49 are graphically por-
trayed earlier, in Map 2.

In line with the fact that less than 5 percent of
New York City's residents worked outside the City,
and that those who did were disproportionately concen-



Table 48.

Income Distribution of Workers by Place of Residence and Place of Work I960.

Number of Workers
Under

Total $5,000
Manhattan Residents 800.0 563 t

Rest of NYC Residents 2.494.5 1.539.5

Total NYC Residents 3,294 5 2,102.6

— Out-commuters 144 8 70 3

= Live and Work In NYC 3,149 9 2,032.3

+ In-commuters 534 8 131 7

= Total Working In NYC 3.684 7 2.164.0

Total Working In Manhattan 2.142.5 1.221.6

NYC Out-commuters

to Adjacent Ring

to Intermediate Ring

to Outer Ring

Out of Region

NYC In-commuters

from Adjacent Ring

from Intermediate Ring

from Outer Ring

from Out of Region
Live and Work Out of NYC

Region Total

'Lets than 0 05 percent

Source: Regional Plan Association, based on 1960 Census

$5,000-

10.000

170.1

831.7

1.001.8

65 1

9368

244.5

1 181 3

667.8

Over
$10,000

668
123 4

190.2

94
180.8

1586

339 4

253 2

Income Distribution %

Total

1000

1000

1000

100 0

100.0

1000

100.0

100.0

Under
$5,000

704

61 7

t, l m

48 5

...»

24.0

88.7

57.0

$8,000
10.000

21.3

33.3

304
440
20.7

45.7

32.1

31.2

Over
$10,000

8 4

40
ll

66
57
207
0 2

It I

P.m< fill nl I .i, h In, ..mi,. Group

Total

113

352
M, ..

20
M t

7.0

620
in i

Under
$6,000

136

37.1

Ml /

1.7

4M<I

32
62 1

20 4

$5,000

10,000

7.2

35.1

42.3

2.7

30.3

10 3

40.6

28 I

Over
$10,000

12.3

22 1

34.7

1.7

32.0

28.0

61 t

45.6

124 6 61 0 56 1 75 1000 480 46 1 IK) 1 3 18 1.6 2,4
15.8 72 73 13 100 0 458 46.2 80 03 0? 02 0.3
1.7 1.0 06 0.1 1000 506 33.5 00 • • e •

2.7 1.1 1.1 06 100 0 30.6 306 21.0 e • •
0,1

4250 110.2 1928 1220 100.0 250 454 28,7 60 2.7 8.1 22,0
96.2 17.5 45.6 330 1000 18.2 47 4 343 1.4 04 1.0 6,0

83 22 39 2.2 100 0 27.0 46.7 20.3 0 1 0 1 0.2 0.4
5.4 18 22 14 100.0 32.7 41.3 20.0 0 1

•
0.1 03

3.262.3 1.921.4 1.134 3 206.5 100.0 68.0 34 | 6.3 46.0 46.2 47.6 37.2

7.091.8 4.155.7 2,380.7 655.3 100.0 585 336 7 8 100.0 100.0 100.0 inn n

trated in the middle-income group, Table 49 shows

that only about 2 percent of the lower-income residents

in the low-income areas listed travelled to work out-

side the City. As suggested above, the figures may \ai

understated by 1 percentage point or so, but this in no

way changes the overall conclusion that the places of

work for the three low-income areas were almost ex-

clusively in New York City.

The major place of employment for Harlem was
the Manhattan Central Business District, which ac-

counted for 66 percent of all trips to work from Har-

lem. Another 23 percent of lower-income Harlem res-

idents worked either in Harlem itself or in neighbor-

ing parts of upper Manhattan. Major industrial concen-

trations outside Manhattan- -namely the Brooklyn water-

front, Long Island City, and the Southern Bronx--each

accounted for about 3 percent of the Harlem lower-

income trips to work.

The poverty areas of Central Brooklyn provided

nearly 40 percent of the employment opportunities for

their own lower-income residents. Another 29 per-

cent worked in the Manhattan Central Business Dis-

trict, and 22 percent worked in the industrial areas

along the Brooklyn waterfront. Long Island City at-

tracted 2 percent and the remainder of Queens— at

highly dispersed locations—another 3 percent.

Table 49

Estimated Trips 1o Work From Soloctod NYC Low-lncomo
Areas To Koy Destinations In the Region, 1960.

Workers Earning Under 16,000
Working In Living In:

Murium Central Brooklyn South Bronx

Manhattan CBO 78,030 (66.2%) 73,380 (20.2%) 03,820 (38.5%)

Harlem 16.530 (13 0%) 1.200 1 7.080 ( 7.0%)
Rest of Manhattan 10.330 ( 8.7%) 1.330 12,850 ( 5.0%)
Inner Brooklyn 3,270 ( 2 7%) 06,010(22.3%) 4.430 ( 1.8%)

Central Brooklyn 08,030 (30.4%) 810

Reel of Brooklyn 0 3,130 280

Long Island City 3,170 ( 2 6%) 6,100 ( 2 0%) 4,010 ( 1.8%)

Real of Queen* 70 7,200 ( 2.0%) 2,680

South Bronx 3,060 ( 3.3%) 600 00.500 (40.0%

)

Reel of Bronx 160 400 3.570 ( 1.7%)

Staten leland 10 40 60

NYC Total 116,690 (07.0%) 247,390(98.6%) 238,890 (98.2%)

Nassau-Suffolk
Indust. 420 1.050 ( 0.4%) 290

Westchester So. 410 280 1,160 ( 0.5%)

Rett of N Y. State 560 960 520

NYS EjtcI NYC MM 2,290 1,970

Hudson Co. 530 400 670

Newark 90 200 170

Bergen Indus!. 180 220 710

Passaic Indust. 100 40 120

Essex Indust. 50 20 70

Union Indutt. 30 20 40

Rest of NJ. 80 80 290

N J. Total 1,060 1.070 2.070

Connecticut 40 20 140

Total Estimated 119,180 250,770 243,070

Tolal Actual 117.015 246,448 232.660

tern: Ftogiofitl Plan A»tociation. 131



For the poverty areas of Southern Bronx, just as

for those of Central Brooklyn, the largest chunk of

low-Income employment was provided locally--about

II percent. The next most important destination was

tlx; Manhattan Central Business District, with about

.'{!> percent. Harlem and the rest of upper Manhattan

were also important, with a total of 12 percent. The

industrial areas of Long Island City and the Brooklyn

waterfront each attracted slightly under 2 percent.

As evident from Table 49, improved access to the

Manhattan CBD from upper Manhattan, Bronx and

Brooklyn would help not lust middle-income workers,

but also about 40 percent of the low- income workers

in the poverty areas listed . Almost half (46 percent)

of the low-income workers would benefit from improve -

ments of service either within the poverty areas them -

selves, or in their immediate vicinity ; the most impor-

tant Journey-to-work stream in the latter category is

that between the low-income areas of Central Brooklyn

and the industrial areas along the Brooklyn waterfront,

as well as Downtown Brooklyn, involving some 56,000

low-income workers. Access to Long Island City is

less important, but would benefit about 13, 000 workers

from the throe low-income areas. As for reverse

commuting to the suburbs, the table shows only two

concentrated streams that exceed 1 , 000 workers: from
the southern Bronx to southern Westchester County;

and from Central Brooklyn to the industrial spine of

Nassau County.

Travel characteristics

The preceding discussion revealed the general
tendency of higher income workers to travel longer
distances to work. One way to explain this is simply
to point to the spatial structure of the Region, in
which 16 percent of all high-income workers work in
the Borough of Manhattan, where only 12 percent of
them live, while 65 percent live outside New York
City. By contrast, low-income residential areas are
either in close proximih to low-income employment
areas, such as in the case of Central Brooklyn; or
even coincident with them, such as in the case of the
southern Bronx. However, a more general explana-
tion is that the ability to move around—in pursuit of a
job, a residential location, or other opportunities—is
a commodity that is both costly and very income-
elastic: the higher a person's income, the more of it
he tends to buy.

Table 50 summarizes the differences in average
time, average distance and average speed by income

group for two distinct classes of trips to work: those

to the Manhattan Central Business District, and those

to all other destinations elsewhere in the Region. The

characteristics of trips to work in New York City out-

side the Central Business District are not separately

shown in this table, because the 1960 Census did not

allocate trip destinations within New York City to any

finer detail than that of boroughs and the figures would

be only estimates produced by mathematical simula-

tion. In any case, the major difference in trip charac-

teristics in the Region, is that between trips to the

Central Business District and all other trips.

It is evident that as income rises, both the dis-

tance and the time consumed by the journey-to-work
rise. However, distance increases in relation to high-

er income at a faster rate than does time, indicating

that higher-income workers can purchase a higher

speed, and also reflecting the fact that longer-distance

trips are generally made at a higher speed than short-

er ones. Whereas the average door-to-door travel

time for lower-income workers travelling to the Man-
hattan CBD is 43 minutes at a speed of 9.3 mph, that

of high-income workers is 61 minutes at a door-to-
door speed of 15 mph. Similarly, for workers not

working in the Manhattan CBD, the average time rises

from 22 minutes at 11.3 mph in the lower-income
group, to 32 minutes at 17.4 mph in the higher-income
group. The longer average trip to Manhattan--9 miles,
as compared to 5.5 miles for all other destinations-
throws a disproportionately higher load on the tranpor-
tation network: thus, while the Manhattan CBD em-
ploys 26 percent of the Region's workers, it generates

Table 50.

Average Times. Distances. Speeds and Person-Miles of Travel
for Work Trips to the Manhattan CBD and to Rest of 31-County
Region, by Income Group. 1960.

Average Average Average Work Person-Miles
Annual Earnings Time Distance Speed Trips of Travel
of Workers (minutes) (miles) (mph) (000's) (000's)

Manhattan CBD:
Under $5,000 43 6.7 9.3 1.060 7.102
$5,000-$ 10.000 54 10.9 12.0 579 6.311

$10,000 and over 61 15.2 15.0 218 3.313
Total 49 9.0 11.1 1.858 16.726

est of Region:

Under $5,000 22 4.2 11.3 3.093 12.990
$5.00O-$1 0.000 28 7.0 15.1 1.799 12.593
$10,000 and over 32 9.4 17.4 329 3.092

Total 25 5.5 13.3 5 221 28 675

egion Average:

Under $5,000 26.2 4.6 10.5 4.153 20.092
$5.000-$1 0.000 31.5 7.4 14.1 2.378 18.904
$10,000 and over 41.7 12.4 17.8 547 6.405

Total 29.1 6.1 12.6 7.079 45.401

Soarc*: Reg:oo*i Plan Assocabon.



Chart 8

Cumulative Percent Work Trips vs Time by Incomo Group lo th»» M.inhati.m CHI)
and to the Rest of Region, 1960

lime in minutes

Mol« under 5. 5-10 o»«r 10 r«»»r» lo .ncome group* *orfc*r» ••mir.g
-
uruj«r 15.000,

V. 000 (o 10.000. Ifld o>«r tlO.OOO in 1*6*

almost 37 percent of all person-miles of travel pro-

duced in travel to work in the Region.

While averages are a convenient summary measure,

they give us no idea of how different trip-to-work times

are actually distributed among the population. This is

best shown by a cumulative trip length frequency dis-

tribution, which charts the percent of trips for each

email interval of time or distance. Chart 8 shows the

cumulative travel time frequency distributions for each

of the three income groups for both trips to the Man-

hattan CBD and to the rest of the Region.
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The large gap between lower-income and middle-

and high-income workers is readily apparent. While

only about 5 percent of the low-income workers travel

to work in the CBD more than 70 minutes, about 17

percent of the middle-income workers and about 33 per-

cent of the high-income workers do. The median- -the

figure exceeded by half the workers— is, respectively,

39, .

r
).
r
) and (i I i ninute s for the three income groups.

Only in the short range of trips is there a convergence

--roughly 15 percent of all income groups travel less

than 25 to 30 minutes to the CBD. The wiggliness of

the lines reflects the incidence of residential areas

for different income groups at varying distances from

the Central Business District. Thus, both high- and

low-income residential areas are to Ix; found within 30

minutes; in the interval between 30 and 60 minutes of

travel lime, numerous low-income areas can be reach-

ed, somo middle-income ones, but very few high-

income areas. The latter are mostly located in the

interval between 60 and 90 minutes of travel time.

The curves for non-CBD trips converge quite

closely for all trips shorter than 20 minutes: if one

takes all Jobs in the Region together, there is a good
chance that housing tor each income group is, on the

average, nearby; the median travel time for all in-

come groups is somewhat in excess of 20 minutes.

Howeveri for trips over 20 minutes, the different

travel propensities by income come into play: 90 per-
cent of the low-income workers working outside the

CBD do not travel more than about 35 minutes, ac-

cording to the chart (subsequent data will suggest that

this figure is understated for New York City); by con-
trast, the 90th percentile for middle-income workers
is VJ minutes, and that for high-income workers out-
side the CBD— about 64 minutes.

Another way of demonstrating differences in trav-
el Ivhavior by income is by means of travel propensi-
ty curves. The various methods of analyzing travel
generally agree that the number of trips between any
two places is proportional to the number of trip ends
(such as the number of resident workers) at one place,
proportional to the number of opportunities (such as
jobs) at the other place, and inversely proportional to
the separation between the two places, which can be
measured in terms of time, distance, cost, or a com-
bination of these. However, the interaction between
two equally attractive places does not decline m (fired
proportion to the separation between them, but at a
generally faster rate, as separation increases. The
rate at which greater separation becomes an impedi-
ment to travel is called travel propensity.

Chart 9 displays empirically determined travel

propensity curves for the journey-to-work of each of

the three income groups in the New York Region. It

shows a dramatic decline in propensity to travel as

travel time increases. Low-income workers are 100

times more likely to travel 24 minutes than to travel

61 minutes to work, assuming equal numbers of jobs

at the employment end of the trip. It also shows that

beyond about 24 minutes, the travel propensities of

the different income groups diverge sharply. For ex-

ample, the propensity of a high-income worker to

travel 60 minutes is equal to 600 on Chart 9, almost

4 times higher than that of the low-income worker,

who has a propensity of about 150. It is these sharply

different propensities which, in combination with the

geographic distribution of jobs and residences in the

Region, produce the travel times shown in Table 50
and Chart 8. It can be noted parenthetically that com-
pared to other metropolitan areas in the country, the

propensity curves of the New York Region are flatter:

in agreement with popular lore, New Yorkers are will-

ing to endure longer trips to work than their counter-

parts in other cities.

Apart from the 1960 Census, the other major
source of information on travel to work in the New
York Urban Region is the 1963 Tri-State Regional
Planning Commission Home Interview survey. Though
based on a 1 percent sample of households (as opposed
to a 25 percent sample of the Census) and covering
only the continuously developed parts of the Region, it

pertained to all weekday travel (not merely the journey-
to-work) and, with respect to area-wide aggregates,
provides very rich detail on travel behavior.

The Tri-State data demonstrate that the depen-
dence of an individual's amount of travel on his in-

come pertains not only to the length of the trips he
makes, but also to the number of trips. Chart 10
shows how the percapita number of trips for all pur-
poses increases with income; it also shows that in

each income group, residents of New York City make
fewer percapita trips than their counterparts in the
suburbs. The latter phenomenon may be partially ex-
plained by the fact that pedestrian trips are not in-
cluded in the survey and that short intra-city trips
appear to be under- reported, but on the other hand,
non-work suburban auto travel is under- reported as
well. More generally, and especially for the higher-
income categories, where the divergence is greatest,
fewer percapita trips by City residents are due to the
fact that higher urban density tends to suppress--or
make unnecessary-- the amount of travel that is pos-



sible--or necessary--in lower density BUburban an as.

In any case, Chart 10 shows that the daily number of

trips made by mechanical means per person varies
from about 1 for the $0 to $2, 000 income category to

some 3. 2 for the over $15, 000 category in the Region
outside New York City. In New York City, the varia-

tion shown is from about 0.9 trips per day for the low-
est income group to about 2.2 for the highest income
group.

The dependence of trip length on incomo is also

demonstrated by the Tri-State data, as presented in

Table 51. This table differs from Table 50 in that the

data are listed by place of residence (which blurs the

distinction between CBD oriented and non-CHI) orient-

ed trips); the income break focuses on truly low-income

u.'ikn - more sharply, the illlterenee l>et\voon New
York City and the rest of the Itegion is shown; and the

dimension of automobile availability is added (although
the Table does not suggest that trips of workers with
available autos are necessarily made by nuto). Also,
the travel hiu.v, represent iv.ponsos by Interviewees,

the dlstancos--airlino distances-- while in Table !>()

U)th wo iv measured over a lohematu network.

Nevertheless, the results are milto similar: as
income rises, the length ol the Journey-to-work In

OreaM1, with the high-income group travelling at

least US times fnrthor than the low income group;

speed also rises with rising income, so that the con
I l asts between Income groups In terms of travel timo
become loss pronoun* «<l. Those general relationships

Chart 9.

Propensity Curvet for Work Trips In the New York Region by
Income Group.

1

I
1 I

1

I
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Portal to Porta) Travel Time (minutes)

Chart tO

Dally Trips Por Person by Income Group In Now York City end
In itt Environ*.
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In Thousands

NYC (excluding Richmond)

Environs (Including Richmond)

Source: T8RPC 135



Table 51.

Average Times, Distances and Speeds for Work Trips from

Now York City and Outside New York City Residences by

Income Group and Auto Availability, 1963.

Average Average
Average Airline Airline

Time Distance Speed
(minutes) (miles) (mpnj

NYC Resldonts* without Autos:
# f\ # J AAA$0-$4,000 OQ A 0 Q

fiat! u.u

< 4 nnn tin nnnJ-VUUUi 1U.UUU «J«/.U 4 0 6 9

tin AAA nnH nunr 31 8 4 5 8.5

NYC Rosldents* with Autos:
#/\ # 4 AAA ft A

<.l AAA.1L1A flAA 33 9 5 3WAV 9 4

•tin nnH nml nunr 6 1 10 1

Non-NYC Residents 6 without Autos:

1044,000 18.5 1.9 6.1

$4 000 S 10.000 25.6 4.1 9.6

$10,000 ond ovor 26.8 4.9 11.0

Non-NYC Rosldonts" with Autos:

$0-$4,000 15.6 2.9 11.1

$4,000-$ 10.000 27.6 6.8 14.8

$10,000 and over 36.4 9.9 16.3

Eftoludlng Richmond

^Including Richmond
Source: Til-Stata Regional Planning Commission.

Table 52.

Automobile Availability by Income. 1963.

Income Group

$0-2.000

$2,000-3.000

$3,000-4.000

$4,000-5.000

$5,000-6.000

$6,000-7.500

$7,500-10.000

$10,000-15.000

$15,000 and over

Percent of Households In Each Income Group
Having 1 or More Automobiles in 1963

New York City* Region Outside New York Clty !

7* 31%
12 44

16 50

28 71

31 84

55 91

67 95

72 98

73 99

• Excluding Richmond
• Including Richmond, but aicludlng parlpnaral countits

Sourca Trt-Stata Regional Planning Commission

T.ible53.

Carless Households as a Percent of Total Households in

Now York City and Selected Suburban Counties. 1966-1970.

Percent Carless Households
County 1960 1970
New York City:

Bronx 60% 61%
Brooklyn 56 57
Manhattan rjQ 76
Queens 34 36
Richmond 25 19

Suburban Counties:

Nassau 8% 6%
Suffolk 8 5
Westchester 15 17

Sou'C*: 1970. 1960 Consu*

hold true for both New York City and non-New York

City residents. However, middle- and upper-income

non-residents generally travel farther and faster than

residents; this is especially true for those owning auto-

mobiles. For the low-income group, this relationship

is reversed: low-income heads of households living

in New York City travel farther to work than their sub-

urban counterparts, both those who do not own auto-

mobiles and those who do. In the case of the non-auto

owning low-income households in the City, their long-

er trip to work can be explained by their ability--or

need--to use the City's extensive mass transit system;

limited transit availability outside New York City con-

fines the low-income workers' job locations there to

within an average of 1. 9 miles of their places of re-

sidence, compared to 2.9 miles in the City. In the

case of auto owning low-income households, their

longer average trip if they are residents of New York

City can be attributed to reverse commuting, which is

heavily dependent on the automobile. Other Tri -State

data indicate that among heads of households in the un-

der $4,000 income group who have no autos available

and live in New York City, only 3.4 percent travel to

work outside the City. By contrast, close to 10 per-

cent of those who do have an auto are reported to trav-

el to work beyond the City limits. *

This brings us to the question of auto availability

by income group. As is well known, automobile avail-

ability strongly influences both the total amount of

travel, and the choice of mode, which we will discuss

subsequently. Automobile ownership, in turn, is most

strongly influenced by income, but also by the residen-

tial density at which a household lives. Higher resi-

dential density both reduces the need for an automobile,

and inhibits the convenience with which it can be used.

Table 52 shows, by income group, the percent of all

households which had one or more automobiles avail-

able in New York City' and in the Region outside New
York City in 1963.

It is evident that in the two highest income brack-
ets auto ownership rates in the City were about one-
quarter lower than outside the City'; since households
with incomes above $10,000 can presumably afford an

automobile, this degree of abstention from auto owner-
ship due to conditions peculiar to New York City can

* Harold Kassoff and Harold Deutchman, People, Jobs
and Transportation . Tri-State Regional Planning Com-
mission, June, 1968, p. 32



i)e Interpreted as voluntary. However, among Che

middle- and lower-income groups, particularly those

with incomes below $6,000, the divergence is much

greater, with the ownership rates outside the City up

to three or four times higher than in the City. This

can be interpreted positively, in the sense that at these

income levels auto ownership is a financial hardship,

necessary outside the City but avoidable in the Cit\ :

nevertheless, as pointed out above, the sharply re-

duced auto ownership at lower-income levels in the

City does inhibit the mobility of this segment of the

population— mobility with regard to job choice as well

as for other purposes.

Overall in 1960, 57.5 percent of New York City

households had no automobiles, compared to L6.8pei

cent of the households in the Region outside New York

City; only 4. 2 percent of the City households had two

or more ears, i-ompuivil to '
> percent outside the City.

Over the 1900- 1 970 decade, the number of households

with no ears available ileereased only slightly In most

Ctt\ lloroughs. The toll..\vin^. table reviews these auto

ownership patterns for Now York City and throo sub-

urban counties.

liven In l.ssex County, only Ifi percent <>l ill house

holds had no car available In 1070, though In Newark

proper, It Is likely that auto ownomhip patterns wore

more comparable to those In Now York City.

Choice of mode
As Is well known, the Now York Koglon, and par

tlcularly New York City, Im more heavily .lependent on

public transportation than any other part of the nation.

Table 64 indicates that In I960, tlm Kogion accounted

Table 54.

Means of Transportation to Work in the Nation and the Region, 1960.

No. by
Other Mean*

%
1,693.982

Total

United States

Total

Urban U.S.

N.Y. Region

(31 Counties)

Region

As* of Total U.S.

No. by
Rail, Subway

%
2.599,163

4.02

2.556.384

5.42

1.942.851

27.40'

74.75

No. by
But
%

5.560.399

8.60

5.391.045

11.43

938,450

13.23

16 88

2.62

1.080.096

2.29

139,161

1.96

8.22

No. by
Auto
%

43.228.872

66 86

31.766.130

67.36

3,119.163

43 08

7.22

No.

Walking
%

6,704,80/

1037

4.047.887

1049

729 006

10 28

108/

No. al

Noma
%

4.86M.582

7.63

1,424,400

3.02

224.220

3.16

4.61

Total

Worker*
%

64,656,605

100.00

47,165,748

100.00

7,002,841

100.01

10.97

• Rail 4.2%. subway 23.2%. ^
Not.: Census classification "Not Reported" Is allocated proportionally amonfl the other OMfJM

Source: U S Census of Population, i960

Table 55.

Means of Transportation to Work in the Regi

Total Number ot Workers by

on by Place of Residence, 1

each Mode

960

Each Mode aa Percanl ol

Place of
OtherResidence Rail Subway Bus

Manhattan CBD 25 91.3 67.2 108

Rest of Manhattan 4 4 2949 104.2 13.6

Brooklyn 86 504.0 157.4 89

Queens 13.9 3726 834 7.4

Bronx 84 332.8 68 4 51

Richmond 3.9 1.9 13.1 23.0

NYC Total 41.7 1.597.4 493.7 63 8

Hudson 6.1 13,9 80.1 2.4

Newark 2.5 1.3 642 16

Nassau 80.1 17.3 19.4 8.3

Westchester So. 48.4 9.1 25.8 45

Bergen 10.4 46 55.2 5.5

Passaic So. 2.4 .1 25.8 24

Essex West 124 A 42.7 3.2

Union 14.3 .1. 24.7 3.6

Adj. Ring Total 176.8 47.3 337.8 31.5

Interm. Ring 73.9 .9 94.6 26.2

Outer Ring 4.5 J3 12.3 12.7

Region Total 296.9 1.645 9 938.5 139.2

Source: US Census of Population. 1960

Auto

14.8

43.8

201.5

244 6

111 5

31.7

647.9

103.7

750
292 9

131.7

201.6

1026
134.0

1401

1.1816

985.1

304.5

3.119.2

Walk

685
548
1242

557
466
60

355.8

423
151

27 6

31 4

214
17.6

168
162

188 4

125.4

59.4

729.0

At Home

11.3

23,1

41.6

11.3

9.6

1.5

98.2

37
2.4

186
10.8

72
2.7

60
4 2

55.7

43.1

27.3

224.2

Total

2668

638 7

1 .046 0

789 0

582.3

81

0

3,303.5

2522

1621

464 2

281.6

3059
1538
218.1

2032

2.019.1

1.349.2

421.0

7.092.8

%
Rail

0.95

0 81

0 82

1.76

1.43

4 81

1.21

2 44

1.57

17 26

18 48

340
1.58

575
707

8.45

5.48

1.08

4.19

%
Subway

34.26

64 74

48 18

47 23

57 15

236
48.36

6 50

079
3.73

3.47

1 50

0.09

044

0.07

2.34

0.07

0.01

23.21

%
Bus

2623
1934

16.04

1059
11.75

16 11

14.94

3178
3961

4 17

9.85

18.05

1679

19.74

12.14

16.73

7.01

2.93

13.23

%
Other

4.06

252
0.85

094
088
2844

2.08

093
096
1.79

1 72

1 80

1 58

1.49

1.78

1.56

1.94

3.01

1.96

%
Auto

5 56

8.14

19 ?')

31.00

19 15

39.09

n m
41.11

63,11

50.34

65.90

66.74

6201

h% r/

58.52

73.01

72.33

43.98

Total

%
Wnlk

f 26.2t>

10.(6

11.88

7 06

800
7.39

10.77

18.78

9.32

5.94

12.02

6.99

11.45

7.79

7.95

9.33

9.30

14.10

10.28

% At

Homo
4 ?4

428
3.96

1 43

1 65

1.80

2.97

1.46

1.48

4 01

4.12

2.37

1.75

2.78

2.09

2.76

3.19

6.48

3.16

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
137
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for about 11 percent of all workers in the nation, but

for almost 75 percent of those who travelled to work by

subway or railroad, and for almost 17 percent of those

who travelled to work by bus. The Region's share of

those who travelled to work by auto was corresponding

ly lower, but the proportions of those walking to work
or working at home were comparable to those in other

metropolitan areas.

Despite this national prominence of the Region in

the field of public transportation, within the Region,

the automobile was, even in lix.o, tin- .single most im

portant means of travel to work, accounting for almost

44 percent of all trips; rail and subway was the

next most important mode, accounting for 27 percent

of all work trips, followed by bus, which carried 13

percent, and by walking, which accounted for 10 per-

cent. The remainder was distributed among "other"

modes (including taxis and ferries) and those workers

who did not make any trips, but worked at homo.

The 19G0 Census, on which these data are based,

does not provide comprehensive detail on the choice of

mode for all parts of the Region by place of work; par-

tial data suggest that over three-quarters of all the

rail and subway trips in the Region were destined to

the Borough of Manhattan. However, full detail is

available by place of residence, and is summarized in

Table 55 and Chart 11. Overall, the choice of mode

at the place of resictence is primarily influenced by

the destination of the trips: if a high proportion an

destined to high-density places of employment, such

as Manhattan or major sub-centers, the proportion of

trips to work by railroad or subway is large; if the

destinations are dispersed, the auto predominates.

Secondarily, the choice of mode is influenced by the

residential density at the place of residence: this is

particularly true for such shorter- distance public-

transportation modes as subway and bus. Table 55

and Chart 11 clearly show how subway and bus usage

declines with declining residential density, as one

moves further away from the center of the Region.

Thirdly, modal choice is of course influenced by Un-

availability of the different modes: thus, areas with

superior rail service show greater rail usage, where-

as areas with a less efficient rail system show greater

dependence on the bus or the auto.

In line with this reasoning, close to one-fifth of

the residents of Nassau and southern Westchester

county travel to work by railroad; this proportion

drops to 5 percent in the Intermediate Ring of counties,

and to about 1 percent both in the Outer Ring, which

has few commuters, as well as in Manhattan, from

whence onl\ ivvei < commute rs can I rave I h\ rail.

The llronx shows the highest deponoeiuv on the

subway, with 57 |>oreont ol Its workers using this mode,

and upper Manhattan, Queens and Hrooklyn follow

closely, with about hall the workers travelling by sub-

way, which is close (»> the New York City avi rage.

Outside the City, onl\ the adjacent counties ol Hudson,

Nassau and louthorn Wostche .ler show small but sig

nifleant numbers of subway users.

I Wis use is highest In the City of Newark (almost

LO percent), and also prominent in nearby areas ol

New Jersey, such as Hudson, western Kasox, llorgen

and southern Passaic counties, which lack an effec-

tive rail transit system but have residential densities

Sufficient to support bus service. In New York City,

bus use for the Journey- to-work Is lower, averaging

15 percent City-wide, with no majoi deviations by lx>r

ough, except for the Manhattan Central huslnoss Dls

trlet, Where It is used for travel to work by 25 per-

cent of the residents on short trips. In the Interme-

diate Ring of counties, which includes older cities

from Trenton to New Haven, 7 percent o! the workers

travel by bus, but in the largely rural Outer Ring this

proportion drops to :$ |>ercent.

Automobile use for travel to work Increases con-

sistently as one moves from the center outward, from

a low of 5 percent within the Manhattan Central lUisi

ness District, to 10 percent In Brooklyn and the llronx,

to :;l and 'A'.t (Kjrcent In Queens and Staten Island res-

pectively, to an average of 58 percent in the Adjacent

Ring of counties, and more than 70 percent in the In-

termediate and Outer Rings.

Walking to work is dependent on the proximity of

places of work to residential areas of at least moderate

density, and occurs in both large and small urban

places: the proportion of walkers is highest among re-

sidents of the Manhattan Central Business District—

25 percent—but is also above average in Hudson Coun-

ty, Brooklyn, southern Westchester and southern Pas-

saic, as well as in the Outer Ring, with its numerous

old rural towns. Among the areas shown, walking to

work is least frequent in the new, spread, auto-

oriented counties of Bergen and Nassau, where only

about 6 percent of the workers walk to work.

The Census catchall category of "other" modes

mostly displays taxi use in Manhattan and ferry use

for trips from Staten Island, otherwise accounting for

about 1 percent of all trips. The "work at home" cat-

egory shows no notable pattern, except for somewhat

higher occurrence in high-income areas and in the

Outer Ring, where it includes farmers. 139



Of basic interest for the purposes of this study is

how choice of mode varies by income. As the preced-

ing discussion showed, individual sub-areas of the

New York Region vary so much in terms of their com-
muter orientation, their residential density, and the

availability of transportation systems, that it is use-

ful, for purposes of analyzing the effect of income, to

break out fairly homogeneous areas, which, within

themselves, display similar characteristics. In the

subsequent analysis, six such areas are used, as des-

ignated on the accompanying charts.

A. The Ik) rough of Manhattan.

15. Hronx, Brooklyn, Queens, Hudson
(mostly older high-density areas with

subway sen' ice, strongly oriented to-

ward Manhattan).

C. Bergen, Passaic, Essex (close-in

urban- suburban counties with dense

bus service, fair to poor rail service).

D. Morris, Middlesex, Monmouth, Union
(farther-out suburban counties, mod-
erately oriented toward the Core, with

fair rail service).

E. Nassau, Westchester, Fairfield, Suf-
folk (suburban counties with strong
Core orientation and good rail Bervioe).

F. Mercer. New Haven, Dutchess (farther-
out counties with sub-centers largely in-

dependent of the Region's Core).

For each of these areas, Charts 12 through 17
first show how the share of workers travelling by the
various modes changes as income rises, with the per-
centages plotted cumulatively. Charts 18 through 23
show for each particular mode, how its use changes
with income, with the six geographic areas compared
on each chart. Finally. Charts 24 through 27 show
tor each particular mode, how its use changes depend-
ing on auto ownership.

The charts, derived from unpublished 1960 Census
data prepared by the Tesauro Company* are based on
cross tabulations of household income* and auto owner-
ship, by county of residence, with mode of travel towork by the head of the household. The travel mode

140
* People and Homes in the American Market SJ
Tesauro & Co. , 1961

of secondary wage -earners is not shown. Though the

original tabulations include three household sizes (1-

2, 3-4, 5 and over) only the data for the middle-sized
3-4 person household are shown here (the average

household size in 1960 was 3. 1 in the Region, 2. 9 in

New York City). Travel habits of heads of smaller or
larger households are virtually identical, if income is

corrected on a percapita, rather than household, basis.

In the form in which they were available, the data

had some unfortunate gaps—for example, cross tabula-

tions with auto ownership within New York City were
not available. Also, a programming error placed

some 70, 000 non-family households of all incomes in

New York City into the over $25, 000 income group,
which causes some trends to be distorted (notably

Charts 12 and 19 in the highest income range. Final-

ly, the insufficient sample of high-income households
in some smaller counties (Putnam, Rockland) and con-
fused mode definitions on Staten Island led to their ex-
clusion. Nevertheless, valuable insights can be de-

rived from the series.

Railroad use is least frequent in the $3, 000 to

$5,000 income class, and increases dramatically with

income in all suburban areas where rail travel is sig-

nificant. In some of the suburban counties, almost
45 percent of the highest income group (over $25,000)
travel by rail. Interestingly enough, however, rail

use also rises above the lower middle-income level at

the lowest income level. In the $0 to $3, 000 income
group, about 2 percent travel by rail in the City, and
about 9 percent in rail-oriented suburbs. Some of the

rail use in the lowest income groups, also noticeable
in Charts 12 and 13 is due to out-commutation by
domestic service workers, whose fares are paid by
the employer. Overall, however, rail emerges as
unquestionably the high-income mode of travel, and
as income rises, it displaces the auto in importance
even in those sectors where total rail use is relative-
ly small.

Aside from its pronounced increase with income,
the use of rail for travel to work is independent of
automobile ownership. As Chart 24 shows, it rises
slightly as car ownership rises from 0 to 1, then
drops slightly for higher ownership rates, but in the
net about the same proportion of heads of no-car
households, as heads of 3-car households, travel to

work by rail.

Subwav use is markedly different from railroad
use. In areas with subway service, subway riding to
work by heads of households declines moderately from
a 45 percent level, as income rises from $3, 000 to



Chart 12.

Choice of Mode by Income, Manhattan Residents.

Chart 13

Choice of Mode by Income, Bronx. Brooklyn, Queens, Hudson
Residents.
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$15,000, and falls off more sharply in the two highest

income brackets, in Manhattan more so than in the

rest of the Core. As is shown in Chart 12, the diver-

sion of the higher-income riders in Manhattan is

mostly to autos and taxicabs, and begins quite early

with the over $5,000 group; taxicabs become an im-

portant mode for the over $15, 000 group, accounting

for over 10 percent of its trips to work. In the other

boroughs and Hudson County (Chart 13) taxicabs are

unimportant; diversion from subway to auto is less

pronounced, and is felt mostly in the over $15, 000 in-

come group. The lowest income group, below $3,000,

also uses the subway less frequently than the $3,000

to $15, 000 groups. The small number of out-of-city

residents using the subway appears mostly in the up-

per middle-income brackets.

As noted, cross tabulations with auto ownership

were not available for New York City from the 1000

Census- data for Hudson County suggest that subway

riding declines very mildly with increasing auto owner-

ship. This conclusion is supported by Trl-State Re-

gional Planning Commission data for New York City

from the 1963 Home Interview survey. This source

shows that in Manhattan, the proportion of auto-owning

households (19 percent) is the same among subway

riders and among the total population; in Brooklyn, 41

percent of the subway riders own autos vs. 42 percent

of all households; in the Bronx, 39 percent of the sub-

way ricfcrs own autos vs. 42 percent of all households,

and in Queens, the relationship is 63 vs. 65 percent.

Only on Staten Island is this relationship reversed

with more rapid transit riders owning cars than the
141



Chan 14

Choice ol Mode by Income, Bergen, Passaic, Essex

Family Incom* $1,000

125 20 0 ?B0

population as a whole: in this sense. Staten Island
Kapul transit rulers ,,,v more akin to suburban rail-
road riders, whose use of the railroad rises with
rising auto ownership.

Despite the relative insensitivity of subway use
»««o ownership as such, the decline of subway useamong the higher- income brackets demonstrates its

unpopularity among many of those who can afford an
al ernati^ lt seeras clear tha, .

toad to lurther declines in subway patronage, unless
tteenvlronment and ^ Mrvice are^
proved, or unless the use of alternative modes ispenahzed. It is interesting that the shift to alterna-

;;:tw?„
h r^0****** »8 highest within Man-

h. tan. uhieh has a relatively high level of internal
auto and taxi use. and declines for longer-distance

Chart 15.

Choice of Mode by Income, Morris, Middlesex, Monmouth.
Union Residents.

Percent

Family Income $1,000

trips from the other boroughs. It can be argued that

the pre-emption of the street space by local traffic

discourages longer-distance auto trips to Manhattan.
Dus use in the Region is heavily oriented toward

short, local trips, but also fills the gap in service
from areas where the rail or subway network is poor.
For this reason, bus use variation with income shows
different trends in different parts of the Region. In

Manhattan, as well as in the outer counties, bus use
is independent of income. In the bus-oriented New
Jersey counties, bus use declines sharply but rather
irregularly with rising income; the decline is from
about 28 percent of all low-income workers to about
12 percent of the workers in the $5,000 to $7,000
group. In the Region's Core outside Manhattan and
other close-in counties, the decline is less steep,



Chart 16.

Choice of Mode by Income, Nassau, Westchester, Fairfield,

Suffolk Residents.
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Chart 17.

Choice of Mode by Income. Mercer. New Haven, Dutchett
Rosldonlt.
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but noticeable, and occurs at the expense of increasing

auto or rail use (Charts 13, 14, and 16).

In pronouned contrast to rail and subway, the bus

is very sensitive to auto ownership (Chart 25). In the

area of highest bus use, the Bergen-Passaic-Essex

sector, bus use declines from 42 to 14 percent as

auto ownership increases from 0 to L, and continues

to decline as auto ownership rises. Similar declines,

from over 15 percent to near zero can be observed in

the other suburban sectors. One can speculate that if

taking the auto to a rail station is an established prac-

tice, as is the one of leaving the car at home while one

takes the subway, taking the auto to a bus stop is ra-

ther rare: unless one travels to Manhattan, the induce-

ment is to continue the journey by auto, and to use the

auto, if one is around. Thus, rising auto ownership

does portend a continued erosion of bus use for intra-

BUburban trips, a phenomenon that has indeed been oc-

curring since the 1960 Census.

Walklnft to work , the original mode of travel, can-

not be expected to have a great future, at least in the

near term, if relationships displayed by the 1900 Cen-

sus persist. Everywhere except in Manhattan, walk-

ing to work drops off precipitously as income rises,

from about 9 to 13 percent in the below $3,000 income

group to less than 6 percent in the $5, 000 to $6, 000

income group, and continues to decline to between 0

and 5 percent as income rises to over $25, 000. Only

in Manhattan does walking to work stay constant, at

about 12 percent, for all income groups above $3,000.

In other places, households with middle- to high-

incomes do not seem to seek housing within walking 143



Char! 18.

Ute of Rail to Work by Income Group.

Porcenl

60i—

r

55

Family Income $1,000

A Manhattan Residents
B Bronx. Brooklyn. Hudson. Queens Residents
C Bergen. Passaic. Essex Residents
D Morris. Middlesex. Monmouth. Union Residents
E Nassau. Westchester. Fairfield. Suffolk Residents
F Mercer, New Haven.Dutchess Residents

distance of their jobs. A few such housing opportuni-
ties exist in oKler counties with a mixed residential
density pattern and sub- centers of employment (Pas-
saic. Kssex. Mercer, Ncns Haven), Hit virtually none
a iv to lv found in the newer, low-density counties.

The effect of auto ownership on walking is even
mo iv pronounced than that of income (Chart 27), with
15 to 30 percent of the no-car heads of households
walking, as contrasted with less than 5 percent of
those with cars. Hudson County, however, provides
the clue that walking may be less dependent on auto
ownership in high-density areas. In general, the de-
cline of walking with increasing income and auto owner

Chart 19.

Use of Subway to Work by Income Group.
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280

ship is quite similar to the ctecline in bus riding, and
rather the opposite of the rail and subway patterns.

Auto travel to work represents virtually all the

remaining travel, after rail, subway, bus and walking
are accounted for. If walking can, on the whole, be

termed the poor man's mode, and suburban rail the

rich man's mode, auto travel clearly emerges as the

middle class mode. In most of the areas under study,

auto travel to work increases from roughly 55 percent
to over 75 percent as incomes rise from under $3,000
to about $7,000, reaches a peak, and begins to decline

slowly as income rises further, largely due to the
effect of rail. Only in Manhattan and the four high-



Chart 20

Use of Bus to Work by Income Group

Chart 11.

Use of Auto to Work by Income Group.

Percent
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F Mercer. New Haven.Dutchess Residents

density counties around it is the peak of auto

ed into the $15,000 to $25,000 income bracket (Chart

21) because of its high cost.

Quite obviously, auto use for journeys-to-worK

rises steeply with rising auto ownership, from atwut

30 percent among the no-car households to an average

of over 70 percent among the 1-car househoIds _ ana

reaches a peak among the two-car households; three-

car households register a slight decline. The pattern

in Hudson County is much natter, suggesting what

might be happening in New York City.

Taxi trios to work exhibit a spectacular nse w.th

rising income in Manhattan (Chart 23), but other than

90
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that are of virtually no Import. Interestingly, taxi

J? fa shown to 1* .lightly higher among he lowest

income group than among the lower-middle class

^"summarising the use of the different modes for

travel to work by the lowest Income group in the four

££ly populated counties outside Manhattan, and

SSnSt «o the average use of - * the
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Char! 22

Walk lo Work by Income Group.
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A Manhattan Residents
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F Mercer. New Haven.Dutchess Residents

Tahiti 56.

Mode of Travel lo Work by the Lowest Income Group Com-
pared to All Workers in 1960.

Mode of Travel

Subway
Auto

Bus

Walk

Rail

At Home and other

Total

146

Percent of Heads of 3-4
Person Households in

the Below $3,000 Class

Brooklyn.

Bronx.

Queens,
Hudson Manhattan

40 47

19 5

15 17

13 15

2 4

11 12

100 100

Sourc* : R*fl,0*«' pl«" Aaaociat.on. t>*»<) oo 1960 C^ius

Percent of All Workers
(from Table 55)

Brooklyn.

Bronx.
Queens.
Hudson Manhattan

46 48

25 7

15 21

10 15

1 1

3 8

100 100

Chart 23.

Taxi to Work by Income Group.
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use is the same outside Manhattan, lower in Manhat-

tan. Walking is more frequent (though there is no dif-

ference in Manhattan); the largest difference occurs

in the "at home" and "other" categories, confirming

the accepted notion that truly low-income workers
simply make less use of mechanical modes of travel

even for the journey-to-work. The inclusion of sec-

ondary wage-earners in the first column of Table 56

would tend to increase the contrast, since secondary

wage-earners are even less likely to use such long-

distance modes as subway, auto and rail.

In the earlier discussion the thought was brought

out that the choice of mode in general depends on (1)

the employment density at the place of employment,



Chart 24.

Use of Rail to Work by Auto Ownership.

Churl 25.

Uso of Bus to Work by Auto Ownership
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(2) the residential density at the place of residence,

and (3) the availability and performance of public

transportation systems. That is, as these three vari-

ables rise, the use of public transportation rises, and

the use of the automobile declines. Based on journey-

to-work data between specific places (counties and

smaller areas) in the New York Region, this proposi-

tion can be verified statistically, by means of regres-

sion analysis. This was done as part of earlier work

by Regional Plan Association.*

The result of this statistical analysis is an equa-

tion, which shows exactly how the percent of workers

using public transportation, as opposed to the auto-

Auto Ownorthlp

C Bergen, Passaic. ElffX Ro»'d«

0 Morris. MWdjMJ*. ^JEtJHJj

F Mercer. New H«ven.Dutchess Residonls

Ion Residents

iffolk Reoldents

mobile varies with these three variables. The first

two variables can be termed environmental variables,

since they describe the urban setting in which the trips

occur This third variable can 1x5 called a system

variable, since it describes the performance of the

transportation system. In the course of the analysis,

this last variable, in turn, was broken down into three

components, one showing whether a direct rail transit

1-M...IT rhniff- ^r^^Hnns for Planning, by Jeffrey

M~~i~upan, Highway Research Record 251, Highway Re

search Board, Washington, D.C. 1968, pp 6-25. 147



Char! 26.

Use of Auto to Work by Auto Ownership

Chart 27.

Walk to Work by Auto Ownership.
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trip between two places is possible, called the Service
Factor (SF), another indicating the ratio of travel
tunc h\ auto to travel time b\ transit over that route
(TA TT), and finally the cost of tolls and parking fees
in dollars (TP). Fares on public transit and over-the-
road costs for autos were not found to influence the
choi iv ot mode significantly. The equation, valid tor
the aggregate of all income -roups, is shown below,
and its parameters are explained in Table 57.

As indicated there, the environmental variables—
that is. the density of employment at the place of em-
ployment, and residential density at the place of res-
idence-explain G2 percent of the variation in transit

vs. auto use between particular places in the Region,

shown by the Census. Only 14 percent of explanation

is added by the variables pertaining to the transporta-

tion system. However, each of the system variables,

taken in isolation, does have considerably greater ex-

planato ry powe r , anywhe re from one - fifth to ove r one -

third. This overlap is due to the fact that the two sets

of variables are to some extent associated to each

other—where density is high the relative performance

of the transit system is better ipso facto . Consider-

ing the coarseness of the data used, and the existence

of other variables, not easily quantified, explaining

76 percent of the reasons for transit use with five



Modal split equation:

% transit = 7.756 (/n -

Table 57

ooo) +
2723Vli + 17 884 SF + 20 474 1 0 "

'ED

Parameters Used in Modal Split Equation.

Parameter

1. ED — employment per sq.

mile of developed land

In zone of employment

(weighted).

2 rd - resident workers

persq. mile of net

residential land in

zone of residence.

3. SF - service factor

(equal either 0 or 1)

4.-1^ - ratio of auto travel

time to transit travel

time.

5. TP - tolls and parking

fees in cents.

Multiple regression coefficient

Cumulative % of

Variation Explained

by Multiple

Regression.

43.9%

% of Variation

Explainod. Simple

Regression.

43.9%

62.0% 11 1%

70.9%

74.1%

75.9%

.871

38 4%

28.8%

21 9%

roo! of raaidenttal danally *.<• chown lo bet. III ih» empirical daia

Source: Roglonal Plan Association

simple variables is quite remarkable. In the context

of this study, it is also of interest how the importance

of the five variables varies with income. To find out,

a modal split equation was derived separately for each

income group, under $ 5,000, $ 5,000 to $ 10,000,

and over $ 10,000. The way in which the five parame-

ters of the equation change with income is shown in

Table 58. As the income level rises, the employment

and residential density variables carry less weight

and the ratio of time and cost variables carry more

weight. In the highest income group, the residential

density parameter drops out altogether, reminding us

of rail use from low-density suburban areas. The ser-

vice factor follows an erratic pattern, increasing in

value from the low to the middle-income level, but

decreasing for the high-income level. The constant

term of the equations drops as income rises.

Table 58

Comparison of Modal Split Equation Parameters by income

Group.

Parameter

In ED
RD
SF

TA/TT
TP
the constant

Low
Coeff.

9 289

2.978

16.431

17447

0.043

-8997

Rank

1

2

3
4

5

Income
Middle

Coetf. Rank

7.251

2.067

20572
21875
0.167

-19584

1

3

2

5

4

High

CoeM. R»nk

7010 1

11.399

25 840

0.307

-20 413

4

3

2

TP - 14.520

What can wo inter from tlumo comparisons? l.ow-

incomo groups UN more susceptible to their iilVirOIl-

mont; that Is, the choice to travel to work by auto

mobile or transit ih determined moil often by tht vari-

able! that measure tho characteristics ol the homo

and work locations, and not by the characteristics of

tho transportation syHtum l>otwoon travel points. Tho

relative Insignificance ol the oom! term for tho low

Income group reflects tho fact that tho poor person Is

m„re likely to lx, a "captive rider". The high lneo.no

person, on the other hand. Is likely to have a choice

to 1)0 able to consider freely the merltl of the alternate

transportation modes; hence the groat slgnlllcance ol

tho cost variable for tho high inc. Individual, 1
00-

plo In the ml. Idle -Income group QIC a combination of

captive and choice riders: Iohm beholden lo llu- en

vironmont than the low-income group, yet not an Ir-

as the high-income grou,, to choose a mode. Tho val-

ues of tho constant terms suggest that an Income rises

from the low to the middle group the likelihood ol using

tranHlt declines. This doe* not oont radio! the trends

shown earlier in Charts 18. or 2\, l*causo the rever-

sal of thiH relationship, shown there, occurs on y

among the very hlgheM Income groupn which in Un-

represented alx,ut 4 percent of the population (
on

Histent with that, the hlgh-lncomo constant in I able

™ Is close to the middle -income constant.

The one inconsistency in Tabto 58 Is the behavior

of the rail service factor coefficient, which decreases

from the middle- to the high-income group his rc-

Zt contradicts the thesis that the higher tho Income

i„ the more significant are the transport on system

ch'iracteristlcs. This inconsistency might be cxplaln-

t ^ contrast between the New York City subway

syBtem and the commuter railroads. I3oth warrant

service factors, but for very different service he

ZfrZcom* individual is not likely to be greatlyJn-

n «,\ hv the service factor for origin-destination

Strve Subway. The subway for him is

Lss aur7ctive than his automobile, while the com-i n road is a satisfactory alternative to driving.

» I Yn thP low- and middle-income groups are

%X«Z£*£«*y^ ™ rc attr

,

acUv
:

thaTS cost of owning and using a car to drive to work;

of JSS c» -w turn to the characteristics of the

transportation systems themselves.
149
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The railroad network
The passenger railroad network in the Region

currently consists of 1,086 route miles of line, about

half the railroad route- mileage that had passenger

operations in L950, and one-third that of 1900. How-

ever, most of the abandonments have occurred in the

outer parts of the Region, so that the shape of the net-

work passing through New York City proper— about

ho miles- -is not too different from what it was some
50 years ago. Following the mergers of the past

decade, the network is operated by four major entities

--the Penn Central Railroad, carrying 49 percent of

the passengers in the Region, the State-owned Long
Island Railroad, carrying 40 percent, and in New
Jersey, not entering New York City directly, the

K rie- Lackawanna (7 percent) and the Jersey Central

(3 percent). Suburban operations of the Reading Com-
pany also extend into the New Jersey part of the Re-
gion, but carry loss than 1 percent of the traffic.

Responsibility for operations in the New York State

sector lies with the Metropolitan Transportation Au-
thority (MTA); in New Jersey, rail operations and
subsidies are the rcsponsibilih ot the State Depart-
ment of Transportation, and in Connecticut similar
duties are |>eriormed by the Connecticut Transporta-
tion Authority. Long- distance trains are a Federal
responsibility, under Amtrak.

The total number of passengers carried over the
Region's network in 1907 was 183 million, of whom
about 144 million were suburban. Over the six years
preceding I9t>7, the number of suburban passengers
has remained fairly stable: the Long Island gained
alxnit 3 million, the smaller New Jersey railroads and
the New Haven line of the Penn Central lost about 5
million; long- di stance services lost about 8 million.
These figures are based on ticket sales and tend to
overestimate the actual number of trips made; for an
average weekday, the latter is on the order of 530, 000,
or about 1.3 percent of all trips made by mechanical
means in the Region in 1970; however, since the rail-
read trip is about IS times longer than the average trip
the person-miles of trawl by rail may amount to about
S percent ot all person- miles of travel in the Re-ion
Of the 530.000 daily rail trips within the Region, some
310,000 are made directly to and from the Manhattan
Central Business District, via Pennsylvania Station
and Grand Central Terminal, while about 170 000
begin or end at inner New Jersey (Hoboken, Newark)
or New York City terminals short of the CBD either
continuing to and from the CBD bv other mode's or
having origins and destinations elsewhere in the Re-

gion's Core. The remaining trips have more peri-

pheral origins and destinations.

The utilization of the more than 1, 000 route miles

of railroad line in the Region is rather uneven, if one

compares the 28 or so radiating branches, and declines

sharply as distance from the center increases. The

volume of traffic reaches its peak at a distance of about

10 miles from Manhattan; at a distance of 30 miles,

traffic is generally only 5 to 20 percent of this peak,

except on the New Haven and the Pennsylvania main-

lines, where it is about 45 percent, and does not drop

down to the 5 to 20 level until one moves 50 miles out.

On the other lines, it is around 1 percent at that dis-

tance. The differences between lines reflect differences

in average trip length, indicated in Table 59. The

really heavily used part of the system can be identified

as the electrified territory, which presently accounts

for 392 route miles, or 36 percent of the system, but

carries more than 80 percent of all the person-miles

of rail travel.

The service frequency and average speed is,

quite plausibly, also higher in electrified territory.

Generally, average over-the route operating speeds,
which include stops, range from about 20 mph to 40
mph, depending on equipment and number of stops;

however, the effective airline door-to-door speed (as

the crew flies) is about half that, and ranges between
12 and 20 mph. Nevertheless, the suburban railroad,

even prior to current improvements, did represent
the fastest mode of travel for Core-oriented trips in

the Region.

In attempting to determine to what degree sub-
urban railroads can help open the doors of the ghetto,

three factors are relevant: (1) the geographic dis-
position of the railroads in relation to the low-income
areas and potential places of employment; (2) the

operational characteristics of the railroads; and (3)

fares.

As is common knowledge, New York's low-income
areas appear to be conveniently situated with respect
to the railroad network: all of the suburban trains to

the north pass through Harlem and the South Bronx,
making, theoretically, 32 percent of the stations on
the entire system outside New York City (those in the

northern sector and in Connecticut) accessible to re-
sidents of these areas. The low-income areas of Cen-
tral Brooklyn are traversed by the Atlantic Avenue

line of the Long Island Railroad, which provides about
one-fifth of the total service from Long Island, and
with or without a transfer at Jamaica makes almost
all of the Long Island stations or 27 percent of those



Table 59.

Passenger Railroads in the New York Region.
Physical Characteristic* 1971

Route Miles ol Line Passenger Stations

In NYC
Low-Income

Sector Total Electrified Total Area*

New York City 80 72 55 18

Manhattan 9 9 3 1

Brooklyn 6 6 3 3
Bronx 24 24 17 8
Queens 41 33 32 4

Long Island 250 81 119

Northern N.Y. 253 47 88

New Jersey 365 137 170

Connecticut 138 55 48

Region Total 1.086 392 480

Sourc«: Regional Plan Association

Passenger Traffic. 1967
Annual
Revenue Passenger Revenues

Railroad
Passengers* Average Trip (In milliont Si

(in millions) (miles) From Fares Total

Penn Central 90.0> 40.6 1514 2829
Long Island 74.1 24.4 68.6 71.2

Erie

Lackawanna 13.5 22.6 10.5 223
Central of

New Jersey 5.5 20 0 3.8 8.9

Total 183.1 32.1 234.3 385 3

Suburban
Service 144.2' n.a. 130.3 167.8

'Based on ticket sales, overestimates actual nderehip on multiple trip tickets

klncludee 39 0 million passengers in long-distance service, of whom 31 5 ere on the former
Pennsylvania Railroad, partly reflecting operations beyond the Region

: An revenue assignable to passenger service, including operating subs dies

• Include* 0.1 million Reading Company passengers not included m above total

Source: Tr.-State Regional Planning Commission.

on system outside the City accessible. Only the

railroad network of New Jersey lacks access to low-

income areas. Within New York City, about one -third

of all stations are situated in such areas. This may
be partly reflected in the fact that rail use for the

journey to work among the lowest income group is

higher than income alone would suggest.

However, what looks good at the regional scale

ceases to be quite so attractive at the scale of the

neighborhood. Assuming a median walking distance

of 2,000 feet, the territory within walking distance of

a station is small: half the walkers can be expected

to come from only 0.3 square miles immediately ad-

jacent to the station, assuming that the density of op-

portunities (residences or jobs) i6 even. Considering

the extent of the low-income areas, and the fact that

many stations are irregularly or inconveniently locat-

ed (i.e. along the Harlem River) it becomes clear that

only a minority of the low-income areas' residents can

reach the railroad on foot; the proportions are roughly

37 percent in the South Bronx, 3 percent in Manhattan,

9 percent in Brooklyn and 11 percent in Queens, for a

total i>l III percent ot low income nron residents, for

others, an added trip by an auxiliary mode, such mm

bus, is called for.

I'he situation Utmiihv, mi dllllcull at the suh

urban end ol the trip: using the U.oootoot walking ills

tance, less than 10 percent ol the land In urban devel-

opment outside Now York City Is readily accessible to

railroad stations on loot. Inbound commute i over

come this separation by Udng « 1 1 Iven or driving to the

station; for outbound workers, means ol delivery to

the job sites are generallv unavailable and must tie

provided l»\ the employer, liven though, at tin- region-

al scale, areas containing manufacturing and Ware-
housing plants appear to lie near railroads, in prai tlce

the distance to the nearest passenger station Is usually

one to several miles; the layout of the industrial areas

also in no way encourages walking. Nevertheless,

some ol the opportunities art? discussed later In Chap

ter 6.

More conducive to out-commuting Is the opera-

tional pattern of the suburban railroads. They axi

characterized by an extremely sharp morning lnljound

jKjak, by a somewhat Hatter evening outbound peak,

but very little activity during oil peal-, hours: the

peaks in the reverse direction are barely higher than

the rest of the non-peak activity during the day. Moon-

while, in part because gtoragc < apaclt\ at the inml

nals is limited, some trains do have to depart in the

reverse peak direction, even If they have some cars

closed off (to economize on the time of conductors) or

if they are "dead-heads" (no passengers). Table 00

[> resents the hourly distribution, by direction, of sub-

urban passenger traffic at Grand Central Terminal

and at the Long Island Kail road terminal in Pennsyl-

vania Station. It is evident that less than 2 percent of

all passengers leave during the morning reverse-

commuting hours of CAM to 8 AM, whereas over 60

percent arrive between 7 and 9 AM. Conversely, in

the evening, over 00 percent leave between 5 PM and

7 PM, whereas about 3 percent arrive during that

time. While hardly any reverse commuters from low-

income areas would be boarding trains at Grand Cen-

tral or Perm Station, these figures are indicative of

the service patterns on lines served by the terminals;

for the LIKK terminal at Flatbush Avenue in Brooklyn

only an incomplete count was available. Tri-State

Regional Planning Commission counts, on which Table

60 is based, also indicate the degree to which seats

are available on trains during certain periods of the

day. The two areas with the highest ratio of passen-

gers to seats are Queens and the Bronx: most of the



lines entering Manhattan pass through them. Trains

running through Queens were found to have 86 percent

of the seats occupied during the inbound morning rush

hour; during 21 non-rush hours and during all day in

the outbound direction an average of 55 percent of the

seats were found filled. Similarly, trains running

Ih rough I he Bronx were found to have 79 percent of the

seats filled during the inbound morning rush hour; dur-

ing 21 non-rush hours inbound and all day outbound the

average proportion of seats filled was 60 percent.

Since the evening peak outbound load factor is probably

similar to the morning peak inbound load factor, it is

reasonable to assume that more than half the seats are

available in the reverse commuter times.

In considering available capacity in the reverse

direction- -even given present schedules and operating

practices— the magnitude of the potential stream of

outbound commuters from low-income areas must be

kept in mind. As was previously determined in Chap-
ter 2, the number of lower-skilled blue collar jobs
that could be reasonably considered available under
conditions of a full-employment economy are about
4,000 in Nassau and Suffolk, under 2,000 in southern
Westchester, and 14,000 in New Jersey. On the

basis of the modal split relationships presented earlier,

Table 60.

Hourly Distribution of Suburban Railroad Passengers, 1963.

Long Island Railroad at Pennsylvania Station.

Inbound

12 M-1 AM
1 AM-2 AM
2 AM-3 AM
3 AM-4 AM
4 AM-5 AM
5 AM-6 AM
6 AM-7 AM
7 AM-8 AM
8AM-9 AM
9 AM-10 AM
10 AM-11 AM
11 AM-12 N

12 N-1 PM
1 PM-2 PM
2 PM-3 PM
3 PM-4 PM
4 PM-5 PM
5PM-6PM
6 PM-7 PM
7 PM-8 PM
8 PM-9 PM
9 PM-10 PM
10 PM-11 PM
11 PM-12M

Total

Source: Trl-State

Volume

135

51

41

0

76

69

1,563

12.622

31,561

8,509

3.117

1.751

1.209

767

795

613

1.145

689

725

457

421

430

268

438

67,452

% Volume

.2

.2

.1

.1

.1

2.3

18.7

46.8

12.6

4.6

2.6

1.8

1.1

1.2

.9

1.7

1.0

1.0

.7

6

.6

4

.6

100.0%

Outbound

Regional Planning Commission; NYS Office

Volume

546

229

0

98

0

111

226

553

780

624

720

822

884

1.237

1.478

3.376

9.173

28.070

10.039

4.191

2.725

1,260

1.304

1.045

69.491

of Transportation.

% Volume

.8

.3

.1

.2

.3

8

1.1

.9

1.0

1.2

1.3

1.8

2.1

4.9

13.2

40.4

14,5

6.0

3.9

1.8

1.9

1.5

100.0%

it can be estimated that about 40 percent of the Bronx

and Harlem to Westchester commuters, about 25 per-

cent of the Brooklyn to Nassau commuters, and about

35 percent of those to New Jersey, would use public

transportation. For the railroads, this would repre-

sent an added load of about 1, 000 workers going to

Nassau County on the Long Island Railroad, and 800 to

southern Westchester on the Penn Central. On the

Penn Central today, between 6 AM and 8 AM, about

1, 150 reverse commuters get on at Grand Central,

and another 420 at 125th Street in Harlem. The num-
ber getting on further north in the Bronx is hardly

greater than the latter, so that no more than 2, 000

reverse commuters ride during these two hours; in

the same period, about 3,200 seats are operated in

the reverse direction, not counting cars that are

closed off or in dead-head trains: thus, adequate

room is available to accommodate the potential 800

riders. Similar relationships obtain on the Long
Island Railroad.

The next and most crucial issue is that of pricing.

Table 61 shows the present cost per mile of railroad

travel in the Region, on the basis of monthly commuter
tickets. It is evident that the fare structure makes
rail trips for short distances (5 to 10 miles) expensive,

Penn Central and New Haven Railroads at Grand Central.

LIRR
Brooklyn

lnbound Outbound Outbound
Volume % Volume Volume % Volume Volume
149 .2 558 .8

59 .1 273 .4

18 .0 10 .0

.0 41 .1

.0 28 .0

24 .0 63 .1

455 .7 289 .4

5,286 8.2 857 1.3
33,813 52.3 1,044 1.5
10.953 17.0 1.123 1.7
2,803 4.3 526 .8

1,940 3.0 756 1.1

806 1.2 1,105 1.6
1.132 1.8 1,013 1.5
883 1.4 1.627 2.4 1,586
888 1.4 2,449 3.6 2,533
666 1.0 8.381 12.4 3.621

1.085 1.7 31.503 46.5 9,909
1.168 1.8 8.866 13.1 3.072
487 .8 2.273 2.4 1,542
528 .8 2.468 3.6 1,669
648 1.0 1.032 15
105 .2 877 1.3
697 1.1 653 1.0

64,593 100.0% 67.815 100.0%



on the order of 10£ per mile, in order, among other

things, to discourage excessive diversion from sub-

ways, and that for distances of around 50 miles, the

cost comes down to 2.5<? per mile. That means that

for distances of interest for reverse commuting, be-

tween about 10 and 35 miles, the cost per trip is gen-

erally around $1, and up to $1.40 on the Long Island.

This is confirmed by the passenger revenue figures

in Table 59 earlier. For a suburban commuter mak-

ing $20, 000 a year, an annual commuting cost of $500

represents 2. 5 percent of his income. For a semi-

skilled worker making $100 a week, this would repre-

sent 10 percent of his income, and would be impossible

to manage, particularly if an added cost of access to

the rail station would be incurred. A more detailed

discussion of necessary pricing discounts is included

in Chapter 5. Suffice it to say here that at least a 50

percent discount, and desirably a 75 percent discount,

on commuter tickets in the reverse direction during

specified hours of the day and from specified stations

is necessary, if a meaningful attraction of workers

from low-income areas is to be achieved.

Table 61.

Suburban Railroad Fares Per Mile, by Distance Travelled.

Distance Zones (miles); Cost in Cents

0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50

LI Sector

1968 - 9.9 68 5.1 4.2 3.7 3 3 3.0 2.7 2.5

LIRR 1972 - 14.2 9.0 7.0 5.4 4.7 4.2 3.8 3.4 3.1

North Sector

NYC 1968 - 7.7 4.6 3.9 3.3 2.9 2.7 2 5 2 4

1971 - 8.7 5.4 4.3 3.8 3.3 3.0 2.7 2.6 2.5

New Haven

1968 - - - 4.5 3 9 3.4 3.1 2.9 2.8

NJ Sector

CNJ 1968 - - - 4.2 3.7 3.3 2.9 2.6 2.4 2.2

E-L 1968 - 9.6 6.6 5.1 4.2 3.7 3.3 3.0 2.7 2.5

PRR M L

1968 - - 4.6 4.4 3.9 3.5 3.0 - -

PRR Shore

1968 _____ 33 3.0 2.7 2.4 2.2

Note: Calculated by assuming 42 rides per monthly ticket.

Source: Regional Plan Association.

Last but not least, in order to be successful in

attracting low-income workers to suburban jobs, re-

duced reverse commuting fares must be coupled with

job-training and job-placement programs; without

special efforts, low-income workers are likely to re-

main unfamiliar with suburban job locations and the

means of getting there, because of the long distances

involved.

The rapid transit network

The rapid transit network in the Region currently

consists of 268 route miles ot lino, routined mostly to

New York City, as Table 62 shows. Its history dates

back to 1868, when the first elevated line opened; be-

tween 1900 and 1920, about hall the present system

was built; another third was built between 1920 and

1940, when the extent ot* the system reached its peak

with 278 miles. Since that time, the demolition of

old elevated lines, which started alter 1930, has out-

paced new construction on the surface and in a few

short sections in tunnel. In the course of its history,

the network evolved into five distinct systems of un-

equal size: the IND-BMT Division (l.
r
><1 miles) and the

IRT Division (83 miles), both operated by the New

York City Transit Authority under MTA; Staten Island

Rapid Transit (14 miles), recently also taken over by

the MTA; in addition, the Port Authority Trans-

Hudson Corporation operates the former Hudson Tulies

between Manhattan and Newark (13 miles), and the

Newark City subway (4 miles) is a private franchise of

Public Service Coordinated Transport. The IND-

BMT and the SIRT have compatible equipment, with

10-foot wide cars; those of the IRT and PATH are

14 1/2 inches narrower; the Newark Subway operates

trolley cars.

The ridership on these systems reached a peak

of almost 2.2 billion revenue passengers annually in

1930* and another one of 2. 1 billion in 1947; since

about 1955, ridership has levelled off at around 1.3

billion, as Table 63 and Chart 28 show. The New

York City Transit Authority systems account for 97

percent of this ridership; PATH accounts for slightly

over 2 percent, and the remainder is divided between

the SIRT and the Newark subway. In fact, the Transit

Authority accounts for over 80 percent of all the rapid

transit passengers in the nation. On an average week-

day basis, this represents almost 4.7 million trips,

divided among the systems as shown in Table 62. The

table also indicates that the average subway trip is

5.9 airline miles (which equals 6. 7 over- the- route

miles), about the same as the average trip by all

mode in the Region. Thus, the rapid transit contri-

bution to all person-miles of travel in the Region is

about the same as the 13 percent of all trips by mecha-

nical modes that it represents. Measured in terms

* Unadjusted for the introduction of free interdivision-

al transfers since 1940.
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of person-trips, the rapid transit network is almost

ten times as important as the rail network, but in

terms of person-miles of travel, it is less than twice

as important. By comparing Tables 59 and 62 it also

becomes evident that the density of traffic—person-

miles per route mile— is more than six times greater

on the rapid transit network than on the railroads.

The most heavily used subway line—the Lexington

Avenue 1RT north of 60th street, carries a daily vol-

ume of 600, 000 passengers, four times more than the

heaviest used rail line— the Long Island Railroad out

of Penn Station.

However, aside from two trunklines in Queens,
which are fed by buses, the flow outside Manhattan
drops off rapidly, and the outer extremities of lines,

especially in the south of Brooklyn, Staten Island and
Queens, and in the northern Bronx, are relatively

lightly used; some carry less than 10,000 passengers
per day. This is partly due to the moderate residen-
tial densities in these areas, but also due to the ex-
traordinarily long travel times. Subway operating
speeds, including stops, generally range between 15
mph and 20 mph, but, considering access time and
frequently indirect routing, the effective airline door-
to-door speed on the rapid transit system is about 9
mph for destinations closer than 8 miles, and drops
off to less than that at a distance of 14 miles. It is
quite apparent that automobile or railroad trips, which
average around 15 mph at these distances, become
much more attractive, and recently-introduced express
bus routes also focus on these outer parts of New York
City, poorly accessible by subway, still, even within
the 8- mile zone, where the subway performs best, its
door-to-door speed is about 25 percent below the auto-
mobile during rush hours, and about 40 percent below
the auto in non-rush hours. The above speeds are
based on trips to Manhattan, which accounts for about
80 percent of all subway destinations. Trips within
counties other than Manhattan account for about 15
percent of all rapid transit travel, and the remaining
5 percent are trips between counties other than Man-
hattan.

Apart from its relatively slow speed, a major
problem of the transit network is that because of itsage it has not kept up with population and land use
shifts .n the inner part of the Region which occurred

st^ctTo^n
1
'6Cent deCadeS

-
Extant Plans ™« con-stiuction in progress, shown earlier on Map 7are largely aimed at correcting these deficiencies

such as: a) inadequate service to the East Side of'Manhattan; b) insufficient capacity on the

Table 62.

Rapid Transit in the New York Region.

Physical Characteristics, 1970
County Route Miles of Line Passenger Stations

NYCTA Other Total NYCTA Other Total
New York City 237 17 254 477 26 503

Manhattan 70 3 73 138 6 144
Brooklyn 85 — 85 173 — 173
Bronx 38 38 84 84
Queens 44 44 82 82
Staten Island 14 14 20 20

Hudson County 10 10 6 6

Newark 4 4 12 12

Total Region 237 31 268 477 44 521

Track Miles 720 62 782

Passenger Traffic

Transit System Average Annual Total
Weekday Average Revenue Passenger
Passengers Trip Miles, Passengers Revenues
(in millions, (airline (millions, (in millions $,

1969) distance) 1967) 1967)

NYCTA 4 50 5.9 1,298.0 272.87

PATH 0.14 4.9 30 5 9.27

SIRT 0 02 6.2 5.6 2.36

Newark subway 0.01 n.a. 4.1 0.68

Total Region 4.67 5.9 1,338.2 285.18

Sources: Regional Plan Association and Tri-Stale Regional Planning Commission.

Table 63.

Annual Rapid Transit Revenue Passengers, 1955-1970.

Revenue Passengers
Year (000.000's)

NYCTA PATH SIRT
1955 1,362 15e fare (since 1953) 37 n.d.

1956 1,364 37 n.d.

1957 1,339 30 n.d.

1958 1.322 30 n.d.

1959 1,329 31 4.7

1960 1,349 31 5.0

1961 1,361 32 5.3

1962 1,384 29 5.7

1963 1,356 28 6.0

1964 1.384 28 63
1965 1.354 26 56
1966 1,263 strike; 20C fare 28 5.8

1967 1,202 30 E-L ferry closed 5.6

1968 1.305 35 5.3

1969
1.351 38 52

1970 1.209 30C fare 39 4.8

Source: NYCTA Transit Record

to Manhattan from Queens and from the Bronx; c) in-

sufficient speed from outer Queens and outer Bronx;
and d) insufficient coverage in Queens- -which has the

poorest service of any of the boroughs by any measure,
because it largely grew up after the shape of the tran-

sit network was fixed--as well as in southeast Brook-
lyn. While the first three problems will be solved if

the 63rd Street Tunnel and the Second Avenue subway
with their approaches are built, the fourth problem
--that of coverage— is more difficult, because of the

simple geometric fact that as one moves further out,
there is more area between the spokes of radial lines.



Chart 28

Rapid Transit Ridership 1900 to 1970.

Annual Passengers
in Millions

2,200

2,000 -

Table 64.

New York City Subway System Coverage by Borough.

1,500

1,000 -

500

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970

It is generally the outer areas that are growing, while

the inner, high-density areas are declining in popula-

tion. Table 64 portrays the effectiveness of the exist-

ing rapid transit system within New York City and of

proposed new lines in terms of coverage—where cov-

erage is defined as the percent of the total area that

is within walking distance of subway stations, and the

percent of the population which lives within that area.

"Walking distance, " in turn, is defined as 2, 000 feet,

measured along actual paths in streets, rather than

in a radius. The distance of 2, 000 feet is longer than

the median walk which, outside the CBD, is on the

order of 1,400 feet; it is assumed as a distance be-

yond which walking becomes uncomfortable and notice-

able diversion to feeder modes, such as buses, begins

to occur.

Porcont

Percent ol Area Percent ol Population Rldora

within 2,000 Feet within 2.000 Foot Using Bus to

Borough of Stations of Stations Stations

Present Future" Prcsont Futuro J

Manhattan 73.9 80.4 74.7 82.1 3.9

Brooklyn 48.4 52.7 57.1 60.4 16.4

Bronx 43.4 43.6 60.7 60.8 180

Queens 14.7 16.5 21.4 234 37.2

Staten Island 8.4 84 8,3 8.3 n.d.

Total NYC 29.7 31.9 51 8 55.0 16.7

• Assumes complollon ol oxtont subway plans, bul no shifts In populollon.

Source: Roglonal Plan Association.

It is evident that at present, slightly over half

the City's population lives within 2,000 feet of subway

stations, and that, if no population shifts take place,

this share will change only slightly as a result of fu-

ture construction. Thus, the problem of feeder modes

--popularly known as the problem of the "double fare"

—is likely to remain. It is also evident that Manhat-

tan has the greatest share of its population and area

conveniently located with respect to subway stations,

and will experience the greatest relative improve-

ment; the service in Brooklyn and the Bronx is com-

parable, while that in Queens is dramatically lower,

both because of lower development densities, and be-

cause of the lowest percapita mileage of lines. The

percentage of subway riders using buses to get to sta-

tions, shown in the last column, generally reflects

these deficiencies in coverage.

From the vantage point of this study, it is obvious-

ly of interest how the deficiencies in access to the sub-

way system relate to the City's impoverished popula-

tion Who has better access to the subway system—

the rich or the poor? Table 65 answers this question.

While the differences are not dramatic, partly

l>ecause of the coarse nature of the data on which

these calculations are based, and some simplifying

assumptions (i.e. , that within postal /.ones, popula-

tion by income group is homogenously distributed),

it is clear that with the minor exception of Staten Is-

Subway System Coverage by Income Group. 1966.

Percent of the Population Percent of the Population

with Incomes of Less Than

$3,000 Living within 2,000

Feet of Subway Stations
Borough

Manhattan

Brooklyn

Bronx

Queens

Staten Island

Total NYC

Source: Regional Plan Association.

75.7

59.1

63.3

21.2

8.5

54.9

with Incomes of More Than

$10,000 Living within 2,000

Feet of Subway Stations

72.6

51 8

51 8

18.9

9.0

43.9
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land, the poor have better access to the subway sys-
tem than the well-to-do. In the entire City, about 55

percent of the poor are estimated to live within 2, 000
feet of subway stations, while only 44 percent of those
who are not poor do. Understandably so, for poverty
areas are mostly confined to parts of the City with an
old housing stock that grew up around the transit net-
work 50 to 80 years ago, while well-to-do areas tend
to be on the periphery of the City, which developed in

the automobile era. More detailed relationships be-
tween low-income areas and the areas served by rapid
transit are discussed somewhat later in Chapter 5.

Overlaying the map of low income areas on the
subway system coverage as shown in Map 24 in the
next chapter, we can see which parts of the low-
income areas are less accessible to the subway sys-
tem. There are about 13 such parts, more than 2,000
feet removed from transit stations, as follows:

Manhattan.

1. East Harlem, between the Lexington Avenue sub-
way line and the East River. This area will receive
virtually full coverage when the Second Avenue line is
completed.

2. Lower East Side, mostly east of Second Avenue,
between the 14th street line and the BMT under Delan-
cey Street. Some of the public housing along the East
River is over half a mile from the nearest subway sta-
tion. A special transit loop along Avenue C is planned
to serve this area, but the cost-effectiveness of this
proposal is open to question.

Brooklyn.

3. The inner part of Bedford-Stuyvesant, framed by
the Fulton Street IND, the Crosstown IND, and the
Broadway BMT.
4. The inner part of Brownsville, between the IND
the IRT and the Canarsie line.

5. The Fort Greene area north of the IND Crosstown
ine near the Brooklyn Navy Yard. In all of the latter
three cases, distance to the nearest station rarely ex-ceeds about 3, 000 feet. All of them are covered by
proposals for improved bus service under the Brook-lyn Model Cities program.
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tied area, and much of it is in industrial use.

8. The Spring Creek area along Flatlands Avenue.
Proposals for a short extension of the New Lots IRT
through its yard would improve access to this area.
An alternate proposal to extend the Canarsie line east-
ward would provide essentially the same service with
less frequency and with more construction.

9. The Red Hook peninsula in South Brooklyn.
10. The Sea Gate peninsula off Coney Island.

The Bronx.

11. East Tremont between the White Plains Road IRT
and the Third Avenue Elevated. This area is dealt
with later in this report.

12. Hunts Point peninsula, south of the Pelham Bay
IRT. Though one of the worst in terms of poverty,
the area is interspersed with industrial uses, and
could be helped by the planned Second Avenue subway
extension along the New Haven Railroad trackage.

Queens.

13. South Jamaica. Of all the areas discussed so
far, this is the least accessible to the subway system,
with parts of it located more than a mile from the
nearest station. With proper station spacing, virtual-
ly all of it will become accessible, once the Southeast
Queens line from Jamaica Center is completed.

It becomes apparent from this discussion that ex-
cept for South Jamaica, virtually all of the population
of poverty areas is accessible to the subway system,
once the standard of access is extended from 2, 000
feet to about 4, 000 feet, or from a comfortable 8 min-
ute walk to a 16 minute walk (a distance that is exceed-
ed by less than 5 percent of the walkers). This is in
sharp contrast to many middle- and upper-income
areas, mostly in Queens, which are several miles
removed from the closest transit station. Of course,
they are in a much better position to pay for an access
mode, be it auto or bus. It also becomes apparent
that purely from the viewpoint of serving poverty areas,
the Second Avenue subway is important, and so is the
Southeast Queens line through Jamaica. Reconstruc-
tion of the Canarsie line elevated through East New
York is likewise important to improve both the en-
vironment and the performance of the line. Most of
the other extant subway expansion plans do not in any
direct way involve the City's low-income population.

As was already pointed out, the rapid transit sys-
tem is heavily oriented toward the Manhattan Central
Business District. And the CBD still contains some



560,000 blue collar jobs, or 49 percent of the City's

total. As was shown previously, the proportion of

lower-income workers travelling to the Manhattan

CBD ranges from a high of 66 percent in Harlem to a

low of 29 percent in Central Brooklyn. However, in-

dustrial districts outside the CBD are less well served

by the subway system.

The next largest blue collar employment area,

with 143, 000 jobs, borders on the East River and New-

town Creek. For planning purposes,* it has been sub-

divided into three distinct districts. Long: Island City -

Woo dside contains about 47, 000 blue collar industrial

jobs, is traversed by four subway lines, but its peri-

pheral areas, where many of the plants are actually

located, are often beyond a 2, 000 foot walk. Williams -

burg,- Greenpoint , and Maspeth-Newtown Creek res-

pectively contain 47, 000 and 49, 000 blue collar indus-

trial jobs and are served peripherally by the IND

Crosstown line, the Canarsie BMT line, and the

Broadway BMT. The walking distances are general-

ly very long, and because of the relatively widespread

nature of plant locations, there are no reasonable sub-

way improvements which could enhance access. Im-

proved bus routings will have to be depended upon.

The South Bronx , with 43, 000 blue collar indus-

trial jobs, traversed by 5 subway lines, has relative-

ly good access, except for peripheral locations along

the Harlem River and on the Hunts Point peninsula.

Shifting the Bronx extension of the Second Avenue Sub-

way southward, from 138th Street to the New Haven
Railroad yard area, which is slated for large scale

new development, would provide access to this pro-

ject. It would mean that transfers from the Pelham
Bay line would have to occur only at Hunts Point Ave-
nue (not at Brook Avenue). However, both of these

peripheral alignments would bypass the "Hub" area of

the southern Bronx, and postpone indefinitely the re-

placement of the Westchester Avenue elevated.

The Bush Terminal-Gowanus-Red Hook industrial

area in Brooklyn, with 36, 000 blue collar industrial

* The blue collar industrial jobs by district, identified

here, reflect the survey results of the New York City

Planning Commission, Planning for Jobs (1971), and
differ from the employment estimates by skill contain-
ed in Table 22 because all jobs in the selected firms
surveyed by CPC were classified blue collar industry
Jobs and the boundaries established for survey pur-
Poses do not correspond with those defined on Map 19

for Table 22.

jobs, is moderately accessible to the subway: the

waterfront is about 3,000 feet from the Fourth Avenue
BMT line, and an elevated IND station serves Gowanus,
though not the Red Hook peninsula.

The East New York-Flatlands area , with about

17, 000 of the present blue collar industrial jobs, is

served by four subway or elevated lines in the north,

but its southern portion, including the new industrial

renewal sites, is not accessible by subway. A recon-

struction of the Canarsie Line elevated in the partial-

ly abandoned roadbed of the Bay Ridge railroad branch

would provide an inexpensive way to serve this indus-

trial area, as well as unserved residential areas to

the south. A subway line under Utica Avenue, includ-

ed in current plans, would be a three times more ex-

pensive way to achieve a similar objective.

Over 15,000 of the City's blue collar industrial

jobs are located in the Jamaica-St. Albans area of

Queens. The proposed Southeast Queens line through

Jamaica Center would improve access to industrial

jobs in this area.

The Flushing-College Point area, with about 8, 000

of the blue collar industrial jobs at present, but slated

to grow under industrial renewal, is barely accessible

from the Flushing line in its southern part, but the

northern section, including the planned industrial park,

will have to depend on bus access.

Lastly, with roughly three-quarters of the City's

industrial blue collar jobs accounted for in the clust-

ers enumerated above, there remain the two major

airports, Kennedy and La Guardia , and their nighbor-

ing industrial areas, each with about 10,000 blue

collar jobs. Except for a section of Astoria, neither

have subway access, and provision of public transit

service delivering workers, rather than merely air-

port passengers, should deserve consideration.

In sum, it is apparent that rapid transit service

to industrial concentrations is much more spotty than

that to poor residential areas within the City, and that

with the exception of some relatively small adjust-

ments to present plans, no major improvement of the

situation can be expected of the subway system An

existing non-CBD oriented transit line, even if it

comes close to industrial areas, as the Crosstown

IND line between Brooklyn and Queens, does carry

sparse traffic: about 30,000 passengers per day, a

volume that most radial lines build up only two to four

stations away from their terminal. Unless high-rise,

high-density industrial structures near transit sta-

tions become feasible, as recommended in the New

Jork City Planning Commission report .Planning For 157



Jobs (1971), the medium-density nature of industrial

sites outside Manhattan and the relatively scattered

location of the plants will cause auto access, com-
bined with bus access, to remain more important than

subway access. This is demonstrated by the figures

presented earlier in Chapter 2, which show that in the

manufacturing firms surveyed in New York City out-

side Manhattan, 44 percent of the workers come to

work by automobile.

Manhattan's declining proportion of blue collar

jobs, the not-too -convenient subway access to blue

collar job concentrations outside Manhattan, the short-
er trip length with declining income, and the general-
ly lower propensity of low-income residents to travel,
combine to make subway use less frequent in an area,
as its poverty status becomes worse. As James W.
Whittaker shows,* between I960 and 1965, while over-
all ridership on the New York City Transit system
increased by 1.3 percent, ridership in poverty areas
declined consistently. In Central Brooklyn, the de-
cline was 5. 1 percent, in Harlem, 6.2 percent and in
the South Bronx 2.4 percent. The decline was even
sharper during peak travel periods, suggesting that
decline in subway use for the journey-to-work was
largely responsible for the drop. The extent to which
these drops are simply due to the thinning-out of pop-
ulation from the low-income areas will have to await
a detailed analysis of 1970 Census tract data; it is
clear that there was a substantial population decline
in Harlem, as well as in some of the other poverty
areas.

It is quite clear that the mobility of the popula-
tion in general, and the use of rapid transit specifical-
ly, is affected by the out-of-pocket cost of transporta-
tion services to the user. Table 63 earlier indicates
that subway use in New York City dropped about 4. 9
percent in 1966, after the fare went up from 15 to 2<X!
and by about 5.4 percent in 1970, when the fare went

'

up to 30*. In both cases, there were additional fac-
tors to aggravate the decline: in 1966, the 12-day
transit strike, in 1970, the worsening situation of theeconomy and a series of operational failures on the
transit system. Nevertheless, the declines are
clearly associated with fare hikes: during periods ofa stable fare (which, in an inflationary situation act-
ually meant a declining fare) there was a tendency for
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* Trans^ortatLon Needs of the. Pnn. Oscar OrnatiJames Whittaker. Richard Solomon;P^2^
ers, New York, 1969, p. 21.

rapid transit ridership to increase, such as between
1958 and 1964, and between 1967 and 1969.

As of 1970, the average income of a New York
City household whose head was travelling to work by
subway can be estimated to have been around $10, 000
annually, in current dollars, as opposed to an average
income of all City households of about $9, 190. Assum-
ing 1.2 workers per household and 230 working days
per year, the annual cost of travel to work by subway
for that household, with a 30? fare, was $166 or only
1.7 percent of the household's income. What would
happen with various degrees of a fare increase is shown
in Table 66.

Table 66.

Annual Subway Journey-to-Work Expenditures for Resident
New York City Households at Varying Levels of Subway Fare.

Percent of Average Low-Income
Household Income Average Low-Income Subway Rider Subway Rider
Spent on Journey Subway Subway with Double with Double
to Work if Fare is: Rider Rider* Fare Fare'

30c 17% 3.9% 3 3% 7.8%
35c i.g 45 38 g/j
400 2.2 5.2 4.4 10.4
500 2.8 6.5 5.5 12.9
60c 3.3 7 8 6.6 15.5

*3°2hl2l??.
P^rJ °'„ reSi

?
en

.'
su bway rider household income distribution, the upper limit

size family
eqwvalent ,0 ,ne B|_s ,ower.income budge , Inresnold fof an 'average

Source: Regional Plan Association

It is evident that even with a 50? fare, the burden
on the average subway rider would not be exorbitant,
not out of line with what is paid now by the higher-
income suburban commuter, and less than what the
low-income rider now pays. Even the double fare, to
the extent that it affects middle- and upper-income
riders, (which is mostly the case, as we have shown)
would not be excessive. However, if one accepts
about 5 percent of the income as the upper limit to be
spent on the journey-to-work, the low-income rider's
burden becomes intolerable with a single fare of more
than 40£, and is intolerable with a double fare now.
One method of supplementary transit financing these
findings appear to favor is a special "transit charge"
levied in the manner of an income or payroll tax, cal-
culated as either a fixed or progressively increasing
percentage of income. This would mitigate the re-
gressive nature of a fixed fare, and at the same time
prevent reduced utilization of the transit system by
lower-income riders. This also favors selective
elimination of double fares, confined to the relatively
few instances when they occur in low-income areas,
rather than a universal system of free transfers,
which would on the whole tend to favor the well-to-do.



A lower level of off-peak fares would also tend to fa-

vor the low-income rider, be cause of his greater use

of the transit system for non-work purposes. Of

course, surcharges on socially costly types of auto-

mobile trips should always complement any transit

fare restructuring.

Aside from the fare, an aspect of subway service

that affects the poor more than the well-to-do is fre-

quency of service during off-peak hours. Off-peak

schedules are written now mostly with the aim of max-

imizing the utilization of trains--that is, if it takes 15

minutes to fill up a 10-car train at night, trains are

run on a 15- minute headway, perhaps with a standing

load, with no accounting for the social cost of the time

lost in waiting. But as James Whittaker* has remark-

ed, "a standing load at 1 A.M. is absurd, by any

standard." As will be seen later in Chapter 5, com-

plaints about infrequent off-peak service were pro-

minent among poverty area residents surveyed in this

study. A careful monitoring of off-peak travel, which

is more important in poverty areas with their low auto

ownership, is necessary in order to adjust train sched-

uling to demand.

Lastly, there are urgently needed improvements

to the subway system which will benefit riders and

society regardless of income. These fall roughly into

five areas: (1) air-conditioning of cars (al»ut 12 per-

cent of the NYCTA and PATH fleet of 7,300 cars are

air-conditioned now, but it will take 32 years at cur-

rent rates of replace me nt--about 200 cars annually—

to air-condition the entire fleet); (2) more intensive

maintenance of equipment, and more frequent and tet-

ter cleaning of stations and vehicles; and (3) increas-

ing the flexibility of the system through additional

transfer connections, so that any station can be reach-

ed from any other station by the most direct path along

the system (the success of the new pedestrian under-

pass under Bryant Park, which connects the 6th Ave-

nue IND line to the Flushing IRT line, and is used by

about 20, 000 transfer passengers daily is a case in

point; several other connections of this type are pos-

sible, and many would benefit low-income riders who

are more likely to have unusual routes of travel).

Improving transfers from the subway system to sub-

urban railroads (specifically in Jamaica, now in pro-

gress, and in the South Bronx, which is not planned)

is a related issue. (4) A radical improvement of the

underground station environment, initially, at least,

at selected—the most rundown and most heavily used

stations- -but not limited to C1U) locations and includ-

ing poverty areas: this must include not only "cos-

metic" treatment, such as new tile and better design-

ed information signs, hardware, and more lighting,

but structural changes as well—wider, shallower

stairways oil sidewalk, open plazas at the mezzanine

or platform level, skylights, lightwells and other open

ings to daylight and open air, which would make sta-

tions not only safer, more comfortable, and easier to

use, but also psychologically inviting. There are

many examples, including the Bryant Park underpass,

to show that good design engenders respect for the

environment, and reduces littering and other deface-

ment. (5) Last but not least, reduction in travel time

must be recognized as an explicit goal, and contem-

porary analytical techniques applied to the problem,

to develop a specific set of investment priorities, line

by line, for speed-increasing improvements, be they

improved scheduling and routing, improved signalling,

wider platforms and stairways to reduce delays in

loading and unloading, or improvement at junctions

and reduction in merging movements. The traditional

lack of speed-consciousness and design-consciousness

on part of the Transit Authority is only in the most re-

cent years beginning to be overcome.

* Transportation Needs op. cit.

The bus network

Buses in the Region perform three rather different

tasks, which can be treated under the headings: (1)

local service; (2) express commuter service; and (3)

school, charter and other special services. The lat-

ter are numerically important (they account for about

24 percent of all bus trips in the Region and provide

most of the remaining profit to private operators),

hut will fall outside our purview here. Franchisee!

bus operations in the Region started in 1905, as a com-

plement to trolley cars, which were then the dominant

mode of intra-urban travel. Gradually, however,

mostly during the 'thirties and 'forties, trolley lines

were abandoned and replaced by buses; in 1956, the

last trolley car line in New York City was phased out.

Even though initially one of the arguments in favor of

buses was their greater flexibility, in fact most local

bus routes in the Region, and especially in New York

City, still follow the patterns of the streetcars they

replaced, often constricted by legal franchises that

hold on to historical precedent, and there has been 159



very little systematic effort to adjust them to present

day travel patterns, or to present day latent demand.

Only new bus routes from areas developed in the post-

trolley car era have been introduced on this basis.

The bus routes generally cover the inner core of

the Region, meaning in this case the four major bor-

oughs of New York City, Hudson County, plus the in-

ner portions of State n Island, Union, Essex, Bergen,

Passaic, Westchester and Nassau counties, in a fair-

ly dense grid, with a spacing as close as 2,000 feet

between lines in Manhattan and Central Brooklyn,

more widely meshed--some 3, 000 to 4, 000 feet apart

—in southern Brooklyn and in Queens, and still spars-
er as one moves outward. Beyond the core area,

smaller old cities also have local bus networks focus-
ed on their respective Central Business Districts. In

both cases, the extent of local bus use is generally

confined to areas developed at residential densities in

excess of 10 households per acre. Such areas typical

ly generate over 5,000 person-miles of bus travel per
square mile per day, which is a land of threshold den-
sity of feasible bus service. Some rather sparse and
infrequent service extends into areas with densities as
low as 5 households per acre, but still lower densities
which account for the major part of the Region by area
cannot support bus service, except for widely spaced
commuter routes to the Manhattan CBD, operated
mostly from areas with poor rail service.

The 11,000 transit buses in the Region (one-fifth
of the nation's fleet) carry an estimated 4.6 million
passengers daily in regular service, or, as Table 67
shows, about 1.4 billion annually. About two -thirds
of these trips occur within New York City, and the re
mainder are mostly accounted for by New Jersey. In
the recent past, a generally downward trend has been
evident on lines outside New York City, amounting to
about a 2 percent decline annually; commuter lines to
Manhattan from New Jersey registered an increase,
especially on the longer-haul services. Within New
York City, the pattern has been similar to that of sub
way use: generally stable since 1955, with a bulge in
1963-1965, and declines following fare increases that
were, in percentage terms, more severe than those
on the subway. Moreover, in poverty areas, bus use
was declining even when the rest of the system ex-
perienced increases in patronage. Thus, between
I960 and 1965, eight routes traversing poverty areas
in Central Brooklyn lost about 2 percent of their pas-
sengers while all other routes registered a 7 4 per-
cent growth, as James Whittaker's study quoted earlilbU er shows.

Table 67.

Bus Travel in the New York Region, 1967. Passenger Traffic

(except school, charter, etc.)

Average Annual Passenger Revenue
Weekday Average Revenue Regular Total

Passengers Trip Passengers Fare Operatinq
Bus System (millions) Length (millions) ($ millions)

MTA-NYCTA 1.43 n.a. 434.5 75.9 91.6

MTA—MABSTOA 1.3s n.a. 397.9 74.5 82 3

Private lines 0.4< n.a. 120.1 22.7 25.7

Total NYC 3.1 c 2.3 C 952.6 173.1 199.6

Rest of New York n.a. n.a. 61.7 17.8 24.2

New Jersey n.a. n.a. 326.5 109.6 133.4

Connecticut n.a. n.a. 54.7 14.5 168
Total Region b 4.6' 2.7' 1,395.5 315.1 374.1

a Includes revenue from charier operations, subsidies, etc.

bTri-Stale Regional Planning Commission definition, excluding 7 peripheral counties
with a negligible number of bus passengers

c Regional Plan Association estimates.

Source: Tn-State Regional Planning Commission.

The average bus trip in New York City is local in

nature and about 2.3 miles long. The commuter ser-
vices are concentrated at the Port Authority
Bus Terminal, with about 190,000 average week-
day intra-regional trips (averaging an estimated 15
miles in length) and the Port Authority George Wash-
ington Bridge Bus Station, with 22, 000 trips of much
shorter length. Express bus lines within the City,

initiated since 1968, carry close to 50,000 weekday
trips. Together, these long-haul services, which ac-
count for only about 5 percent of all bus trips within
the Region (but about a quarter of all bus travel) con-
tribute to making the regional average bus trip some-
what less than 3 miles long. Thus, while bus trips

in the Region as a whole virtually rival rapid transit

trips in number, amounting to slightly under 13 per-
cent of all trips, their contribution to total person-
miles of travel is about half that.

Buses also emerge as the slowest mode of mechan-
ically-powered travel: the average trip is made in 27

minutes, door-to-door, or at about 6 miles per hour.
This speed is even less, close to the walking speed of

3 mph for the shortest trips in the 1 to 2 mile range,
but does increase, on runs of over 10 miles, which
are mostly express, to 15.5 miles per hour, which is

actually a little better than the automobile can do at

that distance.

Buses are an expensive way to travel. In 1970,
Transit Authority operating costs worked out to 31
cents per subway passenger and 28 cents per bus pas-
senger. Divided by the average trip length (about 6.7
miles on the subway, converting from airline distance,
quoted earlier, to over- the -route distance), this
meant 4.6 cents per passenger mile on the subway ,

and 12.2 cents per passenger mile on the bus . If one



takes the new express routes, which generally charge

between 85 cents and $1 for a trip that averages 15

miles, the cost comes to about 6. 2 cents per passen-

ger mile.

In 1970, it cost the Transit Authority about $120

per 8-hour shift to operate a 50- seat bus (the cost to

many private companies, with different labor agree-

ments, was below $100). The ultimate per mile cost

to the rider, as in any other transportation conveyance,

depends on two factors. (1) The speed , at which the

vehicle is able to operate: thus, at 5 mph, the bus can

produce 2,000 seat miles of capacity during that shift,

while at 10 mph it can produce 4,000 seat miles. In

the former case, a seat mile costs 6 cents, in the lat-

ter case, only 3 cents. (2) The load factor , which is

the average proportion of the seats occupied through-

out the day: squeezed in among standees during rush

hours, one may be impressed with a 200 percent or

greater load factor, but what may not be so apparent

is that this is likely to occur only on part of the route,

during a relatively short time. Long hours of opera-

tion over route sections where only a small propor-

tion of the seats are occupied plus layover time at

terminals can easily pull the average load factor down

to 50 percent, in which case the slow ride costs 12

cents per occupied seat mile, and the fast one, 6 cents

per occupied seat mile.

What does all this say for buses as a means of

improving access from poverty areas to employment

opportunities? First , it is clear that with their ubiq-

uitous and multi-directional network, buses in New

York City do represent an important transportation

resource for the poverty areas. This is attested to

by their relative "popularity" among the poor--they

use them to the same extent as higher-income groups

for the journey-to-work, despite the high cost per

trip mile. Second , it is clear that exclusive express

routes, over long distances, on which the same group

of riders pays the full per mile cost, are out of reach

for low-income workers. They would require a sub-

sidy of over two-thirds of the fare, even if the econo-

mies of express operation are realized. Further-

more, even though the factory employment densities

in New York City are higher than elsewhere in the

nation (typical densities outside Manhattan are 80

workers per acre, of whom 20 or so may be bus

users), it would be a formidable logistical undertaking

to match particular groups of workers at employment

sites with places of residence that they have in com-

mon, and arrange special bus runs along these routes.

If routes are envisaged to completely new locations

that are 10 to 15 miles away, as some studios have
suggested, there is no assurance that a significant

Dumber of low-income workers, with their 3-mile

average trip length, would take them.

This is confirmed by the recent lack of success

of attempting to do just that in Boston, St. Louis and

Baltimore.

Rather, the solution is to start with tho existing

bus network, compare its routes to the routes poverty

residents are actually taking, and in response to that,

realign , combine , curtail or oxtend particular routes

or groups of routes. In this process, economios of

express operation can bo enlisted by routing particular

sections of bus lines, even though they run predomi-

nantly on local streets, on expressways and parkways.

Generally, because tho expressway network was built

in the post-streetcar era, it is not nearly sufficiently

utilized by buses in New York City. Forthermore

,

enhancing the existing system utilizes the economies

of multiple use: essentially, tho worker, who may

travel a longer-than- average distance on an improved

and extended bus route, will be subsidized by tho short-

distance rider, who is willing to pay the standard fare

for perhaps a 1.5 mile ride, and capacity available

off-peak is utilized by non-work trips which, as al-

ready pointed out, are more numerous in poverty

areas because of low auto ownership. Throughout all

of this, improvements should Ixj focused on opportuni-

ties within a relatively short distance of poverty areas,

because this is where most of the bus trips will end up.

Essentially, this approach was adopted by the

Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute in its study of the Cen-

tral Brooklyn Model Cities areas,* and is adopted in

this report in the following chapter, with regard to

three specific poverty areas in which travel patterns

were investigated. A notable example of the success

of such an approach, though not related to a poverty

area, is the partial rerouting of the M-3 bus in Man-

hattan from its 49th-50th crosstown route, which ter-

minated at the Hudson River, to the Port Authority

Bus Terminal. There was here a large latent demand

that did not fit the old streetcar grid, and was forced

to use all kinds of inconvenient mode combinations for

the diagonal trip. The change was initiated by the Tri-

State Regional Planning Commission as part of a U.S.

* Transportation Needs of Residents-Central Brook-

lyn Model Cities Area . Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,

April, 1971.



Department of Transportation Urban Corridor Dem-
onstration Program.

Lastly, as with the subway system, amenities
are important, and much less costly in this case:

continued upgrading of equipment, more convenient
equipment design (for example, windows that are at

eye level of standees), more extensive use of infor-

mation signs and route maps at stations, shelters for
inclement weather, stricter enforcement of on-
schedule performance (reduction of "bunching" or
platooning), and so on.

Automobiles and expressways
As becomes clear--by inference--from the pre-

ceding discussion, most of the travel in the New York
Region is by automobile; moreover, all of the growth
in intra- regional travel is accounted for by automobile
travel. Tri-State Regional Planning Commission esti-
mates suggest that in the Tri-State Region (wliich
covers 96 percent of the population of the Region as
used in this report), the daily number of trips by
mechanized modes increased from 30. 8 million in
1960 to 38. 0 million in 1970. If about 11 million of
these were trips by public transportation, and would
have stayed constant during the period, the share of
public transportation trips would have dropped from
about 36 percent of all trips in 1960 to 29 percent in
1970. In reality, public transportation ridership has
declined slightly in absolute numbers as well, mostly
due to the sudden drop in subway ridership in 1970,
and to the long-term decline in local bus passengers
outside New York City. Thus, the contrast between
I960 and 1970 is greater unless one takes into account
the increase in trips on school buses. In any case
over 70 percent of all trips in the Region todav are' by
auto

.

New York Ciry's dependence on the automobile is
obviously much smaller than that of the Region as a
whole. As we have shown, in 1960, only 20 percent
of the workers residing in New York City used auto to
work, as against 44 percent in the Region as a whole
1 he 1970 Census journey-to-work data are not avail-
able at this writing, but 1970 data from the survey of
three poverty areas described in the following chapter
indicate that in these particular areas, 40 percent of
all resident workers travelled to work by auto, which
certainly shows a very strong dependence of povertv
areas-particularly those with less than average ac-
cess to the subway system-on the automobile

With regard to trips for all purposes and the City
as a whole, one can estimate that in 1970 over one-
third of all mechanical trips by residents were made
by auto. This amounts to about 3. 1 million vehicle
trips, or 4.5 million person-trips daily, the same
number as by subway. Of course, these trips are
much more evenly distributed in space and in time,
and not so heavily focused on Manhattan. In fact,

less than 10 percent of them had destinations in the

borough of Manhattan in 1963. Again, subsequent data
in Chapter 5 suggest higher 1970 proportions from the
low-income areas studied.

It is well established that the number of trips
made by automobile depends primarily on the number
of automobiles available; secondarily, it depends on
the surrounding density of development or, winch is a

related factor, the amount of roadway space available.
Tri-State Regional Planning Commission has shown
that in 1963, the average automobile in New York
City made 2. 0 trips per day, as opposed to the devel-
oped part of the Region outside New York City, where
the number was 3. 7. Converting from airline to over-
the-road distance, the length of the average auto trip

was 8. 0 miles in the City versus 7. 0 miles outside,
but because of fewer trips per auto, the vehicle miles
of travel per auto on a weekday were 16 in the City
versus 26 outside. There is evidence that the number
of trips per auto is a fairly stable figure, although
outside New York City it does decline somewhat as
the number of autos per household increases.

This dependence of auto travel on the number of
vehicles available makes motor vehicle registration a
good indicator of auto travel. Table 68 provides an
historical overview, comparing the City of New York
to the rest of the Region. It is evident that in the past,
in times of prosperity, the percapita auto registration
rate in New York City was exactly half that of its en-
virons. In the most recent decade, however, the auto-
mobile growth rate in the City has slowed down more
than in its environs, and in 1970, the City's register-
ed autos percapita were only 43 percent of the sub-
urban ones. This may be attributable to the relative
worsening of the City's economic position in the Re-
gion, portrayed in Chapter 3. Nevertheless, in the
past decade, the number of autos registered in the
City did increase by 15 percent, and one can assume
a commensurate increase in auto travel. In the envi-
rons, of course, spurred on by population growth,
the increase in autos registered was close to 50 per-
cent.



Table 69 breaks down the growth of motor vehicle

and auto registrations over the past decade by borough

within New York City, and by sectors of the Region in

its environs. Within the City, the largest increase

was recorded in the two lower-density, upper-income

boroughs of Queens and State n Island, which had the

highest auto ownership rates to begin with. However,
adjusting for changes in population, that is on a per-

capita basis, the increase in auto registrations was
similar in Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx, and

Queens: the ratio of autos per population increased

on the order of one-tenth. This increase was relative-

ly lower in the Bronx and in Brooklyn, relatively high-

er in Manhattan and Queens, but on the whole there

was a noticeable increase in auto availability to the

City's residents even in these high-density boroughs,

and a share of this increase is accounted for by the

lower income population. On Staten Island, the in-

crease on a percapita basis was dramatically higher

and compares to that of the suburban counties.

It is also evident from Table 69 that total motor

vehicle registration growth outpaced passenger re-

gistrations in Brooklyn, tho Bronx and Queens, while

in Manhattan total registrations suffered Q decline

.

This is mostly due to the decentralization of commer-
cial registrations from Manhattan, in lino with its

decline of manufacturing and warehousing activity.

Outside New York City, the growth of total rcgist ra-

tions outpaced auto registrations very slightly on the

average, but there is a noticeable shift in commercial
registrations away from the Long Island sector toward

New Jersey, indicative of the hitter's growing role in

manufacturing and warehousing activities.

The degree to which a motor vehicle is used de-

pends, as we have pointed out, to some degree on the

availability of roadway space. Quito obviously, a ve-

hicle registered in New York City has relatively little

street space available to it. The City has about 400

registered vehicles for every mile of roadway, as

compared to about 100 per mile outside the City. Of

particular importance for moving vehicles are limited-

access highways or freeways (expressways, parkways

and toll roads). As Tri-Stato Regional Planning Com-

mission has shown, freeways, which accounted for

Table 68.

Motor Vehicle and Automobile Registrations, New York Region (31 Counties), 1920-1970.

Motor Vehicles Automobiles Persons Per Persons Per

(000's) (000 s) Motor Vehicle Automobile

Region NYC Environs Region NYC Environs Region NYC Environs Region NYC Environs

1920 543 223 320 389 150 239 18.5 25.2 13.8 25.7 37.4 18.4

1930 2,111 764 1,347 1,724 597 1,127 60 9.1 4.2 7.3 11.6 5.1

1940 2,745 995 1.750 2,361 840 1,521 4.9 7.5 3.6 5.7 8.9 4.0

1950 3.878 1.351 2,527 3,338 1.164 2,174 39 58 29 45 68 3.3

1960 5.505 1,540 3,965 4.906 1,365 3,542 3.2 5.1 2.5 3.6 5.7 2.8

1970 7,703 1.763 5,940 6.857 1,570 5,288 26 4.5 2.0 29 5.0 2.2

Source: Regional Plan Association.

Table 69.

Change in Motor Vehicle and Automobile Registrations, 1

1960

New York City 1.540.4

Manhattan 241.1

Brooklyn 479.9

Bronx 231.0

Queens 511.8

Staten Island 68.6

Environs 3.964.5

Long Island 839 5

Northern NYS 642.9
New Jersey 1.872.1

Connecticut 610.0

Region Total

(31 counties) 5.504.9

Motor Vehicles

(000 s)

1970

1,762.6

230.7

519.6

265 2

633.6

113.5

5.940.3

1.335.0

923.7

2.799.0

882.6

7,702.9

960-1970.

Passenger Automobiles

% Change 1960

+14.4 1.364 5

_ 4.3 174.8

+ 83 4355

+ 14.8 219.7

+23.8 472.4

+655 62.0

+ 49.8 3,553.4

+59.0 7489

+43.7 556.9

+49.5 1.687.0

+44.7 560.6

+39.9

Ratio Cars per 100 Population

4.917.9

UJ'JV »/

1970 % Change 1960 1970 Increment

1.569.6 +15.0 17.5 19.9 +2.4

175.9 + 0.6 10.3 11.4 + 1.1

468.6 + 7.6 16.5 18.0 + 1.5

2426 + 10.4 154 16.5 + 1.1

577.3 +22.2 26.1 29.1 +3.0

105.3 +69.8 27.9 35.6 + 7.7

5,287.7 + 48.8 36.1 44.6 + 8.5

1.197.0 +598 38.1 46.8 +8.7

8138 +46.1 37.1 44.7 +7.6

2.493.7 +47.8 34.1 43.0 +8.9

783.2 +39.7 39 1 46.6 +7.5

6.857.3 +39.4 27.9 34.7 + 6.8

' '"dudes, in addition to passenger automobiles, "commercial vehicles" (incl. trucks).

under passenger cars in New Jersey and Connecticut
Source: Regional Plan Association and Tri-State Regional Planning Commission.

plus buses, laxJf, and motorcycles; rent-a-cars are listed under taxis In New York State.
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only 2.5 percent of the total road and street mileage

in the densely built-up portion of the Region in 1963,

carried 30 percent of all vehicle miles of travel. Ar-

terials, constituting 15.5 percent of the mileage,

carried another 47 percent, and some 82 percent of

the street mileage, local in nature, carried only 23

percent of the vehicular travel. Freedom from inter-

ruptions in flow leads to lower operating cost, higher

capacity and higher speed. In 19(53, arterial streets

operated at an average speed of about 10 miles in

Manhattan and 16 to 18 miles per hour in the other

boroughs (except Staten Island, with 24), whereas
speeds on freeways ranged from 33 in Manhattan to

39 miles per hour in the Bronx. Clearly, the extent

of mobility one gains having an automobile depends on

one's access to the freeway system, for even during

periods of congestion, freeways usually offer the

"least cost" path.

Table 70 offers an historical overview of the evo-

lution of the freeway system in New York City, com-
pared to the rest of the Region. The construction of

limited-access highways in North America originated

in the New York Region in the late 'twenties, and un-

til 1950, the Region had more freeway mileage than

the rest of the United States. In New York City, about

half the present 210 miles was built before 1945, and
though much of it was subsequently reconstructed,
portions exhibit symptoms of aging similar to those

of the subway system. Periods of the most intensive

construction activity in the City were 1935-1940, 1950-
1955, and 1960-1965; between them, the typical rate of
construction was 2 to 3 miles annually, and the most
recent 5-year period is one of such a slowdown, occa-
sioned by controversies over route location and over
the need for expressways as such. It is notable that
outside New York City, the construction rate is also
the slowest since 1950.

In a geographically limited urban area, the ex-
pressway system cannot expand forever: with 210
route miles in a City that contains 320 square miles
of land, the network is already fairly dense. Yet, it

is just as true that the service provided by that net-
work is rather uneven, and while some sections of the
City cannot accommodate and do not need any more
freeways, others are grossly underserved. Table 71
shows various indicators of freeway service by bor-
ough within the City, and by sectors of the Region out-
side the City for comparison. Lane miles (a better
measure of highway capacity than route miles, be-
cause it takes width into account) per 1,000 motor ve-
hicles registered is one such indicator. It shows

Table 70.

Road and Freeway Mileage in the New York Region.

Total road mileage (State, County, Municipal)

New York Rest of New
City New York Jersey Connecticut Total

1960 4,346.0 25,739.2 18,720.9 8,438 5 57,244 6

Freeway mileage, 1926—1971 (Highways of 4 or more lanes with

fully controlled access)

Annual Rate of

New
VnrU

City

Rest of
Mom/PicW
York

M BUI

Jersey

Pnnnorf.

icut Total

Construction
Outside

NYC NYC

1927 1.6 1.0 10 3.6
2.4

3.2

14 0

3 1

1.6

6.0

2 7

7.5

1.7

9.4

16.9

20 5

2.7

17.0

69 3

46.5

50.2

44.1

1930 9.7 35.4 2 0 47.1

1935 25.7 111.2 105 147.4

1940 96.2 163.3 20 5 40.0 320.0

1945 111.9 171.5 20.5 45.0 348.9

1950 1199 213.5 37.5 71.0 441 9

1955 149.8 377 0 217.6 74,0 818.4

1960 163.3 477.3 266.5 157.5 1,064.6

1965 201.0 601.4 323.5 227.0 1,352 9

1971 a 210.5 751.0 402.5 241.0 1,605.0

a As of July 1st.

Source: Regional Plan Association.

that the City is about one-quarter below the regional

average of 1 lane-mile per 1, 000 vehicles, and not

too much worse off than New Jersey or Long Island.

The Bronx, by that standard, has the best service,

and Manhattan, Queens and Staten Island are above

the City average. Brooklyn, by contrast, is at half

the average level. This standard, clearly, does not

consider the possible influx of traffic from the out-

side, by vehicles that are not registered in the same
borough. To take that into account, the sixth column

shows the percent of all vehicle miles of travel in the

area which is carried by freeways, as opposed to ar-

terial or local streets. Again, the Bronx comes out

on top, together with Queens, and Brooklyn on the

bottom; the Staten Island network was not in operation

when the data in this column were assembled.

The Bronx and Manhattan also come out on top by

such simple indices as freeway route miles per square

mile of built-up land, or total land area within 1 mile

of expressways. Brooklyn comes out on the bottom on

both accounts, if construction presently under way on

Staten Island is taken into consideration. The unserv-

ed area of Brooklyn, more than 1 mile from any ex-

pressway, is graphically portrayed earlier on Map 8.

It is evident that most of the Central Brooklyn and

East New York poverty area is not easily accessible

to expressways, and the industrial areas in Maspeth,

Queens and in the Flatlands in southern Brooklyn have

likewise poor access. Harlem and the South Bronx
have good highway access, in line with the favorable

position of their boroughs, but in Queens, the largest



Table 71.

Freeway Service in the New York Region.

Lane Miles
Freeway Route Freeway Lane per 1,000

M:i. r milMiles, iy/i ft/1 , 1 « ~ 1 (171
iviiies, 19/

1

Motor vehicles

lew York City 210.5 1,266 .72

Manhattan 33 5 204 .88

Brooklyn 34.5 207 .39

Bronx 44.0 267 1.01

Queens 80.5 490 .77

Staten Island 18.0 98 86

nvirons 1.394.5 6,967 1.17

Long Island 240.5 1,264 .95

Northern N.Y.S. O lU.O £.44

New Jersey 4U2.5 .O.J

Connecticut 241.0 1.135 1.29

Region Total

(31 counties) 1,605.0 8,233 1.06

a Built-up land Includes all land in lots with buildings, oxclusive of streets, parks, etc

b Area within 1 mile ol freeways, existing or under construction.

c Probably over estimated, due to under-assessment of travel In Ihe CBD.

d Only within Intensively developed area, excluding outer counties and parts of counties

Sources: Regional Plan Association and Tn-State Regional Planning Commission.

Route Miles Percent Area Perrrnt VMT Fntalitlos por
per Sq. Mile Served by on Freeways, 100,000,000 VMT, 1964

Built-up Land Freeways" 1963 EpAA III Aliar rucwnys Non-r roowny »

1.5 84 40 1.6 3.1

2.6 100 43 1 n
I ,u 1 'i n

1 J U

1.0 68 30 0 1c. 1
1 1 n
1 1 ,u

2.5 100 47 c.O 1 A 1
i

i

1.5 90 47 1 1
1 .J

.9 75 2.8

.7 n.a. 26

'

7 n a 30 11

1 .0
A n4,0

1.8 n.a. 43 d 3.4 4.8

.6 n.a. 19 d 2.0 4.3

.6 n.a. 31" 2.5 3.0

8 n.a. 30" 2.1 5.4

"hole" in the freeway grid includes the poverty area

of South Jamaica. Thus, while we have found that

poverty areas have better than average acces s to the

subway system , we also find that they have worse

than average access to the freeway network .

Plans to complete the City's freeway system--

now deferred—which would have included the

Brooklyn-Queens Interboro expressway, the Cross-

Brooklyn expressway, and the completion of the

Clearview Expressway near Jamaica, for a total of

about 20 miles, plus about 10 additional miles on

Staten Island, which do not affect poverty areas, would

largely fill all the "holes" in the network, affording,

among other things, unserved poverty and industrial

areas the same standard the rest of the City has.

Of course, for the low-income worker to be able

to use the mobility offered by freeways, auto owner-

ship by him should not be discouraged. A clear dis-

tinction must be drawn between selective policies,

aimed at discouraging or even preventing auto use in

areas where high automobile concentration is envi-

ronmentally harmful, such as the Manhattan Central

Business District, pedestrian precincts in residential

areas, or parks and nature preserves, and indiscrim-

inate policies which make it more difficult to operate

an automobile in general, regardless of purpose. A

moratorium on all expressway construction, poor

street pavement maintenance, or the proposal of a

general tax on automobiles in the City hurt the poor

as well as the well-to-do. For, with present economic

trends, the automobile will increasingly become the

poor man's mode of travel, with rapid transit increas -

ingly shifting toward those tetter off .

In 1970 prices, the direct operating cost of an

automobile (gas, oil, tires and routine maintenance)

can be calculated at about 4.5 cents per mile. As-

suming roughly 0, 000 miles of travel per car annual-

ly in the City (as opposed to about 9,500 in its envi-

rons) the operating cost comes to only $270 annually.

However, added to that must be the fixed costs, con-

sisting mostly of insurance and depreciation. For a

married male driver 25 years old, basic bodily injury

and property damage insurance in Manhattan amounts

to about $3G0 annually (about 25 percent more if he is

unmarried, less if he is older). This does not include

optional forms of insurance, such as fire, theft or

collision. Interest and depreciation on a three-year

old used car amount to less than that, about $300.

With an allowance for repairs, the total annual cost

is on the order of $1, 000 or 15 percent of the average

low-income worker's wages before taxes. * This

comes out to some 16.7 cents per vehicle mile or,

given an average occupancy of 1.4, about 12 cents per

passenger mile, more than the subway but about the

same as the local bus. The assumption is that the

worker does not incur any costs of garaging, parking,

and does not use toll facilities on a daily basis; adding

* This compares to a national average expenditure of

8 percent of the household income of an employed head

of household in 1970. 165



the latter two could easily add another $500 per year

or 8 cents per mile.

This analysis suggests several things. First, it

explains why in the equations dealing with choice of

mode that were presented earlier auto operating cost

plays no role at all, but tolls and parking charges do.

They are a potent instrument for increasing total auto

operating cost by 50 percent or more; fortunately,

they can do this on a selective basis, and thus direct

auto travel away from areas where it causes high

social costs--if society chooses to use them in this

manner. Second, it shows that in New York City in-

surance rates are a major deterrent to wider auto

ownership; the figure above is calculated for Manhat-

tan, and is somewhat lower in the other high-density

boroughs; however, in areas immediately outside the

City, it is 30 to 40 percent lower. Third, it shows

that the cost of the automobile itself tends to be about

one -third of the total cost of owning and operating one.

This is not much lower for a used vehicle than for a

new one, as Sumner Meyers has shown in his "Per-

sonal Transportation for the Poor"*; a new inexpensive

but durable small foreign car, such as the Volkswagen

is shown by Mm to incur a repair and maintenance cost

about 50 percent lower, as well as a 20 percent lower

capital cost. Recent figures published by the American
Automobile Association** show that the direct operat-

ing cost of a domestic compact car is about 18 percent

lower, and that of a foreign compact, 42 percent lower

than that of a standard new domestic car. Annual fix-

ed costs (which in the AAA example Include complete

insurance coverage) are, respectively, 19 percent and

40 percent lower. The barrier to realizing these sav-

ings by the low-income worker is the high initial in-

vestment needed for a new car, and Ins difficulty in

obtaining sufficient credit.

Clearly, if auto ownership by the poor is to be en-

couraged, the prime levers are cooperative arrange-
ments to reduce insurance costs and the costs of the

initial down-payment on economical new cars that will

eventually yield much more transportation for the same
cost as a jalopy, so typical of low-income areas.

* "Personal Transportation for the Poor", by Sumner
Meyers, American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
Transportation and Poverty Conference proceedings.
June 19G8.

** "Your Driving Costs", American Automobile As-
166 sociation, 1971.

Accessibility and economic status

We have thus surveyed travel behavior and found

that the poor travel less than the well-to-do, in terms

of frequency of trips, their distance, and their time;

they also have less choice with regard to the mode of

travel. All this can be, and has been, interpreted as

a handicap to the improvement of their economic

status. On the other hand, it is also true that the loca-

tion of jobs in which lower-income workers are em-

ployed is such that most of them are either accessible

to the low-income areas via the Manhattan-oriented

subway system, or else are within, or contiguous to

the low-income areas themselves, and thus within a

short bus or even walking trip.

An effort was made to explore the degree to which

tetter access is reflected in tetter economic status.

An exploration like that cannot be easily performed

across all income groups, because the distribution of

the highest income group is bi-polar: they either live

at the place of maximum accessibility to their jobs,

within the Manhattan Central Business District and in

a few adjacent areas, or else they live in places of

very low accessibility on the periphery of the City and

in the suburbs. Besides, accessibility to high-income

jobs is of very little relevance to low-income workers.

Therefore, only accessibility to low-skilled and semi-

skilled jobs was measured. Accessibility is here de-

fined as the sum of products of a travel time function

from a place to all other places, and the employment

at these places. The travel time function is the low-

income function, derived empirically from travel be-

havior in the Region, and presented earlier in Chart

9. The travel time it was applied to is travel time via

the rapid transit network. The "places" were postal

zones within New York City having a significant con-

centration of workers in the "operative" and "laborer"

categories, as well as all zones with more than 30

percent of the resident households earning less than

$3,000 annually in 1966. Accessibility and income
for these postal zones were related statistically by

means of correlation analysis. The result is shown
in Chart 29.

The chart shows that as transit accessibility to

low-income jobs rises, so does poverty. The rela-

tionship, the opposite of what one might expect, is

not very strong, but has a 95 percent probability of

being significant, i.e. not due to chance.

Earlier in Chapter 2 we have also found that as

accessibility to the transit system increases, so do

job openings; the more accessible plants pay lower



wages. It appears that the locations of poor workers

and of low paying jobs tend to seek a balance; the ex-

istence of a large, accessible labor pool permits the

survival of many low-wage employers who can pay

high rents for accessible sites only because there are

so many low-income workers around. Conversely,

residential densities in low-income areas are so high

that even though percapita income may be low, the ag-

gregate income per square mile is high, and so is the

aggregate rent for a high-accessibility location.

We thus see a self-reinforcing relationship creat-

ed, in part, by good accessibility of a particular type

of labor pool to a particular type of job. The trans-

portation strategy to be pursued under such circum-

stances is not merely to etch deeper those transpor-

Chart29
Accessibility to Low-Income Jobs vs. Income by Postal Zone.

Percent of Income
Tax Returns Under
$3,000 in 1966

42-

tation channels that are already deeply etoned; this

can be helpful in its own right, to the extent that un-

necessary loss of time and money by low-income work-

ers can be prevented. However, this will not provide

higher paying jobs. To improve the likelihood of the

latter, a greater number of options for travel to work

must be provided. For example, from South Jamaica,

one should be able to go by bus to both Kennedy Air-

port and Flushing, not merely to the Jamaica Central

Business District. From Central Brooklyn, subway

access should be not just to the Garment District of

Manhattan and to Downtown Brooklyn: access to Long

Island City and to Bush Terminal can be made more

convenient. The George Washington Bridge Bus Sta-

tion, an important gateway to New Jersey, should be

easily accessible from East Harlem, not just from

West Harlem. The option of using the commuter rail-

roads should be available to those living near thorn,

and the option of using the auto for travel to dispersed

destinations should not be discouraged.

Map 23 at the end of this chapter shows the ac-

cessibility to production jobs in manufacturing and

warehousing for the Region as a whole. The middle-

income propensity curve from Chart 9 is used in this

case to deflate travel time, and travel time, in turn,

except for the core of New York City, is travel time

by auto. It is clearly apparent from the map that in

the regional picture, there is a tight island of acces-

sibility to production jobs which is centered on the

Manhattan Central Business District and the Brooklyn

to Long Island City waterfront. The major poverty

areas we discussed are located toward the outer edges

of this island. Beyond it is a band of poor accessibili-

ty to production jobs-the outer Bronx, the middle-

income areas of Queens. Still beyond it is the huge

area of production job opportunities in New Jersey

particularly in Bergen County, and smaller, but sig-

nificant areas through central Nassau and western

Suffolk counties, through southeastern Westchester^

and in Connecticut beyond Greenwich. These can be

viewed, in their closer-in parts, as target areas or

reverse commuting by bus or rail and auto, and also

as appropriate locations for low-income housing out-

side New York City.

10 100

Accessibility to Operative and Labor Jobs.

1,000
10.000
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Map 23

Accessibility to Production Jobs in the New York Reg
Index of accessibility
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75,000 and over

50,000-75,000
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CHAPTER 5. THREE CASE STUDY AREAS

To determine the suitability of various transpor-

tation additions or improvements for travel to work

it is necessary to know the characteristics of the po-

tential users of the transportation service as well as

their present patterns of travel. This can best be

achieved by detailed questionnaires conducted on a

sample basis.

As was pointed out earlier, the 1960 Census

journey-to-work data, though based on a 25 percent

sample, provide no origin-destination detail within

the boroughs of New York City. The simulated data

quoted earlier, useful for assessing City-wide pat-

terns, are not sufficient for evaluating improvements

at the community level. The 1963 Tri -State Regional

Planning Commission Home Interview survey does

provide geographic detail by square mile, and a vari-

ety of data on travel characteristics, but, based on a

1 percent sample, is also more suitable for dealing

with areawide aggregates. Besides, neither of these

sources was directed at studying poverty areas as

such, and both are now somewhat out of date. Con-

sequently, a home interview survey was conducted in

1970 in three selected poverty areas of New York City,

based on an 8 percent sample.

Its purpose was fourfold. First, to find out who

the people living in the selected areas are, their pre-

sent work status, education, age, and income distri-

bution and other details that could relate to work and

the work trip. Second, to find out how people use the

present system for travel, where they work, how

they get there, and how much time and money they

spend in doing so. Third, to allow us to formulate

transportation improvements based on detailed data

at the local level. Fourth, to provide a basis for

suggested improvements in other low-income areas

within the City without incurring the prohibitive costs

of sampling all of them.

Selection of the Study Areas.
It was determined early that resources permitted

the detailed study of three distinct areas. Six crite-

ria were used in selecting them:

1 . They should have many poor persons living in

them.

2. They should have significant transportation

problems.

3. They should not have been the subject of sim-

ilar studies recently.

4. They should Ixj representative of larger areas

to allow the conclusions reached there to lx) applicable

to the larger areas.

5. They should be sufficiently separate physical-

ly, so as to provide sufficiently distinct areas and

perspectives.

6. The population densities of the three areas

selected should be significantly different from one

another since population density largely determines

the feasibility of public transit.

With respect to the first and second of these,

Map 24 shows which low-income areas (using percent

of population on welfare) have poor access to the mass

transit system (defined as being beyond two thousand

feet from a transit station). With respect to the third

criterion, previous studies, the transportation needs

of the Central Brooklyn Model Cities area (see Map

20) have been examined by the Polytechnic Institute of

Brooklyn and the possibility of serious overlapping

should be avoided. Consequently, following the first

three criteria, Table 72 was prepared, with Central

Brooklyn zones excluded, showing in rank order of

mass transit coverage, each health zone with thirty

percent or more of its population receiving welfare.

There is a wide variation in subway coverage among

the zones but a very narrow variation of welfare de-

pendence and the proportion earning less than $3, 000.

In other words, we can select study zones rather free- 169



Table 72.

Low-Income Areas Considered for Detailed Study.

Health Percent Mass Percent Percent Incomes 1970 Population

Borough Area Transit Coverage Welfare Below $3,000 Population Density

Queens 34,35.

1

a 10% 30.2% 33.8% 30,540 19,200

Manhattan 67 15 39.2 30.2 14,906 207,000

Bronx 200 25 35.6 33.1 31,070 134,000

Brooklyn 34 45 33.3 38 3 33,300 91,000

Bronx 19 50 303 32.3 24,260 130,000

Manhattan 26 55 31.0 35 9 24,165 115,000

Manhattan 21 60 33.7 35 9 25,066 104,500

Bronx 21.2 80 34.9 33.1 16,465 128,600

Bronx 26 90 30.7 335 28,537 117,000

Manhattan 25 90 310 35 9 16.684 151,800

Brooklyn 62 95 33.5 29.3 26,730 74,000

Bronx 21.1 95 30 5 33.1 11,095 48,000

Bronx 44 100 33.2 36.4 16,541 152,900

Bronx 29 100 32.9 38.5 25.729 142,900

« Henllh nroo 34 in Queens, unlike the other health areas in this table, is extremely heterogeneous in its income character Consequently, the northern hall of health area 34 in Queens was
usod here and oxtendod to the east to coincide with postal zip 11433. resulting in a more homogeneous area

Sourco: Regional Plun Association.

ly on the basis of mass transit coverage alone. With

that in mind it is apparent that the first seven areas
listed in Table 72 have substantially poorer access
than the rest. The first impulse is merely to select

the three that head the list.

However, other circumstances should be consid-
ered. Manhattan health zone 67 on the lower East
Side has a small population and is physically close to

the Central Business District. The zone in Jamaica,
Queens is remote and it does have almost three times
as many people as the Manhattan zone; it also has the

advantage of being prototypical of relatively low-
density areas. Health zone 34 in Brooklyn invites
the danger of overlap with the Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn study, because it is adjacent to the Model
City area, but it is difficult to ignore Brooklyn entire-
ly with its vast expanse of poverty. Health zones 19
and 20.0 in the Bronx are contiguous, making a study
area nestled between two subway lines, and with a
total coverage of less than 50 percent.

After weighing all these facts the Queens and
Brooklyn zones were selected for detailed analysis
along with the combined areas of zones 19 and 20. 0
in the Bronx. These three meet all of the criteria
mentioned earlier. Their population is poor, their
access to mass transit is poor, their transportation
needs have not been studied, they are prototypical of
larger areas of poverty, they are widely separated
geographically and their population densities are con-
siderably different from one another. From this
point on, these three areas will be referred to as
South Jamaica (Queens), Bushwick (Brooklyn) and
East Tremont (The Bronx).

Table 73.

Low-Income Areas Selected for Detailed Study.

Percent Percent
Mass Income

Transit Percent Below 1970 Population
Area Coverage Welfare $3,000 Population Density

1 South Jamaica 10% 30.2% 33.8% 30.540 19,200

2. Bushwick 45 33.3 38 3 33,300 91,000

3. East Tremont 37 32.9 32.7 55,330 132,000

Source: Regional Plan Association.

Existing transportation service.

South Jamaica , as defined by this study, consists

of postal zip 11433, bounded on the north by Jamaica
Avenue, on the east by the tracks of the Montauk
Branch of the Long Island Railroad, on the south by
Linden Boulevard and Murdock Avenue and on the west

by Sutphin Boulevard and 150th Street.

The area is zoned mostly for low and medium-
density residential use south of South Road, with in-

dustrial and commercial zoning to the north. For a

detailed description of the area's history, population

and housing characteristics, reference should be made
to South Jamaica Community Development Study ,

Hoberman & Wasserman and Plan for New York City ,

1969, A Proposal, Volume 5: Queens , New York City

Planning Commission.

South Jamaica's rapid transit service (see Map
28) includes two lines, the Jamaica Avenue BMT ele-

vated along Jamaica Avenue and the Independent line

along Hillside Avenue. The BMT elevated runs along
the northern edge of the study area, starting at 168th

Street and stopping at 160th Street and at Sutphin Bou-
levard as it heads westward to Brooklyn and Manhat-
tan. Two services are provided on the BMT line: the
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KK train serving Midtown Manhattan, eventually ter-

minating at Sixth Avenue and 57th Street; and the QJ

train serving Lower Manhattan, Brooklyn, and even-

tually terminating in Coney Island. The KK service

and the QJ service beyond Broad Street in Lower

Manhattan are provided only during the peak periods.

The ride to 42nd Street and Sixth Avenue from 168th

Street on the KK has a scheduled running time of 30

minutes during peak periods. Headways are 6 mi-

nutes. QJ trains are scheduled for 44 minutes from

168th Street to Broad Street and also run on 6 minute

headways.

The Independent line along Hillside Avenue, some

2,000 feet north of the study area, provides two ser-

vices through Queens to Manhattan, the E and the F

trains. Both serve Midtown Manhattan, scheduled for

35 minutes to 42nd Street during peak periods: the E

to Eighth Avenue, the F to Sixth Avenue. The E train

is scheduled for 46 minutes to Hudson Terminal, site

of the World Trade Center. Both provide about 3.5

minute headways during the peak periods. Both even-

tually go to Brooklyn, the E train continuing on to

Rockaway and the F train to Coney Island. Hillside

Avenue stops, in the vicinity of South Jamaica, are at

169th Street, Parsons Boulevard and Sutphin Boule-

vard.

The study area is generally beyond a reasonable

walking distance to these services; only about 10 per-

cent of the area and even a smaller proportion of the

population is within 2, 000 feet of Jamaica Avenue.

No part of the study area lies within that distance

from Hillside Avenue.

The bus service is characterized by a series of

lines running north-south through the study area along

Sutphin, New York and Merrick Boulevards and ter-

minating at Jamaica or Hillside Avenues. Aside from
those two Avenues, east-west service is all but non-
existent, with some service along parts of South Road
and Liberty Avenue. Other lines come from north of

Hillside Avenue with their southern terminals at Hill-
side or Jamaica Avenue or from Nassau County to the
east. The New York City Transit Authority provides
one route, the Q60, that runs to Manhattan via the

Queensboro Bridge. Aside from the Transit Authori-
ty, five private bus companies provide this network
of service: Green Bus Lines, Inc. ; Jamaica Buses,
Inc.

;
Queens Transit Corporation; Schenk Transpor-

tation Co. Inc.
; and Bee Line, Inc. The latter two

are franchised for trips between Queens and Nassau
counties and cannot serve intra-Queens travelers.
Bus headways during the peak periods range from 2

minutes and up for bus routes wholly within the City

and 10 to 15 minutes for routes between Jamaica and

Nassau County. Off-peak frequency varies widely by

route and is often 15 minutes or more. Fares are 30

or 35 cents for buses within the City. Bus fares to

Nassau County are zoned ranging from about 30 cents

at the County line to 60 cents to Roosevelt Field. Free

transfers are limited to routes of the same operator.

The bus network is designed to serve primarily

as a feeder to the two rapid transit lines and to the

retail center along Jamaica Avenue. There is virtual-

ly no bus service extending through the study area

that continues on north of Hillside Avenue. As we

shall see later, this results in numerous circuitous

routes, time-consuming trips and multiple fares.

All scheduled service of the Long Island Railroad

stops at the Jamaica Station at Sutphin Boulevard and

Archer Avenue, just outside the study area. As many

as seven trains serve such close-in Nassau County

locations as Mineola or Freeport during the reverse

commutation peak periods with generally fewer trains

serving prospective locations to the east. Running

time to Mineola from Jamaica is only 14 minutes; to

Farmingdale, only 26 minutes. Monthly commutation,

however, is high, averaging between $40. 00 and

$45. 00 or more than $1.00 per ride.

Most of the South Jamaica study area is beyond

one mile from the nearest limited access highway,

the Van Wyck Expressway. However, once on it,

expressway service is available east to Long Island,

north to the Bronx, Westchester County, New Jersey

or Connecticut and south via the Shore Parkway and

the Southern State Parkway to southern Brooklyn,

southern Queens and southern Nassau County. Other

limited access highways, the Grand Central Parkway

to the north and the Southern State Parkway to the

south, are about 2 miles from the center of the study

area. Of course, access to the expressway network

does not insure congestion-free movement.
In sum, the South Jamaica study area's popula-

tion can use two rapid transit lines, but both, for the

most part, require a second fare or an excessively

long walk to reach. The bus network provides good

feeder service to these lines, but poor service to

many other destinations. The Long Island Railroad

offers frequent schedules but high fares for commut-
ing eastward to Nassau and Suffolk counties. Access

to the limited access highway network system is fair

and the facilities are often congested.

Bushwick is defined by this study as health zone

34 in Brooklyn. Its boundaries are irregular but



never extend beyond Harmon Street, Irving Avenue,
Weirfield Street and Broadway. The area is zoned
almost exclusively for medium-density residential

with the exception of a small commercially zoned

area near Broadway. For a detailed description of

the area's history, population and housing character-

istics, reference should be made to Plan for New
York City, 1969, A Proposal, Volume 3: Brooklyn ,

New York City Planning Commission.
Bushwick's rapid transit system consists of three

lines that skirt the edge of the study area on all sides

but never go through it. The LL service runs under

Wyckoff Avenue about 700 feet north of the study area,

and into Manhattan along 14th Street. The QJ and KK
services run on elevated tracks over Broadway along

the southwest edge of the study area. As described

in the earlier section on South Jamaica, these provide

service to lower Manhattan, Downtown Brooklyn and

Midtown Manhattan. The M service, operating from
6 A.M. to 7 P.M. runs along Myrtle Avenue, joining

the KK at Broadway and provides service to Lower
Manhattan, substituting for the QJ during the morning
rush period when the QJ skips the local stops between
East New York and Essex Street. At other times, a

shuttle to Myrtle and Broadway operates along Myrtle

Avenue. Additional service is provided to Bushwick
residents by back-tracking eastward on the LL, KK or
QJ services to the Eastern Parkway-Broadway junction

with the Independent line, where the A and E trains

are available, providing service to southeast Queens,

Downtown Brooklyn and the Manhattan Central Busi-

ness District. Scheduled peak period running time on
the LL, from Halsey Street and Wyckoff Avenue to

Sixth Avenue and 14th Street, is 21.5 minutes. In the

peak period, running times from Halsey Street and

Broadway are scheduled at 25 minutes to Sixth Avenue
and 42nd Street via the KK service. From Knicker-

bocker and Greene Avenues the M line is schedules

for 20 minute service to Broad Street during peak

periods. Headways during these periods average

about 3.5 minutes on the LL and 6 minutes on the KK
or the M.

The bus service in Bushwick is substantial, par-

ticularly to Downtown Brooklyn. Three bus routes

serve this traffic. Putnam Avenue # 26, Gates Ave-

nue § 52, and DeKalb Avenue # 38 each run from

Bushwick to Downtown Brooklyn and each run along

Fulton Street in Downtown, for part of its length. In

Bushwick, they are separated by 10 blocks from one

another, which provides service for Bushwick resi-

dents to Downtown Brooklyn that never is beyond a

five block walk. However, one bus service is non-
existent to such nearby industrial areas as Long Is-
land City, Woodside, Maspeth, Greenpoint and the

Brooklyn Navy Yard. All fares are now 35 cents.

Free transfers are available only on a haphazard
basis.

Three stations of the Long Island Railroad arc

located in Brooklyn, the Brooklyn terminus at Atlan-

tic and Flatbush Avenues and two others on Atlantic

Avenue, at Nostrand Avenue and at East New York
Avenue. Each of these stations is woll lx)yond reason-

able walking distance from Bushwick, requiring either

a bus or subway to reach. The service provldod to

Nassau and Suffolk counties from these stations is

almost as frequent as the service provided from Ja-

maica. However, running times from Mast New York

average about eight minutes more and from Flatbush

Avenue about 19 minutes more than those from Jamai-

ca. Monthly commutation to Nassau County locations

are generally in excess of $40. 00, or $1 . 00 per ride.

Highway access for Bushwick residents is general-

ly poor. The Interboro Parkway, with torturous curves

and a low capacity provides an outlet to the east via

the Grand Central Parkway and to the north via the Van

Wyck Expressway. The Brooklyn-Queens expressway,

heavily overloaded, runs about 2.5 miles to the west

of the study area, providing indirect access to New

Jersey and points north. North-south expressway

service through the area is nonexistent, and local

connections are very inconvenient.

In sum, Bushwick's subway service to Manhattan

provides numerous choices, and bus service is good

to Downtown Brooklyn but lacking elsewhere. Rail

service to the east is hampered because the railroad

stations are beyond reasonable walking distance and

far too costly. The limited access highway network

provides very poor service.

East Tremont is defined by this study as health

zones 19 and 20.0 in the Bronx, bounded on the north

by East 182nd Street and Bronx Park South, on the

east by Vyse Avenue and Southern Boulevard, on the

south by Crotona Park North, and on the west by

Arthur Avenue. The entire area is zoned for medium-

and high-density residential use. For a detailed des-

cription of the area's history, population and housing

characteristics, reference should be made to Plan for

New York City
T
1969. A Proposal, Volume 2: The

Bronx , New York City Planning Commission.

East Tremont's rapid transit service consists of

two lines, both elevated. Trains on the White Plains

Road line east of the study area stop at the intersec-



tion of East Tremont Avenue and Boston Road, about

1000 feet east of the edge of the area, and at the in-

tersection of 174th Street and Southern Boulevard
just beyond the southeast corner of the study area.

Service is provided on this line at all times by the

Seventh Avenue-White Plains Road Express to the

west side of Manhattan, which eventually terminates
at New Lots Avenue in Brooklyn. Direct service to

the east side of Manhattan and to Utica Avenue in

Brooklyn is provided from approximately 5 A.M. to

9 P.M. by the Lexington Avenue express. At other
times the east side is reached by transferring to the
Woodlawn Lexington Avenue express at 149th Street
and the Grand Concourse.

The Third Avenue elevated line, some 600 feet to
the west border of the study area, has stops at East
180th Street, East Tremont Avenue, and East 174th
Street and serves as a shuttle service to 149th Street
and Third Avenue for transferring to the White Plains
line.

Scheduled peak period running times from East
Tremont Avenue on the White Plains Road line are
31.5 minutes to 42nd Street and Seventh Avenue and
30.5 minutes to 42nd Street and Lexington Avenue
Headways average about five minutes during the peak
period to the west side and about four minutes to the
east side. The Third Avenue line runs on five minute
headways during peak periods and its scheduled run-
ning time to 149th Street from East Tremont is 9.5
minutes.

The southeastern portion of the study area is
reasonably close to this rapid transit system but the
central portion, in the vicinity of Prospect Avenue
is beyond 2000 feet from the White Plains line The
western portion is generally close to the Third Ave-
nue line but the "El" requires a transfer for
travelling beyond 149th Street.
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Generally, they serve as feeders to the north-

south subway system. Frequency of service is good on
most routes. Fares are all now 35 cents and no free
transfers are offered.

The study area is served by the Penn Central
Railroad, about 2000 feet west of the study area, with
a stop at Park and East Tremont Avenue. Twenty
northbound and fifteen southbound trains stop there
each weekday, of which five northbound and three
southbound trains stop during- times suitable for re-
verse commuting. These peak period trains serve all

stations to the north as far as Mt. Vernon with direct
connections and north as far as White Plains either
directly or with a transfer at Mt. Vernon. Running
times range from 13 to 18 minutes to Mt. Vernon, and
32 to 36 minutes to White Plains. Monthly commuta-
tion to Mt. Vernon is $17. 00 and to White Plains $26. 00
or about 42 cents and 65 cents per ride, respectively.
No trains of the New Haven service stop in the area,
and points in southeastern Westchester County or Con-
necticut can only be reached via 125th Street in Man-
hattan.

East Tremont has excellent access to the limited
access highway system; the Cross-Bronx Expressway
goes directly through it. Entrance and exit ramps
are less than one-half mile from the study area. The
expressway provides access to Brooklyn, Queens,
Nassau and Suffolk via the Bronx-White stone and
Throgs Neck bridges, access to New Jersey via the
George Washington Bridge, access to Westchester
County, upstate New York and Connecticut via the
Major Deegan Expressway, Bronx River Parkway,
Hutchinson River Parkway and New England Thruway,
and access to Manhattan via the Sheridan Expressway,
Bruckner Expressway, Major Deegan Expressway and
Henry Hudson Parkway. As in South Jamaica, access
to the expressway system does not insure that the
facilities will be free of traffic congestion; the Cross-
Bronx Expressway is particularly overloaded.

In sum, the transportation service provided to
East Tremont is spotty. True rapid transit is within
reasonable walking distance for only about one-quarter
of the study area's population, the "El" or a bus being
necessary for access to the system for the remaining
population. The bus service generally is adequate and
serves employment concentrations within the Bronx
reasonably well. Rail service to Westchester is fast
and not prohibitively expensive but the station is be-
yond reasonable walking distance for most of the study
area. The limited access highways, though congested,
provide good highway access to the Region.



The home interview: working age population

characteristics.

Home interview surveys were conducted in the

three study areas from August to October, 1970 by

interviewers indigenous to each area under the super-

vision of Social Dimensional Associates, Inc. Inter-

viewing was conducted from about 3 P.M. to 9:30

P.M. on weekday afternoons and evenings. In South

Jamaica, one of every twelve households was pre-

selected. If no one was home or if those at home

were unresponsive, the next immediate household was

selected. The more uniformly higher densities with-

in Bushwick and within East Tremont suggested a dif-

ferent sampling technique. In these study areas every

second block was preselected and as many interviews

as possible were obtained in each. The average time

required per interview was about fifteen minutes.

Table 74 summarizes the home interview control

totals. In each case, the average number of persons

per household was determined from the interviews

and divided into 1970 population to determine the num-

ber of households in the area, which, in turn, permit-

ted the calculation of the percent interviewed and the

sampling factor.

Table 74.

Home Interview Control Totals for Three Study Areas.

South Jamaica Bushwick East Tremont Total

1970 Population 30,540 33,300 55.330 119,170

Persons _ QR
per household 5.12 4 25 3.43

Households 5.965 7,850 16.110 29,925

Households „

Interviewed 443 955 1.066 t-™*

Percent Sampled 7.41 12.17 6.51 8 23

Sampling Factor 13.50 8.22 15.13 12.14

Source: Regional Plan Association and U S Census

The questionnaire, reproduced at the end of the

Chapter, was designed to obtain a considerable amount

of detailed information without severely taxing the

patience of the respondent. At a time when residents

of poor areas are continually bombarded with surveys

of all kinds, it was felt that the opening question was

critical as an icebreaker. Thus, the first question

was open-ended asking, "In your opinion, what are the

major transportation probelms in this neighborhood,

including trips to work?" A checklist followed, allow-

ing the respondent to itemize his particular complaints,

The replies provided considerable information on the

residents' attitudes toward the transportation system.

Hopefully, it also made the respondent more willing

to answer more specific and personal questions.

From the interviews, a profile of the working age

population has been established. Table 75 shows this

population as a percent of the total population; the

number and percent in the labor force, both employed

and unemployed; the unemployment rate and a break-

down of non-participation in the labor force by those

in school, caring for family, and "others" who are not

working because of health or retirement and those that

give no reason for not working. Table 75 shows that

the labor force participation rate in the three study

areas is about 50 percent, a little higher in Bushwick,

slightly lower in East Tremont. These variations be-

tween study areas remain consistent for both males

and females with participation rates ranging from 74.0

to 80.4 percent and from 23. 8 to 34. 9 percent for men

and women, respectively. However, unemployment

rates in East Tremont are dramatically higher than

the other two areas; almost double for men and almost

triple for women.

About three-quarters of all those not in the Labor

force are either in school or caring for their families.

The remaining 25 percent consists largely of those

who gave no reason for not working, the "dropouts".

This group includes about half of all men not in the

labor force in Bushwick and East Tremont. About

two-thirds of the women not in the labor force are

caring for their families.

It is instructive to note that East Tremont, with

the worst employment characteristics among the three

areas, does not have the worst access to public trans-

portation of the three areas: that dubious distinction

belongs to South Jamaica.

Table 76 compares the labor force characteristics

of our three study areas with New York City's minor-

ity population with respect to age distribution, labor

force participation rates and unemployment rates.

The indication is that the study areas are charac-

terized by abnormally low rates of participation in the

Tabor force and disproportionately high rates of un-

employment, when contrasted with the pro He of mi-

norides for the City as a whole. In part this weak

performance is explained by a more youthful struc-

ture of the population since the younger age groups

Lnd to participate less in the labor market Also,

The uTder-representation of men in the working age

Ration tends to depress the participation rate.

For each person 16 or older in the three study

areas who was not working, an attempt was made to

areas wno
indicates the percent dis-

rinses to this question by study

at and 5 2x Those who replied that they were 175



not working because of bad health or retirement were

categorized as unemployable. If the reason given was

poor pay, layed off , or poor education, the respondent

was classified as employable and included in the labor

Table 75.

Employment Characteristics for Three Study Areas.

Employment Status

Both Sexes So. Jamaica Bushwick E. Tremont

Household oooulation.

16 vears and over'1 1047 1396 1840

Percent ol DODulation 46 2% 10, 4%
Labor Force 521 731 876

Labor Force participation rate 49.8% 52 4% 47 6%
Employed 479 666 733

UnemDlovcd 42 65 I HO
Unemployment rate ft 1% O.J /o 1fi *l%

Not In Labor Force DUO
In school 26.8% 17.1% 20 2%
Caring for family 51.0% 58.2% 55 8%
Other 22.2% 24.7% 24.0%

Males

Household oooulation

16 vears and over j ro oJb ob/
Percent of male DODulation MO.O /O tO.i /o yl 0 no/43.0%

Labor Force 1J 1

Labor Force Dartirinatinn rafp
i D.U /o on ao/oU.470 74.0%

Employed <in 14U

1

572
Unemployed 72
Unemployment rate O.D /o 7 no/ 11.2%

Not in Labor Force 1 1 1 nf;
I UO AAA

229
In school 73.8% 46.6% 51 5%*J 1 .»J /O

Other, including caring for family 26.2% 53.4% 48.5%
Females

Household population,

16 years and over 568 860 973
Percent of female population 48.7% 38.6% 51.7%

Labor Force 157 300 232
Labor Force participation rate 27.6% 34.9% 23.8%

Employed 139 265 161
Unemployed 18 35 71

Unemployment rate 11.5% 11.7% 30.6%
Not in Labor Force 411 560 735

In school 15.6% 1 1 6% 10.3%
Caring for family 64.7% 688% 71.2%
Other 19.7% 19.6% 18.5%

* All numbers In table refer to sample
Source: Regional Plan Association.

Table 77.

Reasons for Not Working in Three Study Areas
Persons 16 Years and Older.

Both Sexes

S. Jamaica Bushwick E. Tremont
In Labor Force* 7% 9% 13%
In School

25 16 18Caring for family 47 54 49Unemployable 11

10 17 6No reason given 10 4 15
100% 100% 100%Number not working (sample)

a 1 a •.n.m _i , 1.... ...
568 780 1,107

J i.e. unemployed but looking | 0 r a Job.
•> retired, poor health, etc.
Source: Regional Plan Association.

force. It is interesting to note that of the 2,405 per-

sons surveyed who were not working only one gave as

a reason "poor transportation. " From 17 to 24 per-

cent of non-working men, and from 4 to 9 percent of

no n-working women, are employable.

To examine the employable group that was assigned

to the unemployed labor force, the appropriate expan-

sion factor for each of the study areas was applied to

produce a breakdown by age, sex and education for the

three areas combined. Table 78 shows this.

It is instructive to compare the age distribution

and the educational attainment distribution of this un-

employed labor force with those of the employed labor

force as shown in Table 79 and 80.

Table 76.

Three Study Areas and New York City Minorities; Labor Force
Comparisons.

Labor Force New York City
Characteristics Three Study Areas (minorities only)

Working Age Population

Distribution 100.0% 100.0%
16-25 years 26.6 25 1

25-40 years 51 .1 33.3
40-65 years 18.1 34.1

65 & over 4 3 7 5

Labor Force

Participation Rates 49.2% 62.4%
16-25 years 29.8 57.3
25-40 years 5g_6 70 0
40-65 years 56 .o 69.1
65 & over 12 .g ^.6
Male

Male

76.6 81.5
Female 20 7 46.5

Unemployment Rates 12.5% 5.4°/c

16-25 years 151
25-40 years 12.5
40-65 years 7 2
65 & over 5g 5

9.1

n.a.

n.a.
Female -jgg
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k
cP
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nem P |oyment rate for minorities, as reported by the Bureau ot
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LS)
'
re,lec,s only non-white joblessness. It does not include the con-

ordmnr1 iJSSS
s Vt 0 " nernP|oyed Puerto Ricans. whose labor force characlenst.es are

ei?«r rf
W
J!!S?I?

0W? da,a ,or ,he whlle Population as a whole The only current ind>-

ffiI ft- ?n JSSm to
,y Puer, ° Rican loblessness is given for the South Bronx poverty area

0 m 1969) ' fom a survey conducted by the BLS
Source: Regional Plan Association.

Male

Jamaica Bushwick E. Tremont
17% 22% 24%
55 36 40

1 1 4
12 33 13
14 7 19

100% 100% 100%
139 135 295

Female

S. Jamaica Bushwick E. Tremont

4% 6% 9%
15 11 9

62 66 65

10 13 3

9 3 14

100% 100% 1 00%
429 595 812



It is clear that males under 2.
r
> years of age are

disproportionately represented in the unemployed

labor force. Only 14.3 percent of all working men

are under 25 but 21. 9 percent of the unemployed labor

Table 78.

Unemployed Labor Force in Three Study Areas,

by Age, Sex, Education.

Age Education Both bexes Male Female

16-25 Not H.S. Grad. 373 154 219

H.S. Grad. 232 154 78

College Grad. 3 15 15 0

Total 16-25 620
AAA
323 297

Percent 16-25 21 .2
O i Q*i .y on a

25-40 Not H.S. Grad. 1,171 496 675

H.S. Grad. 470 317 153

College Grad. 3 123 48 75

Total 25-40 1,764 861 903

Percent 25-40 60.2 58.5 61.9

40+ Not H.S. Grad. 337 209 128

H.S. Grad. 209 79 130

College Grad. 0 0 0

Total 40+ 546 288 258

Percent 40+ 18.7 19.5 17.7

Total Persons (expanded) 2,930 1.472 1.458

Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0

a Includes small number of vocational training graduates

Source: Regional Plan Association.

Table 79.

Age Comparison of Unemployed and Employed Labor Force

in Three Study Areas.

Both Sexes Male Female

Age
Group

Un-
employed Employed

Un-
employed Employed

Un-
employed Employed

16-25 21.2% 15.7% 21.9% 14.3% 20.4% 21.5%

25-40 60 2 61.9 58 5 62.7 61.9 58.7

40+ 18.7 22 4 19.5 23.1 17.7 19.8

100 0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Total
6.480persons 2,930 23.020 1.472 16.540 1.458

(ex-

panded)

Source: Regional Plan Association.

Table 80.

Educational Attainment Comparison of Unemployed ana

Employed Labor Force in Three Study Areas.

cation employed Employed employed Employed employed Employed

Both Sexes Male Female

Un- Un- Un-

Not H.S.

Grad.

H.S.

Grad

College

Grad.

Total

(ex-

panded)

Source: Regional Plan Association.

64.2% 30.1% 58.3% 27.7% 70.2% 36.3%

31.1 61.9 37.3 65.0 24.8 54.5

4.7

100 0%
7.8

100.0%

5.4

100.0%

7.3

100.0%

5.1

100.0%

9.2

100.0%

2,930 23.020 1.472 16,540 1.458 6,480

force are in that age group. The characteristics of

the employed and unemployed women show littlo dif-

ference by age.

The differences in the distributions of education-

al attainment between the employed and unemployed

labor force is considerably more striking. Over two-

thirds of the workers In the throe study areas have a

high school diploma but only one-third of the unem-

ployed have completed high school. These huge dif-

ferences hold true for both men and women.

Table 81 views the problem in another manner,

showing the unemployment rate by educational attain-

ment and by sex.

Table 81.

Unemployment Characteristics by Educational Attainment and

Sex in Three Study Areas.

Not H.S. H.S. Collogo

Grad. Grad. Grad. Total

8,830 14,200 1,920 25.950

21.3% 6.0% 7.1% 10.9%

5,450 11,300 1.260 18.010

15.7% 4.9% 5.3% 8.2%

3,380 3,900 680 7.940

30.2% 9.3% 11.1% 18.5%

Total Labor Force

Unemployment Rate

Male Labor Force

Unemployment Rate

Female Labor Force

Unemployment Rate

Nolo: Unemployment rotos moy not coincide with earlier tables bocnuso this lablo oxcludoo

those that did not ropty to education question.

Source: Roglonol Plan Association.

High unemployment rates are clearly associated

with the female labor force and a lack of a high school

education. Surprisingly, college graduates have

slightly higher unemployment than high school gradu-

ates, although that may be the result of a small sam-

ple size.

Examining only the characteristics of the unem-

ployed does not give the entire picture. The incidence

of low earning among the employed deserves closer

scrutiny. Using the earnings data provided by the in-

terviews, Table 82 was produced showing the percent

distribution and mean weekly earnings for the three

study areas.

South Jamaica workers earn slightly more than

East Tremont workers who, in turn, earn slightly

more than Bushwick workers. More striking however,

is the earnings gap between male and female workers,

consistent in each area.

From Table 82, the percent of workers earning

under $100 per week can be determined (as shown in

Table 83). 177



Table 82.

Distribution of Weekly Earnings in Three Study Areas.

South Jamaica
Both Sexes Male Female

1.0% 0.9% 1.1%

3.0 2.4 4.4

13.6 95 23 4

47.2 46.0 50.0

27.2 33.2 13.3

8.0 8.1 7.8

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Mean earnings $138 $143 $126

Number of persons
(unexpanded) 301 211 90

Source: Regional Plan Association.

Weekly Earnings

$0-50

$50-70

$70-100

$100-150

$150-200

Over $200

Table 83.

Percent of Workers Earnings Less than $100 per Week in
Three Study Areas.

Both Sexes Male Female
South Jamaica 17.6% 12.8% 28.9%
Bushwlck 32.9 23.0 48.3
East Tremont 26.1 20.6 48.7
Total Study Area 25.3 18.9 42.7
Source: Regional Plan Association.

Table 84.&e

tuU
r

t
n

eas
by A9e

'

EdUCati°n 3nd DriVer
'

S LiCGnse jn

Age S.Jamaica Bushwlck E. Tremont

4 °-65
1« 139 £

Education

College Grad. 172 » J»Vocational Grad _ 160
'57 ifi4

Driver s License

1? «!« •** ti4i
117

1 °8 114
Source: Regional Plan Association.

$100* t

so™ewh;'t arbitrarily assumed that under$100* ,s less than a living wage, then from one-sixth
to almost one-third of workers in the three areas inUns def.mt.on of underemployment. Female workers

I^tTJ T
poorly: alraost half in Bushwick

The f rmn,

g UndeF $100
'
more than doublethe rate of male workers in each of the three study

Age, education and possession of a driver's license of the workers were tabulated by earnings to

178
Equivalent to NYC HRA maximum annual income for
a family of 4.

Bushwick
Both Sexes Male Female

0.9% 0.4% 1.7%
4.0 2.2 8.1

27.5 20.4 38.5

44.7 48.2 39.1

18.1 22.6 10 8

4.5 6.2 1.7

100.0% 100.0% 100 0%
$124 $133 $110

448 274 174

East Tremont
Both Sexes Male Female

0.8% 0 8% 0 fi%

2.4 1.6 5.8

18.2 42.1

45.4 47 8 35.5

21.4 23.7 12.4

7.0 7.9 3.3

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

$131 $135 $113

616 495 121

Table 85.

Target Population of Three Study Areas.

Both Sexes, Working Age
Labor Force

Employed

a) Under $100/week
b) Unemployed
Not in Labor Force

Caring for family

c) Caring for family, 40-65

d) No reason (half)

Assumed Target Population
a+b+c+d

Total Population

Percent Target of Population

Percent Target of Working Age
Males, Working Age

Labor Force

Employed

a) Under $100/ week
b) Unemployed
Not in Labor Force
Caring for family

c) Caring for family, 40-65
d) No reason (half)

Assumed Target
Population (a-d)

Total Population"

Percent Target of Population

Percent Target of Working Age
Females, Working Age

Labor Force

Employed

a) Under $l00/week
b) Unemployed
Not in Labor Force
Caring for family

c) Caring for family, 40-65
d) No reason (half)

Assumed Target
Population (a-d)

Total Population*

Percent Target of Population

Percent Target of Working Age
•Assumes population under 16 years of age is allotted equally to both sexes.Source. Reg.onal Plan Assoc.ation.

. Jamaica Bushwick E. Tremont Total

14,120 11,500 27,860 53.480
7 rmn D,U<:U 2.b,62\)

6,470 5,480 11,090 23,040

1,140 1,810 2,880 5,830

570 530 2.160 3,260

/ ,UoU 5,480 14,610 27,170

3,620 3 200 14 PRO

830 480 520 1,830

380 140 1,250 1,770

2,920 2,960 6,810 12,690

oo.JUJ 00,J^4 1 1 y, i do

9.6 8.9 12.3 10.6

20.7 25.8 24.4 23.7

6,310 4,420 13,120 23.850

4,920 3,540 9,740 18,200

4,590 3,300 8,660 16.550

580 750 1.780 3,110

330 230 1.080 1,640

1,390 880 3,380 5.650

30 250 10 290

10 60 0 70

110 40 420 570

1,030 1,080 3,280 5,390

14,520 15,320 26,850 56,700

7.1 7.1 12.2 95

16.3 24.5 25.0 22.6

7,810 7,080 14,740 29,630

2.130 2,480 3,510 8,120

1,880 2.180 2,430 6,490

560 1.060 1,100 2,720

240 300 1,080 1,620

5,690 4,600 11,230 21.520

3.590 2,950 8,150 14,690

820 420 520 1,760

270 100 830 1.200

1.890 1.880 3,530 7,300

16.020 17.980 28,470 62.470

11.8 10.5 12.4 11.7

24.2 26.6 23.9 24.6



better understand the characteristics of the employed

labor force. Table 84 shows these.

It is clear than in all three study areas, age, ed-

ucation and possession of a driver's license all have a

significant positive impact on earnings. Most striking

is the effect of possession of a driver's license, re-

sulting in an increase of about $30 in the average week-

ly earnings in each study area. In fact, possession of

a driver's license has almost as much impact as pos-

session of a college diploma!

The foregoing data suggest that a discussion of a

potential target population for improvement of econom-

ic status must necessarily focus on four categories of

the population. They are: a) employed persons earn-

ing under $100 per week— the underemployed; b) the

unemployed members of the labor force, the "employ-

able unemployed"; c) potential workers presently car-

ing for their families; and d) those not in the labor

force who are neither in school nor caring for their

families. Accordingly, Table 85 was prepared com-

bining much of the previous data to dimension a target

labor pool for the three study areas.

Somewhat arbitrary definitions of this target pop-

ulation have been used. Those earning under $100 per

week are arbitrarily defined as "underemployed."
Those caring for family, but old enough that their

children are likely to be at least in grade school, are

arbitrarily defined as "prospective job holders," and

half the persons who did not give a reason for not

working are arbitrarily included as employable.

Emerging from Table 85 is a rather uniform sta-

tistical picture across the three study area. Between
twenty and twenty-five percent of all persons over 16

can_be considered as a target for job upgrading or in-

clusion into the working population . Among working
age men, 22.6 percent constitute the target popula-
tion and among women 24.6 percent. These percent-

ages_represent 9. 5 and 11.7 percent of the total pop-

ulation, respectively . Of the entire three-area target

Population, the largest component is the underemploy-
ed; about 46 percent fit this category. Twenty-six
percent of the target population are unemployed mem-
bers of the labor force. The remainder are evenly
divided between potential day care parents and those
00 1 in the labor force. The target population of women
includes about twenty-five percent who are potential

users of day care centers.

Home interview survey: work location and
travel mode.

As part of the survey, respondents were asked to

describe the trips to work made by members of the

household. For public transit trips, details of their

trip, including distances walked, stations and stops

used, transfer points, routes and lines used, fares,

total travel time, and location of job were obtained.

It should be kept in mind that in some cases the in-

formation was being supplied by persons other than

the ones actually making the trip.

The geographic distribution of the job location of

employed persons in each study area was determined.

Table 86 shows that distribution, dividing job loca-

tions into four categories: Manhattan south of 60th

Street; same borough as study area; other New York

City locations; and outside of New York City.

Table 86.

Work Trip Destinations in Three Study Areas.

S.Jamaica Bushwick E. Tromont 3 Aroaa

% ot Total % of Total % of Total % of Total

Manhattan CBD 27.6 31.6 24.8 27.2

Same borough 41.4 55.8 52.9 50.5

Other NYC 23.9 10.3 16.3 16.9

Total NYC 92.9 97.6 94.0 94.7

Outside NYC 7.1 2.4 6.0 5.3

Tota ,
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of Persons 5,700 5.310 10.670 21.680

(expanded)

Source: Regional Plan Association.

Probably the most striking feature of Table 86 is

the low percentage of workers having jobs in the Cen-

tral Business District (CBD)-only 27. 2 percent. This

is in sharp contrast to all workers residing in the City

outside Manhattan, 39 percent of whom work in the

CBD
Also notable is the proportion of work trip desti-

nations beyond the City's borders: only 5.3 percent

work outside the City, a proportion on y

er than City-wide averages. The farther each of the

hr e areas are from the City's border, the smaller

the proportion of trips made beyond that border.

In South Jamaica. 7. 1 percent of the employed

labor force work outside the City, mostly in Nassau

i Suffolk counties. In Bushwick and East Tremont,

iSXZSSZ a- less Utely to work beyond the

Hmite- 2.4 percent of Bushwick regents do so.

*
The foregoing suggests that study area resulents

do not work in numbers proportionate to the number of

iobs in he CBD because of a lack of skills thereby

„"t e advantages of the CBD's access.b.hty vie 179
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the subway system; and they do not work in particular-

ly large numbers in the suburbs, where their limited

skills could be used, because of lack of accessibility.

The bulk of the employed labor force in the three study

areas work either in their home boroughs or in adjoin-

ing ones, where jobs that tend to require limited skills

exist and can be reached by either bus, subway or some

combination of the two.

The distribution by mode of travel used by the

study area residents to get to work is shown in Table

87. South Jamaica and East Tremont workers display

very similar modal characteristics, featured by more

than 40 percent who use the automobile to get to work.
Only about one-sixth of the Bushwick workers, on the

other hand, are so characterized, relying to a great-

er extent on bus and subway service. Walk-only trips

account for 6 to 8 percent of all trips to work. Rail

or taxi trips are negligible.

These results of the home interview survey car-

ried out as part of this study are also compared in

Table 87 with two other sources, the 1960 Census
journey to work data, and the 1963 Tri-State Regional

Planning Commission Home Interview Survey, which
included all trips, not merely trips to work.

It is evident that in South Jamaica and Bushwick
the 1970 and 1960 data are comparable. Walk trips

and bus trips are roughly the same, while subway
trips declined at the expense of more automobile trips.

The magnitudes of the switch from subway to auto are
plausible. In East Tremont, the survey results would
suggest a more than doubling of auto trips to work,
and a decline of subway riding to work of virtually one
half. The latter is questionable since turnstile entries
at the five subway stations serving the study area de-
clined only 16 percent between 1960 and 1970, from
8.63 million in 1960 to 7.28 million in 1970.

In Bushwick, subway turnstile entries at six sta-
tions serving the area declined 6.5 percent between
1960 and 1970, from 7.42 million to 6.94 million.
This is also less than the decline implied by Table
87, but more comparable to it. Part of the differ-
ence may be explained by the assumption that trips
to work by subway from the areas in question declined
more than subway trips for other purposes. General-
ly, while the 1960 Census figures, the 1970 figures
from this study, and the turnstile counts cannot be
reconciled in detail, on the trend of subway use as
expressed in differences between the three study
areas, and in changes in these differences over time
there is agreement. The decline in subway use in
iremont was more pronounced than in Bushwick

despite the higher density of the former, probably be-

cause nearby blue-collar job opportunities reachable

by subway are sparse.

The Tri-State data are not strictly comparable,

not only because walking trips are excluded, but also

because auto, bus and taxi are used for no n-work

purposes to a much greater degree than the subway;

they are listed simply as a point of reference.

Of course, the mode of travel to work is largely

dictated by work location and any attempt at drawing

conclusions based on Table 87 would be amiss with-

out looking at work location and travel mode simulta-

neously in each area in more detail.

Table 88 shows this detail for South Jamaica work

trips where both the mode and destination are known.

Work trips made to locations nearby are predominant-

ly on foot, with some representation of buses. To

other locations within Queens the automobile is domi-

nant, with 63 percent of the total, while buses get

most of the remainder and subways receive only about

5 percent. For trips to Brooklyn, 63 percent of trips

are likewise by automobile, but the bus and subway

Table 87.

Travel Mode in Three Study Areas.

1970 trips to work (this study).

South
Jamaica Bushwick East Tremont

Walk 5.6% 6.6% 7.8%

Bus 15.5 27.9 12.5

Subway 31.7 47.8 30.2

Rail 0.3 0.0 0.2

Auto driver 41.6 15.5 43.7

Auto passenger 5.3 2.3 5.4

Taxi 0.0 00 03

100.0% 100.0% 100 0%

Number of workers 5,319 4,833 20,233

1960 trips to work, U.S. Census 3
.

Walk 5 0% 9.3% 8.7%

Bus 16.3 22 0 14 0

Subway 38.9 530 58.2

Rail 3.4 0.8 1.6

Auto 35 3 14.4 16.8

Other
1.1 0.5 0.7

100.0% 100.0% 1 00.0%

Number of workers 94.406 127,862 102,231

1963 trips fo r all purposes to residential buildings, TSRPC b
.

Bus 23.5 26 8 28.1

Subway 19.7 57 8 506
Rail 05 1.1 0.0

Auto driver 34.2 9.2 9.5

Auto passenger 20.2 2.7 10.7

Taxi 2.0 2.4 1.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Number of trips 20.825 36.524 35,817

: * Excludes "work at home" and refers to zones larger lhan the study areas
t> Excludes walking trips and refers to square miles roughly centered on study areas,

e: Regional Plan Association and as noted



modes almost precisely reverse the shares they had

to Queens, reflecting the greater density of Brooklyn

subway lines and of Brooklyn work locations. To tta

Manhattan CBD the dominant mode is the subway but

27 percent travel by automobile. Previous study ol

mode choice in the New York Region as presented in

Chapter 4, suggests that only about 10 pern nt o these

work trips would be expected to be made by automo-

bile. To other locations within the City the subway

still predominates, but to locations beyond he City

Une the automobile captures 69 percent o the market

with buses getting a sizeable share (mostly to inner

Nassau County). Trips by railroad are negligible

In sum, of the more than 5,300 trips represented

in Table 88 almost 60 percent are destined for either

Brooklyn or Queens and over 60 percent of these

trips are made by automobile. To the Manhattan CBD

most take the subway but sizeable numbers drive oi

are driven. Of all the work trips, 46. 9 percent are

made by automobile, as shown in Table 87. By con-

trast, in 1960 only 35 percent of the southeastern

Queens residents travelled to work by^mo^e

;
according to the U.S. Census. Granted the obsoles

i: ofthe 1960 Census data, these Endings sugge

that an increasing number of South ^*tf

are using automobiles to travel to work regardless

work location. rKftVrent.

The situation in Bushwick is markedly J*
Table 89 gives the breakdown of travel mode by work

trip destination for those Brooklyn --f^
automobile is used quite sparingly, by 17. » P

of the workers, an '-rease from H 3^„ ^
1960. The majority drives only tor trip

City. Walk trips predominate

mile. To the remainder of B™0"?";*™'
,£uon.

of all work trips are made by publie ansport;

two-thirds of those using buses, i r ^
is almost exclusively by subway. Only P ^
automobiles. To the remain* * °"^J'ttBeA the

the subway. No one surveyed - fcJ-J^
railroad to reach work. In sum, .

choice of mode is strongly influen<*° '
of transit.

phic position of the area and *-"**2J those

For the most part, those So^ne^y^^
going to other parts of B™°"y"

and those leaving

going to Manhattan ride the subway,

the City drive. .

high density of development, dispi^ Qver.

mode choice characteristics o
workers in-

all, an incredibly high 49 percent of the

terviewed reported driving to work, compared to only

16. 5 percent reported by the 1960 Census. Table 90

shows the mode choice by destination. Just as in

South Jamaica, over 60 percent of trips made wilhin

the home borough but beyond the Immediate area, are

made by automobile. In South Jamaica, 27 porc-nl

of trips to the Manhattan CBD are made by automobile

and in East Tremont supposedly vol B larger propor-

tion, 41.5 percent, drive or are driven.

Because of the surprisingly large number ol bast

Tremont workers using automobiles to travel to the

Manhattan CBD, the destinations of this group were

Work Trip Mode by Destination, South Jamaica.

Mode

Walk

Bus

Subway

Rail

Auto driver

Auto passenger

Total Trips

Source: Roglonnl Plan Aaaoclnllon

Within
One Other

mile Queens Brooklyn

75.8% 0.0% 0.0%

20.7 32.1 4.8

0.0 5.2 32.3

0.0 0.0 0.0

3.5 54.5 56.5

0.0 8.2 8.5

100.0% 100.0% 100 0%

392 1810 837

Out-

Manh Olhor sldo

CBD NYC NYC

0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

1.8 00 24.1

71.5 61.3 3.5

0.0 00 3.5

25.7 38.7 51.7

0.9 00 17.2

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

1472 418 392

Wort Trip Mode by Destination, Bushwick.

Mode

Walk

Bus

Subway

Auto driver

Auto passenger

Within

One Mile

55.1%

352
2.7

5.6

1.4

100 0%
583

Total Trips

Source: Regional Plan Assoeittion

Other
Brooklyn

0.0%

50.8

269
19.6

2.7

100.0%

2137

Manh. Othor Outside

CBD NYC NYC

0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

0.5 134 0.0

928 51.7 20.0

6.8 28.3 70.0

0 0 8.7 10.0

100,0% 100.0% 100.0%

1586 494 82

Work Trip Mode by Destination, East Tremont.

Mode

Walk

Bus
Subway

Rail

Auto driver

Auto passenger

Taxi

Within

One Mile

60.5%

19.8

3.5

0.0

151

1.2

0.1

100 0%
1301

Total Trips

Source: Regional Plan Aasoclalion.

Other
Bronx

0.0%

24.5

130
00

59.4

3.1

04
100.0%

3949

Manh.
CBD

0,0%

0.0

58.5

00
29.8

11.7

00
100.0%

2588

Other
NYC

0.0%

0.0

58.5

0.0

37.7

28
0.9

1000%

1604

Outside
NYC

0.0%

2.6

5.1

2.6

79.5

10.3

0.0

100.0%

590
181
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examined more closely. Almost 80 percent of them

work west of Fifth Avenue. This suggests that these

drivers may have minimized parking costs by parking

on the fringe of the CBD west of Eighth Avenue, mak-

ing it less costly to drive to Manhattan. Alternate

side of the street parking regulations in East Tremont

might also be an influence in the use of the automo-

bile during the day to travel to work, whereas in the

other two study areas the lower density might make it

easier to find on-street parking.

Bus trips by East Tremont workers are made by
one-quarter of the jobholders. Almost all of these

trips are to other locations in the Bronx. The subway
serves about 6 of every ten destined for either the

CBD or the rest of the City. Only a handful use the

railroad or taxis.

Having examined how choice of travel mode is

influenced by work location, it is now possible to turn
to the characteristics of the major modes of travel
that have resulted in mode choice differences among
the three areas. To do this, we will examine how the
residents of the three areas use each of the travel
modes with regard to the routes taken, the fares paid,
and the length of trip both in time and distance.

The walk trip.

Study area residents who walk to work range from
o.6 percent in South Jamaica to 7.8 percent in East
Tremont. While these variations are not great, it isof some interest to note that the percentage of work-ers who walk increases as the residential density ofeach area increases. It is logical that as the number

tiJ;
3 inCreaSGS (n° 0ne SU™^d walk-ed more than one mile), the number of waiters willincrease And the number of jobs in a re de ntiTlneighborhood is likely to be in proportion to the Lidentia density of that neighborhood. It is therefore

bvTnct 11101,6386 ^ j°bS WUMn talking diJanceby increasing residential density as well a« th!

tSSSi increasins«*^^^2T

walk por^n ofSSKSV* l6ngth ° f the

lated to the (rJZl t
P 3 cntical fact°r re-

It will be recalledThJ ^
t0 P3y additiona l &»*

sure of convenient accessibility to the mass transit

system.

Using the home interview surveys of the three

study areas, the variation in the percentage walking

to the mass transit system as the distance to the sta-

tion varies, was determined. Grouped by 500 foot

intervals, the results are shown in Chart 30. It is

clear that less than 2000 feet from a station most peo-

ple walk and beyond 3000 feet most people take a bus.

In the 2000-3000 foot range, considerable variation

exists, probably the result of the characteristics of

the particular bus routes involved and the distance

to be walked to reach them. It is fair to conclude that

those beyond 3000 feet would be direct beneficiaries

of any free bus -to -subway transfer and that those with-

in 2000-3000 feet would use a feeder bus system with

greater frequency. Approximately 6000 feet can be

considered the outside limit of walking to transit sta-

tions.

Chart 30

Percent Walking by Distance to Subway Stations
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The local bus trip.

Fifty-eight percent of all work trips by bus in the

three study areas are under two miles, 89 percent are

under four miles. Also, 92 percent of all bus trips

are destined within the borough of origin. Clearly,

buses serve a short-haul intra-borough function.

Chart 31 shows the cumulative trip length frequency

distribution for each of the study areas. In all three,

the median trip (50% accumulation) is under two miles

and only in South Jamaica is there a substantial num-

ber of trips beyond four miles.

Map 25 shows the bus routes that touch the resi-

dential sections of the South Jamaica study area, there-

by illustrating the extent of the one-bus rides for study

area residents. Superimposed in color in proportion

to actual usage is the flow of work trips made ent. eel}

by bus. Clearly shown are the work trips that require

more than one bus and usually, more than one fare.

This is the flow that does not show a coincident bus

route. The pattern of bus trips to work is character-

ized by the large number of persons riding buses

north to Jamaica and Hillside Avenues along one of

the three north-south boulevards-Sutphin, Now York

and Merrick-that run through the study area. Ol the

more than 800 trips that are made exclusively by bus,

almost 80 percent use buses in that particular cor-

ridor The remaining scatter along routes to the

south and east. Of those travelling north, only 17

percent are destined for Jamaica Center, the others

transferring to a variety of mutes. And this 8 the

problem. As Map 25 indicates, a number of routes

to the north, east, and west of South Jamaica are pa-

Tronized by study area residents but this b done at

the expense of two buses and usually two fares, I his

ZbZ is created by the multitude of bus operators

i and around Jamaica, six in all, each having routes

ha terminate in the vicinity of Jamaica, each cover-

Chart 31 _

Cumulative Trip-length Frequency Distribution, Bus
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Map 25.

Bus Routes and Trips to

Work by Bus from South
Jamaica



ing a different sector radiating from Jamaica Center

and each providing free transfers to their routes only.

None have routes that go through the study area on to

Jamaica or Hillside avenues and then to points to the

north, east or west. This system automatically cre-

ates two-fare trips for South Jamaica residents. For
example, residents of South Jamaica working along

Hillside Avenue east of Jamaica, of which there are

approximately 200, can choose from among five New
York City Transit Authority routes running on Mer-
rick Boulevard, that will take them north where they

can transfer to a series of Hillside Avenue routes also

run by the Transit Authority. To avoid the two bus

situation it would only be necessary to combine one

Merrick Boulevard route with one Hillside Avenue
route. For those South Jamaica residents living on
the western side of the study area well beyond walking-

distance of Merrick Boulevard, combining routes of

the same bus operator would not do, since only bus

companies that do not serve Hillside Avenue are serv-

ing Sutphin and New York boulevards. In this case,

combining routes of two separate operators or a

merger of operators would be necessary. Similar

difficulties prevent those working in western Queens

or Brooklyn from avoiding two fares westward along

Jamaica Avenue. While combining routes will elimi-

nate many double fares and two- bus trips, the double

fare for South Jamaica residents could be virtually

eliminated by creating free transfers for all routes

crossing in Jamaica Center.

Presently four local bus routes serve John F.

Kennedy International Airport. None touch the resi-

dential portions of South Jamaica, although route # 9

of the Green Bus Lines does originate on Jamaica

Avenue. A number of simple adjustments of routes

is possible to provide access by public transportation

that is now virtually nonexistent to this important em-

ployment concentration. For example, Green Bus

Lines route # 40, which runs along Sutphin Boulevara

and along 142nd Street, might be adjusted to serv

Erectly into the Central Terminal area at™°

'

Other possibilities include the extension of I ran

Authority route # 3 and Jamaica Buses route

113 into the hangar area. ,,Lprn
The emergence of College Point in «ort£ ^

Queens as a prime industrial area with a p
^ ^

12,000-15,000 jobs could create a mar

service from South Jamaica, despi^

iong distance of seven miles.
BuShwick study

Bus service running through ^ ^ rolltes

area is rather plentiful. Map 26 alio

that touch the study area. Superimposed in color in

proportion to actual usage is the flow through the bus

system. Using Map 26 as a guide, it is apparent that

a number of areas attract a sizeable number of Bush-

wick workers that must use two buses, including the

industrial sections of Maspeth, Queens, to the north,

and the hospital complex in East Flatbush. Fortunate-

ly for Bushwick residents, many of these two-bus

trips can be made with one fare because of free trans-

fers. Other bus trips, however require a double fare

even for relatively short distances.

Within four miles of Bushwick there exist a num-

ber of industrial concentrations, Greenpoint, Long

Island City and Bush Terminal, that presently are not

reached by bus by the study area residents. This is

not at all surprising since bus service to these loca-

tions from Bushwick is either tortuous or nonexistent.

Existing bus lines serving Bushwick can readily be

extended to Maspeth and to Greenpoint. It is possible

to reach those locations by subway, and it might be

expected that sizeable numbers do just that. But as

we will see later, most drive.

In East Tremont, where there are no free trans-

fers, there are no particular two-fare flows that

stand out, but there are many trips to scattered loca-

tions requiring two buses, and therefore, two fares.

Map 26 shows this clearly. The major one-fare flows

are along Boston Road and Southern Boulevard; the

Bx20 travels north to Fordham Road, serving both

Fordham Hospital and this major retail district and

the Bx28 runs east-west through the study area, turn-

ing up White Plains Road and ultimately to Gun Hill

Road, where it delivers East Tremont residents to

Montefiore Hospital. Service to the emerging indus-

trial concentrations in Hunt's Point and the South

Bronx could be accomplished by the extension of a

number of existing routes.

The use of free transfers by residents of the

three study areas varies considerably. In Bushwick,

with the most free transfers available, almost one in

four bus riders takes advantage of them. Another 15

percent pay two fares. In South Jamaica, only 5 per-

cent are able to transfer free, and almost one- third

of the bus riders pay a second fare. In East Tremont,

where free transfers are nonexistent, three out of ten

bus riders are forced to pay two fares on journeys-to-

work. These data are shown in Table 91 along with

City-wide averages for Transit Authority and MABSTOA
routes. The study area data and the City-wide aver-

ages are not strictly comparable, for the former are

limited to work trips only, and exclude bus travel that 185
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is part of a subway trip. Nevertheless, they imply

two important conclusions. First, that the use of two

buses on one trip is more prevalent in areas where

free transfers are available . This is illustrated in

two ways: more double bus usage exists on the TA
system compared to the MABSTOA system, and more
double bus usage exists in South Jamaica and Bush-

wick, where some free transfers are available, than

in East Tremont, where there are none. A wider free

transfer system would undoubtedly induce more double

bus trips. Second, that the low-income areas appear

to have a higher proportion of two-bus trips than the

City as a whole . In other words, aside from the fact

that the double bus fare hits the poor person's pocket-

book harder, it also seems to hit it more frequently,

and thus penalizes most those most dependent on the

system. More generally, there is no reason to per-

petuate inequities between different parts of the City

—

such as Brooklyn and the Bronx--which are based

purely on historic accidents, i.e. the past pattern of

transit route ownership.

Table 91.

Percent Bus Riders who transfer in Three Study Areas and
New York City.

System-wide

Home-interview data: averages:

South Bush- East

Jamaica wick Tremont TA MABSTOA
Two fares 32.2% 14.7% 30.3 18.4 24.4

Free transfers 5.1% 23.3% 0.0 14.0 0.0

Total using 2 buses 37.3% 38.0% 30.3 30.2 24.4

Sources: Regional Plan Association and EBS Management Consultants.

The subway trip.

The subway system of New York City was design-

ed to serve the Manhattan Central District. Of the

more than 7,000 subway trips sampled in this study,

more than 6,300 were by persons destined either for

the CBD or to intervening locations reached by taking

a subway enroute to the CBD. This is shown clearly

in Chart 32, the cumulative trip length frequency dis-

tribution curves for subway trips. Each of the three

areas shows a modest percent increment for each

mile increment until the distance from the CBD is

reached. At that point almost all of the remaining

trips are accounted for. For South Jamaica this point

is the 10-11 mile increment, for Bushwick it is the 4-

6 mile increment, and for East Tremont, it is the 8-9

mile increment. The segment of traffic the system

does not serve well is circumferential; e.g. the trip

from the Bronx or Brooklyn to Queens.

The resident of South Jamaica, as mentioned
earlier, has two basic choices when using the subway
system: the Independent system at Hillside Avenue or

the BMT at Jamaica Avenue. As evident from Map 27

showing subway trip Hows of South .Jamaica workers,

the choice between these is made solely on the basis

of work location. If his job is in Mid- Manhattan the

choice is the Independent Line, if in Lower Manhattan,

the choice is the BMT. The choice can be made so

clearly because each line is almost equally inacces

sible, requiring a bus and a second tare to reach either.

In fact, in South Jamaica 90 percent of all subway users

require two fares or more.

The planned Southeast Queens extension of the In-

dependent Line can provide a reduction in this percent-

age, the magnitude of which will depend upon the sta-

tion location and spacing. At any rate, this extension

combined with the proposed new interchange with the

BMT at Twombly Place will provide new access to

both the Independent Line and BMT, thereby serving

residents who are destined for Mid- Manhattan, Lower

Manhattan, parts of Queens, and much of Brooklyn,

simultaneously.

A number of subway riders from South Jamaica

apparently reach destinations in Brooklyn via the In-

dependent Line that could be reached much more easi-

ly by using the Jamaica Avenue BMT, highlighting the

need for better information, mapping and explanation

of the system.

As described earlier and as Map 28 illustrates,

Bushwick subway riders have considerable flexibility

using the subway system. Three major flows exist.

About 38 percent of all subway riders ride the 14th

Street Canarsie Line, the LL service; about 30 per-

cent ride the KK or QJ Broadway service; about 32

percent ride the KK or QJ eastbound, transferring at

Eastern Parkway for the IND A or E lines. Each of

the three alternatives provides service to both Mid-

Manhattan and Lower Manhattan. Bushwick residents

travelling to Manhattan have a choice of three relative-

ly equivalent services and these decisions are likely

to be based on such criteria as number of blocks to

walk, ease of transfers and congestion on the train

itself. This undoubtedly accounts for the low number

of subway riders that pay two fares in Bushwick—only

19 percent.

As alluded to earlier, few Bushwick residents

travel by subway to Greenpoint, Long Island City or

to Bush Terminal despite the fact that it is possible to

reach the first two by riding the LL to Latimer Street

and transferring to the GG service. 187



The subway usage of East Tremont, Map 29, is

most notable because of the disparity in usage of the

Third Avenue Line and the White Plains Road Line.

Eighty-three percent of all southbound riders choose

the latter despite the positon of the study area square-

ly between the two. This is a result of the dead-end

nature of the El requiring a transfer at 149th Street

for anyone going beyond. Many people therefore choose

to take a bus to the more direct line, resulting in 27

percent of the riders requiring two fares. This raises

the question as to the necessity for retaining the El

with its blighting influence if a bus service with a free

transfer might provide comparable service. The de-

cision to raze the El and replace it with a bus service

eventually to be replaced by a subway should be con-

sidered in light of this and be cause of the positive re-

development influence that could be created.

The rail trip.

The use of the railroad by study area residents

is negligible. Among survey respondents, only one

worker in South Jamaica and one in East Tremont

were rail commuters, both going to jobs outside the

City. As was pointed out in Chapter 4, reverse rail-

road commutation—using the existing rail system to

carry residents of poverty areas to suburban counties

in the opposite direction from the major commuter
flow—requires sufficiently low fares to attract low-

income workers, frequent and convenient schedules,

accessibility to rail stations in the City, and a sub-

stantial concentration of jobs within walking distance

to the suburban stations, supplemented, in most cases,

by a pick-up service provided by the employer.

To measure the level of fares necessary to attract

low-income workers to the railroad it is useful to ex-

Chart 32
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amine the present fares paid by those using public

transportation. Table 92 shows the average one-way
fare paid by residents of each of our three study areas

by weekly wage, as of 1970, when a basic 30£ bus and

subway fare was in effect. South Jamaica workers

paid substantially more for their transit journeys to

work, averaging 52. 2 cents each way, than did the re-

sidents of Bushwick or East Tremont. This is direct-

ly attributable to the large majority, 80 percent, that

paid a double fare or more. Residents of the other

two areas averaged about 38 cents per trip, a result

of the much lower share of multiple fare trip-makers.

There appears to be no significant variation of transit

costs by wage rates. The lowest wage earners, by

and large, pay about as much to travel to work as the

higher wage earners. As Table 92 illustrates, this

has a regressive result, since a larger share of the

lower wage earners' salary must go toward paying

their transit fares. For example, those earning from

$70 to $100 per week, on the average, spend about

five percent of their salary on transit fares. This is

equivalent to a suburban resident with an annual in-

come of $20, 000 spending $83 per month for a com-

muter railroad ticket, a rate about twice as high as

he now pays.

Table 92.

Transit Fares by Income in Three Study Areas, 1970.

South Jamaica Bushwick East Tremont

Weekly Wage
$0-50

$50-70

$70-100

$100-150

$150-200

$200+
Average, all

wages
Percent, one

fare

Percent, two
fares

Percent, three
fares

Ave. Travel Ave. Travel Ave. Travel

Fare Cost Fare Cost Fare Cost

One- as % of One- as % of One- as % of

way Wage way Wage way Wage

$0.55 13.8% $0.40 10.0% $0.42 10.5%

0.56 9.4 0.38 6.4 0.43 7.2

0.48 5.6 0.35 4 1 0.44 5.2

0.53 4.2 0.39 3.1 0.37 3.0

0 52 3.0 0.39 2.2 0.35 2.0

0.55 2.4 0.39 1.7 0.45 2.0

52.2C 3.8% 38.4C 3.1% 38.9C 3.0%

19.8%

74.9

5.3

78.1%

20.0

1.9

72.8%

24.9

2.3

Source: Regional Plan Association.

All this is by way of introduction to the critical

question—what reverse rail fare levels should be set

to enable City residents to reach suburban jobs with-

out excessive costs? If the assumptions are made

that the available blue collar semi-skilled jobs in the

suburbs pay on the order of $6,000 annually, or $120

per week, and it is assumed that a worker is prepared

to pay no more than 5 percent of his salary on trans-

portation to work, then Table 93 shows how far into

the suburbs he can get under the existing monthly com
mutation, a 33 percent discount, and a 75 percent dis-

count, from each of four rail stations in the City,

first assuming an additional 35 cents bus or subway
fare and then assuming no additional costs getting to

and from the rail stations at cither end of the trip.

Reverse rail commuting to New Jersey sites was not

considered here since at least a 35 conts faro and 30

minutes of travel are required (o reach the terminals

in the Manhattan Central Business District from the

low -income areas of New York City. Hoverso com-
muting by bus to points in New Jersey is a possibility

and will 1x3 discussed later.

It is clear that poverty area residents are not

really able to use the railroad given present commuta-

tion rates if they must pay 35 cents to reach the sta-

tion. Only if they can walk to the rail station can they

use the system with no discount and then only as far

as Hartsdale in southern Westchester; Long Island

destinations are still out of the question. With a 33

percent discount, help is given to those who can walk

to the station in Westchester but Nassau County is

still beyond the reach of Jamaica and Brooklyn resi-

dents. Those who must pay a 35 cents fare to reach

the railroad station have still not improved themselves.

Only with a 75 percent discount, walkers have reason-

ably priced access to all of Westchester, Nassau and

Suffolk counties. Non-walkers still are extremely

limited with respect to Long Island destinations.

City-wide, only 13 percent of the poverty areas

are within reasonable walking distance of the rail sta-

tions. For those beyond walking distance, a subway

or bus ride costing 35 cents, in addition to the usual

fare, will seriously curtail reverse commuting even

with a 75 percent discount.

One can argue that such discounts can be provided

without difficulty, since the marginal cost of providing

reverse commutation capacity is small. The view of

the railroad managements is that operational proce-

dures placing extra conductors on trains, the stopping

of trains, and their schedules, would require changes

that would incur added costs, and that discounts are

only possible if subsidized separately by State or Fed-

eral governments. However, as described in Chapter

4, the added number of passengers would be small,

and thus there would be no additional operating cost to

the railroads for additional seating because empty

seats are now available in rail cars presently covered

by conductors. The only losses would be losses in

fares from existing reverse commuters.
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The second objection often raised is that dis-

counts to one class of travellers—those travelling in

the reverse direction— discriminates against the user

of the railroad in the major direction. In reality, it

appears more equitable that those causing the major

cost of operation should pay the bulk of that cost. To

some extent, Penn Central Railroad has recognized

this principle; special discount fares are already in

effect for off-peak travel. To facilitate the sales of

discount commutation tickets, all such tickets would

be valid in the appropriate reverse commuting direc-

tion at the appropriate times for rail stations in pov-

erty areas. The loss in revenues resulting from a

75 discount would amount to about 2 percent rail rev-

enues and would be partially offset by the increase in

patronage.

By and large, the frequency of existing rail ser-

vice capable of serving reverse commuters is good.

Harlem residents have at least four schedules in each

direction serving Mt. Vernon, White Plains and

Tarrytown with approximate running times of 25, 40

and 30 minutes, respectively. South Bronx residents

have similar service to Mt. Vernon and White Plains

with running times of about 15 minutes to the former

and 25 minutes to the latter, although some of the

White Plains' schedules require an across-the-

platform transfer at Mt. Vernon. The one glaring

deficiency is that no New Haven trains stop in the

Bronx, shutting off service to the employment con-

centrations in eastern Westchester and Connecticut

that tend to be substantially closer to the railroad

stations than the ones along the Harlem and Hudson

Divisions. At least three trains that presently pass

by the low-income areas in the morning and evening

should stop there.

Service frequency for residents of Central Brook-

lyn and Jamaica are reasonably good. Six schedules

a day in each direction serve Mineola and Hicksville,

with running times ranging from about 15 minutes be-

tween Jamaica and Mineola up to 45 minutes from

Central Brooklyn to Hicksville. However, only two
trains during (ho peak period each way serve Hothpage,

Republic and Farmingdale. Grumman has but one.

Westbound services in the evenings, which overtime
workers might avail themselves of, is generally good
at most other stops but at Grumman and Republio Sta-

tions no service exists after 1:28 and 5:00 P.M. res-

pectively.

Of course, even should the fare be low enough

and schedules frequent enough to attract substantial

numbers of City residents, sufficient job openings

must l)e available within walking distance of the rail

stations. Alternatively, a pick-up service to meet
each train would 1x3 provided by the employer. To

examine these possibilities, the location of industrial

sites in relation to the rail stations was explored,

The job sites in the industrial spine of central

Nassau County are generally beyond a reasonable

walking distance of the suburban rail stations. The

Mineola station is within 2000 feet of some industrial

sites on Second Street, but even there the bulk are

one-half mile or more away. The East Williston sta-

tion on the Oyster Bay Branch shows up somewhat

better with a substantial number of sites alx>ut one-

third of a mile away in the vicinity of Jericho Turn-

pike and Sagamore Avenue but these sites are general-

ly low-intensity warehousing. Other industrial con-

centrations such as along Stewart Avenue in Hemps-

tead, Grand Boulevard in New Cassel and east of

Union Road in Plainview are all considerably more

than one mile from the nearest rail station.

Beyond Hicksville, two rail stations, Grumman

and Republic, show large concentrations of industry

within walking distance. The Grumman station is

surrounded by plants of the aircraft company. Twenty

to twenty-five persons use the railroad each weekday

(22 on the day counted). Of these about one-third live

in Queens, one-third in Brooklyn and one-third in

Nassau County. Grumman provides a minibus for its

workers from a number of the plant locations. Rail

™w Far City Residents can Travel by Rail Under Various Fare Opt.ons. Spending no more than 5% of a $120 Weekly Wage
1 MO/, flurr.nnl 7Z°L Di'rr-iiinl

From

125th Street, Manhattan

Tremont, the Bronx

East New York. Brooklyn

Jamaica, Queens

No Discount

35C Access Cost No Ac

Nowhere Nowhere

Nowhere
Nowhere

Nowhere

Hartsdale

Nowhere

Nowhere

Note: Long Island Railroad fares based on proposed January. 1972 .are schedule.

Source: Regional Plan Association.

33% Discount

35c Access Cost No Access Cost

Nowhere

Hartsdale

Nowhere

Nowhere

Scarboro
Thornwood

Golden's Bridge

Nowhere

Union Hall St.

75% Discount

35C Access Cost No Access Cost

Chappaqua
Oscawana
Croton Falls

Nowhere

Queens Village

Rosedale

Brewster
Cold Spring

Brewster

Bridgehampton
Greenport

Montauk
Greenport
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service is limited to one schedule each way coinciding

well with the working hours at Grumman. The Repub-

lic stop on the railroad offers one morning and two

afternoon schedules that serve approximately 25 work-

ers of the Fairchild plant. Of course, in the present

economic climate, job openings are likely to be ex-

tremely limited.

There are numerous plants along Route 110 in

Farmingdale in the vicinity that could be reached by

bus from the Republic station. However, given the

previous discussion concerning the limitations placed

on reverse commuting by additional access costs, the

potential is limited if the rider is to pay for this bus

service as well. The present fare to each of these

stations is in excess of $1. 00 per ride based on a

monthly commutation from Jamaica, Queens, Flat-

bush Avenue in Brooklyn or Pennsylvania Station in

Manhattan. However, in conjunction with a discount-

ed fare, the service to these two stations could be
made substantially more attractive. For example,
Grumman could have an additional afternoon train

stop, from among the many that presently go through
the station.

The reverse bus trip.

The potential for reverse bus commutation is
worthy of consideration. Numerous bus routes exist
from Nassau County feeding Jamaica Center. As a
result, about 100 South Jamaica residents who work
in Nassau travel there by bus. They generally pay
less than a 60 cents one-way fare to reach such Nas-
sau locations as Freeport, Valley Stream and New
Hyde Park, excluding any cost of reaching Jamaica
Center. Bee Line routes # 4 and 6 to Freeport and
Hempstead, respectively, offer about 5 buses an hour
for the reverse commuter. Considerably less fre-
quency is provided to the Mineola-Hicksville axis of
Nassau County. The bus system to Nassau County is
useful in providing access at somewhat less cost than
the present Long Island Railroad fares to the spread
job locations.

In Bushwick, no workers were found to use thebus for reverse commuting. I„ view of the earlierdiscussion of the bus trip length distribution (Bush-tXZ^s from the City border
>- ^ -

"i» that case to Vonkers. ^S^SSi

New Jersey from the poverty areas of the Bronx and

Upper Manhattan appears to have considerable poten-

tial provided the service is not slowed by city traffic.

In this regard, the use of the George Washington

Bridge Bus Station (GWBBS) at the eastern end of the

George Washington Bridge, is critical. It can serve

as a collection point from the low-income areas of

northern New York City (and other areas as well).

At present, the GWBBS does not afford good ac-

cess from East Harlem or the Bronx. Central Har-
lem residents can reach it easily using the Eighth

Avenue Independent subway, but East Harlem and

many Bronx residents must take at least three trains

or spend two fares just to reach the terminal. For-
tunately, because excellent data exist for the trip cha-

racteristics of the users of the GWBBS,* it is possible

to assess the negative effect of East Harlem's inacces-

sibility. Port of N.Y. Authority data show that in

1968, peak period work trips from the Central Har-
lem zone to New Jersey via the GWBBS was 9.7 times

greater than from the East Harlem zone. Adjusting

for the fact that the population of the Central Harlem
zone is 1. 98 times greater than that of the East Har-

lem zone, we can conclude that Central Harlem re-

sidents are 4.9 times more likely to use the GWBBS
than residents of East Harlem. In other words, if

access equal to Central Harlem's in time, cost and

amenity was provided to East Harlem, five times as

many East Harlem residents as presently use the

GWBBS would use it to travel to work.
Before considering how this could be achieved,

the same analysis can be applied to the Bronx. There,

two reporting zones of the Port Authority that include

low-income areas reveal that the factors would be

1.7, and 4. 7, the first for a zone in the west Bronx
straddling the Cross-Bronx Expressway and including

all the Bronx low-income areas north of 161st Street,

the second, to the south, including the remaining low-

income areas of the Bronx.
The key problem to be faced now is how to pro-

vide access to the GWBBS for East Harlem, the Cen-
tral and South Bronx, comparable to that of Central
Harlem. In East Harlem, the answer could be the

extension of some of the bus lines running north-south
along the avenues that presently terminate in Harlem.
Some routes terminating in the South Bronx could also

* This is in sharp contrast to the limited data avail-
able for reverse commutation usage from the rail-
roads.



be extended to the GWBBS. Most of these extensions

and additions to the bus network would be able to use

portions of the expressway network, particularly the

Harlem River Drive, thus expediting the service.

In the Central Bronx, including our East Tremont
study area, there are 3 routes, Bxll, Bx35, Bx36,

known as the 170th Street Crosstown, the 167th Street

Crosstown, and the 180th Street Crosstown respective-

ly. All currently serve Washington Heights with their

western terminus at 180th Street and Broadway, two

blocks north of the GWBBS. Each has a complicated

and long route through the low-income areas of the

Bronx, diminishing its attractiveness for serving the

GWBBS. As a minimum, these routes should stop

directly in front of the GWBBS.
Analysis of the New Jersey destinations of the re-

verse bus commuters through the GWBBS shows that

among the municipalities in Bergen and Passaic coun-

ties that have substantial concentrations of employ-

ment, only three destinations stand out as having size-

able numbers of commuters using the GWBBS. They

are Paramus, Hackensack and Paterson. Trips to

such employment concentrations as South Hackensack,

Moonachie, Teterboro and Carlstadt are negligible.

Generally this is because service to these places is

poor or nonexistent. The use of express buses direct-

ly to these concentrations, using Interstate 80, a

highway free of congestion which passes through or

near all the municipalities listed should be tried.

The Port Authority Bus Terminal (PABT) at 41st

Street and Eighth Avenue certainly cannot be over-

looked as a terminal for reverse bus commuting. In

fact, reverse work trips in the peak period in 1968

totalled 5,620, more than twice the comparable num-

ber as the GWBBS. Almost half (47. 1 percent) live

in Brooklyn or Queens, 21 percent in Upper Manhat-

tan, and 13 percent in the Bronx. Two-thirds of these

trips are destined for Hudson County, Newark, and

the industrial areas on the edges of the Hackensack

Meadows. The remainder are scattered throughout

northern New Jersey. However, the possibility of

improving reverse commuting by improving either the

already good service to the large traffic generators or

the already good access to the Terminal via the sub-

way system for New York City residents, is small.

The auto trip.

As was mentioned previously, and is shown again

in Table 94 some 40 percent of all work trips in the

study areas' are made by automobile and this propor-

tion is close to 50 percent in South Jamaica and East

Tremont. Quite plausibly, the last column in Table

94 shows that over 80 percent of all trips from the

study areas destined beyond the City boundary are

made by auto; 43 percent of the trips to New York City

destinations outside the CBD are by auto; but, rather

surprisingly, as many as 28 percent of the trips to the

CBD were also reported to Ixj by auto. Some of this

may have to do with odd schedules ol t lie workers in-

volved (night shifts, etc.). Altogether, 90 percent of

all automobile trips to work from the study areas were

within New York City ,
predominantly to destinations

other than the CBD.
To explore this surprisingly high rate of automo-

bile use— substantially higher than that recorded by

the 19G0 Census--it is appropriate to look at auto

ownership and use characteristics, as presented in

Table 95. It is evident that auto ownership is highest

in South Jamaica, with GO percent car-owning house-

holds, followed by East Tremont with 37 percent and

Bushwick with 27 percent. Over the 1960 to 1970 de-

Table 94.

Auto Work Trip by Destination in Three Study Areas.

Porcont

South East Auto to

Destination Jamaica Bushwick Tromont Total Destination

Manhattan CBD 15.7% 12.4% 21,8% 18.9°/<, 27.8%

Other NYC 73.5 80.0 67.4 70.6 43.2

Outside NYC 10.8 7.6 10.8 10.5 81 4

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 40.9

Source: Roglonol Plan Association.

Table 95.

Auto Ownership and Use Characteristics in Three Study

Areas.
South Jamaica Bushwick East Tremont

Household Owning:* No. % No. % No. %
No Auto 177 400 871 72.8 661 62.8

One Auto 210 47.5 246 23.4 367 35.0

Two or More 55 12.5 35 3.8 25 2.2

Total Households 442 100.0 952 100.0 1,053 100.0

Total Autos Owned 324 317 420

Autos/Household. 1970 0.73 0.33 0.40

Autos/Household. 1960 0.79 0.46 0.37

Job-Holders 421 591 669

Job-Holders Using Auto 201 106 330

Owner Driven 180 92 292

Passenger in Auto of

Same Household 10 1 10

Passenger in Auto of

Other Household 11 13 28

Percent of Available Autos
Used for Work Trips 59.0% 33.1% 76.2%

Percent Work Trips by
Auto. 1970

Percent Work Trips by
Auto, 1960

47.8

35.3

17.9

14.4

49.4

16.8

Unexpended aample.

* Owner driven plus passenger In auto of other household as percent of total autos owned.

Sources: Regional Plan Association and US Census. 1960.
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cade, this ownership rate has remained virtually un-
changed, dropping slightly in South Jamaica and Bush-
wick, rising slightly in East Tremont. However, the
percent of all trips to work that are made by auto has
risen dramatically, as shown at the bottom of the
table. This can only be explained by an increasing
use of available autos for travel to work. Certainly
the percentages shown in line 13 of Table 95, indicat-
ing the proportion of available autos used for travel
to work in 1970, do not seem unreasonable, ranJngfrom 76 percent in East Tremont to 33 percJTBushmck. t is also evident that the number of autopassengers rather than drivers) amounts to only 9 to

Pa- with the public^JoZZ^Z^T
Chart 33

pir,
a,iveTrip-,en9,hFret

'ue-vDis tr ibution
, Auto

100-r i

90H

80-*

70H

60-I

196
South Jamaica
East Tremont
Bushwick

Therefore the automobile cumulative trip length fre

Z73f^T for

r

ach stucly area is *S£Chart 33. The geographic position of the study areasand their surrounding density of opportunities is
fleeted

1

m the figures: South Jamaica, being farthestfrom the CBD, had the longest median auto trip (50
percentile), 7.6 miles. By contrast, East Tremont's
median trip length is only 3. 0 miles. Comparisons
ol auto and transit work trip characteristics for the
three study areas are shown in Table 96.

Table 96.

Autoand Transit Work Trip Characteristics in Three Study

South g aS f

Jamaica Bushwick Tremont
Auto Transit Auto Transit Auto Transit

Median Trip Length (miles) 7 6 10 0 3 8
Average Trip Length (miles) 7.2 7.4 3 8
Average Time (minutes) 42.2 58.6 32.6 5Z0
Average Speed (mph) 10 .2 7.6

4.1 3.0 4.0

3 6 4.1 4.9 5.7

Source: Regional Plan Association.

7.0 4.7 9.1 7.5



It is evident from Table 96 that transit trips tend

to be of slightly greater distance than auto trips, per-

haps in the order on one-half mile, and that transit

travel time averages on the order of 15 minutes longer

than auto time. Consequently auto travel speeds are

from 20 to 50 percent faster than transit travel speeds.

Of course, it should be recognized that the transit

data include both bus and subway travel; buses are

slower and subways faster. While the use of the auto-

mobile may afford considerable travel time savings

and explain the high usage of the automobile, the op-

portunities for higher incomes that the automobile

may provide is worthy of exploration. Let us thru [n

vestigate the relationship between income, auto owner-

ship and its use for the work trip.

Earlier, in Chapter 2, it was shown that the pro-

portion of low-paying jobs in the City was greater than

in the suburbs, suggesting that the lack of an automo-

bile, which in many cases provides the only access to

such jobs, prevents the poor from earning more. Con-

versely, better paying jobs make it financially easier

to own an automobile, and so a self- reinforcing cycle

appears in which the poor are left with poorer jobs and

fewer automobiles. To shed some light on this ques-

tion, Table 97 was prepared showing the average week-

ly earnings of four categories of workers: those who

use an auto to travel to work and those who use tran-

sit, each subdivided according to whether the house-

hold they belong to does or does not have an auto.

It is clear from Table 97 that auto users owning

autos earn substantially more than transit users who

do not own an auto, the difference ranging from $19

a week in East Tremont to $43 a week in Bushwick.

Of course, this finding is not very conclusive with re-

gard to cause and effect-it can be simply interpreted

that the workers with higher earnings own and drive

an auto because they earn more. A somewhat better

idea of how much of the earning difference is due to

the use of the automobile might be derived from com-

paring auto owners who drive with auto owners who go

Table 97.

Earnings, Auto Use and Ownership in Three Study Areas.

by transit. Here the difference is smaller, but still

noticeable, averaging $20 per week for both

For men only, the difference averages about SI- per

week, which still tends to more than cover the added

cost of driving if no parking fees are involved. Here

again, though, the difference may be due to the fact

that tnose who earn more prefer to^ W«
added income on the comfort of driving. Thus the

third comparison is between non-owners of au* mo

biles who take transit and those who drive to work.

The sample in the second column of Table 9, is very

Mode Used: Auto Transit
South Jamaica: Own Auto: Yes No Yos No

Both Sexes

Weekly Earnings $150 $119 $131 $117

Number In Sample 126 5 105 97

Male

Weekly Earnings $150 $128

Number In Sample 95 3 (Mlou

Female

Weekly Earnings $149 $105 $120 3.1 1 11 1 1

Number in Sample 31 2 M ••a

Bushwick:

Both Sexes

Weekly Earnings $154 $137 $127 $111

Number in Sample 66 12 1 07
1 CI OKI*0 1

Male

Weekly Earnings
/tiro
$156 $139 $134 $117

M - i Mill hji» la* C im«\lANumber In Sample nOU 7 71 128

Female

Weekly Earnings 5> 1 JO $119 $106

Number in Sample 1 RIO 0 w 123

East Tremont:

Both Soxes

Weekly Earnings $142 $137 1 1 £0 tin

Number In Sample 246 16 i 1 i
1 1 1

OKI

Male

Weekly Earnings $ 1 40 $133 $128

Number in Sample 221 14 71 183

Female

Woekly Earnings $119 $ 85 <L 1 1 1 *1 1

1

Number in Sample 25 2 40 70

Average, male 148 140 136 123

Average, female 139 117 117 108

Average, both sexes $146 $134 $128 $117

Source: Regional Plon Association.

small, and insufficient to make firm judgements, but

it shows consistently, in all three areas, male wages

of non-auto owners Ixiing driven to be higher than those

of non-auto owners using transit.

In connection with non-auto owners being driven,

a brief discussion of the subject of car pooling is in

order. As was shown in Table 95 earlier, in South Ja-

maica, 10 percent of the auto users were passengers,

in East Tremont, 12 percent and in Bushwick 13 per-

cent. These small numbers reflect the scatter of car-

accessible work sites which make car pooling imprac-

tical, the dearth of very large establishments, and the

general inconvenience of car pooling which is essential-

ly public transportation with a service frequency of one

These disadvantages apparently outweigh the cost-

sharing advantages of car pooling.

Theoretically, the amount of car pooling likely to

occur between poverty areas in the City and industrial

locations in the suburbs will be in proportion to the

density of workers living in close proximity to one

another and simultaneously to the density of those
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working in close proximity if not in the same plant,

at least in the same square mile. Accordingly, an

examination was made of the potential for car pooling

from four poverty areas in the City to four employ-

ment concentrations in suburban counties. The num-
ber of potential car pool participants was estimated

for these sixteen NYC to suburban county flows in

Table 98.

The table shows the total Bo rough-to-County work
trips based on the 1960 Census, the percentage of

them which might originate in an average low-income
square mile, and finally, assuming that the density of

jobs in a suburban manufacturing concentration is

20,000 per square mile, (a moderately high density
characteristic of industrial parks) and what share such
a square mile is of the total county, the number of

potential car pool candidates per square mile. These
candidates are workers who are estimated to live in
the same square mile in the City and work in the same
square mile in the suburbs. It is evident from this
theoretical exercise that the car pool potential is ra-
ther meager particularly in South Jamaica and Cen-

Table98.

Estimated Car Pool Potential of Low
(Sixteen Selected

Low Income Area

South Jamaica

Suburban County

Nassau

Western Suffolk

Bergen

Southern Westchester

Low Income Area
Central Brooklyn

Suburban County

Nassau

Western Suffolk

Bergen

Southern Westchester

Low Income Area
South and Central Bronx

Suburban County

Nassau

Western Suffolk

Bergen

Southern Westchester
Low Income Area
Harlem

Suburban County

Nassau

Western Suffolk

Bergen

Southern Westchester

Source: Regional Plan Association.

Borough to

County
Work Trips

Income Areas.
Flows).

% Borough
Low Income
Labor Force
Living in

Average
Low Income

Sq. Mile

Low Income
Car Pool

Candidates
per Square Mile

17,150
1 .0% 9.5

990 1.0 1.8
690 1.0 0.4
830 1.0 0.8

5,950

700

1,450

830

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

10.8

3.7

4.3

2.6

1.360

180

1,950

9.770

8.6

8.6

8.6

8.6

6.1

1.8

14.5

78.5

2,130

280

2,860

2,550

5.7

5.7

5.7

5.7

6.8

1.8

14.0

13.5

tral Brooklyn. The most favorable situation seems
to exist between the Bronx and southern Westchester,
but there, car pooling could be in competition with

reverse rail use.

How study area residents view their transpor -

tation.

The discussion in this chapter until now has been

based on the analysis of facts from a variety of sources,

but particularly the home interviews. This "objective"

data is distinguishable from the subjective reactions

that the study area residents showed in responding to

the first question about "transportation problems.

"

The former reflects people's actual response to the

transportation system in the form of their behavior,

the latter is their verbal response, which gives another

perspective to poverty area transportation problems.

Table 99 shows the response by the interviewees
to the open-ended transportation question. A small
percentage of respondents, similar among the three

study areas, described the system as satisfactory.

The ranking of negative comments from area to area
was similar, e.g. "costs too much" ranked high,

"too much walking" ranked low. Third, dissatisfac-
tion was expressed consistently less often in East
Tremont than in the other two study areas. Given
these consistencies the exceptions to them are of

great interest. Unlike the other two areas, residents
of East Tremont ranked "too crowded" and "too dirty"

high, even above "costs too much." This suggests
either a greater concern with such amenity or, more
likely, greater lack of amenity there. Reliability of

the transportation system was of much greater con-
cern in South Jamaica than elsewhere. Given the

greater reliance on the bus network and the restrict-

ed choice of mass transit lines in South Jamaica, this

is hardly surprising. Conversely, "too much trans-
ferring" is of very little concern to Bushwick resi-
dents, perhaps as a result of a number of free trans-
fers that do exist in the area.

However, looking at such results on an aggregat-
ed basis by study area could mask considerable varia-
tion within the study area. For example, the percent
of the residents voicing an objection to high costs may
vary by their location within the study area relative
to the subway stations and bus lines, by their income
and by the travel mode they use. To isolate these
factors the responses to the first question were dis-
aggregated by residents' location, earnings and travel
mode. Intuitively, it seemed likely that those some
distance from the mass transit stations (in "two-fare



zones") would be more negatively disposed toward the

system, particularly with regard to cost, travel time,

waiting, transferring and walking.

The results of the disaggregated analysis by resi-

dential location belied intuition. In all three study

areas and for all items dissatisfaction with the system

appeared to be independent of location , with one ex-

ception. Residents on the western side of the East

Tremont study area were substantially more negative

about transferring in the system than were their neigh-

bors to the east. This finding reinforces the earlier

discussion concerning dissatisfaction with the Third

Avenue El. The lack of geographic difference within

South Jamaica and Bushwick is probably explained by

the more uniform service within each of these two

areas, poor in South Jamaica, generally better in

Bushwick.

The responses to the first question were disag-

gregated by travel mode and by income. These were

derived by associating the response of the interviewee

Table 99.

Evaluation of Transportation Service by Study Area Residents.

South
Jamaica Bushwick East Tremont

% Rank % Rank % Rank

Trip OK 13.4% 14.5% 12.3%

Cost too much 66.4 1 64 9 1 47.5 3

Too long 57.2 2 53 8 3 45.7 4

Too much waiting 56.5 4 51.6 5 39 5 5

Too much transferring 24 6 9 15.4 10 21.2 9

Too much walking 22 2 10 21.0 9 23.7 8

Unreliable 44.0 8 26.0 8 20.7 10

Not enough night service 45.6 7 46.7 6 310 7

Too crowded 57.0 3 55.0 2 59.8 1

Too dirty 56.3 5 51.7 4 50.2 2

Unsafe 50.1 6 40.7 7 39.2 6

No public transportation n.a. 13 12 15.2 11

Directions not clear n.a. 3.2 11 10.3 12

Total responding 432 904 979

n.a.-Not asked.
Source: Regional Plan Association.

Table 100.

Percent of Households Satisfied with the Trip to Work
by Mode, by Income, in Three Study Areas.

South Jamaica
Bushwick

East Tremont
Combined average,

three areas

Auto Users

Transit Users

Source: Reg.onal Plan Association

Transit Under
Over $100Auto Users Users $100

21 .7% 2.9% 14.5% 9.1%

8.9 3.6 2.4 5.2

11.5 5.7 50 92

13.9 4.2 6.0 7.9

Under
$100 Over $100

18.3% 13.2%

3.3 4 6

with each work trip listed on that questionnaire, an
assumption that may not precise but nevertheless

should give a strong indication of variations. Table

100 shows the percent of households by mode and by

income who voiced satisfaction with tho trip to work
by a "trip OK" response.

It is plain that few persons are completely satis-

fied with their work trip. Only one of seven auto users

and one in twenty-four transit users were so satisfied.

It is interesting to note that the least dissatisfaction

with the automobile occurred in South Jamaica, the

least dense of the three areas. Conversely, South

Jamaica expressed the greatest dissatisfaction with

the transit system. Among jobholders earning less

than $100 per week there existed a slightly lower de-

gree of satisfaction than those earning above $100 per

week, although not consistently in all three areas.

However, this seemingly small difference masks tho

fact that jobholders in households who expressed satis-

faction earned an average of $21 more per week than

those expressing dissatisfaction, $149 to $128. This

apparent discrepancy results from the skewed distribu-

tion of income to the high side for the satisfied res-

pondents.

As we have seen earlier, those earning more tend

to use the automobile more. Therefore the top part of

Table 100 does not fully reflect whether people are

more dissatisfied when they use a particular mode or

if they are generally dissatisfied with everything around

them if they are very poor, or both. Stratification by

income and travel mode simultaneously, shown in the

bottom part of Table 100, supplies these answers. It

is obvious that auto users, whether thev earn under

or over $1Q0
T
are substantially more satisfied than

transit users. In general, low earners within a par-

ticular mode, appear to be about as equally dissatis-

fied with transportation as those earning more.

While the examination of "trip OK" responses

provides some measure of resident opinion of trans-

portation, analysis of such replies as "costs too much

may be of more direct value. Table 101 shows the

percent of jobholders whose household response in-

cluded "costs too much," by travel mode and by in-

C°m
The expense of travelling to work is apparently

felt about equally for both auto and transit users.

South Jamaica transit users, reacting to their higher

incidence of two fares, complained more of transit

costs than those of the other areas. Bushwick auto

users showed the highest negative response to costs.

For the income stratification, higher-income South

Jamaica residents complained substantially more about 199



Table 101.

Percent of Households Dissatisfied with the Cost of Travel to
Work by Mode, by Income, in Three Study Areas.

Transit Under
Auto Users Users $100 Over $100

South Jamaica 34.1% 54.7% 24 6% 52 5%
Bushwick

69.3 49 7 59 4 50 6
EastTremont 38 .9 38.7 48.9 357
Combined average,

three areas 42.5 46 .9 47.7 44.6

Under
$100 Over $100

Auto Users 46.7% 42.0%
Transit Users 43 0 46.2
Source: Regional Plan Association.

high costs than their lower paid neighbors, while the
other two areas showed the more expected results
poorer people are more sensitive to costs. This ap-

parent contradiction in South Jamaica may be partially
explained by the fact that in South Jamaica a somewhat
greater percent of workers earning over $100 who use
transit pay two fares than those earning under $100.
The other explanation may be differing mode choice's
of the two income groups. Therefore, the "costs too
much" responses were stratified by mode and income
simultaneously just as had been done for the "trip OK"
responses. From the lower part of Table 101 we see
that on the average for both income groups, auto
users are only a little less dissatisfied with costs than
transit users. It seems that neither variation in in-

come nor in travel mode produce any significant dif-

ference in complaints about costs . The fact remains
the costs are burdensome to many.

NOTE ON SAMPLING RELIABILITY.
The sampling accuracy of a survey can be estima-

ted by the following equation:

1624
y =

^°- 4884
) (%DU)

where y - root-mean - square error ( 68.3 percent
confidence range)

x = total universe sampled
%DU = percent dwelling units sampled,
inis equation can be applied to the three home

interview surveys to calculate the range of confiden-
e 01 any volume quoted in the survey results. For
ample, there is roughly a two-thirds probabilitymat an expanded volume of 5,000 (trips, jobs, or

^^^e) will be correct within + 9.3%, 7.3%
no J. 9% for South Jamaica, Bushwick and East

wm.iHK
respective ly. An expanded volume of 500

30 7
haVe ^responding errors of 28.8, 22.5, and

two
'
re

f
pectiveJy. for the three study areas, given

two- thirds confidence limits.
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QUESTIONNAIRES

EMPLOYER QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Mow many persons do you employ at this address?

2. How many shifts do you have?

3. What are the hours ner each shift?

8.

4. How many persons work in each shift?

5. Do inadequacies of nuhlic transportation cause anv of the following?

Yes No

Recruiting difficulties

High turnover

Frequent lateness

6. What percentage of your employees arrive at work by automobile?

7. Indicate the number of jobs presently in your firm in the following

categories

:

Number

Professional, managerial

Sales

Clerical '

Skilled - craftsmen, etc.

Semi-skilled - operatives, etc.

Unskilled - laborers

Unskilled - service, maintenance, etc.

• k, Alness conditions the number of job
Estate under present and ^^ M^^

n

3^ averape m0nth In Ch* following
oreninps occurrine in vour firm during an aver

cctt<»f:oties : .. . .

Present Normal Pav Range ( $ per wk.)

Professional, managerial ,

Sales

Clerical

Skilled - craftsmen, etc.

Semi-skilled - operati es, etc. .

Unskilled - laborers

Unskilled - service,

maintenance, etc.maintenance, etc. „M ->

u h rninino program for semi-skilled workers?

9. Do you have an on-the-job training pr k

Yes No ,

ar . the trainee during the training program.

]0. How do you compensate the trains



HOME INTERVIEW

TAD/RPA/SDA

Address Interviewer,

Apt. No. Date

i. In your opinion, what are the major transportation problems in this neighborhood, including trips to work?

a) Trip is O.K.

b) Costs too much
c) Takes too long

d) Too much waiting
e) Too much transferring
f) Too much walking

g) Unreliable

2. Do you own a car? Yes
(1)

h) Not enough night service
i) Too crowded

j) Too dirty
k) Unsafe
1) No public transportation
m) Directions not clear
n) Other (specify)

(2)

No How many?

3. Length of time at this address

4. How many persons are living here?

5. How many are 16 years or older?

6. For those 16 or older (oldest first)
(Check person interviewed)

Person Sex
No. M F 16-25

CT) < 2)| (i)

1.

2.
"

3.
"

4.
"

25-40

(2)

40-65

(3)

Drivers License
Educational Status

65+

(4)

Yes No

(2)

Less than 8th
(1)

Less than 12th

(2)

H.S. Grad.

(3)

Coll. Grad

(4)

Training School

Grad

(5)

7. Who of the above have jobs right now?

Porson
No.

I.

2.
"

3.
"

4.
"

Receiving Unemployment
Insurance Bene f it -

(3)
Welfare Pension

Person

No.

1.

Exact Location or
Address of Job

8. FOR THOSE WITH JOBS NOW, CONTINUE
FOR THOSE WHO CONOT, CO TO PAci 4

Borough
or Town Occupation Type of Business

How lonp therg_

0-1 Izlm (2)

2+

(3)



9. Please describe your usual trip to work including how far you walk, names of bus and subway lines used,
where you get on and off, etc. For example,

10.

12

Person
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Person
No.

1.

2.
'

3.
'

4.
"

HOME
o-

HOME

o
o
o
o

Walk
4 blocks

165th

St.

-o

—

#35
Bus

166th

St.

-o—
IRT -

White Plains
125th

St.

-o

—

IRT -

Lex Express
59th

St.

—

O

Wnlk

2 blocks

Travel time (door to door) Time due at work Coat of trip

11. How much do you earn per week before taxes?

Person
No.

1

.

2

.

3.
'

4.
"

Under $50

(1)

$50-70

(2)

$70-100

(3)

$100-150

(4)

$150-200

(5)

$200 +

(6)

Do you know of any better paying jobs that you could get to if transportation were better?

Yes No Where? How much more per week?
Person

No.

13. What suggestions do you have for improving transportation services for your community?

WORK

-o
WORK

o
o
o
o

FOR THOSE THAT DO NOT HAVE JOBS

L. Why are you out of work?

Person
No . In school Look after family

L.

2.
"

3.
'

4.
'

Pay

Not enough

too low Laid off education/training
Poor

2.

Person
No.

How long are you out of work? 3. Location of last Job

1

.

2.
"

3.
"

4.
"

Transportation

Other

Dlacr lmlnat Ion (Hpecl fy)

4. How much earned? 5. Have trade?
Yee No What

3. Are you willing to enroll in a skills training program?

If yes
f

what trade
Person

No. Yes No

L.

2.
"

3.
"

4.
"

v, a„o fnr imorovine transportation services for your community'
4. what suggestions do you have tor improving ""u»r

203
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